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Abstract
This thesis is a study of sonification and information: what they are and how they
relate to each other. The pragmatic purpose of the work is to support a new
generation of software tools that are can play an active role in research and practice
that involves understanding information structures found in potentially vary large
multivariate datasets. The theoretical component of the work involves a review of
the way the concept of information has changed through Western culture, from the
Ancient Greeks to recent collaborations between cognitive science and the
philosophy of mind, with a particular emphasis on the phenomenology of immanent
abstractions and how they might be supported and enhanced using sonification
techniques. A new software framework is presented, together with several examples
of its use in presenting sonifications of financial information, including that from a
high-frequency securities-exchange trading-engine.
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Chapter 1
PROLOGUE
[S]tructure, which is the division of the whole into parts; method, which
is the note-to-note procedure; form, which is the expressive content, the
morphology of the continuity; and materials, the sounds and silences of
the composition...(Cage 1961/1967: 36).

1.1 Motivations for the work
This thesis has its early origins in an attempt to explain a phenomenon frequently
experienced when composing algorithmic music with computers. At certain times in
the process, usually towards the end of a major section or the work as a whole, the
algorithms are set aside and an ‘adjusting’ or ‘tuning’ is undertaken ‘by ear’ that
might involve experimenting with rescaling or perhaps re-quantising the pitch
gamut, adjusting rhythmic hierarchies, limiting or compressing the audio
bandwidth, reducing reverberation in the tenor register, and so on. All these highlevel ‘global’ actions are performed more–or–less intuitively, until the work gels and
the internal acoustic data representations begin to function as part of a cohesive
whole; in which the structure becomes secondary to the form–the morphology of the
continuity. That is, an identifiable unfolding continuity.
Many questions arise in thinking about this process, which, if generalised, is
not confined to computer music, or even just to music. What are the underlying
principles that inform this practice and can some general methodology be drawn
from them? Perhaps a new kind of music theory is needed that does not confine
musical information to that defined in current didactic texts, both old and new, or in
the results of the reductionist practices of laboratory-bound psychoacoustic research,
interesting though they are. The embodiment is a somewhat delicate procedure:
taken too far, the result is auditory mush1. Clearly a balance has to be orchestrated
that creates a sense of cohesion but that does not blur the articulation of structural

1

A soft or soggy mass, but also, an expression that is excessively sweet and sentimental.
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features. Musical orchestration is often, though not always, concerned with the
mixing of individual instrumental timbres into rich, cohesive complexes; and its
principles are well documented and taught in music schools everywhere. While, in
his ground-breaking overview, Albert Bregman (after Helmholtz) described the
basic dimensions of analytic and synthetic listening in terms of auditory stream
integration and segmentation (Bregman 1994: 395-453), there is yet to be written a
generalised exposition appropriate for many sonification tasks: how to synthesise
auditory cohesion while maintaining a clear articulation of the separate components.
For the purpose of the current research, it was decided to put aside those parts
of the process that one could easily identify as stylistic, so as to concentrate on
understanding the synthesis of perceptions that afford the transfer of information
structures at the expense of the cultural–in full cognisance of the dangers of such
dualisms. This does not imply that the style is forgotten, simply faded into the
background so as to simplify the problem at hand. In fact, on playing examples of
the capital market parameter-mapping sonifications discussed in Chapter 5, a
composer colleague asked, “So, why do these sonifications sound so like computer
music?”
Before introducing the content of each chapter individually, a broad summary
of the context of the thesis as a whole may be beneficial. To date, the most common
approach to sonifying multivariate datasets has been to apply a technique often used
in computer-music composition, namely, to map data dimensions to acoustic or
psychoacoustic parameters, in the hope that the information content of the data will
be “revealed”. However, it is now recognized that such an approach has not
produced the sorts of results required of sonification, namely, clear and reliable
perceptions of the information. The dilemma has become known colloquially in the
field as “the mapping problem”. The simplest explanation for the failure of the
method is related to the non-orthogonal or co-dependent nature of aural perception
as it is usually parameterized. For example, under certain circumstances, an increase
in loudness is also perceived as a rise in pitch. The most common “solution” when
using this technique is to test empirically which of a number of fine-tunings or
“tweaks” of parameter space mappings is the least problematic; perhaps in the hope
that eventually, over time, a generalised model may become evident.
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Rather than proffering such a generalised solution supported by extensive
empirical evidence, a much less ambitious aim of the research reported in the early
chapters of this thesis is to try to better define the nature of the problem, for only
then will the demands on the computational tools necessary to develop such
solutions be understood. A major difficulty, and one that is frequently elided, is the
distinction between the concepts of information and data. In fact, the frequently
used expression “data sonification” promotes that elision and in doing so, implicitly
supports the idea that information can automatically “pop-out” of a sonification
once an optimal parameter-mapping of the dataset is found. This thesis argues that
an understanding of the historically volatile nature of the differences between data,
data-embedded information, “sense data” and perception can explain why such an
expectation is unrealistic; that the early attempts by phenomenologists to define
such purely mental constructs leads to a tautological reduction to Platonic Ideals and
all the difficulties that they imply; that the search for these mental contructs is
another example of the Cartesian disembodiment 'trap' and that there is still no
known basis for the reliably robust formation of such abstract mental structures.
However, I go on to argue, that the work of Polanyi and others on tacit and
embodied knowledge may prove a fruitful path to explore, particularly as this
approach is currently being pursued by interdisciplinary teams of philosophers and
cognitive scientists, following the generally recognised failure of abstract
computational models to solve “the hard problem” in machine learning research. An
argument is thus advanced that the cognitive stability of aural structures such as
melodies, which were of intense interest to the early phenomenologists because they
are examples of apparently abstract mental structures, may be related to their origins
in body actions; of speaking, singing and playing. The implication of this is that if
software is to be capable of contributing to the translation of information in data into
more reliable perceptual objects, it may have to be capable of simulating
embodiment; a different, perhaps more difficult task, than the production of sound
from acoustic or psychoacoustic parameter-mappings. With that task in mind, the
thesis then proposes and reports on the development and testing of a software
framework, called SoniPy, which affords such research.
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Chapter overview
The thesis can be broadly divided into two themes. Chapters 1–3 provide an
historical overview and theoretical context, Chapter 4 is a short, somewhat
speculative link to the more practically–oriented design of a software framework
powerful enough to create and undertake research into sonification and information
together with some technical experiments that test parts of the framework on the
sonification of capital market trading data.

1.1.2

Chapter 2

Empirical research in the synthesis of auditory designs for the pragmatic
communication of non-musical and non-speech acoustic representations began to
emerge in the 1990. Chapter 2 reviews the field as a whole, first by examining some
descriptive definitions of sonification and suggesting some small improvements. The
use of discrete sounds for alerts and alarms present designers primarily with
differentiation problems: between the sounds themselves and between the sounds
and the environment in which they function. Though related in subtle ways, these
discrete audifications do not address an opposite issue (the “mapping problem”):
how can data relations be represented acoustically for interpretation by listeners, for
the purpose of increasing their knowledge of the source from which the data was
acquired. That problem can be recast as the task of creating mental ‘objects’ for
active contemplation, rather than how to correctly elicit a timely response to a welldifferentiated auditory stimulus. Somewhat between these two is the task of
continuous monitoring of production and environmental processes, and so forth.
An informal browse through a number of other theses in the field was one
reason behind the decision not to include another cursory overview of the physics or
psychophysics of sound in this thesis. Another was the ability to reference personal
material previously published that more fully covers the material. However, the
most important reason was a sense that the discussion needed to move on. The
physics or psychophysics is important from an analytic perspective but for it to be
useful for synthesis, it needs to be in the form of inverse filters, such as that for
Fletcher-Munson as informally applied in Chapter 6 (§6.9) of this thesis. There is
some peripheral work currently being undertaken (Cabrera Ferguson and Schubert
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2007) and it would be useful if were to be generalised. The concern of this thesis,
however, was to look further forward, to try to find a basis for better mental
instantiations of multivariate datasets using sonification.
The term sonification has passed (‘been appropriated’ would probably be a
more accurate description) into creative practice fora, possibly in order to avoid
some of the associations the term composition engenders in funding bodies and the
public at large. This thesis attempts to maintain the distinction, not in order to
promote territorial disputes, but because having such a distinction makes it easier to
compare and contrast motivations and results. Research in music can be very
beneficial to research in sonification, however one of the disciplines of the latter, or
so it seems this author, is the need to use music’s tools and findings without being
seduced by the aims and functions of music itself. So Chapter 2 ends with a
comparison of data sonification and data music, and iterates the principle reason
why there is a frequently–expressed need for a new generation of software for
sonification; tools that integrate flexible sound-synthesis engines with those for data
acquisition, analysis and manipulation, in ways that afford both experiments in
cognition and lucid, interpretive soniculations (that is, sonic articulations).

1.1.3

Chapter 3 and Appendix 1

A goal of data sonification is to use sounds to aid listeners’ acquisition of knowledge
about a phenomenon, so it is logical to suppose that an understanding of the
essential characteristics of that acquisition process, the extraction of information,
may influence the design of the software used to compose and render sonifications.
Such software will need to afford the exploration of the cognitive and psychological
aspects of the perception of mental objects formed through the sonification of
datasets that have no analogue in the material world, and the purpose of Chapter 3
is to explore the epistemological dimensions of that task.
It is rare to find references to philosophical inquiry when reading scientific
literature that reports on the results of empirical experimentation–a trend probably
with its origins in the Gestaltist’s desire to separate their experimental motivations
from those of the ‘pure’ psychologists and understandable because a discussion of
the validity or otherwise of the empirical techniques is more appropriate in
philosophy of science arenas. Discussion of a philosophical nature is more common
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in fundamental science, especially on either side of a paradigm shift such as
occurred in quantum physics and is currently occurring in cognitivism. Currently,
sonification research is hardly settled and there are references in the literature, some,
unfortunately, not very informed. Whilst not as dire, the same can be said for much
published work on new media. The empiricist John Locke (1632-1704) seems
particularly favoured when some degree of philosophical respectability is called for,
probably, apart from his empirical leanings, because he wrote in English. Reference
to Hume’s refutation of some of Locke’s work is as rare as Immanuel Kant’s
resolution. Occasional mentions of the intention to write an overview was met with
enthusiasm so, having some previous experience in the field it was decided to
attempt to lay out the philosophical framework as succinctly as possible.
Clearly, a complete philosophical and psychological overview is outside the
scope of the current thesis, however if sonification software is to access complexly
structured data, support informational enquiry, presentation and retention, in a
perceptually and cognitively efficient manner, a thorough understanding of the
dimensions of the problem and the contribution of others from the past, should be
empowering. The approach is to use primary sources (at least English translations
of them) as much as possible in order to maintain the flavour of the original enquiry,
and to use sound-related examples when examples are called for–something that the
original texts rarely do, and secondary sources, almost never.
The chapter begins with a discussion of some meanings of the term
information, and Appendix 1, a pragmatic summary of different modes of
knowledge acquisition, functions to support these definitions. Considered in this
way, the transformation of information into knowledge is an internal process–
whether to an individual, a group or a community, and while there may be
sonification techniques to enhance that such processes2, they lie outside the scope of
the current thesis. Most of the contents of Appendix 1 are widely understood,
however it was included because such an inclusive yet succinct summary was not
found elsewhere. In addition to the various forms of inference, and embodied
knowledge, the inclusion of Reliablism, so apt an epistemological description of
current scholarly practice, will add a less–well–known flavour.

2

Such as those used to enhance learning by entraining brain beta frequencies.
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The relationship between our sensing of a variegated world and the mental
models we use to represent it has been a major theme in Western philosophy and the
remainder of Chapter 3 provides a reasonably thorough introduction.

1.1.4

Chapter 4

Chapter 4 is a short intermezzo between the theoretical orientation of the
epistemology of Chapter 3 and the more practical orientation of software in chapter
5. Its purpose is to address, in a discursive way, the question: “If sonification
software is to meet and even anticipate the needs of sonifiers in the future, what
sorts of problems will it be required to address?” In some ways Chapter 4 is the
underling enquiry of the thesis as a whole but a way was not found to express it
properly without reference to the epistemology of Chapter 3, which points very
strongly to the inadequacy of a purely mind-oriented solution to the problem of how
to sustain abstract immanent phenomenal objects of multivariate datasets for
cognitive enquiry and reflection. If this inadequacy is a reality it is probably more
effective if it is considered a ‘design feature’ of the human condition, rather than as a
‘bug’.
Any attempt to define the basis on which a paradigm that exploited this ‘bug’
that could be constructed for the translation of information contained in datsets into
mental models that were more sustainable than those used in Parameter Mapping
sonifications would require more empirical research than was appropriate in the
context of the current work. The two closest models known to work, for different
reasons and with different types of information are speech and music. These are
powerful models. However, to function as a medium of information transfer, speech
requires language and that requires community adoption. Esperanto does not seem
to have been accepted, and the modernised talking drum, Morse code, probably
could not sustain a ‘come-back’, enchanting though it would be.

The seeming

universality of music and the increasing acceptance, as evidenced in the popularity
of ‘world music’ (Taylor 1997: 1), of broader range of musical paradigms than
considered by Deryck (1959), are positive aspects. Because of its experimental
nature, music can lead the way. The serialists exposed cognitive limitations to all but
the highly trained, such as the lack of recognition of outside time temporal
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transformations (retrogradation for example), and imitations in the recognition of
pitch inversion.
Chapter 4 begins by returning to the Greeks again; for perspective and for
inspiration. While music has its limitations, Chapter 4 outlines a somewhat
speculative case for the need for software to be able to address issue of embodiment,
whatever that may mean as a possible way forward. While this is not taken-up in
any major way in the remainder of the thesis, it was an underlying motivation for
developing the framework approach to software design that is discussed in Chapter
5, as mentioned earlier.

1.1.5

Chapter 5

The need for better software tools for sonification was highlighted in the Sonification
Report’s comprehensive review of the field (Kramer et al. 1997). Their review
included some general proposals for adapting sound synthesis software to the needs
of sonification research. However, over a decade later, it is evident that the current
demands

being

made

of

sonifications,

especially

those

with

large

or

multidimensional datasets, are much greater than the capabilities afforded by music
the composition and sound synthesis software that is currently in use. Chapter 5
addresses some of the technical reasons this problem exists and discusses some
major contributions towards achieving the Report’s proposals and current
sonification demands.
The chapter outlines a broader and more robust framework model that can
integrate other software developer’s prior work and expertise, including that which
has no direct connection to sonification, by using a public-domain communitydevelopment approach. Named SoniPy, it integrates various already existing
independent components such as those for data acquisition, storage and analysis,
cognitive and perceptual mappings as well as sound synthesis and control, by
encapsulating them, or control of them, as Python Modules within the framework. In
contemporary computer science the term framework has a specific meaning, and that
is the meaning applied here.
A website has been created that outlines the various components of SoniPy. It
functions as a first port–of–call for sonification-related activities using the Python
programming language, and provides an introduction to modules that have passed
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selection criteria testing for their use in undertaking various sonification-related
tasks. While the site (at http://www.sonification.com.au/sonipy) is continually
evolving at, a version is available on disk for off-line browsing.

1.1.6

Chapter 6 and Appendices 2 & 3 & 4

Chapter 6 details some experiments with capital markets data using the SoniPy
framework. The sonification techniques employed include a new approach to the
direct audification, using twenty-two years of an historical dataset, and the
psychoacoustic parameter-mapping of information ‘mined’ from a high-frequency
trading engine data. The latter work required the development of considerable datahandling capabilities in order to test the initial hypotheses. The practical
experiments are preceded by a literature review of audification and prior work
undertaken by others in sonifying economic, market and trading data, together with
an overview of how a generic public market operates.
The sound rendering models used are as simple as possible for two reasons.
Firstly, the aim is clarity not comfort, and secondly, experience has taught that
hundreds of hours can be consumed trying to adjust one or more of a multitude of
parameters in order to approximate a fuzzy target, only to find that the mind has
adapted to the extent that what began as a clarinet-like sound ends up sounding
more like a French horn, but in the interim the mind has convinced itself that it does
in fact, sound more like a clarinet than it did before the whole exercise was begun.
Appendix 2 provides a succinct ‘refresher’ outline of some key statistical
principles to make comprehension of the main text easier. Appendix 3 is the
metadata specification of the high-frequency trading engine dataset and Appendix 4
contains various code listings, as detailed in the text; all of which are available,
together with the sound examples, on the accompanying disk.

1.1.7

Chapter 7

Chapter 7 summarises the principal ideas of the thesis, draws some conclusions on
what worked well, what not so well, and makes some suggestions for future
similarly-motivated work as well as that which can build on the work undertaken
here.
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Chapter 2
AN OVERVIEW OF SONIFICATI ON
The aim of this overview of data sonification is to provide the reader with an
understanding of the origins and conceptual issues involved in this young,
interdisciplinary and quickly evolving discipline. It begins by summarising
different ways sonification has been defined, the types and classifications of
data that it attempts to represent with sound, and how these representations
perform under the pressure of real-world usage. The need for better tools for
data sonification is raised and this leads to discussion of the value of
collaborative research towards this end and a reflection on the relationship
between music sound and science.
There are numerous reasons why sound might be the preferred
representational medium for information in particular circumstances,
including the known superiority of the hearing sense to discriminate certain
kinds of structures. For example, it is easy to personally verify that a purely
visual comparison of spatially separated representations requires high levels
of concentration and is thus very prone to error, especially over extended
periods of time, while listening to the reading of such representations is much
easier. The presence of auditing (hearing of accounts from the Latin auditus) has
been inferred from records of Mesopotamian civilizations going back as early
as 3500 BCE. To ensure that the Pharaoh was not being cheated, auditors
compared the soundness of strictly independently scribed accounts of
commodities moving in, out and remaining in warehouses (Boyd 1905). In the
alternating intoning of such lists, differences can be easily identified aurally.
A faster and more secure method that eliminates any ‘copy-cat’ syndrome in
such alternation, is to have the scribes read the records simultaneously–a type
of modulation differencing technique. While we have no evidence that these
techniques were practiced in ancient times, such a suggestion does not seem
unreasonable, and would represent possibly the earliest form of data
sonification.
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2.1

Defining and classifying sonification

A primary distinction can be made between so called audifications, which
entail the direct amplification or filtering of existing sounds, such as is
accomplished with the esophageal stethoscope, and the use of sound to
convey inherently silent abstractions such as variables and data. The nonchemical1 definition of sonification has evolved over the last fifteen years as its
use in auditory displays has developed. For the purpose of discussing
multivariate data mappings, Bly (1994: 406) described sonification as audio
representation of multivariate data. The sonification of univariate data is also
possible, and thus Scaletti proposed a more formal working definition for her
investigation of auditory data representation, as
a mapping of numerically represented relations in some domain under study to
relations in an acoustic domain for the purposes of interpreting, understanding,
or communicating relations in the domain under study (Scaletti 1994: 224).

In order to differentiate sonification from other uses of sound, Scaletti
explicitly draws attention to two parts of her definition: a technique (mapping
numerical data to sound) and an intent (to understand or communicate
something about the world). Barrass, reworking Scaletti’s definition, en route
to a definition of auditory information design “the design of sounds to
support an information processing activity”, emphasises the idea of
information (the content) over data (the medium):
a mapping of information to perceptual relations in the acoustic domain to meet
the information requirements of an information processing activity (Barrass 1997:
29-30).

Both Scaletti’s and Barrass’ definitions can be read to mean both the process
of representing, and the resulting sonic object. The Sonification Report (Kramer
et al. 1999) was a major effort at summarising the field to date. Its focus is on
sonification as a process:

1

In biology, the term simply means the production of sound waves and is used to refer to a
technique known as sonication [sic], in which a suspension of cells is exposed to the disruptive
effect of the energy of high-frequency sound waves (Online Medical Dictionary: sonification)
and (Biology Online: sonication). In chemistry, it refers to the use of (often ultra-) sound
waves to increase the rate of a reaction or to prepare vesicles in mixtures of surfactants and water
(ChemiCool: sonication). The term is also used for a process similar to the chemical one
described that ‘resonates’ subsurface geological structures for oil extraction, See, for
example, http://www.admin.mtu.edu/urel/news/media_relations/3/.
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The use of non-speech audio to convey information. More specifically,
sonification is the transformation of data relations into perceived relations in an
acoustic signal for the purposes of facilitating communication or interpretation.

The first sentence of this 1999 definition appears to be the most succinct and
widely used. Speech audio is specifically excluded, presumably so as to
discriminate sonification techniques from speech-related practices, such as
text-to-speech software. While speech research is an extensive research field
in and of itself, there is no reason why speech audio should necessarily be
excluded from the definition. As Hermann argued (2002: 23), speech does
have attributes which, if data-driven, could be useful for sonification
purposes, and some research has suggested speech-audio displays could be
used to convey non-verbal information upon which people can make useful
decisions (Nesbitt and Barrass 2002). While speech and non-speech sounds
share such identifiable auditory characteristics as pitch, rhythm, articulation,
and rugosity, as well as some larger gestalts such as phrase and prosody, the
ability to simultaneously listen to music and talk or read without confusion is
well known and easily demonstrated. This is supported by cognition research
that finds that the auditory cortices in the two hemispheres of the brain are
relatively specialised enough to be able to exploit the temporal and spectral
differences between speech and musical sounds (Zatorre, Belin and Penhume
2002). Recent research found that speech that is temporally compressed until
incomprehensible as speech could significantly improve menu navigation in
PDA devices (Walker, Nance and Lindsay 2006). All these reasons emphasise
the importance of not excluding speech-like sounds from the definition of
sonification without a thorough evaluation of the information bandwidth that
would be lost by doing so.
While the representation of data relations in sound relations (Anderson,
Sanderson and Norris 2002) is likely the most succinct definition of
sonification, it avoids the intent referenced in the 1999 definition: for the
purposes of facilitating communication or interpretation. Nor does it quite capture
distinctions between, for example, data sonification and data-driven music
composition. While a purpose of music is the expression of musical
knowledge and broader cultural considerations, whatever they may be,
between composers, performers and listeners, the purpose of sonification, as
the term was originally used, is to represent data in sound in such ways that
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structural characteristics of the data become apparent to a listener. This
distinction is emphasised by the new portmanteau expression soniculation
(from sonic articulation). It is used occasionally in this thesis when such a
distinction is important, without suggesting it be promoted to a term, as that
would probably only add to the general confusion. In the early literature
(Kramer 1994b), the term sonification is used as a shortened form of data
sonification as a sub-category of auditory display, but the distinction, perhaps
unfortunately, seems to have subsequently disappeared. All three terms are
now used both nominally and verbally, as are the expressions to sonify and,
though less common, to audify.
Terminology such as auditory display and sonification are best considered
descriptions, rather than definitions within a strict taxonomy, because their
meanings, driven by the need for finer distinctions and qualifications, have
too great an inertia to be arrested by any current desires for semantic tidiness.
So, this thesis uses the expression data sonification with the following
interpretation, to clarify the object of the action and to lift the “non-speech
audio” restriction:
Data sonification is the acoustic representation of data for relational interpretation
by listeners, for the purpose of increasing their knowledge of the source from
which the data was acquired.

This, and other descriptions of data sonification, preserves the ‘mystery’ of
the implications of the phrase for relational interpretation by listeners. Further, it
does not intimate the fact that it is often the data relations that are sonified
rather than the data itself. Relations are abstractions of, or from, the data and
the sonification of them more explicitly implies sonifier intent. This thesis
uses the expression information sonification to express that distinction. The
term information adds a complexity of its own; one that has changed over
time, as discussed more fully in the next chapter. When the distinction is not
important to the argument, this thesis simply uses sonification, without a
qualifier.

2.2 Classifying sonifications
Sonifications can be classified in a number of ways: distribution technology
(medical, public arena, interactive) intended audience (anaesthetists, stock
brokers, the visually impaired), data source (electrocardiograms, securities
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markets, hearing aids) data type (analog, digital, real-time, spatial, temporal)
and so on. Twenty or so years since concerted research began, data sources
and target applications for sonification have now become too numerous to
review them in this context. They are also the easiest to locate using keyword
searches on the world wide web.2 For the current purpose, we partially follow
Kramer (1994:21-29) in using a description of the type of representation that is
used to present information to the auditory system.
There are two broad representational distinctions at either end of an
analogic–symbolic continuum. Analogy3 is a high-level cognitive process of
transferring information from a particular subject (the analogue or Source) to
another particular subject (the Target) or of establishing the relation between
the Source and the Targets themselves. The purpose of analogic
representation is to make the structure of the information better suited or
simpler for the Target than it was in its original form. Analogic representation
is more connotative than denotative. A good example of analogic sonification
is a Geiger counter that produces clicks in a loudspeaker at a rate proportional
to the strength of radiation in its vicinity.
By contrast, a symbolic4 representation is a categorical sign for what is
being represented. It is more denotative than connotative and thus more
abstracted from the source than an analogic representation. In symbolic
representation, source data is aggregated and assigned to the elements of a
schema (symbols) according to a set of rules that, as a result, implicitly makes
the distinction between data and information. These symbols are then
displayed to the Target, who processes them according to their knowledge of
the schema used. By illustration, consider a stream of noise emanating from a
source. On listening to the stream, a Target recognises that some segments of
it are symbols in one schema that they know, some sounds are symbols in
another known schema and there are still other sounds for which they do not
have a schema (other than the ‘everything–I–do–not–have–a–schema–for’
schema). An example would be a sound stream of English speech, spoken by
2

3

4

For example, in June 2008, an internet search of the phrase stockmarket sonification
revealed over six thousand links ( c.f. fifty million for “stockmarket”).
From Gk. analogia ‘proportion’, from ana– ‘upon, according to’ + logos ‘ratio’, also ‘word,
speech, reckoning’. [OLED]
From Gk. symbolon syn– ‘together’ + stem of ballein ‘to throw’, evolves from the
‘’throwing things together’ to ‘contrasting’ to ‘comparing’ to ‘token used in comparisons
to determine if something is genuine’. Hence, the ‘outward sign’ of something. [OLED]
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someone with influenza, who, at some point says something to a dog in a
language that the Target doesn’t recognise. The semantic meaning of the
English is understood by the Target, as are the influenza symptoms, but the
dog-directed sound contains no recognisable information: it is just data. Two
important features of this symbolic process are (a) a variety of display
schemata can be used to symbolically represent the same information, or
different information by different discrete–element–aggregation of the data,
and (b) the relationships between the symbols themselves do not reflect
relationships between what is being represented. For example, there is no
relationship between the ideas represented by the words loss, boss and lass,
nor the numerals of the number 1055, even though the structures of the
symbols are similar.
In data sonification, for which the Source is data and the Targets are
listeners, the types of representations a sonifier might employ is dependent on
the structure of the data, the kind of information needing to be extracted from
it and how easily (efficiently and effectively) that information can be
processed by the listeners’ hearing systems: physiological, perceptual,
cognitive and memoric. This description emphasises the importance, for
sonifiers, of developing a thorough working knowledge of the ways hearing
systems organise acoustic waves into discrete events using Targets’ ability to
perform such fundamental perceptual and cognitive processes as “auditory
stream segregation and auditory stream integration” (Bregman 1994).
Ongoing research in the fields of psychophysics and experimental psychology
is directed at the empirical investigation of these processes. As is to be
expected, most of this work is directed at understanding the segregation and
integration of simultaneous, or near–simultaneous, components constituting
auditory streams, rather than the larger or more complex scenarios of realworld situations.

2.3 Types of data representation
The data representation types described below, loosely based on de Campo’s
groupings (2007) are discrete, continuous and interactive. These types can be
located at different points on the analogic-symbolic continuum discussed
above. Discrete representations mostly function symbolically, continuous
representations mostly analogically, and interactive representations, mostly
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analogically but in a discontinuous manner. In practice, a particular
sonification may use one or more of these types, even simultaneously, to
satisfy the needs of the specific application.

2.3.1

Discrete data representations

Discrete data representations are representations in which every data point
(datum) is sonified with an individual auditory event. Discrete data
representations are strongly symbolic and can be used as signifiers when
there is no single preferred ordering of the datum. User-defined subsets of the
data can be formed at will and randomly iterated over, much as a visual scene
can be scanned in whatever way the viewer chooses. This flexibility of access
to the data assists the user to build up a mental representation of the data
space and the position of each data point in it. Whether or not a
representation appears discrete or continuous will often depend on the
interplay between data scaling and perceptual thresholds. A sequence of
discrete frequencies may appear as a continuous glissando if they are closely
clustered, or the close examination a continuous representation may cause it
to appear discrete when it is time-stretched. Such definitional conundrums
emphasise that these explanations are more descriptive than strictly
taxonomic. Another example is the way in which auditory beacons (Kramer
1994; §2.3.2.1) function within an otherwise continuous data representation
adds further emphasis to this point. However, when individual isolated
sounds are initiated as environmental events, such as in HCI, the distinction is
clearer and it is these we consider next.
2.3.1.1 Auditory warnings: Alarms and Alerts
Many animals use sounds of various kinds to warn those in their vicinity to
the presence of others. Alarm signals, known in animal communication
sciences as anti-predator adaptations, can be species specific, and are
particularly effective when imminent danger is sensed. Boisterous alarms
tend to provoke a fright or flight response, which, in ongoing monitoring
situations, is perhaps not subtle enough: the ensuing panic is more likely to
lead to a silencing of the alarm, or when that isn’t possible, adaptation by
cognitive filtering.
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The term alert indicates the possibility of a more considered, attentive
approach, but the distinction is by no means common practice. Patterson
(1982 and 1989) experimented on alerts for aircraft navigation and produced a
set of guidelines covering all aspects of warning design. The warning signals
he suggests are meant to be instantly recognisable by listeners and use quite
low-level intensities and slower onsets/offsets times to avoid startling the
pilot. The auditory warning must impress itself upon the consciousness of the
operator, yet not be so insistent that it dominates cognitive function. Patterson
categorized warning signals into three priority levels: emergency, abnormal and
advisory.
Extant guidelines for ergonomic and public safety applications of
auditory warnings (McCormick and Sanders 1984) can be adapted for both
general sonification purposes (Warin 2002) and more specific Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) tasks, the initial purpose for which research into
auditory icons and earcons was undertaken.
2.3.1.2 Auditory icons
The first detailed studies of the use of the sound capabilities of the newly
emerged personal computers in the 1980s was as interface tools to operations
of the machine itself. The desktop metaphor, first widely available on the
Apple Macintosh computers (c. 1984), was recognized as a paradigm shift and
quickly adopted by all personal computer manufacturers. In summarizing his
work going back to 1988, Gaver (1994) outlines how sounds that were
modelled after real world acoustics and mapped to computer events, could be
used to enhance this desktop metaphor. He called these sounds auditory icons,
for conceptual compatibility with Apple’s computer Desktop Icon and Finder
metaphors (folders, rubbish bin, menus etc). Gaver’s reasons for using realworld sounds were based on an interpretation of James Gibson’s theories of
direct perception in which information about events in the world is perceived
directly through patterns of energy, and understood innately, rather than
through inferential representational structures in the mind. (Gibson 1966).
Building on the earlier work, Gaver developed, with others, various
Finder-related tools: SonicFinder, Alternative Reality Kits (ARKs) and
Environmental Audio Reminders (EARs). They extend auditory icons from
sampled recordings of everyday sounds to synthesized abstract models of
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them that could more easily be manipulated (by pitch change, filtering etc) to
represent qualitative aspects of the objects being represented. He also
suggests extending the range of applicability to remote machines, such as to
indicate whether a printer in another room is functioning and the frequency
of the page output.
For blind users, Mynatt developed a library of auditory icons, called
Mercator, to complement the existing widget hierarchy of an existing
graphical user interface. She reasoned that “auditory icons offer the most
promise for producing discriminable, intuitive mappings” on the same ‘direct
perception’ basis as Gaver and thus argues that “[w]hat this realization means
to an interface designer is that we can use sounds to remind the user of an
object or concept from the user’s everyday world” (Mynatt 1994).
Real-world sounds easily convey simple messages that are cognitively
processed without much learning if the sounds are easy to identify. Yet sound
in an interface that “seems cute and clever at first may grow tiresome after a
few exposures” (Gaver and Smith 1990). In evaluating Mercator, Mynatt also
observed a number of limitations, including the difficulty users had in
identifying cues, especially those of short duration; the need for high
(spectral) quality of sound and the need to evaluate auditory icons in a
complete set for maximum dissimilarity while maintaining ease of
identification. Both Gaver and Mynatt raise the question of whether or not the
concept of auditory icons breaks down with virtual objects that do not have a
clear counterpoint in the everyday world. Such objects are known
phenomenologically as mental or immanent objects (Husserl 1927)5. Mynatt
concludes, at the same time as cautioning that the participant sample size was
too small for formal statistical analysis, that while non-sighted users could
successfully navigate the system, “the overall test results indicated that the
goal of designing intuitive auditory icons was not satisfied in the prototype
interface.” There were suggestions, by Blattner, Sumikawa and Greenberg
(1989), that the problems in memorizing a large number of such icons was
due to there being no structural links between them. In addition, auditory
icons can be homonymic - different physical events give rise to similar
sounds. Later research (Sikora, Roberts and Murray 1995; Roberts and Sikora

5

This issue is addressed more extensively in the next chapter.
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1997; Bussemakers and de Haan 2000) shows that, when compared with
earcons and visual icons, test participants found that auditory icons were the
least pleasant and least appropriate for use in computer interfaces.
2.3.1.3 Earcons
One alternative to using real-world sounds to reflect various computer
activities, is to use structured sequences of synthetic tones called earcons,
which are “non-verbal audio messages that are used in the computer/user
interface to provide information to the user about some computer object,
operation or interaction” (Blattner, Sumikawa and Greenberg 1989). Earcons
are made by transforming a tone’s psychophysical parameters–pitch,
loudness, duration and timbre–into structured, non-verbal ‘message’
combinations. Blattner, Papp and Glinert. (1994) found the use of musical
timbres proved more effective than simple tones, however gross differences
were needed for effective distinction to occur.
Brewster, Wright and Edwards (1994) undertook a number of
experiments investigating the comprehensibility of earcons under various
parametric transformations. They created motifs for a set of simple
operations, such as open, close, file and program. A compound earcon was then
created that gave a sound for open file or close program by simply concatenating
the two motifs. They experimentally tested the recall and recognition of
different types of earcons and reported that 80% recall accuracy could be
achieved with careful design of the sounds and that earcons “are better for
presenting information than unstructured bursts of sound …and high levels
of recognition can be achieved by careful use of pitch, rhythm and timbre. “
One of the most powerful features of earcons is that they can be
combined to produce compound messages. So, symbolic sound elements
(motifs) and their transformations can be used hierarchically to represent
events or objects. A drawback, however, is that the deeper the structural
hierarchy being represented, the longer a sequentially structured earcon takes
to play, thus interfering with the speed at which a user can interact with the
computer. Playing earcons more rapidly would risk recognition errors,
though this could presumably be controlled for. Brewster, Wright and
Edwards (1993) experimented with a different approach, namely to play the
earcons at the same rate but present the information in parallel, taking the
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time of only a single earcon to do so. Their results indicated that parallel and
serial earcons were recognised equally as well. This is an important finding
because it indicated that cognitive processing of an auditory display for
known informational content may provide greater immutability than
psychoacoustic conflict might otherwise indicate6. In both cases, recognition
rates improved with repeated usage, which is the case in most HCI
applications. Interestingly, more training produced greater improvements for
parallel earcons than serial ones, 90% recognition rates being easily achieved.
Furthermore, given their symbolic structures are similar to the semantic
aspects of music, the hypothesis that musicians would perform better than
non-musicians was not verified: there were no differences in performance
between the two groups, except that some of the non-musicians took slightly
longer to learn the system. Results from several experimenters had confirmed
that correct identification of earcons decreased markedly if they occurred
concurrently. McGookin (2004) undertook a detailed investigation of this
phenomenon and produced a set of design principles including the use of
spatial separation and a 300 ms onset-time offset. His findings indicate that,
even when using these guidelines, the accuracy of concurrent earcon
identification still decreased from 90% to 30% when the number of earcons
increased from one to four. However these guidelines did improve the
accuracy with which individual earcons were identified. Overall, earcon
studies indicate that they can be an effective means of communicating
hierarchical structures but that the number of them that can be usefully
identified is quite limited when they are used concurrently.
2.3.1.4 Speech noises
NoiseSpeech is made by digitally processing sounds so that they have some of
the acoustic properties of speech (Dean 2005). It is made either by applying
the formant structures of speech to noise or other sounds, or by distorting
speech sounds such that they no longer form identifiable phoneme sequences.
The ‘hybrid’ sounds that results from this process encapsulate some of the
affective qualities of human speech, while removing the semantic content.
Empirical experimental evidence suggests that most listeners cluster the sonic

6

This suggestion was is tested in Experiment 5 in chapter 5.
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characteristics of NoiseSpeech with speech rather than those musical
instrument or environmental sounds (Dean and Bailes 2006; 2009).
Less abstracted than NoiseSpeech, spearcons (speech earcons) are
spoken phrases that have been time-compressed until they are not
recognizable as speech (Walker, Nance and Lindsay 2006). They were
designed to enhance hierarchical menu navigation for mobile and screenlimited devices, in which they can be created automatically by converting
menu item text (e.g., Export File) to synthetic speech via text-to-speech
software. Keeping pitch invariant, this synthetic speech is then timecompressed, rendering it incomprehensible. Whilst each spearcon in an
application is unique, phonetic similarity is maintained. For example, the
initial phonemes are invariant in Open File, Open Location…, and Open Address
Book as are the endings of Open File, Export File. The relative lengths of the
text strings are maintained by their spearcons and this assists the listener to
and learn and identify the mappings.
2.3.1.5 Discrete data representations compared
The postulation that, because of the connection to fundamental percepts,
auditory icons should be easier to learn than earcons, was questioned by
Lucas (1994) who found it took significantly less time to learn spoken
messages than it did to learn either earcons or auditory icons, and unlike
earcons and auditory icons, these spoken messages were consistently
interpreted error-free. Further, he found no significant differences in the
amount of time needed to learn the meanings associated with earcons or
auditory icons. This result is at odds with a simple interpretation of ecological
theory (Gibson 1966; 1979) and Ballas (1994) suggests that the activity of
listening contains intermediate mental processes that take account of a
listener’s expectations and experience and the context in which the auditing
occurs. One could speculate that, because the listener is also immersed in a
real auditory scene as well as the computer’s virtual one, a differentiation
between virtual and real elements requires greater cognitive processing than
if the two scenes were not superimposed. Bussemakers and de Haan (2000)
undertook a comparative study of earcons and auditory icons in a multimedia
environment and found that having sound with a visual task does not always
lead to faster reaction times. Although reaction times are slower in the
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experiment with earcons, it seems that users are able to extract information
from these sounds and use it. Furthermore, users find real-life sounds
annoying when they hear them frequently.
Earcons are constructed from lexical elements that are ordered
categorical symbols. So, while, like musical themes, their meaning is
multiplicative

under

symmetry

group

transformation

(transposition,

retrogradation, inversion etc), the information needs to go through a decoding
phase. As there is no standard syntax or lexicon, their meanings have to be
learnt (Blattner, Sumikawa and Greenberg 1989), requiring a high initial
cognitive load. Moreover, without absolute standardisation across all
software and hardware, disarray rather than greater clarity seems the more
likely outcome.
Palladino and Walker (2007) conducted a study comparing menu
navigation performance with earcons, auditory icons, and spearcons. Their
results indicate that faster and more accurate menu navigation was achieved
with spearcons than with speech-only, hierarchical earcons and auditory
icons (the slowest). They suggest that one reason for the speed and accuracy
of spearcons is that, because they retain the relative lengths of their sources,
these different lengths provide a “guide to the ear” while scanning down
through a menu, just as the ragged right edge of items in a visual menu aids
in visual searching. Because spearcons can be created and stored as part of a
software upgrade or initialisation process, access times would be no longer
than earcons and auditory icons. Furthermore, language or dialect-specific
issues

can

be

managed

by

the

operating

system’s

standard

internationalisation procedures.
Since the mapping between spearcons and their menu item is nonarbitrary, there is less learning required than would be the case for a purely
arbitrary mapping.

Unlike earcon menus, spearcons menus can be re-

arranged, sorted, and have items inserted or deleted, without changing the
mapping of the various sounds to menu items. Spearcons may not be as
effective at communicating their menu location as hierarchical earcons.
However, spearcons would still provide more direct mappings between
sound and menu item than earcons, and cover more content domains, more
flexibly, than auditory icons.
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Whilst auditory icons and earcons clearly have lexical properties (pitch,
duration etc) they are used as auditory cues or messages; as signifiers of
stable gestalts, i.e. as clear denoters of the presence of known, separable or
discrete information states. The design of sets of auditory icons, earcons,
spearcons etc is concerned with finding ways to effectively indicate these
states under auditory segregation pressure. That is, the ability with which
they remain immutable in human audition, in the presence of each other and
within the perceptual environment in which they exist. These audio cues (or
messages) function semantically in that they convey information about the
state of the system of which they are a part and so can be used to reduce
visual workload or function as a way of monitoring the system when visual
or other means are not available or appropriate.
A weakness of the primarily ontological classification of discrete data
representations as earcons, icons, etc, is that an emphasis on obtusely
veridical denotations rather than often subtle, meaningful qualities, can have
the effect of discouraging the user’s active listening and so significantly
discourage their engagement with the auditory display altogether. Such
subtlety is more likely to be achieved by the cohesive use of careful mixtures
of real-world audio–graphic and syntactic constructions whose symbolic
power comes not from their concreteness or abstractness but from their
intuitively understood affect. The design challenge is how to do this without
recourse to distractional splendiferous phantasmagorias and in ways that
support the user’s need to segregate their computed and physical
environments with a minimum cognitive load.

2.3.2

Continuous data representations

Continuous data representations treat data as analogically continuous. They
rely on two preconditions: an equally–spaced metric in at least one dimension
and sufficient data to afford a high enough sampling rate for aural
interpolation between data points. Continuous data representations are most
commonly used for exploring data in order to learn more about the system
that produced it. Their applications range from monitoring the real-time
operation of machines, capital–market trading, geographic and demographic
features, weather and the environment, and so on, so as to discover new
regularities and to assisting those with visual impairment to gain access to
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information normally presented graphically. There are three types of
continuous data representation that, for consistency, are labelled Parametric
Mapping Sonification, Direct Data Audification and Homomorphic Modulation
Sonification.
2.3.2.1 Parametric mapping sonification
Parameter mapping is the most widely used sonification technique for
representing

high-dimensional

data

as

sound.

Parameter

mapping

sonifications are sometimes referred to as sonic scatter plots (Flowers,
Buhman and Turnage 1997; Flowers 2005) or nth–order parameter mappings
(Scaletti 1994). Typically, data dimensions are mapped to sound parameters:
either to physical (frequency, amplitude), psychophysical (pitch, loudness) or
perceptually coherent complexes (timbre, rhythm). Parameter mapping
sonifications can have both analogical and symbolic components. Analogic
variations in the sound can result when mapping from a large data domain
into a small perceptual range or when data is specifically mapped to acoustic
modifiers such as frequency or amplitude modulators. Parametric mapping
sonification is sometimes referred to as multivariate data mapping, in which
multiple variables are mapped to a single sound. Scaletti describes one way of
implementing it by “mapping of each component of a multidimensional data
point to a coefficient of a polynomial and then using that polynomial as the
transfer function for a sinusoidal input” (1994). Within an overall analogic
mapping, symbolic representations such as auditory beacons (Kramer 1994)
can be used to highlight features such as new maxima and minima, or
absolute reference points in a sonification such as ticks to indicate the regular
passing of time.
Parametric mapping sonification has a number of positive aspects,
which Scaletti (1994) outlines in some detail. Many data dimensions can be
listened to simultaneously. It is very flexible and the mappings can be easily
changed, allowing different aural perspectives of the same data. In addition,
acoustic production can be assigned to sophisticated tools originally
developed for computer music synthesis. These are readily available and
permit many quite sophisticated parameter mappings to be synthesised in
real-time.
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The main limitation of the technique is the lack linear independence or
orthogonality7 in the psychophysical parameter space: loudness can affect
pitch perception, for example. Though conceptually simple, in practice,
parameter mapping requires a working knowledge of how the parameters
interact with each other perceptually. Linear changes in one domain produce
non-linear auditory effects, and the range of the variation can differ
considerably with different parameters and synthesis techniques. These
perceptual interactions, caused by coupled perceptual parameters, can
obscure data relations and confuse the listener. Flowers, an experienced
multivariate data sonifier, observed that while “the claim that submitting the
entire contents of ‘dense and complex’ datasets to sonification will lead to the
‘emergence’ of critical relationships continues to be made, I have yet to see it
‘work’” (Flowers 2005). However, although a truly balanced multivariate
auditory display may not be possible in practice (Kramer 1994), given
powerful enough tools, it may be possible to heuristically test mappings to
within acceptable limits for any given application. Frysinger (2005) provide a
useful overview of the history of the technique, and Flowers (2005) highlights
some of its pitfalls and possible future directions.
2.3.2.2 Direct Data Audification
Direct data audification is a technique for translating data directly into sound.
Kramer (1994: 186) used the unqualified audification, which he describes as “a
direct translation of a data waveform to the audible domain for the purposes
of monitoring and comprehension.” Direct data audification may be
applicable as a sonification technique for datasets that have an equally–
spaced metric in at least one dimension. It is most easily applied to those that
exhibit oscillatory time-series characteristics, though this is not a requirement.

7

A simple description of orthogonality is that of vectors that are perpendicular, such as the
X and Y axes of two-dimensional geometry. The etymological origins are from the Greek
ὀρθός (orthos), meaning "straight", and γωνία (gonia), meaning "angle" (OLED). The term
is used here in its more general vector space definition: Two vectors x and y in an inner
product space V are orthogonal if their inner product is zero. Formally, a linear
transformation T: V -> V is called an orthogonal linear transformation if it preserves the
inner product. That is, for all pairs x and y in the inner product space V, <Tx, Ty> = <x,
y>. Our concern here is to develop sonification spaces with an equally–spaced metric, that
is, that preserve the psychophysical inner–product between a data vector and a linear
transformation of it in that space. For a more formal definition of orthogonality, see
Behnke, Bachmann, Fladt and Süss (1983: 273). There are subtle differences between
orthogonality, dependence and correlation (Rogers, Nicewander and Toothmaker 1984)
that need not particularly concern us here.
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Because of the integrative capabilities of the ear, audification is useful as a
technique for very large numerical datasets whose datum can be logically
arranged as a time sequence of audio samples. These samples can be either
stored in an audio file for delayed audition or streamed directly through the
computer’s audio hardware in real-time. On playback, any number of
standard audio-signal processing techniques such as filtering, frequency
shifting, sample interpolation, and time–and–amplitude compression can be
applied, perhaps under user control, to enhance information detection. The
inclusion of these techniques indicates that direct is used as a general
descriptive, rather than taxonomic, classifier. So, while direct data
audification

allows

for

signal-processing

techniques,

the

defining

characteristic is that there are no sound-generating or acoustical models used.
Direct data audification has been shown to be effective in situations
where the data is voluminous, such as that produced by monitoring physical
systems such as seismology. Speeth (1961) for example, audified seismic data
for the 90% successful differentiation of events caused by bomb blasts from
those caused by earthquakes. Speeth’s experimental results were remarkable
because the task is apparently very difficult to achieve using visual plots of
the data (Frysinger 2005). By time-compressing the signals to bring them into
audio range, analysts could review twenty-fours hours worth of data in a few
minutes. Hayward (1994), in describing the use of audification techniques on
seismic data, found the technique very useful, but stressed that proper
evaluation and comparisons with visual methods are needed. In summarising
a body of work on earthquake data, Dombois (2002) remarks that
eyes and ears give access to different aspects of the phenomenon of earthquakes.
Free oscillations are relatively easy to recognize as the ear is all too familiar with
many kinds of resonance. On the other hand synthetic seismograms, which are
calculated for fitting as good as possible the curve of a measured seismogram,
show low significance in the auditory display. This is less astonishing if one
remembers that the power of calculation routines has been judged only by the
visual correspondence of measured and synthetic seismogram.

In monitoring the operation of a complex machine, Pauletto and Hunt (2005)
determined that key set of attributes (noise, repetitive elements, regular
oscillations, discontinuities, and signal power) in helicopter flight data were
equally discernable via an audification or a visual spectrogram. Krishnan et
al. (2001) undertook a comparative study of direct data audification and other
sonification techniques to represent data related to the rubbing of knee-joint
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surfaces and did not find that audification was the best technique for
displaying the difference between normal and abnormal signals.
In summary, direct data audification with variable sample-rate
playback can be useful for data ‘dredging’ large datasets at high speed, for
bringing sub-audio information into an audible range, and for realtime
monitoring by allowing buffered time-lapse playback of the most recent data.
Because of the ways these types of audification appeal directly to a listener’s
low level pre-cognitively auditory stimulus-processing faculties, such as those
described by the Gestalt psychologists and J. J. Gibson (1966, 1979, §Appendix
2), this technique is useful for monitoring global features of large time-series
and in situations requiring extended passive auditing.
2.3.2.3 Homomorphic Modulation Sonification
A homomorphic mapping is one in which the changes in a dimension of the
auditory space tracks changes in a variable in the dataset, with only as few
mediating translations as are necessary for comprehension (Kramer 2004b:
26). This section describes a narrow interpretation of the term; here named
Homomorpic Modulation Sonification. There is a subtle but important
distinction between the mapping described here and the parametric mapping
approach, described above, in which each datum is played as, or contributes
to a separate tone with its own amplitude envelope. In the separate-tones
case, the audio-amplitude profile of the resulting audible stream fluctuates
from–and–to zero while with modulation, a single continuous pulsed
waveform results. In the case of frequency modulation, there is the
opportunity for the amplitude formant to be held relatively constant. In
research reported in Chapter 5, this appears to assist the listener’s auditory
system to respond to it as a single modulating tone rather than a sequence of
auditory objects individuated by rapid onset transients. This difference is
illustrated in Figure 2.1 and may result in lower perceptual loading, especially
for extended listening periods. Patterson’s warning design guidelines study of
navigation alerts mentioned earlier (§2.3.1.1), support this suggestion in
recommending slower onsets/offsets times to avoid startling the auditor, to
impress itself upon their consciousness without it dominating cognitive
function.
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Pre-attentive perceptual faculties are also applicable when the data is
used to frequency– or amplitude–modulate a simple carrier signal. This is a
relatively unexplored territory but initial results (Worrall 2004; de Campo
2007) are encouraging: in situations where audification may be an appropriate
technique, but the data needs to be ‘massaged’ beforehand, or when there is
not enough data to sustain it. For example, it is possible to apply signal
processing techniques such as granulated time-stretching (vocoding), shifting
the pitch while keeping time invariant, using the data to amplitude– or
frequency–modulate a carrier signal. De Campo also suggests modulating
frequencies of an array of sines for detection of polarity and time alignments
in multiple channels of EEG data.
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Figure 2.1.The different amplitude profiles of (A) the samples (B) being realised
N
with amplitude modulation, and (C) individually enveloped events.
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difference in perceptual loading is emphasised by the noticeable
O
difference between the resultant effect of passing parameter mapped and
N
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M
modulation sonification of signals through post-synthesis
E
signal ‘enhancing’ modification such as reverberation. In the case of
N
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mapping, the by–products appear to enhance the original, making
it more embodied, while for the homomorphic mappings, they appear as
distractional,
a
noisy artifacts, as is discussed in the homomorphic modulation
m
sonification study reported in Chapter 5 (§5.7).
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proportional to the duration of the stimulus… The startle reflex has been
observed in all mammals tested (Ladd, Plotsky and Davis 2000).

While there does not yet seem to be any empirical studies of the relative
perceptual loadings of mono–modal stimuli with different spectral
characteristics, there is a growing recognition of the potential for auditory
displays to inform rather than to just alert (Vincente 2002; Watson and
Sanderson 2007) and this is an important consideration for the design of
interfaces to continuous sonifications.

2.3.3

Interactive data representations

2.3.3.1 Sound graphs
The term auditory graph is used in a variety of ways, often simply meaning the
output of a multivariate data sonification. In order to provide a restricted
meaning I use the term sound graph, to refer to a sonic representation of a
visual graph (Stockman, Hind and Frauenberger 2005; Harrar and Stockman
2007). Other names by which it is known are tone graph, auditory graph, treegraph and auditory box plot. Its function is to provide a sonified interface to a
discrete dataset so that the relationships between the datapoints can be
investigated interactively and asynchronously. The addition of auditory tickmarks, axes, and labels to add context is not uncommon (Stockman,
Nickerson and Hind 2005).
Although the original impetus for the sound graph was to provide
visually impaired people with access to line graphs and spreadsheets, it
clearly has wider application, including as a design space for parameter
mapping sonifications.

A slightly different interpretation is provided by

Vickers (2005) whose CAITLIN, based on design principles similar to auditory
icons, is used to aurally identify and locate bugs in computer programs.
2.3.3.2 Model–based sonifications
Model–based sonification is a relatively new technique for sonification, in
which parameters of a virtual physical model function in same way as the
coordinates of a visual display. There are two basic kinds of models available:
those based on the known physical properties of acoustic resonators and
those based on the structure of the data to be sonified. Digitally modelling the
resonating components of a musical instrument (called physical modelling) is a
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relatively common practice in computer music. For such dynamic models, the
temporal behaviour of the components of the model are determined ahead of
time by detailing their resonant properties and the way they are connected
together to form a single resonator. The instrument is then excited with
virtual bows, drumsticks, scrapers etc and virtual contact-microphones placed
at strategic places on the ‘body’ of the instrument to capture its resonance.
(Pearson 1996).
In Model-Based Sonification (Hermann and Ritter 1999; Hermann 2002), a
variable of the dataset to be sonified is assigned to some structural properties
of a component (elasticity, hardness etc) of the model. A user interacting with
this model via ‘messages’–virtual beaters, scrapers etc–causes it to resonate.
The resulting sound is thus determined by the way the data integrates
through the model. By virtually beating, plucking, blowing and scraping the
model, the characteristics of the dataset are available to the listener in the
same way that the material and structural characteristics of a physical object is
available to a listener who beats, plucks, blows or scrapes it.
Model-based sound synthesis has proved effective in producing
complex, ‘natural’ sounding acoustic events (see Pearson, op.cit. for an
extensive bibliography). While the building of such models requires
considerable skill, this would not be a barrier for their use in data sonification
if

templates

were

readily

available.

And,

although

they

can

be

computationally expensive, such models tend to lend themselves to parallel
computing. The application of these models to sonification is relatively new
and the results of empirical testing against other sonification methods will, in
time, determine the degree to which they become generally accepted
techniques. Before they become more generally used, it will be necessary to
make intuitive implementation tools more widely available.
One reason for exploring such techniques is to try to improve the
dimensional orthogogonality of a sonification by integrating a dataset in, or
through a quasi-physical medium8. Attempts to produce acoustically–
dimensioned linear psychophysical spaces, such as with equally-distanced
timbres (Barrass 1997: 88-216), so as to differentiate multiple orthogonal
dimensions, on which parameter-mapping techniques rely, have not been yet

8

This matter is discussed more fully in Chapter 3.
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been very successful. The representational dimensions of physical systems, on
the other hand, appear to be more promising as they are of a higher order than
acoustic parameter-maps, involve the redundant use of acoustic parameters,
and are structurally closer to those in ecological use in every day listening.

2.4 The need for better tools
The Sonification Report considered the field of sonification research to consist
of three principal components: (1) Research in perception and cognition, (2)
Development of research and application tools, and (3) Design and
applications using the sonification techniques. To use these components in
consort requires the integration of “concepts from human perception,
acoustics, design, the arts, and engineering” (Kramer et al. 1999). Hermann
amplifies this by considering knowledge of data availability and meaning, as
well as domain–specific dependencies, to be sufficient for simple-purpose
sonifications such as for auditory alarms and the enhancement of graphic user
interfaces. However in sonifications of higher-dimensional data, he considers
expertise in other techniques is also necessary: statistics and data–mining,
HCI, computer science, acoustics, sound engineering, physiology and
neurobiology, psychology, psychoacoustics, musicology, and cognition
(Hermann 2002: 24-25).
The need for better software tools, including some general proposals for
adapting sound synthesis software to the needs of sonification research, has
been a constant theme of auditory display researchers and was highlighted in
the Sonification Report. Several attempts to provide generic tools are either in
hibernation or extinct but there is evidence that the issues continue to be
addressed

(de Campo, Frauenberger and Höldrich 2004). As exploratory

research continues, and software development iterates, it becomes clearer that
the tools needed are not simple adaptations of existing sound synthesis
software, fine though much of it is, but more robust models which can better
integrate current expertise and the software expression of it from the variety
of fields, that need to meet in order to advance the research into how data
might be better displayed to our auditory systems. The problems raised in the
Report prompted the work undertaken for this thesis, as first reported
discussed in Worrall et al. (2007) and now more fully developed in Chapter 4.
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2.5 Music and sonification: some relationships
In everyday life, sounds are produced when physical objects touch or impact
upon each other. It takes no special training to be able to infer certain material
qualities from the sound of impacting objects: their density, hardness and
perhaps shape for example, as well as the manner of impact: collision and
recoil, scraping, plucking, blowing etc. All this information is available and
perceived by listeners almost instantaneously and effortlessly millions of
times every day, even when they are not looking at the objects, and often even
when asleep. Not having earlids, the listener’s hearing constantly monitors
the surrounding world, and in doing so, directs their visual and kinesthetic
attention. The observation that our hearing leads our vision in making sense
of the world is amply demonstrated by the importance of Foley (sound
effects) in film; the imitation of the sound of a horse’s hooves, over stones,
through mud etc, by knocking coconut halves together, is much more
convincing than an unenhanced recording of the sound of the hooves
themselves. An important aspect of Foley is that its effectiveness is in
remaining hidden, that is, its functions not to distinguish itself, but to enhance
the realism of the audio-visual scene as a whole (Alten 2002: 364–368; Chion
1994).

2.5.1

Acoustic generation

The ability for digital computers to generate, transform and present sound to
users in a timely manner is fundamental to sonification research. The vast
majority of the tools and techniques used for the computer synthesis of sound
have been developed by composers and engineers engaged in the task of
making new music, leading John Chowning to remark, “With the use of
computers and digital devices, the processes of music composition and its
production have become intertwined with the scientific and technical
resources of society to greater extent than ever before” (Chowning in Roads
1996: ix). Because, as he goes on to say, ”a loudspeaker controlled by a
computer is the most general synthesis medium in existence“, these
researchers were quick to begin exploring adaptations of, and eventually
alternatives to, the static models of musical instrument tones as described in
the literature of the time (Olson 1967: 201-241) and experience which analog
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synthesis had already revealed to be deficient of the lively qualities of the
sounds of acoustic instruments.
The original periodic synthesis techniques include additive, subtractive
and modulation models (Mathews 1967), which were augmented by dynamic
(non-periodic) techniques such as microphone-sampled waveforms, stochastic
function and granular synthesis-generated timbres (Xenakis 1971: 242-254;
Truax 1988; Roads 2001). As computing hardware became faster and objectoriented software tools became more prevalent, software models of physical
resonance systems were developed, ranging from difference equations, massspring, modal, non-linear excitation, waveguide, and formant (after speech)
synthesis to the highly individual Karplus-Strong techniques for pluckedstring and drum-like sounds. Roads provides a brief introduction to these
techniques (1996: 261-315), most of which are still under active development.
Their usefulness to sonification is that they provide appropriate coupling
mechanisms between data structures and the synthesis models being used to
express them. As Hermann (2002) concludes, apart from the often–
considerable time involved in setting up such systems, their major
disadvantages are the time and expertise needed to set up the models and the
computing resources necessary to implement them. As experience grows and
computation speeds increase, neither of these impediments is likely to prove
permanent. Computing science and software engineering continues to play
important roles in the development of the theoretical models and efficient
algorithmic processes within which these sound synthesis techniques can be
implemented.

2.5.2

Sonification research

The systematic study of using computers to display information to the human
auditory system is a relatively young discipline. The first International
Conference on Auditory Display (ICAD) was held in 1992 and Kramer's
extensive introduction to the Proceedings (1994) provides an overview of
interesting precedents, the then current state of the field as well as some
possible futures. Before the computing resources with which to process large
amounts of data were readily available, sonification was restricted to
relatively simple tasks, such as increasing the frequency of a metal detector’s
audio oscillator in proportion its proximity to metals and the timely
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production of attention-capturing beeps and blurps. As the size and
availability of datasets have grown and the complexity of communication
tasks increased, so also have the expectations of sonification, requiring
sonifiers to draw on skills and research knowledge from a variety of
disciplines.
In such interdisciplinary enquiries, researchers from various fields
come together to share and integrate their discipline-specific knowledge and
in doing so reinvigorate themselves with new questions and new methods.
For example, when introducing the concept of intelligent help using
knowledge-based systems, Pilkington (1992: vii) notes that different
disciplines often adopt different forms of evidence. While psychologists
prefer experiments, computer scientists prefer programs, composers prefer
sound activities, and linguists prefer rules, for example, this can lead to
communication failures when they try framing a theory that will satisfy each
discipline’s

criteria

of

proof.

Moore

(1991:

23)

observes

that

in

interdisciplinary research, the challenge is to do justice to several points of
view simultaneously because, “An awareness of [a variety of] points of view
is important not so much because ignorance of any one of them makes it
impossible to do anything but because what may be done will eventually be
limited by that lack of awareness.“ As experience continually reaffirms,
knowledge is not value free, so when these differing points of view come
from disciplines with divergent aims, a lack of such awareness may not be
obvious. The opportunities to more closely examine disciplinary assumptions
that collaborative work provides to researchers can lead through apparent
impasses and strengthen the foundations of domain knowledge.
In the current context, it may be worthwhile to speculate on the kinds
of knowledge and experience a cultural activity such as music composition
can bring to the data sonification process, and inversely, of what use are the
results of experimental psychology to music composition. As numerous
historical examples attest–from the ancient Greeks, who believed in a direct
relation between the laws of nature and the harmony of musical sounds,
through the numerical symbolism of the Middle Ages9 and beyond–musicians

9

One example is Dufay’s 1436 motet Nuper rosarum flores, which is based on the
proportions of the Florence Cathedral for whose consecration it was composed.
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were sonifying numerical data long before computers and multivariate
datasets occupied the Western mind. While their approaches were perhaps
more heuristic and teleological, surviving artifacts from past eras are more
likely than not to have been either workable solutions to practical problems,
or sufficiently novel to have induced a new way of thinking music. However,
except of the very recent past, no sound recordings are extant, and the
function of the musical score as something more than an aide-mémoire is only
a relatively recent one.
So, although musicologists have described many of the un-notated
performance practice and ‘style’ characteristics of the music from
contemporaneous non-musical sources, such descriptions are rarely couched
in the phenomenal language of modern science. From the contemporary
design perspective, the appropriation of scripted musical gestures of the
historical past, together with some a-historical harmony book’s ‘rules of
composition’ which omit reference to the pitch or temperament system
employed, or the timbral distinctiveness of the instruments of the period, fails
to grasp the cultural imperative: music is not science, and its aims are not
always for clarity of line, or purpose. The sounds of music are social sounds
and as society changes so the ways its components interact are determined as
much by cultural forces as by psychoacoustics (Attali 1985: 46-86).
The parametric analysis of tone according to physical characteristics
(frequency, loudness, etc) and the availability of computational tools for
additive synthesis from these parameters, belies the psychoacoustic evidence
that, for all but the simplest sonifications, the results of design by simply
assigning data dimensions to such physical parameters quickly leads to
unsegregated, difficult-to-interpret clumping (Flowers 2005). Whether stream
segregation is maintained during a temporal simultaneity of two or more
separate spectra as components of textures or ‘chords’, or whether
integration, occlusion or emergence results (Bregman 1994: 456-528) is
dependent upon a combination of characteristics, including the system of
tuning in use, the spectral density profiles (timbres) involved, the duration of
the simultaneity, the previous and following directional profiles of the
spectral contributors, their relative amplitudes, and so on. Furthermore,
hearing is very sensitive to spectral congruence, as illustrated by the account
auditing example at the beginning of this chapter. Sequences of spectral
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events that are highly congruent, such as occurs when using General MIDI
instruments, or auditory icons for example, quickly pall on the ear. The extra
cognitive load needed to work within such soundscapes is not insignificant,
and possibly contributes to the annoyance commonly reported by listeners
when using such sonifications for extended periods of time. There are ways
out of this impasse, as illustrated by the introduction to sound synthesis
techniques in common use in computer music, such as physical modelling
(including voice), granulation and stochastics, as well as careful attention to
second-order features such as reverberation and spatialisation; these latter
being environmental

‘embodying ’ of sound sources. The importance of

embodiment in information sonification, is discussed more fully in Part B of
Chapter 3.
Flowers (2005) comments that most of the problems that arise in data
sonification stem from lack of adequate understanding about key properties
of auditory perception and attention, and from inappropriate generalisations
of existing data visualisation practices. Such generalisations arise more as a
result of the overwhelming dominance of vision over audition in the
perceptual psychology literature than experimental evidence (Bregman 1994:
1-3). They can be overcome with more sustained applied research in auditory
perception, including the rôle played by silence, and a deeper understanding
of the relationship between speech and non-speech auditory processing
(Slevc, Rosenberg and Patel, 2008). For sonification design to advance,
sonification designing needs to be practiced and critiqued as designs to be
interpreted, not just listened to as musique e d’ameublement10. To that end, task
and data analysis of information requirements (Barrass 1997: 35-45) together
with generally available datasets and interesting mapping templates in
software environments that combine sonic complexity with experimentation
flexibility will encourage the much-needed community-wide sharing of
examples towards a catalogue of best practice.

2.5.3

Data music

The advent of the Internet and the percolation of computing devices into
ordinary, everyday objects and activities, means that most of us exist in an

10

Literally “furniture music”, as so called by the composer Eric Satie.
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increasingly datarised cultural environment. One characteristic of music is
that it is continually being recontextualised, both technically and culturally as
it is influenced by, and influences, the fluctuating zeitgeist. So, from a cultural,
experimental composition perspective, data sonification is of significant
interest.
One way of classifying data music (data sonification music) is
according to where it can be placed on a perceptual continuum, with works
using representational data mapping on one end and those using free data
transformation on the other. Closer to the ‘free data’ end would be data music
that use arbitrarily formatted digital documents as control data for some
sound synthesis routines as arbitrarily determined by the sonifier (Whitelaw
2004). In such circumstances, it is likely that the (possibly imagined) content
of the documents would play a role in culturally contextualising the resulting
soundscape, in-keeping with postmodernist or other mannerist aesthetics.
At the representational end is data music that employs the techniques
used in pragmatic information interpretation for decision-making, system
regulation, vision substitution etc.; techniques that are derived from a
developing knowledge of psychoacoustics, and the cognitive sciences more
generally. For composers who are interested in engaging with listeners as
interpreters rather than the struggling receivers of obscure messages, this
research offers a stronger technical basis for their practice, not necessarily for
overtly programmatic narratives but to better control the overall dramaturgy
of a composition (Landy 2007: 36-38). For example, although the techniques
for making adherent tone complexes have formed the basis of studies in
orchestration for at least two centuries, in order to discover how to
disassemble the ensemble, to compose coherent sounds that maintain their
perceptual segmentation, what is needed is ‘unorchestration’ studies that
include psychoacoustic techniques for producing disaggregated complex
sounds in situational environments (Bregman 1994: 458) and a developing
understanding of auditory cognition.
Computer-based composition tools have their origins in the desire to
explore and express algorithmically-generated structures at both micro(sound synthesis) and macro-(gestural) compositional levels. As a cultural
activity, making new music is not just about exploring new ways to put new
noises together but about providing others with the opportunities to engage,
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both actively and passively, in that exploration. Once digital musical
instruments became available, MIDI was quickly adopted as a computer
protocol suitable for capturing and transmitting data from human
performance gesture and for coordination with other technologies, such as
lighting controllers. However, not all interesting sources of data have MIDI
interfaces or are related to human corporeality and proprioception. So, at a
time in human history when there is an imperative for us to take
responsibility for our relationships with both natural and man-made
environments, the extension of sound synthesis software to aurally explore
such datascapes opens the possibility of compositional access to, and thus
cultural dialogue about, a broader spectrum of phenomena: interspecies,
planetary and interstellar.
Notwithstanding the particular application, whether for cultural
spectacles or for more pragmatic reasons, there is a general need for a new
generation of software; tools that integrate flexible sound-synthesis engines
with those for data acquisition, analysis and manipulation in ways which
afford both experiments in cognition and lucid, interpretive soniculations.
Such software will need to afford the exploration of the cognitive and
psychological aspects of the perception of mental objects formed through the
sonification of abstract multidmensional datasets that have no analogue in the
material world.
The formation and support of such embodied ‘in-formation’ is a
difficult task and remains a long-term goal. It will be aided by active crossfertilisation between psychophysics, the relatively new field of cognitive
science, and the older disciplines of the philosophy and psychology of
perception. The next chapter and its appendices outline the epistemological
and ontological dimensions of that study; the cultural ‘background radiation’
against which new, more effective, sonification software can be engineered.
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Chapter 3
INFORMA TION AND PERCEPTI ON

Every mental phenomenon is characterized by what the Scholastics of the Middle
Ages called the intentional (or mental) inexistence of an object, and what we
might call, though not wholly unambiguously, reference to a content, direction
toward an object (which is not to be understood here as meaning a thing), or
immanent objectivity (Brentano 1874: 88).

3.1 Introduction
The task of sonification software is to provide a means by which listeners can
acquire new ideas about the nature of the source of derived data. In so doing
listeners can increase their knowledge of that source and thus improve the
efficiency and/or accuracy of their decision-making based on that knowledge.
In broad terms, sonification1 can be considered to have four major ingredients:
data, sound, listener and environment, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. In the
current context, the term listener is used to mean a human being2 without
gross auditory system abnormalities, who, in various ways, engages in
listening to sound3 that is generated or manipulated by sonification software
within an environment. Environment is used in a very broad sense here to
mean a complex of intersecting fields that surround or encompass a listener
physically, socially and psychologically.
The purpose of this chapter is to develop an understanding of what
information is as a concept, as an ingredient in the acquisition of knowledge,
and as something that can be communicated between its source and its
(human) receiver in aural form and retained. Clearly, a complete
philosophical and psychological overview is outside the scope of this thesis,
however it is considered important, in the context of developing software that
enables such communication, to have an understanding of some of the
principles involved. Firstly, exactly what is meant by the term information?
and secondly what are the characteristics of human sensation, perception and
1
2

3

Sonification is used synonymously with data sonification, as discussed in Chapter 2
Much of what is said could equally apply to other organisms with functioning auditory
systems, or perhaps, even similarly endowed machines.
Here, sound is understood simply as contractions and rarefactions of air-pressure that
are detected by a listener's auditory system. The ontology of sounds is addressed in
Chapter 4.
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cognition that affect this transmission process? By restricting the inquiry to
the phenomenal aspects (what appears to us as humans), a discussion of the
mechanisms of how it appears is largely deferred until later in the chapter.4 By
way of simple example, understanding what melody is and that it appears to
human beings to be invariant under certain types of transformations such as
pitch transposition and temporal compression, is a different enquiry to how it
occurs, both in terms of the physical production and transmission of energy in
the environment, and the physiological mechanisms by which that energy is
sensed by human beings.

Figure 3.1. Four major ingredients of sonification: data, software, listener and environment.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. A distinction is made between
information and knowledge and a contemporary understanding of
information is presented. Then a quasi-historical epistemology of human
perception and the types of information these epistemologies engender is
followed by a discussion of the phenomenal nature of sounds and their ability
to convey information of various sorts. A discussion of the means by which
sounds is used to convey musical information is deferred to Chapter 4. This
leads to some ideas about how sound can be more effectively used in the
sonification of immanent phenomenal objects, such as those derived from
multidimensional datasets, that don’t have simple analogues in the material
world.
4

This is not to suggest that what and how are unrelated. In fact, they exemplify two
principle aspects of knowledge: objects and of relations.
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3.1 Information and knowledge
There is a distinction to be made between the terms information and knowledge,
despite them being frequently used in common parlance to mean the same
thing. Here, knowledge is considered to be a theoretical or practical
understanding of a subject (AOED). Most often, knowledge is gained through
the integration of new information to that already retained. In broad terms,
information can mean the content of knowledge; new information can be
added to a corpus, body of knowledge5, but not the reverse. The process of
‘adding to’ is termed learning which is considered distinct from the structure
of the corpus, as well as the mechanisms of knowing it, as enunciated by
researchers in the cognitive science program at Yale (Galambos, Abelson and
Black 1986). These terms become somewhat problematic if they are treated as
definitions rather than descriptions and their meanings have changed over
time. Such changes continue to occur as our understanding of the underlying
perceptual and cognitive mechanisms, together with their environmental
influences, evolves. Whilst it is important to understand the different
processes by which knowledge is acquired, whether from information or not,
it is not central to the theme of this chapter, so a succinct overview is
provided in Appendix 1.
As a process of thought, metaphysics is less directed to providing
conclusions than it of exploring a mental landscape, of organizing beliefs and
experiences into holistic descriptions. Of the two principal divisions of
metaphysics, epistemology and ontology, the focus of this chapter is
epistemological. The objective in examining the epistemology of information
and perception is to gain an understanding of the nature of certain types of
mental states that are induced to reside in the minds of listeners on hearing a
sonification. As will be argued, because of the directed or intentional nature
of perception, such information is bound between the sounds of a sonification
and the intentions of listeners.

5

The historical use of the expression corpus ‘a body of knowledge’ is of interest in the light
of the discussion of embodiment later in the chapter.
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3.2 Information: some descriptions
Considering the current scientific, economic and social importance that is
given to the concept of information, it is remarkable how unclear its meaning
is in some contexts. Ronald Stamper, the founder of systems analysis studies
at the London School of Economics, writes about his common experience of
computers being used with great technical skill but with poor results. He
argues that the overwhelming reason is that there is a lot of technical skill
with information technology but little knowledge about the information it
carries. Whilst there is a general agreement about the nature of data,
information, he remarks,
is a vague and elusive concept. … My greatest hope is that, one day, members of
the information systems profession will stop talking about information as
something ‘obtained by processing data to produce meaning’ (Stamper 1996:
349).

3.2.1

Information as quantity of improbabilities

Information Theory is an applied mathematical theory invented by Claude
Shannon to assist in finding measures of the limits to compressing data and
reliably communicating it within an existing telecommunications system
(Shannon and Weaver 1949). In the mathematical theory, information is
understood as an objective quantifiable entity, the information content of a
message being a quantitative measure of its improbability. Information
Theory
...provides a measure for how much information is to be associated with a given
state of affairs and, in turn, a measure for how much of this information is
transmitted to, and thus available at, other points. The theory is purely
quantitative. It deals with amounts of information - not, except indirectly and by
implication, with the information that comes in those amounts (Dretske 1981
cited in Hoffmeyer and Emmeche 1991).

In such quantification, the value of information in a statement (a message)
reflects the statistical structure of the statement. The question of how
information was created or what should be meant by the significance of
information

was

not

addressed

through

the

theory.

In

human

communication, most statements are only understandable at a semantic level.
Information theory requires a finite set of possibilities, or it cannot assign
precise probabilities to the possibility of any particular message. Thus
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Khinchin (1957: 90), more properly calls Information Theory a theory of
discrete information.
Sound spectra can considered as frequency encodings of information,
with white noise, which contains no redundancy, at one extreme and a sine
tone, which contains maximum redundancy, at the other (Moles 1966). One of
the fundamental tasks that auditory systems are known to perform well is
frequency spectra differentiation (Shepard 1999), and this capability can be
used in data audification “to provide a measure of how much information is
to be associated with a given state of affairs“ by affording comparisons
between the microsound qualities of spectra-encoded data and various
recognisable encodings such as white, pink, blue, and Brownian noises.
Experiments 1 and 2 in Chapter 6 articulate an experimental technique for the
application of sonification to aurally identify the distinction between
informationless sound (a uniform distribution) and one that exhibits
correlational information.
In general, the concept of information as a quantitative measure of
noise or redundancy is of little use in human-to-human sensible
communication, since the statistical analysis of the probabilities to be ascribed
to any definite statement is not only unfeasible, but also theoretically
impossible. While totally unforeseen events are demonstrably a part of life,
their eventual appearance makes it impossible to ascribe distinct probabilities
to any event.

3.2.2

Information: general, scientific and pragmatic

The term information is commonly used synonymously for an instruction, an
answer, a news message or announcement and, in general, people do feel that
they are often informed through observation and conversation. The
quantitative improbability definition of Information Theory does not account
for this sense of information.
In empirical science the concept information is as a statement (Roederer
2005). It is known as the semantic aspect of information, because it answers a
pre-formulated question, such as “what is the fundamental frequency of this
wave?” or it indicates the specific outcome of known alternatives, such as
“Did the viola section enter one measure too early or too late?” or “Is the next
card the queen of hearts?”
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Only living systems have the capability of engaging in informationdriven interactions with each other and the environment. This aspect of
information is called pragmatic (Küppers 1990) and is often used by such
systems to counterbalance the otherwise normal course of physical events.
Some important characteristics of this information are
•

Information is the shape or pattern of something, not the energy or forces
used to give it that pattern. These forces and energy may be necessary to
effect the pattern but they are separate from, and subservient to the
purpose for which the information was formed.

•

Information always has a purpose: to cause specific change somewhere or at
sometime that would not otherwise occur, except, perhaps, by chance.

• It is what information does that is important, not how the form in which it
resides is textured, or sounded.
•

The form in which information resides expresses it, but this expression is
not the information. This idea is expressed differently later on in this
chapter; for example in Husserl’s ‘bracketing’ of the phenomenal world
from the ‘world–as–it–is’ (§3.3.3.4) and in Korzybski’s “the map is not the
territory”(§3.3.7). Music, for example is not a score or a CD, or the
compactions and rarefactions of air pressure in a sound wave, or the
neural activity of the brain. It is the intended effect that ultimately
identifies information.

•

Altering the form in which the information resides may result in a
different expression or may destroy the information. For example,
rearranging the notes of a melody destroys the melody and the continuity
of a glissando on a violin is not preserved when expressed by an oboe.

•

There is no such thing as information in isolation. Information always
requires
•

An origin, source or sender where the original pattern is located or
generated,

•

A recipient, where the intended change is supposed to occur,

•

A transmission from one to the other. For the purpose of a specific
change to occur, a specific information–processing mechanism must
exist and be activated.
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•

Information can be stored and, providing it has not been corrupted,
retrieved, either in the form of the original pattern, or of some
transformation of it.

3.3 Forms of information and perception
3.3.1

Platonic Ideals

The elusiveness of the term information is embedded in its historical
epistemologies (Hoffmeyer and Emmeche 1991). In the Middle Ages it was
used in connection with a person being informed or educated6–to become
aware of the form (of something), give shape to, fashion (ACOD). The concept
of form extends back through Aristotle and Plato to at least Pythagoras who is
responsible for adding it as a correlative concept to the Milesian’s conception
of ‘matter’. (Burnet 1904/1981: 35). This shift of information in the mental
sphere moving to the physical sphere of substance and action, is paralleled in
the shift of Form as a Platonic Ideal to something physical in which
[f]orms were induced on, not derived from substance. They reflected human or
Godly will. Thus, to bring something into form presupposed a person in whom
the idea of the form must first have occurred. And this occurrence, the idea, was
the root of information (Hoffmeyer and Emmeche 1991).

Burnet traces this thinking though Socrates’ Doctrine of Forms, and Plato’s
Ideals which assert that individual objects are but imperfect examples of
universals, divinely given and residing in man’s soul (mind):
There is a sharp distinction between the objects of thought and the objects of
sense. Only the former can be said to be; the latter are only becoming. …We
know what we mean by equal, but we have never seen equal sticks or stones. The
sensible things we call equal are all ‘striving’ or ‘tending’ to be such as the equal,
but they fall far short of it. Still, they are tending towards it, and that is why they
are said to be becoming (Burnet 1904/1981: 126-127).

In contrast to Plato’s position, which held that particular things are deduced
from these a priori Ideals7 by contemplation, Aristotle held that particular
things contained universal essences, and such Forms (ideas) were induced

6

7

From L. informationem (nom. informatio) "outline, concept, idea," noun of action from
informare (OED); L informere – in (into) + forma (form)
Greek ιδϵα. Plato seems to use the term interchangeably with eidos, which serves to
designate any of those primary realities that have come to be known as the Forms. The
term takes on a significant philosophical meaning from his writings onwards that the
term seems to develop an elaborate life of its own (Taylor 1911). See also Note 17.
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from particular Category instantiations. He compares the act of perception to
the pressing of a signet ring into wax:
By a 'sense' is meant what has the power of receiving into itself the sensible
forms of things without the matter. This must be conceived of as taking place in
the way in which a piece of wax takes on the impress of a signet-ring without the
iron or gold; we say that what produces the impression is a signet of bronze or
gold, but its particular metallic constitution makes no difference: in a similar way
the sense is affected by what is coloured or flavoured or sounding, but it is
indifferent what in each case the substance is; what alone matters is what quality
it has, i.e. in what ratio its constituents are combined (Aristotle 350BCE: BkII,
Ch12).

Upon the reappearance of Aristotle’s works in the west, this position was
adopted by medieval Scholastics such as Thomas Aquinas, for whom the
representation of an external object in the mind and the object it self was the
same object in two different forms of existence. This is because, put simply,
they held the same form, or conformed. Medievalist Henrik Lagerlund
explains:
This 'conformality' account of mental representation is for Aquinas embedded in
a much larger, causal theory of the reception of these forms into the mind or
intellectual soul, according to which forms are transmitted through the
intervening medium between subject and object (the doctrine of the species in
medio or 'species in the medium') and received in the external sense-organs and
sense-faculty, which leads to the production of phantasms or sensible species
and ultimately to the creation by the active intellect of a mental representation or
intelligible species in the passive intellect (Lagerlund 2008).

3.3.2

Material Ideals

3.3.2.1 Early rational approaches to perception
In addition to the mental representations adopted from Aristotle, based on
conformity and resemblance, the late Scholastics such as Ockham developed
other notions based on causality and signification. Following the Scholastics,
seventeenth century

contemporaries Descartes,

Spinoza

and

Leibniz

continued to look for knowledge using rational thought including the
continued development of logic, mathematics and Euclidian geometry.
René Descartes’ starting point was his own experience (cogito ergo sum)
and thought that the mind reached out to external objects themselves, with
the sense organs and nerves serving as literal mediating links between the
objects and the brain events that afforded the perceptual awareness of them.
He is clear, however, that sensory awareness does not reach out to the
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physical things themselves; that in veridical sensation, the mind's ideas are
not the immediate objects of awareness:
…whence I should forthwith be disposed to conclude that the wax is known by
the act of sight, and not by the intuition of the mind alone, were it not for the
analogous instance of human beings passing on in the street below, as observed
from a window. In this case I do not fail to say that I see the men themselves, just
as I say that I see the wax; and yet what do I see from the window beyond hats
and cloaks that might cover artificial machines, whose motions might be
determined by springs? But I judge that there are human beings from these
appearances, and thus I comprehend, by the faculty of judgment alone which is
in the mind, what I believed I saw with my eyes (Descartes 1641: II, 13).

3.3.2.2 Material or Perceptual Idealism
At the same time and in contrast to a rational approach, try-it-and-see
empirical8 heuristics developed out of the methodologies of occidental
physicians and alchemists, as exemplified by William Harvey and Francis
Bacon. Their increasing success led to attempts to apply such methods to
understanding how we obtain knowledge itself. The Scottish physician John
Locke is credited as the founder of modern Empiricism, as he took the crucial
step of denying all a priori knowledge (Gregory 1981: 338-339). Locke asked, if
our understanding of the physical world was not descendant from Ideas but
induced in the natural world, how did we acquire such understanding? He
thought that a child’s mind was like a blank tablet (tabula rasa) and all ideas
came from experience, and then later, from reflection:
Let us then suppose the mind to be, as we say, white paper, void of all
characters, without any ideas: How comes it to be furnished? Whence comes it
by that vast store which the busy and boundless fancy of man has painted on it
with an almost endless variety? Whence has it all the materials of reason and
knowledge? To this I answer, in one word, from experience. In that all our
knowledge is founded; and from that it ultimately derives itself. Our observation
employed either, about external sensible objects, or about the internal operations
of our minds perceived and reflected on by ourselves, is that which supplies our
understandings with all the materials of thinking. These two are the fountains of
knowledge, from whence all the ideas we have, or can naturally have, do spring.
(Locke 1690: Book II, Ch.1)

Locke’s concept of perception was simple: objects have characteristics, and
perception reflects the world much as a mirror reflects objects. The Irish
bishop George Berkeley went on to argue that if an empirical analysis of
human knowledge was followed rigorously, it had to be admitted that all
8

Empirical. First use recorded in 1569, from L. empiricus, from Gk. empeirikos
"experienced," from empeiria ‘experience’, from empeiros ‘’skilled’, from en- ‘in’ + peira
‘trial, experiment’. Originally the name of a school of ancient physicians who based their
practice on experience rather than theory [OLED].
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experience is nothing more than experience, that the qualities that the human
mind registers are ultimately experienced in the mind itself, and there can be
no conclusive inference from this as to whether or not some of those
experiences represent or resemble anything outside it.
There was an odour, that is, it was smelt; there was a sound, that is, it was heard;
a colour or figure, and it was perceived by sight or touch. This is all that I can
understand by these and the like expressions. For as to what is said of the
absolute existence of unthinking things without any relation to their being
perceived, that seems perfectly unintelligible. Their esse is percipi, nor is it
possible they should have any existence out of the minds or thinking things
which perceive them (Berkeley 1710: Book II, Ch.3).

However, the similarity of individual’s reported experiences of the world
convinced Berkeley that these experiences indicated the presence of order that
was not just subjectively determined by whimsical fantasy. He postulated that
the order that inheres in the world depends on God. (Tarnas 1991: 335-336).
Faced with things considered unknowable, both Locke and Berkeley
relied on the same resolution as the majority of their predecessors–to a
universal mind that transcends individual minds, which, as Gregory (1981:
346) puts it, takes away the interest of this account. David Hume agreed with
Berkeley’s empirical arguments but saw no reason to accept the resolution of
a universal mind. He reasoned that, because the intellect cannot deduce the
veridicality of received sensations or the connection between these sensations
and the Truths in the intellect, the only truths of which the intellect is capable
are tautological, that is are not capable of producing new information. He
goes on to argue that, not only can one not logically deduce the nature of
things using reason alone, neither can one infer them from experience. The
only thing that connects sequences of sensations together is the principle of
causality, which relies on the experience of individual concrete events in
temporal succession.
When we look about us towards external objects, and consider the operation of
causes, we are never able, in a single instance, to discover any power or
necessary connexion; any quality, which binds the effect to the cause, and
renders the one an infallible consequence of the other. We only find, that the one
does actually, in fact, follow the other (Hume 1777: Book VII, Ch. I, §50).

Hume maintained that whilst one might recognize the regularity of perceived
events, the acceptance of the necessity for events to follow each other is not
based on logical certainty, but on habit.
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When we say, therefore, that one object is connected with another, we mean only
that they have acquired a connexion in our thought, and give rise to this
inference, by which they become proofs of each other's existence: A conclusion
which is somewhat extraordinary, but which seems founded on sufficient
evidence (Hume 1777: Book VII, Ch. II, §59).

The mind draws an explanation of experience from itself and it cannot know
what causes a sensation because it doesn’t experience ‘cause’ as a sensation.
Further, he goes on to argue, the concreteness of these individual events
cannot be logically asserted, so causality is made meaningless. If all human
knowledge is based on empiricism, and induction cannot be logically verified,
there can be no certain knowledge. So, Hume had begun by trying to
eliminate the necessity for metaphysics in deductive rationalism to investigate
man’s reasoning by using the empirical experimental techniques employed so
successfully by Galileo and Newton, and ended up like Berkeley, skeptically
questioning whether objective certainty could ever be empirically achieved
because inductive inference couldn’t be logically justified. (Tarnus 1991: 340).

3.3.3

Intention: Transcendental ideals and phenomena

3.3.3.1 Kant’s Transcendental Idealism 9
Although Immanuel Kant admired Hume’s reasoning that, in his own
terminology, causal judgments are synthetic, involving an act of the mind that
connects the cause and the effect, he was also convinced that the (empirical)
experimental methods of Newton had really revealed generalised knowledge,
so he set about the task of trying to unify the rational and empirical methods.
In other words, to show how (scientific) knowledge is possible, how both
reason and experience contribute to that knowledge, and in doing so, refute
the skepticism of Hume’s claim that experience and reason are extremely
limited in the kinds of knowledge they can provide.
In Critique of pure reason (hereafter CPR), Kant proposed that the
‘world’ that science explained was a world already ordered by the mind’s
own cognitive apparatus. He begins by agreeing with Locke and Hume that
there are two kinds of mental propositions: those in the intellect based on
sensations and those in the intellect alone, based on relations between

9

Transcendental Idealism is Kant’s term for his doctrine that knowledge is a synthetic,
relational product of the logical self (Runes 1942). Sometimes called Critical Idealism.
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concepts. For him, it was the (internal, conceptual) relations between intuited
sensations that constitute forms of appearance:
The capacity (receptivity) for receiving representations through the mode in
which we are affected by objects, is entitled sensibility. Objects are given to us by
means of sensibility, and it alone yields us intuitions; they are thought through the
understanding, and from the understanding arise concepts. …
The effect of an object upon the faculty of representation, so far as we are affected
by it, is sensation. That intuition which is in relation to the object through
sensation, is entitled empirical. The undetermined object of an empirical intuition
is entitled appearance.
That in the appearance which corresponds to sensation I term its matter; but that
which so determines the manifold of appearance that it allows of being ordered
in certain relations, I term the form of appearance. (Kant 1787/1929: 65).

Kant suggests that there are two ‘pure’ forms of sensible intuition that serve
as principle of a priori knowledge: space and time:
That in which alone the sensations can be posited and ordered in a certain form,
cannot itself be sensation; and therefore, while the matter of all appearance is
given to us a posteriori only, its form must lie ready for the sensations a priori in
the mind, and so must allow of being considered apart from all sensation.
I term all representations pure (in the transcendental sense) in which there is
nothing that belongs to sensation. The pure form of sensible intuitions in general,
in which all the manifold of intuition is intuited in certain relations, must be
found in the mind a priori. This pure form of sensibility may also itself be called
pure intuition. [For example,] if I take away from the representation of a body that
which the understanding thinks in regard to it, substance, force, divisibility, etc.,
and likewise what belongs to sensation, impenetrability, hardness, colour, etc.,
something still remains over from this empirical intuition, namely, extension and
figure. These belong to pure intuition, which, even without any actual object of
the senses or of sensation, exists in the mind a priori as a mere form of sensibility.
(Kant 1787/1929: 66).

Kant considers space and time to be the two forms in which sensibility occur
because they are obtained not from sense data but by the actions of the mind
in coordinating the sensations it receives. In other words, we intuit the (realworld) objects of our senses by the detection of the manifold presentation of
sensations (from hearing, touch etc) of those objects by the two aspects of our
minds that are not (empirical) sensations, namely space and time. Whatever is
perceived is perceived as having spatial relations and/or temporal relations.
In CPR, Kant sought to determine, despite Hume’s conclusion
otherwise, if it was possible to expand knowledge by proving the validity of
propositions that are true without reference to experience. In the process, he
accomplished what he called a ‘Copernican revolution’ in philosophy, now
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known as ‘transcendental idealism’: whereas philosophers had previously
considered the mind to be a passive agent of knowledge of an objective
world, he showed that the actual world cannot be known, but that the human
understanding of reality is shaped by both our means of perceiving it
(sensible intuitions) and pure (transcendental10) concepts which are available
to us through our awareness of space and time. These transcendental concepts
are derived from the translation of sensible Judgments of Quality, Quantity,
Relation and Modality into transcendental Categories11 (Kant 1787/1929: 104119).
Having described the process of form perception, Kant asserted that all
necessity is grounded in a transcendental condition and therefore, so must
consciousness, which he calls transcendental apperception12, the synthesis of the
manifold of all our intuitions - the process whereby perceived qualities of an
object are related to past experience, the inner self. Without transcendental
apperception, the consciousness that is the foundation of the synthetic unity
of experience, it would be impossible to think. Kant made a distinction
between this transcendental apperception and empirical apperception which
he described as the consciousness of the changing states of the inner self, or
[c]onsciousness of self according to the determinations of our state in inner perception
is merely empirical, and always changing and it is as a result of this mental
plasticity, this openness of the inner self to change, that knowledge, the final
goal of the understanding in combining intuitions and concepts, is possible (Kant
1787/1929: 136).
Kant answers the question of how synthetic a priori propositions of
mathematics are possible, with his Transcendental Aesthetic and the doctrine
10

11

12

In Kant’s philosophy, the adjective transcendental is applied to the condition of
experience or anything related to it. Transcendental knowledge is possible, though
transcendent knowledge is not (Runes 1942). Transcendental cognition is thus a priori
knowledge. Kant description of the expression ‘transcendental knowledge’ as all
knowledge which is occupied not so much with objects as with the mode of our knowledge of
objects in so far as this mode of knowledge is to be possible “a priori” (Kant 1787/1929: 59), is
the meaning used throughout the current work. Not to be confused with the use of the
term by the New Englanders Emerson, Thoreau, Fuller and Ives etc.
These categories are derived from Aristotle’s Categories: Substance, Quantity, Quality,
Relation, Place, Time, Position, State, Action, and Attention. [O]ur primary purpose being
originally identical with his, notwithstanding the great difference in the execution. (Kant
1787/1929 113).
The term apperception was introduced by Leibniz to denote the introspective or reflective
apprehension by the mind of its own inner states, in contrast to perception as the inner
state of representation of outer things. In psychology, the term came to be used for the
process by which an individual’s new experience is assimilated into and transformed by
the residuum of their past experiences to form a new whole (Runes 1942).
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of the transcendental ideality of space and time. He answers the question of
how synthetic a priori propositions of natural (empirical) science are possible
in his Transcendental Analytic, where he demonstrates the essential role the
categories play in establishing the possibility of knowledge from experience.
In attempting to refute Hume’s idealism, Kant concluded that we cannot be
certain of the knowledge of the objects of our sense experiences ‘as they really
are’ (Ding an sich, noumena13); that a priori knowledge of them can only be
transcendental.
3.3.3.2 Kant’s refutation of material idealism
Kant identifies two type of material idealism: Dogmatic and Problematic. The
Dogmatic idealism of Berkeley asserts that things in space are merely
imaginary entities. Whilst Kant acknowledged that this position is
unavoidable if space is interpreted as a property of things in themselves, he
showed through his Transcendental Aesthetic, that space is an a priori pure
(non-empirical) intuition in us prior to any perception of objects and thus
does not represent a property of objects. (Kant 1787/1929: 70-71).
In holding the empirical assertion that I am, the Problematic idealism of
Descartes is pleading our inability to prove, through immediate experience,
any experience other than our own.
The required proof must, therefore, show that we have experience, and not merely
imagination of outer things; and this it would seem cannot be achieved save by
proof that even our inner experience … is possible only on the assumption of
outer experience (Kant 1787/1929: 244).

Idealism assumes that the only immediate experience is inner experience from
which we can only infer outer things, and then only uncertainly. Turning the
idealists assertion on its head, Kant argues that, given that I am conscious of
my own existence in time, and an awareness of time requires something
permanent in my perception against which I can observe the progress of time,
this permanence cannot be in me, that is, cannot be a property of me, since it
is only through it that I can be conscious of my existence in time. So, it follows
that
perception of this permanent is possible only through a thing outside of me and
not through the mere representation of a thing outside of me; and consequently
13

Many, most famously Schopenhauer, in his Criticism of the Kantian Philosophy (1844),
consider Kant to have inappropriately appropriated the Greek word noumena, ‘that
which is thought’, and used it to mean ‘things-in-themselves’.
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the determination of my existence in time is possible only through the existence
of actual things which I perceive outside of me. … [and ipso facto] the
consciousness of my existence is at the same time an immediate consciousness of
the existence of other things outside me (Kant 1787/1929: 245).

However, although I am immediately includes the existence of outer things, it
does not follow that every intuition of outer things implies their existence,
because a mental representation (thought) of them might have, for example,
been imagined, dreamt or hallucinated. Kant thinks such (imagined etc)
representations are the reproduction of previous outer perceptions (Kant
1787/1929: 247).
In showing the way reason and empirical enquiry fitted together, Kant
demonstrated the role of the human mind in constructing reality and
knowledge and his insight affected all subsequent epistemological enquiry. In
the course of addressing Hume’s skepticism, that the inherent nature of
things (the so-called thing–in–itself) is always beyond the reach of our
empirical capacity to know, Kant had divided the world between the
phenomenal world of empirically unknowable things (the world measured by
Newtonian physics, for example) and the ever-unreachable noumenal world of
things-in-themselves which we know exists if we exist. A phenomenon, then, is
an object of empirical knowledge that is conditioned by space, time and the
categories.
3.3.3.3 Brentano’s mental phenomena and intentional
inexistence
The general view of post-deists was that consciousness was composed of
simple or basic elements–experiential events–that combine to form complex
experiences. Both Locke and Hume considered that such simple events were
parts of experiences and must, given the seeming unrestricted possibilities for
their recombination, have a certain independence vis-à-vis other parts with
which they might be realized.
When the Understanding is…stored with…simple Ideas, it has the Power to
repeat, compare, and unite them even to an almost infinite Variety, and so can
make at pleasure new complex Ideas (Locke 1690/1975: Bk.II, Ch.2, §2).
[A]ll simple ideas may be separated by the imagination, and may be united
again in what form it pleases (Hume 1739/1978: Bk.I, Part I, §IV).

The neo-scholastic philosopher and psychologist Franz Brentano (1838-1917)
was widely influential as a teacher and mentor and his work is often
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considered precursory to Phenomenology14, a philosophy principally
developed from his descriptive psychology by his student Edmund Husserl
who used the term to mean
the reflective study of the essence of consciousness as experienced from the firstperson point of view (Smith 2007, cited in Wikipedia).

It became clear, largely through the work of Brentano and his students
(principally Stumpf and Husserl), that such a strong form of independence
among experiential parts is unnecessary; in fact, various kinds of dependency
relations are possible. Brentano published the first volume of his large-scale
work on the foundations of psychology, Psychology from an Empirical
Standpoint, in 1874. He emphasized that all our scientific knowledge should be
based on direct experience. However, for him, doing empirical psychology
meant describing what one directly experiences in inner perception from a
first-person point of view, in contradistinction to contemporary empirical
science, which attempts to take a third-person approach. Brentano’s aim was
to provide a scientific basis for psychology which, in his Psychology, he
defined as the science of mental phenomena (1874: 18), and which he
distinguishes from physical phenomena because they are the exclusive objects
of inner perception, they always appear as unities, and they are always
intentionally directed towards objects (Huemer 2008). He later renamed his
approach as descriptive, to distinguish this first-person analyses of subjective
processes from the third-person genetic approach in which causal or genetic
laws are developed to explain what phenomenology merely describes.
Brentano was essentially an idealist, in that he maintained that
external, sensory perception could not tell us anything about the de facto
existence of the perceived world, though we can be absolutely sure of our
internal perception. When I hear a police siren, I cannot be completely sure
that there is a police siren in the real world, but I am absolutely certain that I
do have an internal perception, that I hear. External sensory perception can
14

Not to be conflated with Phenomenalism, the doctrine that all human knowledge is
confined to the appearances presented to the senses. See §3.3.4.4. Husserl’s pupil Martin
Heidegger believed that Husserl's approach overlooked basic structural features of both
the subject and object of experience. He developed a more ontological approach to
phenomenology that influenced the development of existentialism. Hegel also used the
term to describe a dialectical phenomenology that begins with an exploration of that
which presents itself to us in conscious experience (phenomena) as a means to finally
grasp the ontological and metaphysical Spirit that is behind them. As already indicted,
the ontological implications are beyond the scope of the current discussion and have
been all but suppressed.
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only yield hypotheses about the perceived world, neither the truthfulness of
such perception nor the existence of the apparent external origin of such
perception.
In considering the separability of experiential parts of consciousness,
Brentano distinguished between merely distinctional and actually separable
parts, the latter of which are either one-sided or mutually (two sided) separable.
(Brentano 1891/1995: 15). An example of one-sided separable parts is in
evidence in the way one can hear (notice) a sound without listening to the
sound itself, but can’t listen to a sound without noticing it. Multi-sensorial
experiences have frequently mutually–separable parts. For example, the
visual and aural experiential parts of a violin performance can be experienced
separately, as can the aroma and sight of a banana.
Tracing the idea back through the Scholastics, Descartes and the Greeks,
Brentano introduced the notion of the directed intention of mental objects into
contemporary philosophy:
Every mental phenomenon is characterized by what the Scholastics of the Middle
Ages called the intentional (or mental) inexistence of an object, and what we
might call, though not wholly unambiguously, reference to a content, direction
toward an object (which is not to be understood here as meaning a thing), or
immanent objectivity (Brentano 1874: 88).

Rather than developing a full and systematic description of intentionality,
Brentano’s goal was to outline the criteria for distinguishing mental and
physical phenomena and he used the terms mental or intentional inexistence to
refer to what today is know as a characteristic of consciousness: the mind's
capacity to refer or be directed to objects that existing solely in the mind.
Although Brentano’s formulation of intentional objects does not address their
ontological status, this was addressed, at least to some extent, by his students,
principally Alexius Meinong and Edmund Husserl. Meinong’s concern was
with the intentional relation between the mental act and an object. He
maintained that such a relation existed even when the object external to the
mental act towards which it is directed doesn’t exist, such as Pinocchio,
Orpheus, Unicorns and the Fountain of Youth. Earlier, Hume had considered
the concept of non-existent objects contradictory, Kant and Frege considered
it logically ill-formed and later, Russell adopts the idea (Reicher 2006).
These examples seem more like Platonic Ideals than non-existent objects.
In data sonification, a dataset can be considered as a particular (‘accidental’)
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object, so it seems reasonable to assume that an exploration of the rôle of nonexistent objects in data sonification is only of relevance if can be reasonably
concluded that sounds, or the other objects of data sonification software,
cannot be ontologically accounted for in other ways.
According to Brentano's theory, mental acts cannot have duration. This
brings up the question of how we can perceive temporally extended objects
like melodies. Brentano accounted for these cases by arguing that an object
towards which we are directed does not immediately vanish from
consciousness once the mental act is over. It rather remains present in altered
form, modified from present to past. Every mental phenomenon triggers an
‘original association’ or proteraesthesis, as he calls it later, a kind of memory
which is not a full-fledged act of remembering, but rather a part of the act that
keeps lively what was experienced a moment ago. When I listen to a melody,
for example, I first hear the first tone. In the next moment I hear the second
tone, but am still directed towards the first one, which is modified as past,
though. Then I hear the third tone, now the second tone is modified as past,
the first is pushed back even further into the past. In this way Brentano can
explain how we can perceive temporally extended objects and events.
3.3.3.4 Husserl’s transcendental phenomenology
The notion of intentionality also played a central role also in Husserlian
phenomenology. Applying his method of the phenomenological reduction,
however, Husserl addresses the problem of directedness by introducing the
notion of noema, which plays a role similar to Frege's notion of sense.
Edmund Husserl (1859-1938) was the first to apply the term
Phänomenologie (phenomenology) to a whole philosophy and his usage of the
term has largely determined the sense of it in the twentieth century15. As the
term underwent development since his early use of it, the present comments
are derived from Husserl’s own mature introduction (1927)16 in which he
outlines the two principal uses of the term: Firstly, in application to “a new
kind of descriptive method which made a breakthrough in philosophy at the
turn of the twentieth century, and secondly, a new psychological discipline
parallel to the first in method and content: the a priori pure or
15

16

In contradistinction to Hegel’s 1807 use of the word in his Phänomenologie des Geistes
(Phenomenology of the spirit), in which is expressed a radically different concept.
A summary of the historical development of Husserl’s connotation of the term is
available in Runes (1942).
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“phenomenological” psychology, which raises the reformational claim to
being the basic methodological foundation on which alone a scientifically
rigorous empirical psychology can be established.”
Husserl’s aim was that the empirical approach, which he calls an objective
science of nature and which, significantly, he considered as a branch or
anthropology or zoology in that it was decidedly egoical (anthropocentric) and
physicalist, would lead to a better understanding of philosophical
phenomenology, which he calls pure psychology, after Brentano’s descriptive
psychology. While the term has fallen into disuse in favour plain of philosophy,
it does exemplify the importance that early scholars involved in the
burgeoning science of psychology placed on dynamic interplay between
empirical investigation and its philosophical underpinnings (Husserl
1927/1971: §5). It is the contention here, as exemplified by the very existence
of this chapter in the current work, that this relationship remains important,
especially when creating, as we do with data sonification software,
phenomena (objects, events) that need not conform to any resonating material
Kantian thing–as–it–is.
Building on Brentano’s outline, the notion of intentionality played a
central role in Husserl’s development of phenomenology. He understood
intentionality as a fundamental attribute of subjective processes, maintaining
that phenomenology must describe these processes, not only with respect to
their immanent cognitive components, but also with respect to their intended
(external) objects.
In unreflective holding of some object or other in consciousness, we are turned or
directed to-wards it: our intentio goes out towards it. The phenomenological
reversal of our gaze shows that this being directed [Gerichtet-sein] is really an
immanent essential feature of the respective experiences involved; they are
"intentional" experiences (Husserl 1927/1971: §2).

Husserl

describes

how

“a

multiple

and

yet

synthetically

unified

intentionality” arises from the phenomenological reflection on the synthesis
of appearances of an object as orientation to in changes. In considering his
example of a die, he mentions orientations of left-and-right, near-and-far,
front-and-back. These orientations form an intentional structure comprised of
the perceptions of the actually-seen, undetermined (such as the back side) and
unseeable which has to be inferred because they are obscured. This ‘directness
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of appearance’ formed the basis of Gestalt psychology, yet Husserl was
thinking of more than the direct appearances:
The intentional structure of any process of perception has its fixed essential type
[seine feste Wesenstypik], which must necessarily be realized in all its
extraordinary complexity just in order for a physical body simply to be perceived
as such. If this same thing is intuited in other modes-for example, in the modes of
recollection, fantasy or pictorial representation- to some extent the whole
intentional content of the perception comes back, but all aspects peculiarly
transformed to correspond to that mode (Husserl (op cit.).

He was also not restricting himself to visual phenomena:
This applies similarly for every other category of psychic process … these
constitute themselves, with fixed essential forms corresponding to each process,
in a flowing intentionality (op cit.).

but was aiming to
investigate systematically the elementary intentionalities, and from out of these
[unfold] the typical forms of intentional processes, their possible variants, their
syntheses to new forms, their structural composition, and from this advance
towards a descriptive knowledge of the totality of mental process, towards a
comprehensive type of a life of the psyche (op cit.).

It follows, then, that a phenomenal sound object is a multiple and yet
synthetically unified intentionality whose appearance is revealed through time,
and consists of actually-being-heard, undertermined (previously heard) or
unhearable–a missing fundamental, for example.
Husserl’s phenomenology was a starting point and major influence on
Pierre Schaeffer’s treatise on musical objects (1966) as objects in their “flux of
modes of appearing and the manner of their ‘synthesis’”. Husserl’s concern
was to provide a theory of the purely phenomenal, psychical, multiple
‘appearances’ of objects; each appearance being a unit or component of
meaning accruing to the phenomenal object as each of these appearances
occurs. In order to do this he applied an attitude of ‘self-restraint’ (epoche) in
which he ‘bracketed-off’ consciousness from the ‘world-as-it-is’ in order to
develop what he later called an eidetic science of essential forms17 that is, one
that involves no assertion of actual material existence; pure, in the sense that

17

Husserl calls these forms Eide, singular edios. Greek origin: “By eidos I mean the essence of
each thing and its primary substance” (Aristotle, Metaphysics. The verb is eido ‘to see’
appears in the Latin verb video. The term is related to Sanskrit’s ‘veda’, a cognitive
activity like ‘knowing’, and the Old English wit, ‘to know’.
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pure logic is pure18. In constructing such phenomenological psychology it
could be
exclusively directed toward the invariant essential forms. For instance, the
phenomenology of perception of bodies will not be (simply) a report on the
factually occurring perceptions or those to be expected; rather it will be the
presentation of invariant structural systems without which perception of a body
and a synthetically concordant multiplicity of perceptions of one and the same
body as such would be unthinkable. (op cit. §4).

While Kant’s proof of the existence of things outside of him even though their
nature was uncertain (§3.3.3.2); of the necessity for ‘things as they are’ as a
chink in the Cartesian mind/body separation, had an impact on Husserl, his
phenomenally pure psychology is still firmly bound to the mind. In his four
criteria for the phenomenally pure psychology, there is no recognition of the
body at all:
1.
2.

3.
4.

The description of the peculiarities universally belonging to the essence of
intentional mental process, which includes the most general law of synthesis: every
connection of consciousness with consciousness gives rise to a consciousness.
The exploration of single forms of intentional mental process which in essential
necessity generally must or can present themselves in the mind; in unity with this,
also the exploration of the syntheses they are members of for a typology of their
essences: both those that are discrete and those continuous with others, both the
finitely closed and those continuing into open infinity.
The showing and eidetic description [Wesensdeskription] of the total structure
[Gesamtgestalt] of mental life as such; in other words, a description of the essential
character [Wesensart] of a universal "stream of consciousness."
The term "I" designates a new direction for investigation (still in abstraction from
the social sense of this word) in reference to the essence-forms of "habituality"; in
other words, the "I" as subject of lasting beliefs or thought-tendencies-"persuasions" --(convictions about being, value-convictions, volitional decisions,
and so on), as the personal subject of habits, of trained knowing, of certain
character qualities (Husserl 1960).

To some, he struggled, despite his protestations to the contrary, to separate
his eide (‘essential forms’)17 from Platonic Ideals. (Smith 2007, Martin 2007)
3.3.3.5 Gestalt psychology
Gestalt psychology arose from experimental findings of perceptual gestalts,
just mentioned above, principally in the empirical experimentation
laboratories established by another of Brentano’s pupils, Carl Stumpf (18381946). This occurred at a time when what we now think of as experimental
psychology was separating itself from philosophy into its own discipline. Max
Wertheimer, Kurt Koffka, and Wolfgang Kohler were instrumental in the
founding of Gestalt psychology (Hergenhahn, 1992). They considered
18

Husserl described such eidetic phenomenon as noetic, that is, noemata (singular noema)
conceived in the stream of consciousness (noesis) entirely by reason (nous).
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perceptual gestalts as phenomena arising naturally and directly from the
physical nature of sensation.
Although initially Gestalt theory began as a theory of perception,
Wertheimer clearly recognized the fundamental epistemological issue, and
Kohler and Koffka presented Gestalt theory explicitly on epistemological
dualist grounds. Curiously, as Harvard cognitive-neuroscientist Steven Lehar
(2000) indicates, the Gestaltists did not reference Kant as the originator of the
idea of gestalts, possibly because of their confusion over his Idealist position.
Lehar also suggests that one of the most controversial and pivotal aspects of
Gestalt theory is Wertheimer's principle of isomorphism, which was
elaborated by Kohler in 1924 as the hypothesis that every perceptual
experience is “not only blindly coupled to its corresponding physiological
processes, but is akin to it in essential structural properties" (Kohler, quoted in
Lehar 2000) which, he suggests “is a direct consequence of the indirect realist
foundations of Gestalt theory, whereby phenomenal experience is a direct
manifestation of neurophysiological processes in our physical brain, and
therefore it cannot help but be similar in structure, since they are identical in
ontology.”
Like Husserl before him, Ernst Mach (1838–1916)19 was interested in the
phenomenon of melody. Mach understood sensations to be not simply raw
experiences but the interaction of experience with a pre-formed cognitive
structure. For instance, when we hear a known melody, we recognize it no
matter what its transposition or even mode. It can be hummed, whistled, or
plucked from a harp. Furthermore, even if one or more notes are incorrect, we
still recognize it. In Analysis of Sensations (1886) Mach asks, “What constitutes
a melody?” It seems empirically incorrect, he argued, to say, as we must in
recognition of the above, that a melody exists in our ability to recognize it and
not in sounds; having been formed as an idealisation by experience of one or
more examples of it. This idealization captures not the actual sounds, but the
relationships of the sounds to one another. For Mach, this process is at the
basis of all perception. Experience requires an a priori, but that a priori is itself
formed by experience.

19

Mach lends his name to the speed of sound and was considered by Einstein to be his
forerunner on the theory of relativity (Einstein 1954: 26).
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John Dewey20 also thought that immediately felt or sensed experiences
constitute by far the larger part of total human experience, but which are on a
different level from the knowledge experience. Sensory qualities, he
contended, “are not objects of cognition in themselves, … [but] acquire
cognitive function when they are employed in specific situations as signs of
something beyond themselves“ (1938: 147). The French phenomenological
philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908–1961)21 described the structure of
perception

as

sensation

and

conscious

awareness,

between

which

phenomenology uncovered a ‘figure-ground’ invariant. As he put it: “To be
conscious=to have a figure on a ground–one cannot go back any further”
(1964: 191).
In the second quartile of the nineteenth century, the mathematical notion
of the group was being discussed, though its full importance as an organising
and clarifying principle was yet to be realised. According to the neo-Kantian
philosopher Ernst Cassirer, the first attempt to apply speculations concerning
the concept of group to psychological problems of perception was made by the
physician and physicist Hermann von Helmholtz in 1868 (Cassirer 1944).
Amongst his many enterprises, Helmholtz was interested in tracing Kant's
philosophical theories in fields such as physiology and the newly emerging
empirical psychology. He recognised that at the root of perception is the
concept of the constancy of perceptual objects under changing sensory
conditions; of relations that remain unchanged or invariant under
transformation. He endorsed Kant's thesis of space as a "transcendental form
of intuition" but for him this was the beginning of, not a solution to, the
problem of finding the most general form of invariance, that is, in which
systems of points in a multi-dimensional manifold may be displaced relative
to one-another without changing their forms.
Henri Poincaré recognised the concept of the group as a fundamental a
priori one derived from an intuition that is imposed on us "not as a form of
our sensibility, but as a form of our understanding" (Poincaré 1913: 79), and as
20

21

Humanist philosopher, educator and founder, with Peirce and the psychologist William
James, of the Pragmatism school of philosophy.
A phenomenological philosopher strongly influenced by Husserl and Heidegger and
closely associated with Sartre and de Beauvoir. He was the only major phenomenologist
of the first half of the Twentieth Century to engage extensively with the sciences, and
because of it, his writings have become influential with the recent project of naturalizing
phenomenology as discussed in §3.3.6.
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such precedes and underlies all experience. This leads him to conclude that
the axioms of geometry and empirical statements derived from observation
and measurement cannot be compared because there is an irreducible
difference between them; they belong to entirely different objects. It is a
characteristic of perception that it can never abandon the here–and–now (hic
et nunc), since its task is to apprehend it as precisely and completely as
possible. Helmholtz is similarly clear that laws cannot be responsible for the
causes of natural phenomena; that explanations are the urge of our intellect
(our intent, or what he calls "judgment") to bring our perceptions under its
control. Further, that though the perceptual world does possess a structure,
objective stimuli are not simply copied in perception, but are transformed in a
certain direction.
Cassier understood, following Hering's inquiries into the sense of light,
that perceptual content is characterised by the reduction of dissimilarity in
objective stimulus rather than construction of similarity. Thus perception
integrates the impressions of stimulii rather than being bound to their flux.
His question (1994: 12) is whether it is a mere accident that the concepts of
invariance and transformation belonging to group theory, recognised as a
being fundamental to mathematics, appears in the exposition of psychological
facts, even if the connection from such extrapolation is a "mediate" one. He
concludes that relationship between the formation of invariants in perception
and in geometry is an analogous one; that the differences may be
characterized by an expression which Plato used to define the opposition of
perception to thought in which all perception is confined to the "more or less";
that the realisation of perceptual constancy is never ideally complete, but
always remains within certain limits and beyond these limits there is no
further “transformation."

3.3.4

The immediate perception of objects through

sensation
Most of the epistemological discussions that followed the idealists accepted a
subjectivist or internalist explanation of perceptual experience; namely, that
whilst the veridicity of perceived objects cannot be ascertained on the basis of
sense data alone, the experience of internal representations of objects was such
as to justify inferring the existence of the corresponding external objects. What
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follows provides and overview of the principal non-naïve22, non-sceptical23
explanations for how immediate perception of physical objects and the
physical world generally can be warranted on the basis of sensory experience:
perceptual

subjectivism,

consisting

of

phenomenalism,

representionalism

(otherwise known as indirect realism) and direct realism, and less subjective
external or process reliabilism. Perceptual subjectivism has a longer history and is
widely accepted as the most justifiable (BonJour 2007), while direct realism
grew out of Gestalt psychology, and the development of reliabilism began in
the twentieth century and continues today.
Historically, a distinction has been made between sensations and
perceptions: sensations are basic experiences elicited by simple stimuli, while
perceptions are experiences elicited by complex, often meaningful stimuli.
Being more complex, perceptions are often considered to be the result of the
integration of simpler sensations. They may also involve other processes such
as memory, thus ensuring the possibility of them being influenced by a
knowledge of past experiences, and independent of the methods by which
that knowledge is acquired, as discussed in Appendix 1.
The relationship between personal knowledge and perception has been
extensively researched. For example, a faint tone is easier to hear if a listener
knows what pitch to expect (Green 1961 cited in Sekuler and Blake 1985: 423)
and comprehension is enhanced for native speakers of a language when they
understand that someone is speaking with a strong foreign accent. Other
examples include the increasing ease, on perseverance, in reading someone’s
scrawly handwriting and the ease, having acquired the skill, of reading music
or riding a bicycle. On the other hand, existing knowledge can impair or
mislead accurate perception through mistaken or inferential expectations and
ambiguities.
The term immediate perception is use to denote the content of those
propositions that arise in the mind directly from external sensation, as distinct
22

23

The naïve position, know as naïve realism is that physical objects are directly experienced;
rejected by a large proportion of the philosophers as discussed in the previous section.
The skeptical position is that sensible experience provides no evidence of external
substances. Arising in the fourteenth century, it was used by those for whom the only
certitudes are those of immediate experience and those of principles known ex terminis
(by definition) together with conclusions immediately dependent on them. Most sceptics
usually accepted a degree of probabilism, namely, that probability is the only guide to
belief and action. Despite this lack of direct influence, the sceptical arguments of
fourteenth century thinkers bear marked resemblances to those employed by Berkeley
and Hume discussed earlier (Runes 1942).
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from those that arise as a result of memoric reflection, for example; both types
of which are (Kantian) phenomena. Also, the expression public is taken to
mean external to the perceiver and physical or material object as a signifier to
mean some thing with a non-virtual public existence in matter or energy, such
as a table, a cloud or a violin tone.
3.3.4.1 The Sense-Datum theory of immediate perception
In the literature, the term sense-datum or sometimes sensum24 is used to denote
an immediate un-analyzable private object of sensation; a non-physical entity
that actually possess the various sensory qualities that a person experiences.
Sense-datum theory argues that the direct or immediate object of an
experience is an entity produced at the end of a causal process and is thus
distinct from any physical object, if any, that initiated the process. Examples
of the veridicality of this distinction include seeing the light from a star that
no longer exists, viewing a straight stick that is immersed in water and so
looks bent, feeling an itch in a previously amputated limb and hearing the
voice of a deceased friend. Epistemologist Laurence BonJour (2008) suggests
such immediate experiences can be classified according to the following
perceptual qualities:
•

Relativity. What is perceived has different qualities under different
perceptual conditions, even though the relevant physical object does not
change;

•

Illusion. Qualities are experienced that the relevant object clearly does not
possess, and

•

Hallucination. Qualities are experienced in a situation in which there is no
physical object of the relevant sort present in the sensory field.

While it argues for the existence of sense-data, sense-datum theory doesn’t
account for the existent nature of it (its ontology), or the relation between it
and the experiencing mind. The sense-datum is an object immediately present
in experience and has the phenomenal qualities that it appears to have. The
natural thing to say is that sense-datum somehow influences the state of mind
of an individual in a way that reflects the sense-datum's specific character. It
is this resulting state of mind that the adverbial theory describes.
24

Plural forms are sense-data and sensa.
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3.3.4.2 The Adverbial theory of immediate perception
In contrast to the sense-datum theory, the adverbial theory:
… has no need for such objects and the problems that they bring with them (such
as whether they are physical or mental or somehow neither). Instead, it is
suggested, merely the occurrence of a mental act or mental state with its own
intrinsic character is enough to account for the character of immediate experience
… I sense in a certain manner or am appeared to in a certain way, and it is that
specific manner of sensing or way of being appeared to that accounts for the
specific content of my immediate experience (BonJour 2007). (my italics).

The essential feature of adverbial theory is that there need not be an object or
entity of any sort in the material world. They are objects of awareness, modes,
or states of the mind and do not exist independent of it. To say that an idea is
an object of my awareness is just a grammatically convenient way of saying that
the idea is that of which I am aware.
In comparing the sense-datum and adverbial account of the contents of
experience, BonJour thinks that the adverbial account is most likely to be
more correct, because
if sense-data somehow affect the mind in a way that reflects their character, then
the resulting adverbially characterizable states of mind are really all that matter,
making the sense-data themselves superfluous; and if they do not affect the mind
in such a way, then their apprehension by the mind is difficult or impossible to
make sense of. … any characterization of sensory experience that can be given in
sense-datum terms can equally well be adopted by an adverbial theorist, simply
by construing a comprehensive sense-datum description of one’s sensory
experience as characterizing the specific manner in which one is adverbially
“appeared to” (BonJour and Sosa, 2003: 78-79, n3).

So the sense-datum and adverbial theories are just different ways of
expressing the same idea, sense-datum being the nominal or objective way of
expressing the subjective content of sensing, or being appeared to. The adverbial
form is almost always more unwieldy in English, so for the sake of simplicity
I will use the simpler sense-datum to imply both, unless a distinction is called
for.
3.3.4.3 Representationalism (Indirect Realism)
Indirect, or representative realism is the hypothesis that there is a justification
for believing that our immediately experienced sense-data, when taken with
further beliefs that we arrive at on the basis of these sense-data, constitute a
representation or depiction of realm of material objects independent of our
sensing of them.
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One striking contrast between the representative realist's explanatory
hypothesis and the others considered here, is that under the representative
realist view there is a clear intuitive sense in which the qualities of the objects
that explain our immediate experience are reflected in the character of that
experience itself in such a way that these, albeit indirect, experiences can be
said to be of the qualities of the objects.
3.3.4.4 Phenomenalism 25
Phenomenalism is a theory of a perceptual subjectivity that maintains that the
characteristics and relations of sense-data is all that constitutes the content of
propositions about immediate (unreflective) perceptual experiences of public
material objects. The theory, more correctly labeled ontological phenomenalism,
grew as a radical form of empiricism with roots in Berkeley and Hume’s
subjective idealism, as discussed earlier, and developed by Ernest Mach in the
nineteenth century, to be later refined by Bertrand Russell and the logical
positivists (Tarnas 1991: 383), and not confused with Kant’s epistemological
phenomenalism which doesn’t deny the existence of objects not experientially
knowable (noumena). Ontological phenomenalism maintains that to believe
that public material objects exist is to believe that various sorts of sense-data
have been, and/or would be experienced under certain specifiable physical
conditions, such as those that would intuitively permit the public objects to be
perceived; the (relatively) permanent possibilities of sensation as John Stuart Mill
expressed it (Mill 1865: 225-232). Phenomenalists offer no reasons for why
such sense-data is permanently possible, and on the assumption that it would be
immediately available to the perceiver if they happened to be there then, they
do admit sense-data that is confined to a specific time and place.
Because the claim of phenomenalism is that the content of propositions
about perceptual experiences of public material objects is given entirely in
terms of sense-data, the sense-data and of those environmental factors that are
aspects of the order of the immediate experience must be premised by other
sense-data. For example, being able to assert that there is a violin in the room
from actual or obtainable sense-data from a violin in the room is premised on
sense-data of the room, as well as the violin because the room does not exist
to the perceiver external of sense data. The need for sense-data to be
25

Phemonenalism is to be differentiated from Phenomenology, a philosophical movement
initiated by Edward Husserl, as discussed earlier.
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specifiable only in terms of other sense-data, as the phenomenalist position
seems to imply, leads to an infinite regress, so it fails as a theory of
knowledge. Further, an offer of a specified route to the location of the violin
(sense-data), would require a guarantee that such a sensory route exists to
that location, difficult enough in present (‘now’) time, but unfathomable
about objects and events in the (distant) past. BonJour reports Roderick
Chisholm’s generalized argument that
there is in fact no conditional proposition in sense-datum terms, however long
and complicated the set of conditions in the “if” part may be, that is ever even
part of the content of a material-object proposition. This is shown, he claims, by
the fact that for any such sense-datum proposition, it is always possible to
describe conditions of observation (including conditions having to do with the
state of the observer) under which the sense-datum proposition would be false,
but the material-object proposition might still be true (BonJour 2007).

A deeper problem is that our sense-data are obviously not random but it is
not clear how they are ordered without any reference to public material
objects. Lastly, it seems that, as the above discussion implies, phenomenalists,
by only being able to infer knowledge of public objects by their own
immediate experience of them, put themselves in the untenable solipsist
condition that they cannot know of the existence of other minds or mental
states. In addition, Kant’s refutation of material idealism (§3.3.3.2), showed
this position to be false.
3.3.4.5 Direct Realism and ecological psychology
The application of physicalism to psychology was the logical basis for the
method known as of behaviorism and was used to support a theory of
perception known as Direct Realism in which representations or ideas are not
thought of as being themselves the immediate objects of awareness, but
instead as directly constituting the act or state of awareness itself. Hence, at
least in the case of veridical perception, the immediate object of awareness is
the external thing itself and not a representation of that thing.
Cognitive states [i.e., representations], are not cognitive relations with objects,
nor are they themselves peculiar objects supposed to mediate the occurrence of
cognitive relations. They are simply the perceiver’s awareness of possible objects.
The immediate object of awareness is always the ordinary object and not some
special object, and that therefore, for example, ‘Intuitions . . . are the immediate
awarenesses of . . . ordinary objects’, rather than themselves objects of awareness
(Aquila 1983: xi).
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The most important immediately preceding realist philosopher was the Scot
Thomas Reid (1710-1792) who wrote with extreme common sense in trying to
refute his countryman David Hume’s scepticism. (Gregory 1981: 349-351). The
psychologist James Gibson (1966; 1979) developed Direct Realism into a
theory of perception founded on the understanding that the senses had
developed in an environment that thus latently afforded actions, whether or
not these affordances were recognised. In a thorough analysis of the
metaphysical roots of Gibson’ psychology, Lombardo notes that
…over a 50-year period he came to challenge both mind-matter dualism in his
ecological theory and the epistemology of indirect perception in his direct realist
philosophy of perception. Gibson's theory of ecological reciprocity avoids both
the absolute philosophical dichotomies inherent in Platonic thinking, and the
one-sided treatments of reality in monistic philosophies. … In examining the
growth of Gibson's ecological psychology, one can find numerous roots.
Aristotle, as a single theorist, probably anticipates Gibson more than any one,
and in modern times, functional psychology, process ontology, Gestalt wholism,
and the evolutionary-ecological view of nature have all influenced Gibson's
thinking. (1979: 4).

Gibson is one of the few people to explicitly defend a näive realist view of
perception, however he was forced to make seemingly implausible
assumptions about the perceptual process in its defence, including a denial of
the general materialist view that the sensory organs transmit sensory
information into the brain, where neurophysiological processes compute a
perceptual representation of the external world. Instead, Gibson suggested
that perception occurs somehow out in the world itself, rather than in the
physical brain. Exactly how this occurs, or what this actually means however,
he could never explain very satisfactorily.
While direct realism may be a useful model for some perceptual
mechanisms, it does not seem to be a plausible model of the complete
experience of material objects, and so cannot be the basis of a justification for
believing that our immediately experienced sense-data constitute a
representation or depiction of an independent realm of material objects.

3.3.5

Information as relations through signs

Fallibilism is the term the philosopher and scientist and founder of pragmatic
semiotics Charles Peirce (1839-1914) used to describe the unreliability of such
empirical methods to provide meanings truthfully stronger than probabilistic
propositions outside of the mind:
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…the doctrine that our knowledge is never absolute but always swims, as it
were, in a continuum of uncertainty and of indeterminacy. Now the doctrine of
continuity is that all things so swim in continua (Peirce 1897).

One consequence of the exploration of idealism was the understanding that,
although sensations are experienced immediately, sense perceptions are not
ideas and they do not give an instant knowledge of things; they are simply
non-cognitive natural events that are neither true nor false in–and–of–
themselves. Sense perception only becomes informatively meaningful when
it stands for, becomes a sign of, something more than or other than itself in
some respect or other for somebody, as when the perception of a high pitched
repeated tone comes to signify bird to a human in one context and alarm-clock
in another. Such hypothetical inferences were labeled abductions by Peirce:
“[T]he content of consciousness, the whole phenomenal manifestation of
mind, is a sign resulting from inference” (1868)26. Peirce developed a
pragramatical27

approach

to

the

study

of

semiotic

frameworks–the

relationships between signs and their impacts on those who use them.
Following Kant’s Categories, Peirce developed a system of three
existential Ceno-Pythagorean28 categories:
•

Firstness. Reference to a ground (a ground is a pure abstraction of a
quality). Essentially monadic; Informally: Quality of feeling.

•

Secondness. Reference to a correlate (by its relate). Essentially dyadic;
Informally: Dependence.

•

Thirdness. Reference to an interpretant. (An interpretant is the product of
an interpretive process, or the content of an interpretation.) Essentially
triadic; Informally: Representation.

According to Peirce, a sign is something that stands for something else in
some manner or other for somebody. Thus, the sign relation is triadic
involving
•

A causal relation between a sign user and something (an Object) that stands
for something else (a sign, or in Peirce’s terminology, a “Representamen”);

26

For a fuller explanation of abductive inference, see Appendix 1.
A term Peirce invented to distinguish it from the more widely used pragmatic.
28
The prefix ceno- is from the Greek word kainos, which means "new" or
"recent” and Peirce calls them ‘Pythagorean” because they have to do with number.
27
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•

A semantical relation between the sign and the something else it stands for;
and

•

A pragmatical relation between the sign and the thing it stands for, and the
user (an Interpretant)–that is, the sign in the mind that is the result of an
encounter with a sign.

•

Peirce distinguished three different ways in which things might stand for
other things in some respect or other;

•

Iconic relations, in which things resemble other things; auditory icons and
spearcons, for example;

•

Indexical relations, of causes and effects; earcons, for example, and

•

Symbolic relations, in which things are associated in essentially arbitrary
ways; sounds and the letters of the alphabet, for example.

While iconic and indexical relations exist in nature whether or not anyone
notices them, they can only function as signs when the relationships by which
they can be associated is noticed by someone as standing for some associated
properties of other things. For example, words such as “wind” and “pipe” do
not resemble the forms of moving air or a cylindrical tube for which they
stand, so the words are not icons; tree rings are an effect of the aging of tree
but can only act as an indication of (an indexical sign) of this aging once the
relationship has been observed.
Peirce’s semiotics is dependent on his deep understanding of
phenomenal experience. It is useful to recognise that he thought that all
processes of consciousness, including perceptual consciousness, involve or
are sign processes, that is, are relational. According to Innis, Peirce’s central
idea is that “the content of consciousness, the entire phenomenal
manifestation of mind, is a sign resulting from inference…” (Pierce 1868: 53).
Peirce emphasises that he thought “Thirdness, [that is law-governedness]
pours in upon us through every avenue of sense…There can be no perceptual
object without a unifying factor that distinguishes it from the ‘play of impressions’”
(Innis 1994: 13) [my italics].
This is an important understanding with respect to the perception of
immanent abstract objects, such as the mental impressions resulting from the
sonification of multivariate datasets that have no direct perceptual correlates
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in the physical world.

If it is necessary for such objects to have such a

unifying factor, it bears some consideration how sonification can offer any
possibilities in that regard.

3.3.6

Information in networks and connections

Cognitive science arose as an interdisciplinary research endeavour in the
early 1960s around the idea that the brain could be identified with hardware,
and on which cognition was computed. Because of its physical approach,
direct realism has been very influential in the development of the application
of neural networks and other connectionist models, in pursuit of
environment-sensing robots capable of automatic navigation, for example.
This has proved remarkably successful up to a point. In its broadest
interpretation, cognitivism considers that the mind is rational, autonomous
and independent of the body; ideas strongly valued in Western culture, as
evidenced by the long-running fascination with talking dolls, robots and
other automata (Wood 2002). However Cognitivism’s identification of the
individual as central to thought is currently being challenged by the growing
body of evidence from artificial intelligence research that embodiment is
important to cognition, perhaps more important than vision (Varela,
Thompson and Rosch 1991, Hutchins 1995); that different sense modalities
provide access to different types of information and even artificially
intelligent agents require ontologically mediated schemata, as seminal
artificial intelligence researcher Derek Partridge clearly infers. (1991: 171-227).
The connectionist models favoured by the cognitivists was in parallel
with the composition modelling experiments of those computing composers
who saw the connectionist paradigm as offering “a new and unified
viewpoint from which to investigate the subtleties of musical experience.
Connectionist systems employ ‘brain-style’ computation, capitalizing on the
emergent power of a large collection of individually simple interconnected
processors operating and cooperating in a parallel distributed fashion” (Todd
and Loy 1991: ix).
Though it is still a very active field, cognitivism, no longer enjoys the
limelight it once did. Computer scientist and editor of the Journal of
Consciousness Studies, Joseph Goguen provides a succinct, if somewhat
unbalanced, critique of cognitivism and its relationship to the emerging field
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of consciousness studies (2002). As the approach continues to fail to deliver
results beyond the elementary, there is a growing awareness that it will not
turn out to be the hoped–for panacea. Goguen thinks the next step,
developing a computational model of conscious awareness, will not be
achievable without a more sophisticated model of mind. David Chalmers,
currently one of the leading philosophers of consciousness agrees:
The easy problems are those of finding neural mechanisms and explaining
cognitive functions: the ability to discriminate and categorize environmental
stimuli, the capacity to verbally report mental states, the difference between
waking and sleeping. The hard problem is that of experience: why does all this
processing give rise to an experienced inner life at all? While progress is being
made on the easy problems, the hard problem remains perplexing (1992).

3.3.7

An attempt at integration

Of the various attempts to integrate the three main threads: Idealism, Realism
and Information Theory, probably the most widely known is the work of the
British anthropologist and semiotician Gregory Bateson (1904-1980), who
coined the definition of information as “the difference which makes a
difference.” Bateson adopted Alfred Korzybski’s concept that “the map is not
the territory”:
But what is the territory? Operationally, somebody went out with a retina or a
measuring stick and made representations which were then put on paper. What
is on the paper map is a representation of what was in the retinal representation
of the man who made the map; and as you push the question back, what you
find is an infinite regress, an infinite series of maps. [T]he process of
representation will filter [the territory] out so that the mental world is only maps
of maps, ad infinitum. All ‘phenomena’ are literally ‘appearances’ (Bateson
1972).29

Bateson considered that the great dualist dichotomy of epistemology has
shifted under the impact of cybernetics and information theory and that with
the discovery of cybernetics, systems and information theories was a formal
base “enabling us to think about mind and enabling us to think about all these
problems in a way which was totally heterodox from about 1850 through to
World War II” (op.cit.). In discussing the origins of “the map is different from
the territory”, he emphasised that the idea came out of ancient Greece:

29

The original source of the quotation is from Bateson’s Nineteenth Annual Korzybski
Memorial Lecture entitled Form, Substance and Difference, delivered January 9, 1970, under
the auspices of the Institute of General Semantics. and printed in the General Semantics
Bulletin, No. 37, 1970. It was republished in Bateson (1972)
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It all starts, I suppose, with the Pythagoreans versus their predecessors, and the
argument took the shape of "Do you ask what it's made of—earth, fire, water,
etc.?" Or do you ask, "What is its pattern?" Pythagoras stood for inquiry into
pattern rather than inquiry into substance. That controversy has gone through the
ages, and the Pythagorean half of it has, until recently, been on the whole the
submerged half. The Gnostics follow the Pythagoreans, and the alchemists
follow the Gnostics, and so on. The argument reached a sort of climax at the end
of the eighteenth century when a Pythagorean evolutionary theory was built and
then discarded—a theory which involved Mind. (op.cit).

He does not mean imply by this that he is supports traditional Cartesian
dualism but a new approach in which the
individual mind is immanent but not only in the body. It is immanent also in
pathways and messages outside the body; and there is a larger Mind of which
the individual mind is only a subsystem. This larger Mind is comparable to God
and is perhaps what some people mean by "God, but it is still immanent in the
total interconnected social system and planetary ecology (op. cit.).

Bateson’s overt aim is one of raising his listener’s awareness of ecological
issues, so perhaps his primary concern is best described as ‘functional
epistemology’. Suggesting that the resolution lies in the God Mind is a
familiar way of collapsing the unresolved mystery back into itself and further
emphasises that epistemology is a process of thought, less directed to
providing conclusions than it of exploring a mental landscape, of organizing
beliefs and experiences into holistic descriptions.

3.4 Summary
The relationship between our sensing of a variegated world and the way we
interpret it has been a major theme in Western philosophy since its recorded
beginnings. For Plato, all experiences of the world were understood by the
extent to which they conformed to pre-existent Ideas that were ‘received’ at
birth and ever-present in the mind of the perceiver. Aristotle’s dissatisfaction
with this ‘unworldly’ view led him to speculate about, and importantly
experiment with, the structure and function of the world as he experienced it.
On regaining Grecian scholarship from the Near East following the European
Dark Ages, the Scholastics, began to question the received wisdom of the
church, which many identified as a form of misplaced Platonism. For the sake
of brevity, the insights of this period were not discussed in this chapter,
important though some of them may turn out to be for an understanding the
relationships between emotion and awareness that are currently engaging
neuroscientists (Damasio 1995; 2003).
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The uncertainty of obtaining reliable knowledge of the world through
direct sensory experience that the idealists had exposed, undermined the
Cartesian confidence in human reasoning about the perceived world as the
foundation for truth and sent philosophers in various directions, including a
search for new ways to underpin traditional rhetorically-based logic with
mathematical foundations. At the same time as Hume demonstrated the
unreliability of the senses and thus the unknowableness of the world,
empirical methods were being used to increase knowledge of that world, and
obtain power over its natural forces. Kant’s resolution of this apparent
conflict, by demonstrating the special relationship between space, time and
perception, which he called Transcendental Idealism, was a lens through which
later philosophical investigations were obtained.
According to Kant’s understanding, what, exactly, is meant by
information is embedded in relationships between the sensation, perception
and apperception of phenomena; what he called appearances: 30 things as they
are for humans, as opposed to things as they are ‘in–or–of–themselves’. From
this perspective, information can be simply characterized as phenomena, or
thoughts about phenomena in the mind of some person. Brentano and
Husserl developed their pure (contemplative) psychology of perception,
known as phenomenology, by bracketing off the ‘world–as–we–know–it’,
Kant’s ‘things–as–they–really–are’ (Ding an sich, noumena), to try to determine
whether or not the properties of phenomena were capable of being formally
(that is logically) organized; firstly in the mind of the perceiver and secondly
as sharable with others—a characteristic Husserl called intersubjectivity. His
aim was to develop an eidetic science of essential, invariant phenomenal forms
that involves no assertion of actual material existence, but he struggled to
keep them conceptually separate from Plato’s Ideas. Peirce thought that there
can be no perceptual objects without a unifying factor that distinguishes them
from the ‘play of impressions’”.
The success of methodologically rigorous empirical approaches in the
natural sciences wedged the study of the psyche away from its purely firstperson introspective philosophical roots. The most significant early discovery
that resulted was that of perceptual gestalts, which their discoverers
considered as phenomena arising naturally and directly from the physical
30

Erscheinungen in German.
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nature of sensation. Though the Gestaltists had found an important invariant,
they were not able to extend the idea past the noumenal world. However, it is
a characteristic of phenomenal forms (such as melodies) that their properties
can remain unchanged when the objective stimuli upon which they rest
undergo certain modifications (such as transposition). This phenomenon of
identity is related to a much more general problem found in abstract
mathematics; of invariances with respect to variations of the primitive
elements out of which a form is constructed. The particular kind of identity
that is attributable to apparently heterogeneous figures, because they can be
transformed into one another using operations that define a group, exists in
the domain of perception and permits us to grasp perceptual “structures”.
The mathematical concept of transformability corresponds to the concept of
transposability in perception. So by accepting “form” as a primitive concept,
Gestalt psychology made an attempt to free psychological theory from
contingency on the mere mosaic of perceptions.
Without considering cultural differences31, not all group-theoretic
transformations of perceptual objects are equally cognised, nor are the same
transformations as easily perceivable in different sense modalities. For
example, symmetry group transformations of pitch and temporal structures,
such as transposition, inversion and retrogradation, occur frequently in music
though they seem not to be all equally evident to the casual observer; under
non-extreme pitch transposition and tempo acceleration a melodic structure
remains

strongly

invariant;

pitch

contour

inversion

and

rhythmic

retrogradation are common occurrences but not as strongly invariant, while
rhythmic inversion seems not to be perceptually invariant or even generally
defined.
Gibson reacted to the findings of perceptual gestalts by denying the
existence or importance of the phenomenal. Instead, he based his direct
realism theory of vision on an evolutionary approach whereby organisms and
their environments develop reciprocities over genetic and diurnal time; their
31

Which needs to be done cautiously. The structural characteristics of music from a wide
variety of cultures seem generally comprehensible, suggesting that cultural differences
are more likely to be of degree rather than kind. Assumptions need to be treated
sceptically, however. Werker and Vouloumanos (2001) document many studies that
indicate speech plasticity in infants is subject to cultural influences and in a classic study,
Segall Campbell and Herskovits (1966) showed that the Müller-Lyer illusion is culturally
not neurophysiologically determined.
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senses develop in an environment that thus latently afforded actions, whether
or not these affordances were recognised. While direct realism may be a
useful model for some perceptual mechanisms, it does not seem to be a
plausible justification for believing that immediately experienced “sensedata” constitute a representation or depiction of an independent realm of real
material objects.
The connectionist/cognitivist approach has been to build sensing, then
responding, then perceiving, then environmentally aware machines, in the
hope that, given enough neural connections, zombies would appear that
could function in the world around them with intent.32 These models have
failed to bridge the divide between the easy and the hard problems of
consciousness (§3.3.6) and so researchers are beginning to explore other
models of mind and the rôle emotions plays in intent.
If it is the intended effect that ultimately identifies information, as
Küppers suggests (§3.2.2), and that intent is by the listener of a sonification,
understanding what the principles are by which sonifications of abstract
multivariate datasets can be made to reliably afford such intent, seems to
require more, or something other, than what psychology, psychophysiology
and the cognitive sciences have so far revealed about the processes involved.
Yet music somehow continues to communicate non-verbally and so the next
chapter explores some non-rational, even non-mental, aspects of music with a
view to considering their possible usefulness for the intentional user’s
perception of immanent abstract phenomenal objects.

32

According to Chalmers, “A zombie is physically identical to a normal human being, but
completely lacks conscious experience. Zombies look and behave like the conscious
beings that we know and love, but all is dark inside. There is nothing it is like to be a
zombie.” http://consc.net/zombies.html.

Chapter 4
AN INTERMEZZO: SOUNDS AN D SENSE

4.1 Introduction
At a time when computers can process massive amounts of data more
impartially that humans, and cognitive science offers the elixir of computed
intelligence, it may appear somewhat ironic that, not only do researchers
continue to rely on wetware1 for investigating the ‘soundness’ of computed
results but there is a growing appreciation that audition is not a second cousin
to vision, only to be brought into play when vision is unavailable or already
overstrained (Bregman 1994: 1).
Data sonification is arguably the most abstract form of auditory display
and historically, music is probably the most complex form of abstract aural
communication made by humans. However, until very recently in human
history, when recording technology afforded the production of disembodied
sounds, all forms of music involved the ongoing production of corporeallycontrolled interactions of physical, material objects to produce coherent sonic
streams.
This short chapter, by way of an intermezzo to the consideration of
sonification software, is an attempt to address in a more discursive way the
question, if sonification software is to meet and anticipate the needs of
sonifiers in the future, what sorts of problems will it be required to address?

4.2 Three ways of thinking about sound
The three principal ways of thinking about music can be found in three
philosophers in ancient Greece in the fifth century BCE: Pythagoras,
Aristoxinos and Aristotle.

1

Described by Merriam-Webster Online as a human being considered especially with
respect to human logical and computational capabilities. The Wikipedia entry describes it
as a term used to describe the embodiment of the concepts of the physical construct
known as the central nervous system (CNS) and the mental construct known as the
human mind. It is a two-part abstraction drawn from the computer-related idea of
hardware or software. Both Accessed 23 August 2008.
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4.2.1

Numerical rationality

Pythagoras’ approach to music is the most well–known of the three. It was a
numerically rational analysis of the way string lengths and sounds relate to
each other physically, that is acoustically, and importantly, he classified the
sensation of harmoniousness according to these ratios.

4.2.2

Empirical experience

Aristoxenos’ approach was more concerned with the structure of the listening
experience, which he explained in terms of the various modes2. A pupil of his
musician father and the later Pythagoreans who were keen on distilling their
inherited scientific knowledge from its more mystical entrapments,
Aristoxinos’ own writings on music are somewhat empirical, perhaps
influenced by Aristotle, with whom he also studied. He maintained, in
contradistinction to the Pythagoreans, that the notes of the scale could be
tuned by the ear rather than ratio measurement, and formulated a theory that
the soul is related to the body as harmony to the parts of a musical
instrument3. Here, for example is his description of vocal pitch inflection such
as glissandi:
The continuous voice does not become stationary at the "boundaries" or at any
definite place, and so the extremities of its progress are not apparent, but the fact
that there are differences of pitch is apparent…; for in these cases we cannot tell
at what pitch the voice begins, nor at what pitch it leaves off, but the fact that it
becomes low from high and high from low is apparent to the ear. In its progress
by intervals the opposite is the case. For here, when the pitch shifts, the voice, by
change of position, stations itself on one pitch, then on another, and, as it
frequently repeats this alternating process, it appears to the senses to become
stationary, as happens in singing when we produce a variation of the mode by
changing the pitch of the voice. And so, since it moves by intervals, the points at
which it begins and where it leaves off are obviously apparent in the boundaries
of the notes, but the intermediate points escape notice… (Vitruvius 1914: ch 4).

4.2.3

Expressive power

Aristotle was interested in the ability of sound (music and poetry), to express
states of mind and evoke these states in the soul (mind) of the listener.
…for when we hear [music] our very soul is altered; and he who is affected
either with joy or grief by the imitation of any objects, is in very nearly the same
situation as if he was affected by the objects themselves; ... now it happens in the
2
3

Xenakis (1971: 183-189) has a more detailed explanation of Aristoxinos’ modal thinking.
Vitruvius. De architectura (Book V Chapter IV) contains a paraphrase of an extant
fragment of a treatise on metre in writings on music in attributable to Aristoxenos.
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other senses there is no imitation of manners; ... for these are merely
representations of things, and the perceptions which they excite are in a manner
common to all. Besides, statues and paintings are not properly imitations of
manners, but rather signs and marks which show the body is affected by some
passion. ... But in poetry and music there are imitations of manners; ... those who
hear them are differently affected, and are not in the same disposition of mind
when one is performed as when another is; the one, for instance, occasions grief
and contracts the soul, ... others soften the mind, and as it were dissolve the
heart: others fix it in a firm and settled state, ...fills the soul with enthusiasm...
The same holds true with respect to rhythm; some fix the disposition, others
occasion a change in it; some act more violently, others more liberally (Politics,
VIII:V).

4.3 Disembodiment
Descartes’ disembodied mind is a potent symbol of the armchair philosopher
passively observing the world. “Sensing bodies” were considered as
convenient mechanical devices to support thinking minds. While he mentions
the three Greek approaches in his Musicae Compendium (1618), most of
Descartes’ effort was applied to the scientific study of the perception of
objects as if by a disembodied mind (res cogitans). This resulted in his
downgrading of the corporeal origins of musical sounds in favour of their
more objective characteristics. In his Meditations Métaphysiques (1641), he
explains that since objects have extension and can be put into motion they can
be measured, however he is not sure whether qualities of objects like sounds
and colours could be known:
And in regard to the ideas of corporeal objects, I do not recognise in them
anything so great or so excellent that they might not have possibly proceeded
from myself; for if I consider them more closely, … I find that there is very little
in them which I perceive clearly and distinctly. Magnitude or extension in length,
breadth, or depth, I do so perceive; also figure which results from a termination
of this extension, the situation which bodies of different figure preserve in
relation to one another, and movement or change of situation; to which we may
also add substance, duration and number. As to other things such as light,
colours, sounds, scents, tastes, heat, cold and the other tactile qualities, they are
thought by me with so much obscurity and confusion that I do not even know if
they are true or false, i.e.whether the ideas which I form of these qualities are
actually the ideas of real objects or not [or whether they only represent chimeras
which cannot exist in fact] (Descartes, 1641 : VI).

This argument, that the unreliability of the senses made them not very
suitable for building up reliable knowledge, was the subject of the Material
Idealists, as discussed in §3.3.2. So, as empirical approaches to knowledge of
the external world were gaining respectability, sounds were considered, like
colours,

as secondary

properties of

material

objects (after

Locke).

Emphasising the development of objective physical knowledge of sound over
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its psychological effects turned many musical issues such as tuning and
temperament into targets for solutions based on logic and reasoning, the
natural domain of the Cartesian mind. This had the consequence that
investigation into the emotional and gestural influences, so apparent to
Aristoxenos and Aristotle was neglected; it also suppressed their conscious
import on musical discourse, restricting research in sound perception to
‘brain–in–head’ effects.
This

restriction

continued

through

the

nineteenth

century

in

experimental psychology laboratories of Wundt and Stumpf, as already
discussed

in

§3.3.3.5.

The

underlying

assumption

in

Helmholtz’

psychoacoustical studies (1863) is that the sensation of music is based on the
physiological sensing and information extraction mechanisms in the human
ear, and the discoveries of representational Gestalts in perception seemed to
emphasise that sensibility was achieved more through direct sensation–brain–
–connectivity4 than through the experience and attention of embodied
individuals.

4.3.1

Abstraction: symbolic & sub-symbolic modelling

The rise in the importance of the written score in defining musical ‘works’ is
well documented (Goehr 1994; Attali 1985). Building on this notated
representational perspective of music, the computer, assisted by MIDIenabled keyboards for easy data input, afforded a more data–processing
approach to such extra-spectral aspects of music such as melody and rhythm
(Cope 1991).
In–keeping with the attempt of a burgeoning cognitive science to use
computers to develop an ‘artificial intelligence’ which mimics human
intelligence, it continued to emphasise the res cogitans (thinking thing)
approach to musical cognition under the assumption that this was where the
holy grail for musical sensibility lay (Balaban, Ebciöglu and Laske 1992).
The limited success of this approach was causal in developing subsymbolic modeling techniques for connecting the symbolic approach to the
spectral properties of sound (Kohonen 1995), aided by the stochastic
techniques of the connectionists in accounting for the material constraints of
musical instruments (Todd and Loy 1991). While closer to a more ecological
4

That is, psychoneural connectivity.
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approach than the previous techniques discussed, it still focused exclusively
on a disembodied res cogitans approach to the perception and sensibility of
musical sound.

4.4 The enlightened way
Allied to the reduction of music to noises–in–the–head was the growing
dominance of visual terminology to describe aural phenomena. In his
introduction to the seminal Handbook for Acoustic Ecology, Barry Truax
provides a contemporary perspective on this occidental bias. Of the
dominance of visual terminology in describing aural sensations, he writes:
No field of study based on sensory experience seems to be overburdened by
terminology to the same extent as that dealing with sound and hearing. … Terms
such as perspective, foreground, background, colour, spectrum, shadow, focus,
image, reflection, transparent, translucent … have found public familiarity in a
way that is hard to imagine their sonic counterparts ever matching. … [T]his
paradox reveals the tendency of our culture to trade its ears for its eyes (Truax
1978: v).

This privileging of the visual over the aural is implicitly supported by the
sense-datum theory of perception discussed §3.3.4.1, because it accounts for
immediate perceptual experience as acts of awareness of objects that such acts
apprehend; When one observes an object, one “watches over a thing aimed at5.
Sometimes this privileging functions to mask the unwarrantedly prejudicial,
as for example in this first paragraph of The Stanford Encyclopedia of
Philosophy’s entry on sound:
Possibly, the philosophical privilege of the visible just reflects the cognitive
privilege of the visible—as vision is considered to account for most of useful
sensory information gathering. (Casati and Doric 2008).

4.4.1

Objectification

In reviewing the extensive body of literature used in chapter 3, the extent to
which arguments about sensation and perception are constructed around, or
exemplified by, the visual perception of spatially physical three-dimensional
objects is overwhelming. The implication is that the arguments made about
vision ostensibly apply equally to the other senses, and it is left up to the

5

From L. ob-"over"+ servare "to watch, keep safe" and ob-"against"+ jacere "to throw,” as in
a jet. [OLED]
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reader to induce them. Unfortunately, the problems that arise from such
generalisations are embedded in language and culture.
Some researchers consider the use of the term object to signify a sound,
as conceptually inadequate. In his seminal study of auditory scene analysis,
for example, Bregman restricts the term to the visual domain and prefers the
expression “auditory stream” as “our perceptual grouping of the parts of the
neural spectrogram that go together … the perceptual unit that represents a
single happening”. In adopting stream he remarks that
the word “sound” refers indifferently to the physical sound in the world and our
mental representation of it. It is useful to reserve the word “stream” for a
perceptual representational and the phrase “acoustic event” or the word “sound”
for the physical cause. …
The stream plays the same role in auditory mental experience as the object does
in visual (Bregman 1994: 9-11).

While Bregman makes the uncontroversial phenomenal physical and
representational distinction, his reference to the sound itself as a physical
causal event is ambiguous, both in terms of the location and material
composition of this “sound in the world“, and whether the causal predicate is
the physical “sound in the world“ or the perceptual event “stream”. Further,
the tautological description of the origin of the sound as the sound source,
does not resolve the veiled ontology of the sound itself. Bregman’s work is
concerned with the primitive perceptual organization of sounds, and it
remains to be determined whether such perceptual organisation is affected by
the omission of the consideration of the ontological nascence of either
physical sounds or the auditory streams themselves.

4.5 The body returns
Husserl's

pupil

Martin

Heidegger

(1889-1976)

was

critical

of

the

subject/object split that pervades the Western tradition as is indicated by the
root structure of Husserl and Brentano's concept of intentionality, i.e., that all
consciousness is consciousness of something, nor are there objects without
some consciousness beholding or being involved with them.

He

encompassed terms such as ‘subject’, ‘object’, ‘consciousness’ and ‘world’ into
the concept of "being-in-the-world" (In-der-Welt-sein or Dasein) and crucially,
distinguished between the "present-at-hand" and the "ready-to-hand".
Present-at-hand knowledge roughly corresponds to posivitist knowledge; that
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required for understanding and navigating the environment–measurement,
size, weight, shape, cause & effect etc. Ready-to-hand is characterized as:
. . the kind of dealing which is closest to us, not a bare perceptual cognition, but
rather that kind of concern which manipulates things and puts them to use; and
this has its own kind of ‘knowledge’. (Heidegger 1927/1962: 95).

In other words participatory, first-hand experience: familiarity, tacit knowhow, skill, expertise, affordance, adaptability etc. Heidegger argues that our
scientific theorizing of the world is secondary and derivative and he exposes
an ontology that is far broader than the dualistic Cartesian framework. He
stresses the primacy of the readiness-to-hand, with its own kind of knowing
or relating to the world in terms of what matters to us.
It follows, from Heidegger’s perspective, that human action is
embodied, that human knowing is enactive, and participatory. Hubert Dreyfus
(1972) used these ideas to criticise artificial intelligence, as discussed in §3.3.6,
and to develop a learning model for physical skills.
The Hungarian scientist and philosopher, Michael Polanyi (1891-1976)
proposed a type of participative realism in which personal knowledge plays a
vital and inescapable role in all scientific research, indeed, in all human
knowing.
Let us therefore do something quite radical . . let us incorporate into our
conception of scientific knowledge the part which we ourselves necessarily
contribute in shaping such knowledge (Polanyi 1975: 28-9).

By stressing the tacit nature of participatory knowing, Polanyi is claiming that
“we know more than we can tell.” In this way he is emphasising knowledge
that is implicit to a tasks (e.g. know-how, skill), to situations (e.g. navigation)
and perspectives (e.g. beliefs), etc. He uses the term 'tacit knowledge' to refer
to those things we can do without being able to explain how, with the way the
‘body’ enables one to find one’s way through the world in the absence of
explicit rules or calculative procedures. The "indwelling" nature of tacit
knowledge is important in the development of the skill of reflexivity, such as
needed in the sifting through and interpretation of qualitative data.
There seems little point in speculating whether or not listening will ever
regain the relative importance to humans it enjoyed prior to the European
Enlightenment, but there are signs of a growing recognition that the resolution
of the mind/body dilemma will not be solved by dispensing with the body. In
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many ways, the tradition of emphasising disembodied cognition over
alternative approaches has never really been totally applicable to musical
sensibility. The idea that musical involvement is based on the embodiment of
movement and the bodily sensing of music has a long history, of which the
traditional connection between dance and music is but a gross example.
Truslit studied the body movements of musical performers and
suggested they were articulations of inner movements in the music itself.
(Repp 1993). Central in Truslit’s approach to musical movement are the
notions of dynamics (intensity) and agogics (duration). If the music has the
dynamo-agogic development corresponding to a natural movement, it will
evoke the impression of this movement. He makes a distinction between
rhythmic movement and the inner movement of the music. In contrast to
rhythmic movement, which is related to individual parts of the body, the
inner movement forms the melody via the vestibular labyrinth of the inner
ear and is related to the human body as a whole. Both Nettheim (1996) and
Clynes (1977) also make a connection between music and gravitational
movement, based on the idea of a dynamic rhythmic flow beyond the musical
surface.

4.5.1

Embodied cognition

Interestingly, the early criticism of the disembodied approach to the
development of artificial intelligence came from inside cognitive science, in
particular from philosophers (Varela, Thompson and Rosch 1991; Charmers
1995) who stress the phenomenological and embodied aspects of cognition
from two perspectives. The first was that it neglects the active relationship
between the perceiver and their environment and the second, that it does not
take into account the activity of body components, such as eye movement in
visual perception and head movement in auditory perception. (Gibson 1966;
1979; Lombardo 1987).
It is also interesting to remember that Husserl was not convinced that
perception could eliminate the physical:
The idea of a phenomenological psychology encompasses the whole range of
tasks arising out of the experience of self and the experience of the other founded
on it. But it is not yet clear whether phenomenological experience, followed
through in exclusiveness and consistency, really provides us with a kind of
closed‑off field of being, out of which a science can grow which is exclusively
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focused on it and completely free of every thing psychophysical. … Ultimately
the great difficulty rests on the way that already the self‑experience of the
psychologist is every where intertwined with external experience, with that of
extra‑psychical real things. (Husserl 1927/1971 §3)

A new movement-encompassing action-based approach to the relationship
between sound and sensibility began in the 1980s (Cumming 2000). Other
than empirical induction, the methodologies include approaches such as
abductive inference (§A1.2.6.3) and are contributing to new perspectives on
how to approach the relationship between and sensibilities (Varela,
Thompson and Rosch 1991; Maturana and Varela 1987). In some ways this
can be seen as a return to the Aristotelian integration of sound and sensibility
through mimesis and related to the Kantian problems of openness and endness
in the containment of beauty in formal structures and the empathic
relationship within them through movement and action (Kant 1790).

4.5.2

Where is the body in sonification?

Irrespective of the sensation of (private, subjective) experiences that sounds
produce in listeners, the sounds themselves clearly originate external to them
and can be explored objectively to arrive at descriptions of the physical laws
they obey. The sensation of sounds is clearly mediated through hearing
physiology and this too can be explored empirically to arrive at an
understanding of psychophysical principles involved. However, listeners are
clearly more than Cartesian brains–in–vats and the perception of the
immanent perceptual objects of music clearly involves more than the medium
of transmission, that is, sound. For example, in an experimental study of
gestures, subjects of various ages were able, with a high degree of accuracy,
on only hearing different individual human’s walking and running on
various kinds of surfaces, to determine their sex (Bresin and Dahl 2003).
The broad ontological issues are dualistic ones: relationships between
body and mind, self and other, objects and processes. They inject themselves
into this present study as questions about the nature of the existence of
perceptual objects and how they relate to the way listeners with bodies
perceive patterns in sensations and integrate them, in conscious and
unconscious ways, into their existing knowledge schemata6.
6

The term schemata is used here in the same sense as it was used by Piaget (1926).
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Aristotle didn’t include proprioception and vestibulation in his list of
senses, which now should probably be augmented to at least seven. Peirce
thought that there can be no perceptual object without a unifying factor that
distinguishes it from the “play of impressions”.
In a general way, how knowledge is acquired and validated is
intertwined with the ontology of the knowledge seeker, the object of their
search and the environmental contexts in which the activity occurs. The
relatively recent empowering of the cognitive sciences with digital computing
machines has considerably enlivened the mind-body debate, particularly with
respect to the nature of consciousness, or at least some form of self-awareness
(Partridge 1991).
While physical models produce convincing syntheses of individual
instrumental sounds there seems to be no such model of the listener. D’haes
(2004) suggests a gesture-based account of physical modelling is the way to
proceed. In any event, one of the goals of music-related gesture research is to
understand the biomechanical and psychomotor laws that characterise
human movement in the context of music production and perception
(Camurri and Volpe 2004, Camurri et al. 2005). If such an approach is fruitful,
as we might hope, there is still some work to be done in generalising the
human action link in the following chain to non-human action.
-> human action ->
-> sound ->
-> human empathetic movement ->
-> human sensibility/understanding ->
-> human action
Perhaps this will become the most demanding task of data sonification
software in the future. Pragmatically, the next chapter attempts to address
some of the requirements on software before such an approach can even
begin.

Chapter 5
THE SONIPY SOFTWARE FRA MEWORK FOR DATA
SONIFICATION
The need for better software tools was highlighted in 1979 in a comprehensive
status review of the field, published as the Sonification Report (Kramer et al.
1999). It included some general proposals for adapting sound synthesis
software to the needs of sonification research. Now, over a decade later, it is
evident that the demands on software by sonification research are greater
than those afforded by music composition and sound synthesis software. This
chapter compares some major contributions made towards achieving the
Report’s proposals with current sonification demands and outlines SoniPy, a
broader and more robust framework model that can integrate the expertise
and prior development of software components using a public-domain
community-development approach.

5.1 Introduction
To date, software for data sonification has been developed either as
standalone

applications

engineered

from first

principles,

sometimes

incorporating third-party low-level audio routines, or as more expansive
sonification ‘environments’ that attempt to encapsulate some general
principles and procedures that can be adapted for specific sonification
projects as the need arises.
The standalone applications tend to be designed for individual
experiments entailing clearly defined tasks such as accurate monitoring
(Chafe and Leistikow 2001), or graphic user-interaction (Walker and Cothran
2003), whereas environments tend to be more expansive projects, often with
less deterministic outcomes. They afford greater flexibility than is possible
within

standalone

applications.

Some

recent

environments

still

in

development (Pauletto and Hunt 2004; de Campo, Frauenberger and
Höldrich 2004) seem to have been designed by first choosing a music
composition environment and working backwards, perhaps trusting that the
data-processing needs at the ‘input end’ can be adequately handled by the
language tools available from within the particular composition system
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chosen. Considering that many software tools for music composition have a
long gestation period (in the case of Csound1, about forty years, for example)
and are still being actively developed, as can be witnessed, for example, by
the daily activity on the developer mailing lists for Csound and SuperCollider2,
this approach is natural and is the approach assumed in the Sonification
Report.
In addition to the two primarily scripted environments just mentioned,
MAX/MSP3 and its younger sibling PD4 are another type, which emphasises
graphical user interfaces (GUIs) over program code. Whilst the scriptingversus-GUI debate is still active, it is clear from the large user-base and active
development of new patch objects for these platforms that the GUI approach
is appealing to some users and perhaps offers a gentler initial learning curve
for many exploratory sonification researchers who are visually inclined. In
any event, a considerable investment of time is necessary to become proficient
in any of these environments and having made the investment, a certain
amount of environment ‘stickiness’ is apparent and understandable.

5.1.1

The First Major Bottleneck: Data

In data sonification, whilst the input data can be thought of as eventually
controlling the sound rendering, the transformations it has to undergo in the
interim can be considerable. Such data processing can reasonably include
multidimensional scaling, filtering and statistical analysis which itself may
itself become the subject of sonification. Also, each input dataset can have
potentially unique structural characteristics. Some, such as EEG data, may be
multiple channels of AC voltages with a variety of DC-biases and noisiness as
determined by the particular data collection set-up on a particular patient.
Others, such as security data flowing from a market trading-engine, will be
massively paralleled, metadata embedded and multiplexed into a single
‘feed’. Difficulties in using such data are compounded when the it needs to be
buffered and streamed in non-real-time as is the need for multiple overlays of
time sequences of different temporal compressions.

1
2
3
4

http://www.counds.com/
http://www.audiosynth.com/
http://www.cycling74.com/
http://crca.ucsd.edu/~msp/software.html/
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High-level tools for processing such data complexities are rarely, if
ever, found in computer music environments, and even less likely if the input
data is spatial rather than temporal. When such an a environment is the
principle sonification tool, a common response to complex data processing
requirements is for someone, where possible, to ‘bite the bullet’ and write
data-processing routines in the language of the composition environment
itself. This is currently the approach used by SonEnvir (de Campo
Frauenberger and Höldrich 2004) and OctaveSC5 (Hermann et al. 2006), which
both use SuperCollider and also the PD-based Interactive Sonification Toolkit
(Pauletto and Hunt 2004)6.

The following is a recent exchange on the

Supercollider users list which epitomises the situation exactly:
Question: Hi, I'm looking for linear algebra and affine
transformation routines for 2D and 3D vector spaces; is there
any quark or extension that implement stuff like that?
Answer: The MathLib quark7 maybe has some useful stuff... or it
would be the place to put these.

…or it would be the place to put these implies if someone else using SCLang
hasn’t erstwhile written them and made them publicly available. The user has
to make a decision as to whether or not they have the required expertise and
time to dedicate to implementing them. While SClang is a very elegant and
powerful composition language that can support the development of dataprocessing solutions, being unique, it lacks the transportability that more
general and widely available tools afford. One consequence of this is that, in
projects without a dedicated programmer, practical assistance for what are
essentially data processing problems is more difficult to obtain. Data is thus
often pre-processed using external tools such as spreadsheets and then read
from files by the music composition environment; a procedure that, whilst it
may be appropriate in ‘limited data’ experiments, is at best susceptible to data
corruption and of no use if the data is coming from a real-time feed or from a
dynamic model (Bovermann, Hermann, and Ritter 2006).
This situation may be characterised as ‘data SONIFICATION’ i.e. the
primary focus is on sound rendering whilst input data is constrained so it can
be dealt with adequately by the rendering software. The alternative, an
emphasis on data-processing tools at the expense of sound rendering
5
6
7

http://www.sonification.de/projects/sc3/index.shtml/
PD is Miller Puckette’s public release of his Max/MSP.
A Quark is a package of SC classes, helpfiles, C++ sourcecode for unit generators and
other code.
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flexibility (‘DATA sonification’) is no more attractive because the sound
palette tends to be small and the range of controls limited, the outcome of
which is too-often difficult to listen to over extended periods of time. Some
examples of this latter approach include extensions for the Matlab numerical
environment (Miele 2003), AVS Visualization Toolkit (Kaplan, B. 1993), Excel
spreadsheets (Stockman, Hind and Frauenberger 2005), and the R statistical
analysis package (Heymann and Hansen 2002). They provide data handling
and processing capabilities but very basic sample-based sound capabilities
modelled on the MIDI protocol. What are needed are tools that afford a
balanced, equally-flexible approach.
Excellent data-processing tools exist in the public domain (see §5.3.2.2
below) and are an integral part of much scientific research. Furthermore, they
are continually being extended and modernised by teams of developers
spread across the world. Yet because of the decision to use a music
composition environment for sound rendering, these tools remain inaccessible
to most sonification environments. Whether this situation has come about
because the data for music composition by computer is mostly internally
generated rather than externally acquired is open to debate. However, until
sophisticated

tools for

handling

externally-acquired

often massively

multiplexed datasets can be brought to bear on the acquisition, analysis,
storage and re-presentation requirements of the sonification process, even
before any mapping or sound rendering is undertaken, there is limited chance
that such software will enable the choosing [of] mappings between variables and
sounds interactively, navigating through the data set, synchronizing the sonic output
with other display media, and performing standard psychophysical experiments that
the Sonification Report envisaged.

5.1.2

Motivations

Many of the issues raised in the previous section are generic to software in
general. Anecdotally, ‘late delivery’ and ‘over-budget’ are as common as they
are notorious characteristics of the commercial software industry as all but the
largest applications find it difficult to maintain hardware and operatingsystem currency; two of the essential activities necessary to meeting their
obligations to paying customers, if they hope to survive. Some do, of course,
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but increasingly developers and users are turning to open-source, community
support, to sustain ongoing viability in the medium-to-longer-term.
The need for a serious solution to the issues outlined above was first
undertaken in the context of this thesis as a result of the difficulties
encountered in trying to sonify a single large multidimensional dataset for the
ICAD-04 Listening to the Mind Listening project. The sonifiers involved used
different hardware platforms, under different versions of operating systems,
and with each having a preference for, and expertise in a different collection
of sound synthesis/music composition programs (Barrass 2004; Barrass,
Whitelaw and Potard. 2005; Dean, Worrall and White 2004). While all
involved technically literate, it was soon realised that if the difficulties
experienced were any indication, it must be very difficult for almost everyone
to achieve consistent, repeatable results under the same conditions with
anything but the simplest datasets. This led us to specifying the requirements
for an experimental software sonification framework. Some requirements are
clearly identified in the Sonification Report, others of our own concoction. We
call the framework SoniPy, in-keeping with the naming convention used for
frameworks that extend the Python programming language.

5.2 SoniPy: concepts and requirements
SoniPy is designed to be a heterogeneous software framework for data
sonification research and auditory display. It integrates various existing
independent components such as those for data acquisition, storage and
analysis, cognitive and perceptual mappings as well as sound synthesis and
control, as illustrated in Figure 5.1, by encapsulating them, or control of them,
as Python modules. The choice of Python was not arbitrary; it possesses all the
features of a modern modular programming language that we consider
essential for an experimental development environment. Python is
a general-purpose programming language … which may also serve as a glue
language connecting many separate software components in a simple and
flexible manner, or as a steering language where high-level Python control
modules guide low-level operations implemented by subroutine libraries
effected in other languages. (Watter, van Rossen and Ahlstrom 1996).
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Other descriptors include: simple, but not at the expense of expressive power,
extensible, embeddable, interpreted, object-oriented, dynamically typed,
upwardly compatible, portable and widely and freely available8.

5.2.1

Design Requirements

As the Sonification Report’s Sample Research Proposal (op.cit. #3) acknowledges,
the development of a comprehensive ‘sonification shell’ is not easy. The depth
and breadth of knowledge, and skills required to effect such a project are
easily underestimated. Whilst it has been a decade since the Report was
published, progress has been quite slow. This is not to criticise those that have
fallen by the wayside, nor those still in development, but to acknowledge
both the difficulties involved in such a project and the need for new
requirements if such projects are to have a better chance of survival. We
briefly address the requirements indicated in the Sonification Report and add
some of our own.
•

Integrability. As discussed earlier with regard to data, due consideration
needs to be taken of the requirements of the various components of the
sonification and experimentation process. As is the case with most
interdisciplinary ventures, each contributing discipline brings its collection
of tools, techniques and standards to the venture and they need to be
synergistically integrated. A software environment needs to be chosen that
supports this goal. It is for this reason we have chosen Python, which can
be used to ‘wrap’ independent pieces of conformable software in such a
way as to permit data to flow between them. We follow Python convention
and call them Modules.

•

Flexibility. Rather than try to be the ‘killer application,’ SoniPy aims to
wrap (inherit, or be extended by) the best collection of Modules available
to it. These Modules need to have no computational interdependencies,
though conceptually they may be similar, thus ensuring that no one of
them is indispensable. Each of these Modules has evolved independently,
probably over a considerable period of time. Independent of SoniPy, they
have their own ongoing development teams that extend and improve then

8

http://www.python.org/
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as well as adapting them to ever-changing hardware and software
platforms.
•

Extensibility. In the situation where no Module exists for a particular task,
a new Module can be designed in the knowledge that it will fit seamlessly
within the existing Modular framework. This implies all Modules need to
be thread compliant.

•

Accessibility. It is desirable that as many Modules as possible be known in
their own right. This reduces learning overhead for all users and enables
work that may have already been undertaken with those tools to be
accommodated within the SoniPy framework.

•

Portability. SoniPy needs to be able to be instantiated on all major
platforms. Furthermore, it is desirable, in certain applications, for Modules
to be instantiated on different machines, in different locations and
networked together: that is, to be heterogeneous.

•

Availability. To protect both authors and users, SoniPy needs to be freely
available with a minimum of restrictions. There are numerous licensing
flavours for public-domain software whose source-code is made generally
available, as outlined by the GNU organisation9. Because SoniPy employs
heterogeneous components, the license of each component carries through
into SoniPy in a way that is standard practice in the software industry. The
SoniPy-specific components will be issued under the General Public
License Version 2,10 thus encouraging the sharing and free exchange of
these tools in the community at the same time as enabling restrictions to be
applied for individual projects as confidentiality agreements demand.
SoniPy’s sources and documentation can be freely downloaded from its
Sourceforge Internet repository11.

•

Durability. SoniPy needs to survive. While survival can never be
guaranteed, in complex projects such as this, maximum risk-mitigation is
essential. SoniPy is unlikely to survive if it remains the effort of a very
small group. Essential to this is the community involvement and support
in ongoing improvement and development: the very conditions under
which SoniPy’s independent modules have been, and continue to be,

9
10
11

http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/categories.html
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html
http://sonipy.sourceforge.net/
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developed. This approach is not without its own issues, as those who are
involved in public-domain projects can attest (Luke et al. 2004).

5.2.2

Integration Through Wrapping

Although Python comes with an extensive standard library and there is a good
resource of external Python libraries, we are not limited to using Python
libraries. A powerful feature of Python is its set of well-defined interfaces to
other languages. Libraries written in most languages can be integrated
through Python by ‘extending’ it [24]. The basic principle of SoniPy is to use
Python to ‘wrap’ independent software that can be compiled with pythonbindings in such a way that data can flow between them. Quite a few tools
exist for the (semi-) automatic generation of Python bindings, such as the
Simplified Wrapper and Interface Generator (SWIG)12.
Some applications provide Python Application Program Interface (API)
libraries; other applications need to have a Python API written in order to use
it (Lutz 1996: 505). Although some others embed Python, either by bundling it
as an interpreter or by invoking the Python interpreter installed on the user’s
system as a basic API (ibid.: 505). We mention embedding in this context
because, whilst it may be useful in its own right, it does not provide the
interface flexibility needed by SoniPy. SoniPy requires an application to
provide Python bindings so that Python can be extended by the application.

5.3 The design of SoniPy
The SoniPy design specifies five module sets communicating over two
different

networks:

the

SonipyDataNetwork

(SDN)

and

the

SonipyControlNetwork (SCN). Modules are grouped according to their role in
the data sonification process: Data Processing (DP), Conceptual Modelling
(CM), Psychoacoustic Modelling (PM), Sound Rendering (SR) and Monitoring
& Feedback (MF). Depending on the dictates of a particular project, modules
in a set may be instantiated on different machines. A particular module set
may be empty, i.e. contain no modules, or a particular module may belong to
more than one module set.

12

http://www.swig.org/
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5.3.1

Inter-Module Communication: The Networks

SoniPy’s modular design makes it well suited for the instantiation of all
selected modules on a single processor or, in order to take advantage of the
computing power that multiple CPUs and machines can afford, the
distribution of modules over multiple CPUs, a LAN or the Internet. We are
currently extending Python versions greater than 2.4 under Apple’s latest OSX
operating system, but workable alternatives will flow as the development
team expands.
Python’s platform independence should assist the instantiation of
parallel implementation of SoniPy, distributed over a heterogeneous network.
Some testing of different approaches to distributing the computing has been
undertaken, in order to maximally benefit from the trade-off between
performance (including real-time latency, data throughput and CPU
overhead issues), ease-of-use, maintainability, reliability (over a network),
scalability and heterogeneity; that is, the ability for non-Python third-party
applications or devices to communicate with SoniPy modules (Coulouris,
Dollimore and Kindberg 2005). Communication technologies being tested
range from class inheritance, sockets, OSC and MIDI through to network
audio mixing, using Netjack for example13.
Other potential uses of a distributed approach include mobile phone
sound-rendering and the processing of data remotely under local control,
perhaps with the result being sent to another site for mapping, and
psychoacoustic adjustment before being rendered to sound. The testing in
ongoing and the interim results are not reliable enough to warrant reporting
at the time of writing.
Referring to the diagrammatic representation of the way the module
sets interrelate (Figure 5.1), it can be observed that SoniPy’s modules operate
through two networks: Data and Control. The SonipyDataNetwork (SDN) is
topologically configured as a bus whilst the SonipyControlNetwork (SCN) is a
star configuration. This is analogous to the signal and control busses of an
automated audio mixing desk. Control routing uses the same network
technology as the data, though the destinations may be different. For example
data from a DP module may be sent to a CM module on the SDN bus, under
13

http://netjack.sourceforge.net/
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the control of an MF module communicating on the SonipyControlNetwork,
without the data itself needing to go through an MF module. Sonipy controls
need to be XML compliant and each module set may itself be the hub of a
network of processors of topology unknown to the SCN router.
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Table 5.1. Overview of some key features of SoniPy module sets . KEY: DP: Data
Processing. CM: Conceptual Modelling, PM: Perceptual Modelling, SR: Sound
Rendering, MF: Monitoring and Feedback, SDN: SoniPy Data Network, SCN:
SoniPy Control Network.
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5.3.2

The modules

Whenever possible, local modules are instantiated as library extensions to the
Python programming framework. Should a module be instantiated remotely,
that instantiation and the control of information to and from it remains under
the control of the MF module that initiated the instantiation, where the main
application loop as well as thread and GUI controls resides. Table 5.1provides
an overview of some key features of the module sets.
5.3.2.1 Data processing modules
As the principal data processing activity in data sonification is taking place
inside the listeners, the role of sonification is to prepare source data in a
format that enables the listener to extract information, and in interactive
systems, to take account of their feedback. SoniPy’s DP modules consist of a
number of object-oriented classes which themselves inherit data classes and
control classes according to the form and location of the raw data and its
intended destination. Class methods include those for
•

Interpolated lookup and mappings, for auditory icons and earcons, for
example,

•

Writing data to and extracting it from storage (memory, database and/or
flat file) for pre-processing or multi-stream playback,

•

Audification - writing data in formats acceptable as direct input to audio
hardware,

•

Simultaneous handling of multiple time-locked streams, such as from
biomedical monitors,

•

Deconstruction, analysis and filtering, including of complex meta-tag
embedded multiplexed streams, such as a data feed from a stock-market
trading engine,

•

Model-based sonification involving user feedback, and

•

Simulation of data feeds, including buffering with time compression and
expansion.

Data and control class instances can be manipulated with SciPy (Scientific
Python), a collection of open-source libraries for mathematics, science, and
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engineering14. The core library is NumPy, which provides convenient and fast
N-dimensional

array

manipulation.

Figure

5.2

is

a

diagrammatic

representation of one way of configuring SoniPy’s data processing modules
under SCN control.

NOISE FILTERS

control
data?
yes

DATABASE
files

no

statistical
analysis

restructure
DATAFLOW
CONTROL

remote

Figure 5.2. A map of the configuration of SoniPy’s Data Processing modules.

5.3.2.2 Scale, storage, access, and persistence
When the dataset used for sonification is finite, not too large, and is acquired
in a timely manner, it can all be held in RAM and parsed using the basic datamanipulation tools of any modern programming language. Alternatively, as
can be observed in the Auditory Display literature, it can be pre–processed
separately using generic spreadsheet software. As the size, complexity and
performance demands increase, as they frequently do multidimensional in
real–time datasets, or when what is being sonified is some computed
informational derivative of the raw data, the power and flexibility of an
interpreter interface to a software framework reveal its superiority over
purely music-oriented software15.
In Python, direct access to many data management tools is available: Internal
lists can be extended to typeless {key : value} dictionaries, then to flat files,
perhaps with compression16, and NumPy array processing, then using
framework extension, to commercial relational databases like Oracle and the
web-prevalent public domain mySQL. With very large datasets, such as those
14
15

16

http://www.scipy.org/
Including SuperCollider’s scLang probably the closest to Python in concept, in that it is textbased, interpretive and contains a dictionary class.
Python has its own simple flat-file data compression module called pickle.
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regularly employed in astronomy, meteorology and quantitative finance, one
has to decide whether to use one of a number of models, such as hierarchical,
network, relational, entity-relationship, object-relational model and object17,
depending on the structure of the data and the way it is used.
The relational model is characterized by relation, attribute, tuple,
relation value and relation variable. A relation is, at its heart, a truth predicate
about the world, a statement of facts (attributes) that provide meaning to the
predicate (Date 2004). Speaking simply, relational systems are structured
around relationships between facts and data retrieval is based on predicate
logic and truth statements.18 Objects systems are structured so as to emphasise
identity, state, behaviour and encapsulation. An Object has a unique identity
that is distinct from its state (the value of its internal fields)–two objects with
the same state are still separate and distinct, despite being bit-for-bit mirrors
of one another (Date 2004).
Whether to use an equivalence or identity model to structure data
persistence19 is a well–known programming problem: the object–relational–
mapping– or ORM–dilemma.20 The solution depends on both the structure
and distribution of the data and the types of enquiry needing to be made of it,
and can be the subject of extensive experimentation. Relational databases tend
to perform more effectively when the data can be easily structured in a few
relatively large tables in with a fixed number of fields and the object model
when there are a large number of semi-autonomous instances. These issues
are exemplified, with sample code, in the context of data sonification
experiments using high-frequency capital market data in the next chapter
(§5.8) where an HDF5–compliant b–tree structure was eventually employed
using pyTables21.
17

18

19

20

21

Wikipedia has useful overviews. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Database_model and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Object-relational_mapping.
In essence, each row within a table is a location for a fact in the world, and a structured
query language (SQL) allows for operator-efficient data retrieval of those facts using
predicate logic to create inferences from them.
In computer science, the term persistence refers to that characteristic of data that outlives
the execution of the program that created it. Without persistence, data only exists in
RAM, and will usually be ‘lost’ when the program is terminated.
Wikipedia has a useful introduction. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Objectrelational_mapping
Hierarchical Data Format (HDF) technologies are relevant when the data challenges being
faced push the limits of what can be addressed by traditional database systems, XML
documents, or in-house data formats. See http://www.hdfgroup.org/why_hdf/.
PyTables is a Python API for HDF5. See sonification.com.au/sonipy/dataPersistence.html
on the SoniPy website for more information.
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5.3.2.3 Conceptual modelling and data mapping
In the SoniPy model, information mapping is divided into separate cognitive
and psychoacoustic stages. The cognitive stage involves the design of ‘sound
schemas’ with semiotics, metaphors and metonyms relating to the task, and
aesthetic and compositional aspects relating to genre, culture and palette.
Decisions have to be made about functionality, aesthetics, context,
learnability, expressiveness, and device characteristics. These decisions are
typically drawn from existing knowledge and theories from relevant sciences,
arts and design. The consequences of these compounding decisions are
difficult to predict empirically: one of the reasons why sonification is
currently more of an heuristic art than a science. Nevertheless, as different
conceptual models are developed, some based in cognition, others culturally
determined, they can be integrated into SoniPy using the wrapping techniques
outlined.
One example might be the construction of an interface to TaDa‘s
methods; a design approach to sonification that provides a systematic usercentred process to address the multitude of decisions required to design a
sonification (Barrass 1996a). TaDa starts from a description of a use case
scenario, and an analysis of the user's task, and the characteristics of the data.
This analysis informs the specification of the information requirements of the
sonification.

SoniPy’s support for the TaDa method would be through a

python-based GUI that captures a user scenario and provides standard TaDa
fields for analysis. This GUI, connected using the SDN to a mySQL database
that contains an increasing number (currently about 200) of stories about
everyday listening experiences, analysed using the TaDa data-type fields. This
database, called Earbenders, is a case-based tool for looking up ‘sound
schemas’ at the cognitive design stage (Barrass 1996b). In future, a Python
interface to TaDa’s SonificationDesignPatterns wiki could also be developed
as an alternative pattern-language approach for cognitive level design
(Barrass 2003).
5.3.2.4 Psychoacoustic modelling
The psychoacoustic modelling stage involves the systematic mapping of
information relations in the data to perceptual relations in the sound schema
(Barrass 1996c). The concept is that SoniPy would provide support for this by
allowing interactive reconfiguration of the mapping from information
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relations to auditory relations. Changes in this mapping cause the automatic
remapping of source information through psychoacoustic algorithms
(implemented in the fast array processing tools, NumPy and SciPy) to produce
new sounds and/or rendering controls. For example a change from
categorical to ordered information could automatically produce a remapping
from a categorical sound (e.g. instrument, object, stream) to an ordered
property of a sounding object (e.g. length, excitation, distance).
5.3.2.5 Acoustic modelling
SoniPy provides a user access to many more options than if a music
composition or sound synthesis environment was chosen before beginning
the development of other aspects of the data sonification framework. For lowlevel audio work, a Portaudio module can be used for audification and as the
basis for the development of other such modules should the need arise (Burk
and Bencina 2001). Portaudio is used via the python wrapper PyAudio for the
audio streaming in the capital market net returns experiments in the next
chapter. SndObj (‘sound object’) is a middle-level toolkit also immediately
available in the same manner (Lazzarini 2000). SndObj, like many real-time
audio applications today, uses the Portaudio interface to the audio hardware.
The STK toolkit also appears to be wrappable (Scavone and Cook 2005), as
does the higher-level RTCmix C++library, 22 although no attempt has been
made by this author to do so. Csound has an embedded Python API for writing
extended Opcodes for a couple of years, and Csound5, the latest evolution of
this classic computer sound synthesis language, has a python extension
wrapper interface. At the time of writing it is undergoing extensive multipleplatform testing.
Whilst some high-level applications such as Max/MSP and PD, are
unlikely to become extension toolkits to SoniPy, it is still possible to use them
by instantiating them independently and communicating with them using
computer music protocol specifications OSC (Wright, Freed, and Momeni
2003) and MIDI23. SuperCollider3 is a special case because of its inherent
modularity: the sound-rendering component, Scsynth, can be instantiated as a
separate program to the language, SClang. Communication tests between this
‘external’ SCsynth over OSC using the SoniPy framework as an alternative to
22
23

http://www.rtcmix.org/
http://www.midi.org/
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Sclang indicate that this is viable. If very low-latency is a requirement, such as
may be the case for interactive sonifications, pySCLang, originally designed as
an alternative to Sclang for Windows platforms, enables direct communication
with an instantiation of the SC language and its internally embedded sound
renderer. Although this seems like a circuitous route, it works and is another
example of the robustness of the encapsulating framework approach used in
SoniPy.
Non-operating system dependent text–to–speech synthesis will be
available through a PySpeak, an OSX thread-compliant Python API to of
Espeak24 25.
5.3.2.6 Monitoring, feedback and evaluation
Monitoring and Feedback of SDN and SCN can happen via the Python
interpreter. Having access to an interpreter in order to build a complete
sonification by iteratively building on small tests is a powerful aspect of
Python. Heterogeneous connectivity also allows the consequences of decisions
at each stage to be tested on a compound design, thus enabling better
understanding and control of non-linear and emergent effects in an overall
design.
For cross-platform GUI-building, wxPython provides access to
wxWidgets26 and wxGlade27 can assist in more-rapid development of GUIs by
automatically generating Python control code and separating the GUI design
and event-handling code. If a relatively consistent interface across all
hardware platforms is more desirable, Tcl GUI-building tools28 are available
through native Python modules.
The inclusion of evaluation modules will make it possible to design
different types of empirical experiments, and conduct and analyse the results
within a single framework environment, even using website-based surveys if
desired. This would be a marked improvement on current public-domain
experimental psychology software, as there is currently no such tool that
permits separately-threaded audio streaming or soundfile playback. In
24
25

26
27
28

http://espeak.sourceforge.net/
The most lauded text–to–speech is probably Festival (http://
www.cstr.ed.ac.uk/projects/festival/). Initial compatibility caused it to fail the
ossification test.
http://www.wxwidgets.org/
http://wxglade.sourceforge.net/
http://www.tcl.tk/
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addition, a user-contributed library of experiments for evaluating sonification
designs could assist in developing standards for measuring the comparative
functionality, aesthetics, learnability, effectiveness, accuracy, expressiveness
and other aspects of individual design. While the design and implementation
of a complete empirical sonification evaluation environment is beyond the
means of many researchers in experimental psychology, the contribution to
the design and implementation of such community-supported tools may not
be. As already evidenced by such projects as SciPy, this approach is currently
in other scientific disciplines such as mathematics, physics, chemistry,
astronomy, meteorology and genetics, where the design and sharing of
experimental tools has long been an integral component of their research
endeavours.

5.4 An illustrated metacode example
Example Code 1 is a simple ‘high-level’ illustration of part of the SoniPy
framework in action. The first task is to accept a multiplexed meta-tagged
data stream from the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) trading engine. The
ASX is medium-sized exchange, on which about 3,500 securities are traded. It
generates about 100 MB of trading text data daily, making it impractical to
hold enough data in RAM to do all the calculations necessary.
The data is processed into a MySQL database using an Object-Relation
Mapping paradigm supported by the sqlobject module29. This abstracts the
handling of the dataset, providing an interface between the tables and indices
database paradigm and Python’s object-orientation. Other modules (such as
mySQLdb) are available if direct interaction with the database server in
MySQL code is more appropriate. A list of securities that meet, or are likely to
meet, the criteria necessary for a sonification event to initiated, is held in RAM
and processed as a multidimensional array using the NumPy module. When
the criteria are met this data is also used as some of the input parameters to
the sound renderer. The pyspeak module is invoked to synthesise the name of
the security being newly rendered. In this example, the sound is rendered by
the SuperCollider3’s external synthesis engine, scsynth, with which the python
scsynth module bi-directionally communicates using the OSC protocol. This

29

http://www.sqlobject.org/
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permits the use of SC3’s synthdefs (synthesis definition algorithms) that are
capable of responding to the criteria, as established, or as modified in realtime. Other synthesis options, such as the lower-level pysndobj or pyaudio (the
python interface to portaudio) are possible, as is the libsndfile library for
audiofile playback. The code example illustrates how SoniPy combines Python
code, imported 3rd party modules and user-defined scripts. It is meant here to
provide a sense of the immediacy and readability of the approach. More
detailed code examples can be found in the Appendix 6.

5.5 The SoniPy website
A continually evolving website has been established to assist in establishing
SoniPy as an active public domain project30. In order to do this, the site has
been structured around five principle activities:
1. A first port-of-call for sonification-related activities using Python.
2. A single help location from which module documentation can be
accessed. This is a frames portal that functions on similar principles to
that of Sonipy modules, in general: by wrapping the existing on-line
module documentation if it is available. Otherwise, the documentation
that accompanies the module’s sourcefiles is built in HTML and/or
PDF format and served from the SoniPy website instead.
3. Tutorials on the use of the framework to undertake sonification tasks.
The experiments outlined in the next chapter will eventually be placed
there, for example, and links to independent third-party material such
as figusdevpack (Fabbri and Chiozo 2008).
4. A storage and download system.
mechanism for

automating

the

This will include a high-level
meta-bundling,

download

and

installation of modules, component sets and their dependencies, for
various hardware and operating systems, using Python Egg technology
and the Python package manager Easy-Install31. In addition a software
license reference for modules aids the collation of modules appropriate
in different commercial circumstances.

30
31

http://www.sonification.com.au/sonipy/
“Eggs are to Python what jars ar to Java.” Python Eggs are ZIP archives with the file
extension .egg. See http://peak.telecommunity.com/DevCenter/PythonEggs.
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5. A community-managed forum for both users and developers to facilitate
the detailed orderly discussion of aspects SoniPy. At the time of
writing, the forum contains a record of the testing and evaluation of
many of the modules discussed in this chapter.
# Metacode Example; Sonipy Main Loop
# :::::::::::: import the modules needed ::::::::::::::::::::::
# for Australian Stock Exchange (ASX) Trading Engine datafeed.
import DataFeeder
import StreamMonitor
# uses matplotlib for graphical presentation
# of trading engine stats
import DataToDB
# includes an import of the sqlobject Module 3,
# which provides OO Class structure of the
# Relation-to-Object-Mapping necessary for handling
DBs.
# For simple DB calls, use mySQLd
# to simply pass mySQL commands to the server.
import SecurityMaps
# mapping OO classes for ASX securities.
# this Module calls the numpy module for
# fast multi-dimensional array processing.
import PsychoFilters
# a set of filters for transforming mapped data
# Used to adjust Security Maps for psychophysical
# non-linearities, condition enhancement etc
import SoundRenders
# A set of synthesis engine interfaces and
# synthesis definitions (instruments) appropriate
# for this sonification. Includes OSC and MIDI,
# and the phoneme synthesiser pyspeak.
# :::::::::::: ASX sonification threads :::::::::::::::::::::::
ASXFeed=DataFeeder(feedURL=’http://localhost’)
# Establish connection to datafeed. The dtafeed
# URL could be an internet,LAN address or filepath.
# Uses Python build-in modules for low-level
# data transfer to RAM buffer.
StreamMonitor.monitorStream (ASXFeed)
# Monitor data stream.
DataToDB.MultiplexStreamtoDB(ASXFeed, ConnectParams)
# Start processing ASXFeed into DB. Uses a MySQL DB
# DB client connection as specified in ConnectParams.
# Other servers are possible, including remote ones.
ASXalerts=SecurityMaps.Indicator(stocks, UpBollinger(20,9,2))
# a FIFO of alerts for securities currently trading
# outside the specified upper Bollinger band. The FIFO
# is constantly updated whilst DataFeeder is active.
SoundRenderers.BinauralOut=’TRUE’
# Process sound output will for binaural listening.
while (StreamMonitor.StillActive):
for security in ASXalerts:
if security not in renderList:
pyspeak(security) # announce new security
SoundRenders.scsynth(security, stock.scsynthdef)

Code Example 1. The Sonipy Framework in action. ‘#’ is the Python comment
character. The task modelled is to accept data streamed from a stock market-trading
engine and use sonification to alert the listener to specific features of the trading
activity as given .
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5.6 Summary
Sonification research is an interdisciplinary activity and to date, tools for
undertaking it have either been discipline-specific, modified to accommodate
the interconnections, ad-hoc collections, or stand-alone programs developed
for a specific sonification task. Because SoniPy’s open architecture design can
integrate modules conforming to widely accepted inter-process computation
standards (wrappable libraries), in a non-conflicting way, it will be possible
for it to grow in the directions its user-community needs it to. Instead of
sonification researchers trying to piece together a collection of tools they will
hopefully be able to make work together, they will be able to choose from a
number of possible SoniPy framework modules, based on a best-fit-for-the–
task evaluation, and rely on the continuity of the framework to provide intermodule integration.
Because the framework is implemented in a common, ‘user-friendly,’
scripting language, programming assistance, when needed, will be more
readily available than if a specialist application were used, and this may, in
term, assist individual endeavour and promote better independent evaluation
of the empirical results of other research in sonification. There is currently, for
example, a dearth of good public-domain software for experimental
psychology that uses sound, and the integration of such a module, or set of
modules, into SoniPy would be a welcome addition to the field.
It has not been practicable, in the current context, to test all the
alternative combinations of modules accessible and useful in undertaking
data sonification. The approach taken was to select a number of modules from
different domains and test, albeit in a reasonably ad-hoc way, the viability of
their combined use to solve a specific problem that would normally be
undertaken, often with some awkwardness, using two or more unrelated
tools. Once the library encapsulation had been effected, we did not experience
a single conflict during this process.
Probably the most important feature of the framework approach
outlined in this chapter is that, by using tools largely built by and for large
communities of uses with a vested interest in their survival independent of
data sonification, sonifiers are less likely to be ‘held to ransom’ by a reliance
on the need for the developers of single software applications to continue to

The SoniPy Software Framework for Data Sonification
respond to the ongoing hardware and operating systems development
environments in which they operates, and thus risk the isolation and eventual
obsolescence that inevitably follows when they do not. Python, NumPy,
Matplotlib, Portaudio etc will continue to evolve and eventually be replaced by
improved alternatives, but in ways that are more adaptive than catastrophic.
While the project is in its infancy, a major concern of the overall design
has been the efficiency and effectiveness with which it can be implemented
and maintained by a small team of coordinating developers. Whether or not
this occurs is dependent on to the vagaries of public forces but there is some
evidence that, since the original papers were published (Worrall et al. 2007;
Worrall 2008), others have begun to build on this initial work for the Linux
operating system (Fabbri and Chiozo 2008). It may, however, find its place in
the public sphere as a part of a larger project, such as SciPy, or the more
tightly defined python(x,y)32.
There are some clear, and some not–so–clear distinctions between
software design and software engineering as designer and computer musician
Bill Buxton emphasises (2003). Interpretive languages tend to afford
individual users the opportunity to do both, but this relies on strong design
principles being well implemented, both in the underlying language (Python
in this instance) as well as extensive framework extensions such as SoniPy. By
establishing an open source project based on such design principles, it is
hoped that the initial work presented here will be taken up by others who, in
turn, will contribute an evolving framework that is useful to the wider
sonification community; that data sonification software design ‘escapes’ from
the engineers to become a more widely accepted part of what it means to ‘do’
sonification than is currently the case.

32

http://www.pythonxy.com/
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Chapter 6

SONIFICATIONS WITH CAPITAL MARKET TRADING
DATA
The flexibility of money, as with so many of its qualities, is most clearly and
emphatically expressed in the stock exchange, in which the money economy is
crystallized as an independent structure just as political organisation is
crystallized in the state. The fluctuations on exchange prices frequently indicate
subjective-psychological motivations, which, in their crudeness and independent
movements, are totally out of proportion in relation to objective factors.
(Simmel 1900/1979: 326)

6.1

Introduction

There are many reasons, both sociological and technical, why capital markets1
are an interesting application–domain for sonification. Sociologically, they
have become a powerful, some might say almost religious contemporary
force, even as their overtly emotional expressive open-outcry marketplaces
have become, or are quickly becoming, virtualised gatherings of disembodied
screen traders. Sonification of the activities of these markets thus functions as
a form of re-embodiment. While such sociological considerations form the
background and motivations for the current work, the focus here is more
technical.
Despite intensive study, a comprehensive understanding of the structure
of capital markets exchange trading data remains elusive. As will be
discussed, there is only one known application of audification to market price
data, and it reported “results proved difficult to interpret, probably because
the stock market does not follow physical-acoustic resonance laws” (Frysinger
1990). This chapter reports a new investigation into the application of
audification and other sonification techniques to capital markets exchange
trading data. It is envisaged that the approach outlined and informal results
obtained will be followed by detailed empirical studies that may show a
wider application of the techniques, both with capital markets exchange
1

The nomenclatures used for various kinds of markets is somewhat convoluted and are
often misused. A stock market is for trading equities, namely ownership interests in
companies. A financial market is an institutional structure or mechanism for creating or
exchanging financial assets, namely those that are real such as land, buildings,
equipment, patents. The term capital market is used generally to refer to markets for
stocks, bonds, derivatives and other investments and it is this term we adopt here, or the
less formal The Market. Both are generic terms signifying all regulated exchanges and
their activities.
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trading data and other similarly structured time-series data; from
electoencephalography and hierarchical networks, such as those arising from
social affiliation (Sornette 2003: 171-227).

6.2 The sonification task
As will be detailed, the statistical analysis of trading data, and stochastic
modelling using it, is an ongoing area of research in finance. Two principal
concerns are ways to accurately describe the way prices are distributed
statistically and whether or not, and to what extent, auto-correlation exists
and can be detected, even pre-empted market prices evolve. Understanding
the accuracy of the description of price distribution is important for the risk
analysis of various trading instruments in the longer term, and understanding
the inherent autocorrelation is important in attempts to predict future,
especially catastrophic, events.
The power of visual representation to enhance and deepen the
understanding of phenomena and their abstractions is undisputed. Yet, as
with many time-domain processes, visual representation does not reveal the
structure of the data. For example, of the two graphs shown in Figure 6.1, one
is of a real market data, the other generated using Brownian motion: an
independent (uncorrelated) random walk in which the size and direction of
the next (price) move is independent of the previous move(s).2. Mandelbrot
poses the following question: “Is it possible to visually distinguish which is
which?”Arguably the most experienced researcher in the field, he argues it is
not (Mandelbrot and Hudson 2004: 16-18).
This question leads to a sonification question, which the research
reported in this chapter seeks to answer: Are there ways of presenting trading
data that enable its structural characteristics to be perceived aurally? If so, can
real trading data be distinguished from a stochastic simulation of it?
The importance of understanding the data itself before attempting to
sonify it has been emphasised by many authors. Sarah Bly (1994) enunciated
the imperative:

2

A statistical analysis of time series data is concerned with the distribution of values
without taking into account their sequence in time. Decorrelation changes the sequence of
values in a time series and so completely destroys any spectral information, while
preserving its statistical properties.

Sonifications with capital market trading data
Whatever the technique, a first concern is to understand as much as possible
about the data itself...With multivariate data, it is important to know not only the
relationships between various variables but also which variables are
predominant in carrying the information about that data (Bly 1994).

And more than a decade later, John Flowers again emphasised the need to
proceed judiciously rather than hoping to ‘get rich quick’:
There may be some auditory analogies to visual plot clustering (auditory
scatterplots offer a primitive example) but it will take a great deal of display
engineering, and judicious variable selection to make this principle apply to
more complex multivariate data. Insightful data groupings are not likely to pop
out by simply submitting a multivariate set to a sonification engine and “plotting
everything.” (Flowers 2005).

Figure 6.1. One of these graphs is of real a market, the other of Brownian motion.
Are there distinguishing characteristics? (after Mandelbrot 2004: 16-18)

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. An overview of the capital
markets, the types of data generated by them and a description of how that
data is used by various groups in the marketplace is followed by a general
description of attempts to quantitatively simulate the structure of that data.
Previous related sonification studies are reviewed, including those of stockmarket data, of time series data, audification of statistical functions. Finally
the chapter reports of a some experiments to investigate whether audification
and some other sonification techniques can be used to distinguish market
data from simple stochastic time series and decorrelated versions of the data
itself.
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6.3 An overview of capital markets
Capital markets are (increasingly virtual) places where companies and traders
converge around an exchange to raise new investment capital and investors
and speculators trade exchange-registered securities such as stocks, bonds
and futures contracts. These exchanges have strict government-regulated
mechanisms for such activity and the community of freely participating
individuals around them communicate more-or-less informally with each
other and formally through exchange-registered brokers who themselves
provide information to their clients about specific trading activity as well as
about other more general environmental (financial, political, meteorological
etc) conditions that may affect an individual’s trading decisions. Such
decisions, enacted by the brokers, cause excitations of the trading system,
known colloquially as a ‘trading engine’, which in turn produces data records
of its activities. Some of that data, or summaries of it, is fed back for the
information of market participants.
In turn, these marketplaces operate as systems within national and
global economies; international companies may be listed on more than one
exchange. Each exchange’s trading system is designed to be acephalously
appropriate for the types of securities that are traded on it: shares, bonds,
currencies, futures and other derivatives, for example. Exchanges (Bourses in
Europe) can be general, such as the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) and
the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) or confined to specific types of
securities such as the London Metals Exchange (LME) and the Chicago Board
of Trade (CBOT), which specialise in commodities.

6.3.1

Systemic description of a capital market

A capital market can be modelled as a dynamic feedback system within an
environment, as idealised in Figure 6.2.

!" "
The dotted loop signifies system feedback. E (s,t) represents the
!
excitation vector of the system from the environment at time t !T . s is an n-

dimensional vector in space S.
!" "
The response vector R(s,t) represents the output of the system to its
environment. This model, after Nigam (1983: 5), relates the excitation to the
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! ! ! "! !
"! !
response through an equation of the form L(a, d , s,t)[R(s,t)] = E (s,t) , where L( )
!
is a mathematical operator, a a vector containing known system parameters,
!
and d a vector containing the design variables. The response of the system to
!" " "
!" "
excitation can be symbolically expressed as R(d , s,t)] = L!1[E (s,t)] , where L!1

represents the inverse operator.

Excitation
!" "
E (s,t)
Excitation
Excitation
Excitation
Excitation

Response
!" "
R(s,t)
SYSTEM
Response
SYSTEM

Response

ENVIRONMENT
SYSTEM
Response

SYSTEM

Response
ENVIRONMENT
SYSTEM
Excitation
Response
Applying this generic model ENVIRONM
toSYSTEM
a capital market, ENVIRONMENT represents
Excitation
Response
an economy: its marketplace and all potential participants, SYSTEM
SYSTEM
!
Excitation ENT
Response
represents the exchange’s trading engine with design principles d and
! !" ENVIRONMENT
" SYSTEM
input/output metadata a . E (s,t) represents inputs to the trading engine by all
!" "
participants at time t and R(sENVIRONM
,t) represents the data output from the trading
Figure 6.2. An idealised feedback environment.

engine at time t, which individual
market participants make use of, as
ENT
appropriate for the trading principles by which they operate, as outlined in
ENVIRONMENT
§6.3.4, below.

6.3.2

Trading data

ENVIRONM

ENT
Trading engines need to be fast, efficient and accurate. They generate large
ENVIRONMENT
quantities of data, reflecting the shifting moment-to-moment situation of the
order book of each of their trading securities as potential buyers and sellers
adjust their declared positions, and trades are eventually undertaken. A
medium-sized exchange such as the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX)
processes approximately two million trades a month: an average of 100,000
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trades a day3. Security Trading datasets are sets of time-ordered trading
events having a number of empirical dimensions, such as price and volume4,
depending on the particular type of security being traded (share, futures,
options etc) and from which other data may be derived. Appendix 3 contains
an overview of the different the types of data generated by a trading engine,
including the data types used in the studies for in this chapter.

6.3.3

Indices: accumulations of trading data

In addition to operational statistics and the trading data itself, various
weighted accumulations of it, called indices, are compiled moment–to–
moment from the trading data, providing the marketplace with various
indicators of the state of the market in real-time. Today, these indices are
coordinated to assist global trading.5

6.3.4

Methods used by market participants

The actions of market participants, both of individual investors and those
who manage other people's funds, is related to the methods by which they
make their trading decisions:6
1. Fundamental analysis studies the economic forces of supply and demand
that affect the performance of companies and economies in general. It
seeks to examine all the relevant factors affecting the price of a security in
a market so as to determine its intrinsic value both at the time of the
analysis and at some generally specified time in the future. Working on
the principle that the market will ‘discover’ true value prices,
fundamentalists make buy and sell trade recommendations on the basis of
whether the current market price is under value or over value as revealed
by their analysis against historically-correlated company indicators such
3

4

5

6

A breakdown of recent ASX trading volumes is available from their website, currently at
http://www.asx.com.au/asx/statistics/TradingVolumes.jsp
The term ‘volume’ is used throughout to mean ‘trading volume’ not as a psychoacoustic
parameter.
GICS (Global Industry Classification Standard) consists of 10 Sectors aggregated from 24
Industry Groups, 67 Industries, and 147 Sub-Industries currently covering over 27,000
companies globally. See http://www2.standardandpoors.com/portal
/site/sp/en/au/page.family/indices_ei/2,3,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0.html

A common distinction between traders and investors is that traders are usually shortterm speculators on an instrument’s price movement whilst investors have longer-term
goals. The distinction is not relevant here as ‘taking a position’ on an instrument, for
whatever reason, involves stimulating the trading engine, so ‘trading’ is used as the
generic term. Murphy (1999) is well-recognised text.
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as Price-Earning (PE) ratio and Earnings Before Interest and Tax (EBIT).
Fundamentalists tend to use long timeframes as a general guides in their
modelling, so their interest in trading data is simply as reports of market
prices, and not how the market arrived at that price7. Most managers of
large Funds base their decisions on fundamental analysis. So, because the
effects of their decisions on the market can be significant, quantitative and
technical analysts maintain a residual interest in the published predictions
of fundamentalists.
2. Chart reading is a collection of heuristic techniques based on feature
analysis of charts by which chart-readers (chartists) identify patterns in the
visual display of data and speculate on the consequent movement of the
market prices based on similar pattern formations in the past8. Similar
patterns (chiefly of price and volume formation in time) can be observed
in charts of all markets across all time-frames. Chart-reading has a long
history9 and has gained increased popularity with the advent of personal
computers and the availability of trading data and charting software.
More advanced chart-reading techniques include Ralph Elliot's wave
principle, first published by Charles Collins in 1938 (Murphy 1999: 319342) and William Gann's squaring of price and time (Gann, 1942).
3. Technical Analysis is the analysis of market data with technical indicators,
so called, so as to highlight different features of the data. Charles Dow's
1884 Theory of Averages, is credited as the beginning of technical analysis
as it is known today. (Murphy 1999: 23-30). Indicators include moving
averages, Bollinger bands (a measure of standard deviation), On-BalanceVolume and oscillators of various kinds. Today, the term technical
analysis is used to cover both chart reading and indicator use and is taught
as such in professional courses10
4. Quantitative Analysis begins with Bachelier's speculation that the market
is efficient and thus price movement must be a random walk (Bachelier
1900/1967). The mathematics of a random walk was well known and an
analysis of markets in terms of it enabled the construction of portfolios of

7
8
9
10

The ‘classic’ text is Graham and Dodd (1934/1962).
Mandelbrot describes these techniques as “folkloric” (1997: 65).
For example, continuous charts for Japanese rice markets go back to the 1600s.
Such as those run by organizations such as The Australian Technical Analysis Association
(www.ataa.com.au). The ‘classic’ text is Edwards and Magee (1948/2001).
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stocks with defined risk profiles. Benoir Mandelbrot's study of price action
in cotton (1997: 430) led him to question this received wisdom, and to
develop another mathematics, which he called "fractal" to accommodate
his analytic findings. Fractal mathematics has become a widely applicable
tool in many fields, both analytic and generative, and continues to be the
basis of contemporary quantitative analysis. The first case study, detailed
below, is concerned with the application of sonification to such
quantitative analysis.
5. Heterodox selection methods include random choice, also known as
‘dartboard trading’, astrology, numerology and other such the divination
practices11.
Motivated by the need to know why a market will move in one direction or
another, fundamentalists study what they believe are the underlying causes of
market movement. On the other hand, technicians, believing that all they
need to know is reflected in the trading data, study the effects. The two
approaches can contradict each other because
[M]arket price tends to lead the known fundamentals. Stated another way, market price
acts as a leading indicator of the fundamentals or the conventional wisdom of the
moment. While the known fundamentals have already been discounted and are
already "in the market," prices are now reacting to unknown fundamentals. Some
of the most dramatic bull and bear markets in history have begun with little or
no perceived change in the fundamentals. By the time those changes become
known, the new trend is under way (Murphy 1999:6, his italics).

From a technical analyst’s perspective, given the premise that the market
leads the fundamentals, the fundamentals are reflected in the market price so
their independent study becomes unnecessary, at least for speculative
trading. On the other hand, radical fundamentalists consider that the
technician's study of charts of previous price action and their speculation
about future price movement on the basis of that study is a little too close to
astrology, and quantitative analysts (‘quants’) generally used statistical
analysis and stochastics to model the risk profiles of market indices, segments
and individual securities as accurately as possible so as to assist in the
construction of various types of portfolios.
To underestimate the risk of a portfolio is to court calamity, while
overestimating it invites lower returns than might have otherwise been
11

Sceptics would include fund managers, journalists–in fact all those who attempt to
predict future prices–as closer to divination than they might be prepared to admit.
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possible. This is still and area of active research (Farmer, Patelli and Zovko
2005) and the next section provides enough of an introduction to the problem
domain to make the sonification case studies that follow understandable. A
more comprehensive introduction to the time-variant characteristics of real
markets and their stochastic approximations can be found in Mandelbrot
(1997). This brief summary of the historical development of market data
analysis is derived principally from Peters (1991), (Mandelbrot and Hudson
(2004) and Sorbenette (2003). Edgard Peters work is of historical interest
because it was written during the foundational research in complexity
economics at the Santa Fe Institute (Mandelbrot and Hudson 2004: 261)
during the same period leading up to the seminal conference in auditory
display held there in October 1992. Unfortunately however, the two groups
did not know of each other (Kramer 2008).

6.4 Capital Market Time Series
As market-time unfolds, the price of a traded security ‘wanders’ from value to
value. This is known mathematically as a stochastic process, or a random
function. Amongst the simplest types of such stochastic processes is a random
walk, called so because it may be thought of as a simplified model for an
individual walking on a line who at each point of time either takes one step to
the right with probability p or one step to the left with probability (1–p).
Appendix 4 provides a succinct summary the basic principles of probability,
statistics and time–series relevant to the present capital market time series
studies. Because the domain over which this function is defined is a time
interval, and prices move discretely (step from one value to another), this
random function is also known as a discrete time series and securities trading
datasets can thus be classified as discrete multidimensional time series whose
moment-to-moment behaviour is analogous to geometric Brownian motion12.

12

Named in honor of the botanist Robert Brown who in 1827 studied the movement of
pollen in water and the movement of airborne dust. Brown did not explain the origin of
the motion. A Geometric Brownian motion is a stochastic process that is used to model
processes that can never take on negative values, which is a characteristic of securities
prices. The best-known stochastic process is the Wiener process, which is used for
modeling Brownian motion and other diffusion processes. See Appendix A5.2 for more
detail. It is widely applied in financial mathematics to model the evolution of security
prices, including the ubiquitous Black-Scholes equations for continuous options pricing.
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In 1900, Louis Bachelier13, using methods that had been created for analysing
gambling, conjectured that price fluctuations in day–to–day exchange–traded
securities were independent random variables (Bachelier 1900). He provided
little empirical evidence to support the assumption, yet his work, which also
included techniques for analysing the value of government bonds and
displaying options-related strategies, is today considered seminal14. Edgar
Peters mirrors most writers when he says Bachelier’s “thesis was
revolutionary, but largely ignored and forgotten” (Peters 1991: 15). It was
Albert Einstein's independent description that brought the solution for
Brownian motion to the attention of physicists. (Einstein 1905).
The unexpected crashes of stock markets in 1929, and the depression
that followed, stimulated mathematicians to attempt a better understanding
of market action through statistical analysis. Paul Cootner published an
anthology of quantitative analysis (1962) that became the basis for what is
known as the Efficient Market Hypothesis, which Eugene Fama later
formalised (1965). Simply stated, the Efficient Market Hypothesis assumes
that the market price of a trading security reflects all that is known about it;
the difference in price from one point in time to another, simply reflecting any
new information about the security as it becomes known. After digesting the
new information together with an assessment of the risks involved, the
collective consciousness that is the market finds an equilibrium price. This is
called the random walk version of Efficient Market Hypothesis. A random
walk is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for market efficiency. That is,
whilst market efficiency does not necessarily imply a random walk (it may be
some other process), a random walk does imply market efficiency. Such a
random walk is called Brownian motion. If Bachelier’s conjecture is correct,
as is assumed by the Efficient Market Hypothesis, prices would exhibit no
autocorrelation15 and a statistical analysis would reveal a normallydistributed, or Gaussian, probability density function (PDF)16.

13

14

15

Bachelier was a doctoral student at l’Université de Paris.of the celebrated mathematician
Henri Poincaré.
Unlike shares, whose prices are quoted as the last traded price, irrespective of when that
trade occurred, options pricing is time-dependent so their value evolves continuously,
irrespective of whether there has been a trade or not. So, the price of an option is a
continuous random variable.
Autocorerelation is used frequently in signal processing for analysing time series of
values. Informally, it is a measure of the similarity of ordinate values (such as prices)
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As a result of the discrepancy between this theoretical perspective and
his analysis of the way certain speculative prices, such as those of cotton,
moved, Benoit Mandelbrot became dissatisfied with this simplified model.
Mandelbrot is one of the significant contributors in the field and his technical
monograph summarises a unique and influential perspective built over many
decades (Mandelbrot 1997)17. His investigations showed that real markets
exhibit much larger variability, as well as greater leptokurtosis18 and skewness
than a normal distribution. He realised that the market process could be
better described by a Lévy flight.19
In addition to their distribution, markets also exhibit momentary
autocorrelations (Peinke et al. 2004). Modern econometrics and financial
engineering place considerable import on understanding such phenomena
because the increased likelihood of extreme events, both positive and
negative, indicates greater market volatility than if the markets are normally
distributed, which, in turn, would impact on risk assessment, options pricing
and portfolio theory in general. The principal statistical techniques used in
market analysis and simulation today, use Bayesian partitioning (Bolstad
2004), variable length Markov chains and Monte Carlo simulations
(Bühlmann 2000, Berg 2004) and Generalized Auto-Regressive Conditional
Heteroskedasticity (GARCH) modelling (Engle 1982). There seems nothing
intrinsic in these techniques to limit the application of sonification to them
and preliminary discussions indicated that some researchers in the field are
interested in experimenting with such techniques to assist in the
comprehension of the their abstraction.20

16
17

18
19

20

over two different abscissa intervals (such as time periods). More precisely, it is the crosscorrelation of a signal with itself. Nigam (1983: 53) provides a formal definition.
This and other statistical terms are explained in more detail in Appendix 5.2XX.
Peters (1991) and Sornette (2003) are readable for the mathematically disinclined and
Mandelbrot himself has also co-written a more eclectic historical account that succeeds in
making his own perspectives more widely accessible (Mandelbrot and Hudson 2000).
Fat tails and high peaks. Also called heavy-tailed. See Appendix 3.
Named after the French mathematician Paul Pierre Lévy. If the distribution is ‘heavy
tailed’, the distance from the origin of a random walk would tend to a Lévy skew alphastable distribution. Its four parameters control location, scale skewness and kurtosis and it
is argued that Lévy flights are a more accurate, if still imperfect, model of stock-market
fluctuations. Mandelbrot, a friend and champion of the much-maligned Lévy (Mandelbot
1997:106; 430), proposed it, with α=1.7, to be that which cotton prices follow.
Personal communication with participants in the first Econophysics Colloquium, 14-18
Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering Australian National University
November 2005. http://www.rsphysse.anu.edu.au/econophysics/
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6.5 Previous related sonification studies
The first users of financial market sonification were probably the bucket shop
traders who were reputed to be able to differentiate the sounds of stock codes,
and prices that followed, from the sounds made by the early stock-ticker
machines as they punched recent trading information, telegraphed from an
exchange, into a strip of paper tape (Lefèvre 1923/1994).

6.5.1

Using finance data

Janata and Childs (2004) suggest that Richard Voss may have been the first to
experiment with the sonification of historical financial data: stock prices of the
IBM corporation. This is possible, as Voss and Mandelbrot were research
collaborators in fractal mathematics at IBM’s Thomas J. Watson Research
Center and he played a early seminal role in the visualisation of fractal
structures and in the analysis of the fractal dimensions of music and speech
(Voss and Clarke 1975, 1978).
Finance data was used by Kramer (1994) to demonstrate multivariate
sonification–mapping techniques. This work was later summarized and
published with sound examples (Kramer 1994b). Trading data included the
weekly closing prices from (September 1987–March 1992) of a US stock index,
a commodity futures index, a government T-bond index, the US federal funds
interest rates, and value of the US dollar. Mappings were to pitch, amplitude
and frequency modulation (pulsing and detuning), filter coefficients
(brightness) and onset time (attack). Mapping concepts include redundant
mapping and datum highlighting (beaconing).
Ben-Tal et al. (2002) sonified up to a year’s end-of-day data from two
stocks simultaneously by mapping them to perceptually distinct vowel-like
sounds of about one second duration. A single trading day was represented
as a single sound burst. The closing price for the day was mapped to the
centre frequency, and the volume of trade to the bandwidth. These values
were scaled such that the parameters for the last day of trade in each period
corresponded to a reference vowel. Closing price was mapped to the number
of sound bursts and volume to duration. They informally observed that they
could categorise high volume, high price trading days as loud, dense sounds,
while low volume, low price days were heard as pulsed rhythmic sounds.
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Brewster and Murray (2000) tested the idea that traders could use
sounds instead of line-graphs to keep track of stock trends when they are
away from the trading floor. Using personal digital assistants with limited
screen space over a wireless network, one month of (presumably intraday)
price data for a single share was mapped to pitch via MIDI note numbers.
Participants, all students whose previous trading experience was unreported,
were required to try to make a profit by buying and selling shares while
monitoring price movement with either line or sound graphs. Profits or losses
were apparently gross, as trade transaction costs appear not to have been
factored into the calculations. The experimental results showed no difference
in performance between the two modes, but participants reported a
significant decrease in workload when they used the sonification, as it
enabled them to monitor the price aurally while simultaneously using the
visual display to execute trades.
Nesbitt and Barrass (2000) also undertook a multi–modal sonification
and visualisation study of market depth, to test whether subjects could
predict the direction of the next trade. They used real data from a single
security’s order book. The visualisation used a landscape metaphor in which
bid and ask orders (to buy and sell), were ‘banked’ on either side of a river,
the width of which thus represented the size of price gap between the highest
bid and the lowest ask, known as the ‘bid-ask spread’. A wider river implied
slower flow (fewer trades) and so on. The sonification employed the
metaphor of an open-outcry market. A sampled male ‘buy’ and a female ‘sell’
voice displaying a discretely partitioned dataset (price, volume, pricedivergence) was mapped into a discretely partitioned three-dimensional
‘importance space’ (pitch, loudness, stereo-location). This experimental design
illustrates how sonification can be used to assist the apprehension of data
segmentation such as where the trajectory of a parameter under focus
changes.
Janata and Childs (2004) developed Marketbuzz as an add-on to
conventional trader’s terminals, such as those by Bloomberg, for the
sonification of real-time financial data. They used it to evaluate tasks
involving the monitoring of changes in the direction of real-time price
movements, with and without auditory or visual displays. A significant
increase in accuracy using auditory displays was reported, especially when
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traders were visually distracted by a simultaneous diversionary “numbermatching” task. Childs is possibly the most experienced researcher in the
application of sonification to monitoring real, rather than simulated, markets
as exemplified in his highlighting of significant price movements relative to
opening price, as well as of the continually changing features of Stock Options
(Childs 2005).
Mezrich, Frysinger, and Slivjanovski (1984) developed a dynamic
representation, employing both auditory and visual components, for
redundantly displaying multiple multivariate time-series. Each variable was
represented by a particular timbre. The values of the variable were mapped to
pitch. The analyst could focus on a subset of the data by interactively
brightening or muting individual variables and could play the data both
forwards and backwards. Subsets of the data could be saved and juxtaposed
next to each other in order to compare areas where the data might be similar.
In almost all cases, the sonified data performed as well as or better than the
static displays.
Simulated price and volume for a single stock were sonified in an
experiment on the orthogonality of a multivariate mapping (Neuhoff, Kramer
and Wayand 2000). Price was mapped to frequency and volume to amplitude.
The experimental task was to judge the price and volume from the sound.
Results showed that dimensional changes interacted, creating asymmetrical
perceptual distortions of the data set. The researchers admitted, however, that
their results were limited because “[t]rue market conditions produce price
and volume interactions that are not as regular as the stimuli presented…”.
Nevertheless, they reiterate a common theme of all researchers using
parameter-mapping techniques; that great care is needed when using lower
level acoustic dimensions to represent multidimensional data. Simulated
stock data have also been used by others to study participant perceptions of
data density, the number of trend reversals and point estimation (Smith and
Walker 2005, Walker and Nees 2005, Nees and Walker 2007, 2008). While
these studies are of interest from generic parameter-mapping and audiograph perspectives, it is not clear that there is anything in the findings specific
to financial data, as, unless it is generated using advanced techniques such as
those discussed in the following sections, fictional data is unlikely to exhibit
the same structural characteristics as real financial time series data. Research
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focused on the comprehensibility of auditory graphs using acoustic
parameter-mapping techniques, was critically reviewed by John Flowers
(2005).
Two other types of sonifications of securities data demonstrate different
motivations. The first is sMax, a toolkit for the auditory display of parallel
internet-distributed stock-market data for a musical installation Ciardi 1994).
sMax uses a set of Java and Max modules to enable the mapping and
monitoring of real time stock market information into recognizable musical
timbres and patterns. The second is a rendering of dynamic data specifically
for peripheral auditory monitoring of anaesthetised hospital patients. The
system reads and parses simulated real-time stock market data that it
processes through various gates and limiters to produce a changing
soundscape of complementary ecological sounds (Mauney and Walker 2004).

6.5.2

Audification

In the 1990s Steven Frysinger experimented with playing back market price
data directly as a sound waveform. He reported that he found the results
difficult to interpret, probably because the stock market does not follow
physical-acoustic resonance laws resulting in natural or ‘ecological’ sounds
that can be understood from everyday listening experience (Frysinger 1990,
2005). There appears to be no further reports of security data audification
prior to the work reported in this chapter. Chris Hayward also suggested that
another reason audification fails for arbitrary data such as stock market
figures or daily temperatures is the amount of data required, even at low
sampling rates, to make a sound with a duration long enough to reveal
valuable information to the listener (Hayward 1994).
In summarising previous work on seismic audification, Hayward
reported both Speeth’s original experiment on discriminating the seismic
sounds of earthquakes from atomic explosions and Frantti’s repeat of it with a
larger number of participants with less training and data from diverse
locations. Frantti found a lower average accuracy and a wider variance in
participant performance, which was also critically affected by the
audification’s time-compression ratio and the number of repeat audits.
Neither study used trained seismologists, nor did participants have any
interactive control (Speeth 1961, Frantti and Leverault 1965, Hayward 2002).
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Concentrating on single wavelet and quantitative questions, Hayward
indicated a number of solutions to the difficulties encountered as well as
some strategic extensions to planetary seismology in general. Florian
Dombois (2001) reported that he could hear seismological station-specific
characteristics his time-compressed audifications. He informally found that,
over time, overall information of a dynamic state was better comprehended
with audification, whereas visualization was more effective when a detailed
analysis of a single wavelet was required. He developed a unified acceleration
method to make records taken under different meteorological and seismic
conditions more compatible and in a later report on the state of research in
auditory seismology, documented several other investigations in the field in
the 1990s and much earlier (Dombois 2002a, Dombois 2002b). He reported an
increase in interest among seismologists; this is also evidenced by the recent
reporting in the popular media of the audification of stellar seismology (Gosh
2008).
Using data from a helicopter flight recorder, Pauletto and Hunt (2005)
showed that audification can be used as an equally effective alternative to
spectrograms for the discernment of complex time-series data attributes such
as noise, repetitive elements, regular oscillations, discontinuities, and signal
power. However, another empirical experiment found that the use of
audification to represent data related to the rubbing of knee-joint surfaces was
less effective at showing the difference between normal and abnormal signals
than other sonification techniques (Rangayyan et al. 2001).

6.5.3

Sonification of stochastic functions

Aside from their use in algorithmic music composition, which will be
discussed briefly at the end of the chapter, stochastic functions have received
little attention in sonification research. Perhaps the first was a study of the use
of parameter-mapping and physical model sonification in a series of
experiments in monitoring the performance of Markov chain Monte-Carlo
simulations for generating statistical data from higher dimensional
probability density functions (Hermann, Hansen and Ritter 2001). The
inclusion of some sound-generating tools in the statistical package R has the
potential to generate wider interest. The authors reference the previously
mentioned paper and also exemplify its use in tuning a parameter in the
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Hybrid Monte-Carlo algorithm (Heymann and Handsen 2002).

Informal

auditing of a technique to sonify, using amplitude modulation, crosscorrelations in irregularly spiking sequences that resemble a Poisson process
led to the postulation that the use of sonification for time series analysis is
superior to visualisation in cases where the intrinsic non-stationarity of an
experiment cannot be ruled out (Baier et al. 2005). Using audification, a
differentiation study of the perceptualisation of some statistical properties of
time series data generated using a Lévy skew alpha-stable distribution whose
four parameters control location, scale skewness and kurtosis21 found
evidence that kurtosis correlates with roughness or sharpness of which
participants were able to distinguish differences (Frauenberger, de Campo
and Eckel 2007). Time–series data were generated by shaping a uniform
distribution (white noise) with a cumulative probability density function, in a
manner similar to that used by Xenakis in his ST series of compositions
(Xenakis 1971: 136-143). This research found there to be no evidence that
skewness in their data was perceivable, which provides empirical support for
the initial findings (Worrall 2004) of the experiments outlined below.

6.6 Experiments: Audification of security returns
This experiment sought to (a) discover a way to directly audify a capital
market trading dataset that preserved its autocorrelation characteristics22 and
(b) ascertain whether such a dataset can be aurally discriminated from an
audification of a statistically equivalent uncorrelated dataset and from a
known, stochastically generated time series. The null hypothesis in each case
was that no distinction could reliably be made between the audifications.
Trading data is most frequently plotted ordinate–price against abscissa–time,
as illustrated in Figure 6.3, which clearly does not oscillate around. The task
is thus to generate a new dataset that does oscillate in such a way as to
preserve the information content, that is, the data relations, required.

21

22

This function is used in the analysis of critical behaviour and in modelling self-similarity
in financial data.
Autocorrelation is also called cross-correlation. A statistical analysis of time series data is
concerned with the distribution of values without taking into account their sequence in
time. Changing the sequence of values in a time series, known as decorrelation,
completely destroys the frequency information while keeping the statistical properties
invariant. See Appendix 3 for a longer explanation.
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6.6.1

The XAO dataset

The dataset chosen is twenty-two years (21April 1986 to 18 April 2008) of the
daily closing price of All Ordinaries Index (ticker XAO) of the Australian
Securities Exchange (ASX). It is comprised of 5725 datapoints23 and shown
plotted in Figure 6.3. The first task was to is to find a way to overcome the
non-resonance problem, as discussed in Hayward (1994) and referred to
earlier in §6.5.2; one that transforms it to be suitably oscillatory while
preserving the correlational integrity of the dataset. An equivalent problem is
to be found in quantitative analysis, as observed by computer scientist
Stephen Skiena (1994):
The price of an asset as a function of time is perhaps the most natural financial
time series, but it is not the best way to manipulate the data mathematically. The
price of any reasonable asset will increase exponentially with time, but most of our
mathematical tools (e.g. correlation, regression) work most naturally with linear
functions. The mean value of an exponentially increasing time series has no
obvious meaning. The derivative of an exponential function is exponential, so
day-to-day changes in price have the same unfortunate properties.

The method chosen was to convert the data to market returns. For an asset
whose price changed from pt at time t to pt +! t at time t + ! t , the simple linear
return Rlin is defined as

Rlin = pt +! t " pt

Because prices tend to move exponentially over longer timeframes time,
that is, in percentage terms, a better measure than Rlin is the ratio of
successive price differences to the initial prices. These ratios are known as net
linear returns (Sornette 2003:36):

Rnet =

pt +! t " pt
pt

Figure 6.4 is a plot of net returns of the XAO dataset, generated using the code
in Appendix 6.1. The insert is of the first 500 samples, as in the insert in
Figure 6.3. Table 6.1 summarises the statistical properties of these returns,
clearly showing that they are not normally distributed. The single largest Net
Return, clearly visible in and Figure 6.4 was on 20 October 1987 (“black”
Tuesday), the largest one-day percentage decline in stock market history.24
The difference between this largest minimum and the second-largest
23

24

The XAO is the broad Australian market indicator, a composite of the 500 largest
companies, weighted by capitalisation, which are listed on the exchange. Contextual
details are available at http://www.asx.com.au/research/indices/description.htm
See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Monday_(1987)
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minimum is 62% of the total returns space. This is clearly illustrated in the
histogram of Figure 6.5, which illustrates the frequency of net returns; the
single minimum and second-largest minimum are circled but barely visible.

Figure 6.3. Graph of 22 years of XAO datapoints. The detail is of the 1st 2 years. 25

Figure 6.4. A plot of XAO net returns.

#samples

min sample

max sample

arith. mean

variance

skewness

kurtosis

5725

-0.333204213

0.058862074

2.174884e04

9.568588e-05

-7.6491182

241.72988

Table 6.1. Statistics for XAO net returns.

25

All plots are produced from within SoniPy using matplotlib. Code can be found in
Appendix 4.
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Figure 6.5. A histogram of net returns that illustrates the proportion of the dataspace
allocated to a single negative outlier.

As the use of the audification technique in this context is to aurally compare
this dataset with an uncorrelated dataset with the same statistical
characteristics, moving a single sample will not only not invalidate the
experiment but enhance the perceptibility, because it will make fuller use of
the audio amplitude space and thus improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
So, despite its anecdotal interest, an ‘audacious’ clipping the largest
minimum sample to that of the second-largest minimum, was performed and
the resulting returns plotted in Figure 6.6 and the resulting histogram is show
in Figure 6.7, which illustrates both the skewness and kurtosis of the dataset,
when compared to a normal distribution. The size of the sample-bins of this
histogram is kept constant those to those of the Figure 6.5 histogram by
decreasing the number of bins. Of interest is the asymmetry of the outliers (the
data at the extremities): there are more of the negative variety than positive,
and negative ones exist further from the mean; even more so when
considering this is the clipped dataset. Audio Example 1 is the direct
audification of the clipped dataset.
For comparison, the net returns are decorrelated (by randomsing the
time order of the samples). Figure 6.8 shows the plots of both the correlated
and decorrelated datasets. A number of features are visually apparent. Both
have long tails but they appear more evenly distributed throughout the
decorrelated dataset, contributing to its more chaotic visual appearance,
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whilst the correlated dataset appears to have periods of increasing
(trapezoid), low (circle), and ramped (diamond) volatility.

Figure 6.6 Plot of XAO net returns, clipped so as to be suitable for audification.

Figure 6.7. Histogram of the clipped net returns with a simulated normal
distribution with the same standard deviation and number of datum is overlayed for
comparison.

Figure 6.8. A plot of the correlated (top) and decorrelated net returns.
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6.6.2

Experiment 1

In order to test whether the raw and decorrelated data sets could be
distinguished aurally, a number of chunks of audio were prepared with the
same number of samples as the Net Returns:
A. Uniformly distributed

B.

Normally

C. Decorrelated Net Returns

D. Net Returns

distributed

(Gaussian)

Audio 6.1 A sequence of four differently formed chunks of audio noises repeated
four times for evaluative comparison.

These can be heard four times at a sample rate of 8 kHz (in the order A-B-CD) in AudioExample01. Each audio chunk is approx. 0.7 seconds duration.
There is a one-second gap between each chunk and a three-second gap
between repeats. The following informal observations can be made:
• The uniformly distributed noise (A) is clearly distinguishable from the
Gaussian (B). This distinction is unsurprising: it is that between white
and band-limited noise in electronic music parlance. As would be
expected, the uniformly random noise sounds “brighter” because of the
comparatively greater prevalence of higher frequencies.
• The raw and decorrelated returns (D and C) are clearly distinguishable
from A and B: Qualitatively, they sound rougher or grainier, and they
have less evenly distributed spectral energy than A or B. This can be
interpreted as a result of the increase kurtosis, as reported earlier
(Frauenberger de Campo and Eckel 2007).
• The use of an 8 kHz sampling rate was used after some initial
experimentation with phigher and lower values. There appears to be an
optimalisation compromise between longer duration and higher
frequencies.

6.6.3

Experiment 2

A second experiment was conducted to ascertain whether or not the raw and
decorrelated chunks could be aurally distinguished from each other. Another
differently decorrelated returns (E) was generated in the same manner
described for C, above, and three files were prepared with the following
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sequences in which the original raw returns (D) was placed in first second
and third place respectively:
File 1. D-C-E

File 2. C-D-E

File 3. C-E-D

Audio 6.2 Three sequences each of three audio chunks, two of which (C & E) are
decorrelated versions of the Net Returns (D).

These files can be found on the accompanying CD as AudioExamples02–04.
The listening task, on random presentation of these audio files, was to
determine, in each case, which of the three chunks sounded different from the
other two. This was found to be (informally) possible, though a harder task
than that of Experiment 1, and more dependent on a narrower band of
sampling rates. Above 8kHz the characteristics described earlier seem to
disappear. Below 3-4kHz the roughness created by the individuation of largevalued samples meant that the principal means of identifying the raw returns
was probably more by its invariance across all chunk presentations than by
direct chunk comparison. Between 4 kHz and 8 kHz sampling rate, a distinct,
though subtle, amplitude modulation is observable in the raw returns that
seems not to be present in the decorrelated ones.

6.6.4

Experiments 1 and 2: observations

The observation of amplitude modulation in the raw Returns in Experiment 2
suggests an empirical study to isolate the determining factors might be useful.
This would require the preparation of additional, unrelated, raw returns
datasets of the same sample size. In these experiments, sample rates were
chosen heuristically as no other method for determining them was known.
Yet the choice clearly influences the perceptibility of pattern, as was also
observed by Dombois in his seismic audification studies (2002b).
It appears that the simple technique of using Net Returns is correlationpreserving and that this correlation is aurally perceivable, so it may be
possible to apply the same technique to other similarly-structured time-series
datasets. An interesting extension study would be the application of the
technique to the functional simulations of financial-market-like time-series, an
active field of econometric investigation in which large datasets can be
generated when needed.
The effect of the size of the dataset also needs to be isolated, as, whether
or not higher sampling rates on larger datasets reveal more or other
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distinguishing features is currently not known. Although the directness of
audification makes it appealing as a technique, more might be gained through
the use of other less ‘data hungry’ techniques, in consideration of which
Mapping Experiments 3 and 4 and 5 were designed using the datasets of
Experiment 1.

6.7 Experiment: Homomorphic mapping sonification
This experiment was designed to test a simple proposition: That the four
datasets of Experiment 1 could be identified as distinct datasets under
homomorphic mapping into pitch-time auditory space. The four datasets are
A. Uniformly distributed dataset B. Normal (Gaussian) distributed dataset
C. The set of XAO Net Returns

D. The set decorrelated XAO Net Returns

A homomorphic mapping is one in which the changes in a dimension of
the auditory space track changes in a variable in the dataset, with only as few
mediating translations as are necessary for comprehension (Kramer 2004b:
26), and was discussed more fully in chapter 2. In this experiment, time in the
dataset was mapped to time in the auditory display and sample value was
mapped to pitch deviation (both positive and negative) from a centre
frequency. A csound instrument, illustrated in Figure 6.9, was constructed to
produce this mapping.
Structurally, this is a basic frequency modulation instrument in which an
ADSR26 for controlling modulation index is replaced by a sample buffer of the
AIFF samples. These samples, which can be read directly from an audio file,
are used sequentially to control the frequency deviation from a user-defined
centre ‘reference’ carrier frequency. Figure 6.10 shows a MacCsound
controller interface to this sample modulator. It provides a flexible means for
heuristically adjusting the dimensional mappings. The setting shown is for
frequency-modulating a 440Hz tone over a range of four octaves at the rate of
480 modulations per minute from the Net Returns distribution. Code 6.1
shows the csound implementation. Full implementation tools are available on
the accompanying disk in the Experiment3 folder.

26

Computer music parlance: An ADSR is an Attach-Delay-Sustain-Release envelope
shaper, a common tool for controlling the amplitude evolution of computed sounds.
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Figure 6.9. A graphic illustration of the csound instrument used for the
homomorphic mappings experiments.

Figure 6.10. User interface of the sampling FM instrument.
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; ----------------------- SAMPLING FREQUENCY-MODULATION INSTRUMENT --------; For reading audiofile into table so samples can be used as Freq Modulators
sr
= 44100
kr
= 4410
ksmps
= 10
ga1 init 0
; init a global audio receiver/mixer
instr 1 ; ---------------------- INSTRUMENT 1 ---------------------------;
----------- controller inputs ---------------------------------------kgain
invalue
"gain"
; render time - if possible
kspread
invalue
"spread"
; get pitch spread from slider
kCentreHz invalue
"centreHz"
; centre freq
ktempo
itempo

invalue
"tempo"
= 60/i(ktempo)/2

; get tempo from slider
; get tempo from slider

kNoiseOffset
= 3
; weird listIndex of noisetypes
kNoiseType invalue "noiseType"
; choose which type is rendered
kNoiseTypet
= kNoiseType + kNoiseOffset ; weird indexing
iNoiseType
= 3 + i (kNoiseType)
kNrSamples invalue "nrSamples"
iNrSamples = 2 * i(kNrSamples)
kmixpercent
;

; get Nr samples to render
; Nr samples in the file

invalue "reverb"

; NB is also fed to reverb instr.
; To control OP % of dry signal
--------------------------------------------

----------- FM component
kCount
= 0
;
Create an index into the GEN01 sampleArray to be ++ed accord to tempo.
kcps init 1/(iNrSamples * itempo) ; Nrsamples in the file; 5725
kndx phasor kcps
; kndx=(0-1) norm(sampTable (index))
kCount = kCount +1
; pick new samp every ‘beat’
printks "\nknsx = %f, ", 10, kndx
ktabOP
tab kndx, iNoiseType, 1
kFreq = kCentreHz * powoftwo (kspread/2 * ktabOP/12)
; printks "Count=%6.1f tableVal= %5.3f Freq=%5.3f\n",kCount,1,ktabOP, kFreq
a1 oscili kgain,
kFreq, 1
; Sine: tableValss to FM centreHz.
out a1 * 1-(kmixpercent/100)
; and output the result
ga1 = ga1 + a1
; OP to global buff
endin
instr 2 ; ---------------------- INSTRUMENT 2 ---------------------------;
----------- controller inputs/outputs -------------------------------kgain
invalue "gain"
; gain of FM samples
kgainPcnt invalue "regisGain"
; %FM samp. gain for tick registrats

kregisGain = kgain * kgainPcnt/100
kregisRate
invalue
"regisRate" ; repeat rate of ticks
kspread invalue
"spread"
; get pitch spread in ST
kCentreHz invalue
"centreHz"
; centre freq
outvalue "lowerHz", kCentreHz - powoftwo (kspread/24)
outvalue "upperHz", kCentreHz + powoftwo (kspread/24)
a1 oscil kregisGain, kregisRate,1
; FM kCentrHz by set amount
a1 oscili a1,
kCentreHz, 1
; A sine, using centreHz.
endin
instr 99 ;
--------- INSTRUMENT 99 -- REVER B--------------------kreverbtime invalue
"reverbTime"
kmixpercent invalue
"reverb"
a3 reverb ga1, kreverbtime
; reverberate whatever is in ga1
out a3 * (kmixpercent/100)
; and output the result
ga1 = 0
; empty receiver for next pass
endin
Code 6.1 The csound instrument used to implement sampling frequency modulation
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With this controller, it is possible to dynamically adjust the pitch spread and
centre frequency during audition. In addition to the sample modulator, the
sonification also uses has a simple audio ‘tick’ registration tone generator that
acts as an auditory reminder of the upper, lower and central limits of the
current render. Both its frequency-of-occurrence (secsBtwn) and relative
loudness (%gain) are adjustable.
AudioExamples05–09

provide

various

sonic

realisations

of

the

homomorphic mappings of the Net Returns samples generated for
Experiments 1 and 2:
A. Uniformly distributed dataset
C. The set of XAO Net Returns

B. Normally distributed dataset
D. The set of decorrelated C.

For consistency, all are rendered with the settings illustrated in Figure 6.10:
• AudioExample05 is a series of twenty-second ‘snapshots’ of each of the
four sample sets A, B C and D.
• AudioExample06 is of A.
• AudioExample07 is of B
• AudioExample08 is of C.
• AudioExample09 is of D.
Audio 6.3 Audio examples of four audifications: uniform, normal, net returns and
decorrelated net returns.

6.7.1

Experiment 3: observations

The following characteristics appear invariant under both translation
(transposition) and linear scaling of the gamut if the standard psychophysical
non-linearities, such as Fletcher-Munson equal loudness contours (Cook 1999)
are allowed for:
•

The difference between A, and B is easily noticeable, at least to a musically
trained listener, as it was in the audification experiments, discussed
earlier.

•

The homomorphic mapping of A can be observed to be evenly spread
across the pitch gamut, while the Normal distribution B can be observed
to be more closely clustered around the centre of the gamut, the mean.

•

C and D are noticeably different to A and B. Whilst both C and D appear
to have short trending auto-correlative sequences, those of C (the net
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returns) appear more consistently and when they do they appear to last
for longer periods of time.
An attempt to ‘enhance’ the homomorphic mappings by smoothing the
sample transitions using bandpass filtering and reverberation, added noisy
artifacts that were distracting, not enhancing. This had been anticipated on the
basis that such signal processors are designed for inputs with complex
spectra, not simple sine-tone modulated signals, but it was useful to confirm
that the ‘starkness’ of the carrier sine-tone with acoustic transients created by
the transitions between the modulating data samples, created a superior
sonification with less perceptual dissonance, than the results of using of a
complex timbre, as a conventional musical aesthetic might suggest.

6.8 Experiment: Parameter mapping of intra-day data
The opportunity to work with intraday data trading engine data was afforded
by an exploratory project with the Capital Markets Cooperative Research
Centre27, a private-sector/university partnership, through a formal agreement
between the parties. The CMCRC had had some prior experience of a
dynamic visualisation of intra-day trading engine data, which they reported
their clients had found attractive as a foyer exhibit. Their initial noncommittal position regarding the potential usefulness of sonification was
qualified by their appreciation of the possible application for the visually
challenged, so they were intrigued enough to fund a pilot study. They were
not, at least initially, inclined to engage on a specific collaborative task28, so a
broad question was agreed to, namely:
Can the sonification of data from the capital markets provide data domain
experts and others with insights into activity in these markets not afforded by
other display techniques?

6.8.1

The complete dataset

The complete dataset contains one financial quarter of a time-sequenced
trading engine log of a generic market: approximately 5 Gigabytes of ASCII
characters, in flat–file format. Structurally, this dataset is a multiplexion of all
the on–market TRADEs with the incremental adjustments to the orderbooks
of approximately 3000 trading instruments. It had to be extensively cleaned
27
28

http://www.cmcrc.com/
This appears to not be an unusual scenario.
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before being statistically analysable in preparation for sonification. While the
task was very time-consuming and laborious, it was essential to achieving a
workable database. It also provided something of an opportunity to get to
know the data itself before attempting to sonify it, the importance of which
was discussed earlier (§5.2). Appendix 5 outlines the resultant dataset’s
Metadata Specification.
The data cleaning method was to iteratively develop and modify a series
of

active

filters

built

around

Python’s regular

expression-matching

capabilities, until one day’s data parsed correctly. Most of the data from other
days then required only minor adjustments to the filters; however, another
day’s data was particularly corrupt, and required extensive ‘personal’
attention. The final filter code is listed in Appendix 6.2. It does not reveal
process used to arrive at it, nor the superiority of an interpreted rather than
compiled language for undertaking such incremental fastidiousness.
Some of the limitations imposed to make the dataset generic ruled out
certain types of internal comparisons, such as day–of–week, GICS29 market
sector or index membership, meaning that it was not possible to group these
securities by other than by abstracted statistical characteristics such as value
and frequency of trades.

6.9 Experiment 4: Information Sonification: $value at
Time30
The aim of Experiment 4 was to provide a means by which a musically-naïve
listener31 could aurally observe something of the nature and extent of the way
value, measured in monetary terms, changed ownership during a trading
day. There is no simple relationship between the traded price of an individual
unit of a security and that of an individual unit of another security32.
However, one way to meaningfully compare securities being traded is by
comparing the monetary value of trades ($value hereafter). To effect this

29
30

31
32

Global Industry Classification Standard. See Footnote 5.
Experiment 4, as reported here, was preceded by a trial of mapping each <securityID>’s
trades at each moment into a 2D (frequency, amplitude) that then became a component of
the overall spectrum for that moment in time.
That is, to use sound relationships which do not require musical training to identify.
Because the actual $price is related to the number units of a security a company has on
issue, not to the value of each of such units.
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sonification, intraday TRADE33 data was adapted to a model of $value; that is,
one that reflects the relative importance of trades involving various amounts
of a finite resource (money). Without wishing to overstress the point, the task
is thus of the sonification of (human-valued) information.
The sonification task
To sequentially sonify the total $value of all TRADES
at each second in the trading day.
Perceptually, the size of an object is habitually related to its mass, as
evidenced by the surprise when picking up a large piece of pumice.
Portentous objects and events in the natural world are more usually
associated with lower-pitched, less frequent sounds. For example, there
appears to be many more small birds than large ones, and so on.34. A basic
statistical analysis of the TRADE data reveals proportionally fewer high-$value
trades than low-$value trades, indicating that $value is in line with the
principles outlined, as symbolically illustrated in Figure 6.11.
Similarly, there appears to be an inverse relationship between the
duration of an event type and its frequency (of occurrence). When compared to
smaller events, larger events in the same domain occur less often and last for
a longer period of time than smaller ones: the snap of a twig is more frequent
and shorter than the crash of a tree, the scurry of mice more frequent than a
stampede of elephants etc. So, when sonifying larger $valued trades at lower
frequencies, it is necessary to increase their relative duration, comparatively.
These generalised relationships are also in evidence in the evolution of
the

logarithmic

‘mappings’

between

psychophysical,

physical

and

psychological phenomena. For example, it takes longer for the pitch of sound
in the range of 30–50 Hz to be determined than it does for a pitch in the 300–
500 Hz range. A similar psychological relationship can be observed in
changes in perceived financial value; accounting for why $value is measured
in the percentage gain or loss rather than in absolute amounts. This
exponential relationship is also in evidence in the distribution of $value
between securities in the market as a whole, as illustrated in Figure 6.12.
33

34

Capitalised words are Order Types and words enclosed with < and > are Order Type
Fields as defined in the Metadata specification for the CM generic dataset.
For an expanded description of these phenomena as they relate to film, see Branigan
(1989).
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smaller

¢¢

objects

$value

larger

$$

higher

pitch

lower

Figure 6.11. Symbolic representation of the relationship between size, value and
pitch

less

more
number of trades

Figure 6.12. The distribution of $value traded for individual securities in a single
trading day. Shading indicates the number of TRADEs for each security.

So, for the reasons just outlined, in this experiment, a proportional inverse
mapping was applied between sound frequency and the total $value of all
trades at each moment in the trading day. The psychoacoustic mapping as are
illustrated in Figure 6.13 between pitch and duration, and in Figure 6.14,
between a tone’s onset–time and pitch.
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number of events / second (tempo)

pitch

high

low

duration
$value !

1
frequency

the lower the tone,
the longer the tone,
the larger the trade.

Figure 6.13 The principle information mappings $value is inversely–proportional to
pitch and the lower the tone the longer the duration. Notice that the pitch (green
line) is linear, implying and exponential frequency scale.

pitch

amplitude

low

the lower the pitch,
the slower the onset time.
high

duration (msec)

Figure 6.14 A second psychoacoustic adjustment: larger $value trades (lower–
pitched) have slower onset–times in keeping with physical characteristics of
material resonators.

A further psychoacoustic adjustment made was a very basic ‘inverse Fletcher–
Munson curve of equal loudness‘; mapped to counter–balance the known
psychoacoustic phenomena that the centre of the pitch gamut of human
hearing is more amplitude–sensitive than the extremes (Mathews 1999;
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Roederer 1973: 71-82). A more detailed illustration of this relationship is
shown in Figure 6.15, below.

Figure 6.15 Fletcher Munson curves of equal loudness (left) and its inverse. Used for
basic of frequency-dependent adjustment of amplitude to counterbalance this
hearing non-linearity.35=

6.9.1

Data subset and sound rendering

The dataset for Experiment 4 is subset of a single metadata type (TRADE) of
the complete dataset. This subset is used sequentially, day–at–a–time, second–
at–a–time so the data can be extracted from the flat–file format in a single
pass, thus not requiring the need for a separate, more sophisticated,
persistence (database) model. This criterion would not change even if the
technique were to be applied to a buffered real-time data feed. The subset
extraction code is shown in Appendix 6.3.
The csound instrument used to render this new dataset to sound was
designed for straightforward fine adjustment of the acoustic–psychoacoustic
relationships. For the purpose of these experiments no graphical user–
interface was implemented, though the one used in Experiment 2 could be
easily adapted. Code 6.2 shows the shows the instrument itself and the head
of the control (score) file, including the first 30 seconds of data to be rendered.
Loading the instrument with the psychoacoustic adjustment tasks, rather than
using an inflexible renderer and a pre–calculated score, affords rapid iterative
adjustment of an essentially very basic instrument: the emphasis being on
clarity of articulation rather than complexity of timbre.

35

Images From http://www.audioholics.com/education/acoustics-principles/physicstutorial-2-the-physics-of-hearing/ were screen-scraped without permission and adjusted.
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; instrument for playing score made using csnd.py.cSoundScore(adict)
sr = 44100
kr = 4410
ksmps = 10
nchnls = 1
instr 1 ; ----------- simple sine instrument with ADSR -------------ifreq
= 2048
kampScale = 25
; post 1stPB-adjust for max PB amp.
;
val used = EOFoverallAmps=28148.7
p5=p5/4
; post 1stPB, push the freq spect up a M3
kmaxamp = kampScale *(1200 - (1100*p5/ifreq))
; p5 =
frequency
p3
= (p3*0.9) + (0.1*ifreq/p5)
; p3 = dur
idur
= 1/p3
; oscil freq = 1/dur
kenv linseg 0, 0.01,1, P3-.01, 0
; alternate for softer attack use f2=1st 1/2 sine
; kenv
oscil 1, idur, 2
asig oscili kenv, p5, 1
; sine
out asig * kmaxamp
endin
; scorefile for rendering sumVAT001. sums$value@time. made with
sumVAT.py
; choose
;t
0
;t
0
t
0
;t
0
f
1
f
2
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
i
1
e

one tempo (in BPM)
60
; 1 x time compression:
720 ; 12 x time compression:
1800 ; 30 x time compression:
3600 ; 60 x time compression:
0
16384
10
1
0
16384
9
.5
1
0
1.0 1.0
633.431607803
7
1.0 1.0
7874.78575632
8
1.0 1.0
8162.64188795
10
1.0 1.0
8162.64188614
13
1.0 1.0
8075.19729843
16
1.0 1.0
8104.24089335
17
1.0 1.0
8104.24088033
18
1.0 1.0
8162.64187037
19
1.0 1.0
7988.6893679
20
1.0 1.0
8133.38893143
23
1.0 1.0
8046.25763285
24
1.0 1.0
8162.64184986
25
1.0 1.0
8162.64184804
26
1.0 1.0
8133.38890612
27
1.0 1.0
8162.64184414
29
1.0 1.0
8075.19713194

5
5
2
1

sec = 1 scond
sec = 1 minute
sec = 1 minute
sec = 1 minute
; sinw
0 ; ½ sine 4soft envelope

Code 6.2 csound instrument and first 30 seconds of the scorefile for rendering a
$value TRADEs for Experiment 4.
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AudioExamples10, 11 and 12 are each of 30 seconds duration with the same
data (from Market Open) but with different temporal compressions, as
indicated in Audio 6.4. AudioExample13 is a rendering of the entire day’s
TRADEs at a ratio of 1: 60. That is, 1 second represents 1 minute of TRADEs.
• AudioExample10.

30 secs. Compression ratio:

1: 1 (realtime)

• AudioExample11

30 secs. cRatio :

1:12

• AudioExample12

30 secs. cRatio:

1:30

• AudioExample13

Entire Day Compression ratio:

1:60(1 sec=1min)

Audio 6.4 Audio examples of the $value sum of the total market, moment–to–
moment. Durations as time compression ratios are indicated.

6.9.2

Experiment 4: observations

AudioExamples10, 11 and 12 are provided to contextualise AudioExample13,
the rendering of a full day’s data at a 1:60 compression. 1:60 was chosen
because (a) it is under the temporal ‘fission boundary’ for all frequencies of
human hearing (Bregman 1994: 58–73) and (b) it is easy to identify the
temporal occurrence of characteristics by watching a clock: one minute of
audio is equivalent to one hour of trading. A trading day is six hours (10am–
4pm), so one day’s trading data can be listened to in six minutes.36.
Described informationally, AudioExample13 presents a fluctuating,
almost–continuous stream of small $value TRADEs (high frequencies)
interspersed occasionally with those of larger $value. There are five high
$value TRADEs, at the beginning of the day spaced five minutes apart. At the
end, there are two, after a few seconds silence, the first of which is very $value
large.
Each of the five large $value indications occur on Market Open. That is,
the market is sequentially opened for trading in five groups, five minutes
apart.37 The initial TRADEs occurring simultaneously on a group’s opening
are a combination of those TRADEs identified in the orderbooks as Market–
36

37

Such a compression rate is likely to offer a significant advance on the ability to represent
individual datapoints on one screen of a visual display. single screen 6 x 60 x 60 = 21,600
pixels. For a monitor with a horizontal dimension of 12 inch, this translates to the need for
1800 pixels/inch, while the resolution of the eye is approx. 1200.
This ‘orderly open’ approach is to mitigate against the risk of a trading engine crash when
opening in a volatile environment. On the ASX, while an individual security always
belongs to the same group, the order of opening is randomised in an attempt to suppress
the exploitation of this ‘feature’.
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On–Open TRADEs and those that are initiated by brokers’ trading software
‘triggering stops’ in the pre–market–open price–discovery phase.
Following Market Close, a ‘price–determination’ process is initiated in
which the closing prices of all securities are calculated. Of the two large
$value indicators that occur at the end of the day, the first represents the
value of those TRADEs marked as <Market–On–Close>. In addition to the
trades that occur ‘on-market’, brokers are permitted to trade between
themselves without going through the exchange’s trading engine, with the
requirement that such trades must be registered through the engine within a
short period of the market closing. The last $value indication is of the
registration of those off-market trades.
While there was an expectation of an exponentially greater proportion of
lower $value TRADEs than higher, the proportion of low–valued trades
seemed out of proportion even to those expectations. An investigation of the
reasons for this phenomenon initiated Experiment 5.

6.10

Experiment: Sonification of market volatility

An initial attempt was made to simultaneously sonify the TRADE data of
individual securities by using the $value of each security’s TRADE data when
it occurred. This resulted in each TRADE contributing a component frequency
to the overall spectrum comprised of all such TRADEs for that moment in
time38. AudioExample14 presents the results. AudioExample15, applies the
same techniques, except that all trades lower than $2000 value were filtered
out, which accounts for the lower pitch.
• AudioExample14

Entire Day cRatio: 1:60 (1 sec=1min)

• AudioExample15

Entire Day cRatio: 1:60 (filter $value <$2000)

Audio 6.5 Audio examples of the use of simultaneous $value TRADEs to contribute
to the composition of an evolving spectrum.

As for Experiment 4, the results were difficult to interpret, and appeared
unsatisfactory for the same reasons. What was needed was a more detailed
understanding of the structure of an order becoming a TRADE. To undertake
38

These preliminary experiments, as exemplified by AudioExamples 14 and 15, were
actually conducted prior to the commencement of Experiment 4, but they are reported
here as they contributed to the results of Experiment 5.
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the analysis to effect that, the data had to be made accessible in a manner
appropriate for the analysis intended. It was not clear whether or not such
analysis would have to include data other than TRADEs and so it was
decided to store all the records in a single database. The first approach was to
use a relational model39 with a local mySQL server accessed via pySQL, the
Python wrapper API. However process became difficult to manage as search
times were unacceptable. The standard technique for this kind of problem in
relational-database management is to create additional tables of indices (key,
pointers) to reduce the query–response time (Coronel 2000: 89). These
additional tables increase the size of the database as a whole. The technique
was applied progressively in order to optimise the query–time/database–size
configuration, but the model could not deliver query–times low enough to
permit real-time rendering of the 1:60 time compression required. Perhaps,
with continual refinement, a workable solution may have been found but the
relational approach was eventually abandoned and an object-oriented b-tree
structure was adopted, using HDF540 through the pyTables API. Code for
translating the data to HDF5 is listed in Appendix 4.4.
A TRADE order type contains a number of fields41. Using the now more–
easily–accessed data, analysis revealed long sequences of the following
behaviour (in multiple securities simultaneously): Many small–$value
TRADEs were initiated as Market Orders by a single trader through the same
broker, either for accumulating or distributing holdings of security at the BID
or ASK price. A plausible explanation for this pattern is that by so ‘hitting the
bid’ or ‘ask’, these TRADEs remain relatively undetected by all except those
with realtime access to the trading engine data42. When another trader entered
the market ‘significantly’ on the same side, or when the price, or activity in
the orderbook changed significantly, the sequence was often broken,
sometimes to resume, sometimes not. Figure 6.16 graphically illustrates the
39
40

41
42

See Chapter 4 §4.3.2.2 for a discussion of the pro’s and con’s of different database models..
Hierarchical Data Format library version 5, (HDF5) is a versatile, mature scientific
software library designed at NCSA supercomputing facility for the fast, flexible storage of
enormous amounts of data. It provides a robust way to store data, organized by name in a
tree-like fashion. With HDF5, extremely large datasets (hundreds of gigabytes in size) are
organized in a filesystem-like hierarchy using containers called "groups" an accessed
using the traditional POSIX /path/to/resource syntax.
see Appendix 5.3 for a description of the metadata structure of the trading–engine data.
Because, being ‘At Market’ TRADEs they can pass into and out of the order book almost
instantaneously, without significantly shifting the BID or ASK price. An auditory alert
would be an ideal way of drawing attention to such events.
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structure through which the TRADEs were traced in order to arrive at this
explanation. The activity described has the characteristics of computer-based
algorithmic trading; in small amounts, presumably by broking firms that are
not paying for each individual TRADE, in an attempt to avoid detection by
the ‘suppliers’ of the other side of the TRADE; such knowledge in some
situations, being sufficient to trigger a repositioning of their TRADEs in the
market to their better advantage.
TRADING ENGINE

Trading Data
Flow Regulation

<FINIS>
INDIVIDUAL SECURITY DATA
TRADING STATUS
<CONTL>
<FIELD>

COURSE-OF-SALES
<TRADE>

META-TAG FILTER
<CONTL>
<FIELD>

ORDER-BOOK
ACTIVE

HISTORICAL

<ENTER>
<DELET>
<AMEND>
<CANTR>
<OFFTR>

<ENTER>
<DELET>
<AMEND>
<CANTR>
<OFFTR>

<ENTER>
<DELET>
<AMEND>
<CANTR>
<OFFTR>

<TRADE>

BID

BID

ASK

ASK

Figure 6.16 A graphic illustration of part of the HDF5 file structure used to trace the
movent ot TRADE orders.

In order to provide a better representation of the way prices were fluctuating
this small TRADE ‘dispersion’ characteristic of the dataset needed to be
contained, or managed–whether or not the explanation just given is accurate
or not, so an accumulation filter was applied, as follows. All trades in a
security at the same price were accumulated in a buffer and the accumulated
$value was sonified only when the price changed. Thus, this sonification
became, in effect a monitor of market volatility: If the price of a security didn’t
change, it would not be sonified. It was necessary to implement inter–day
buffers to accommodate this type of situation. Figure 6.17 graphically
illustrates this process.
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+/
Figure 6.17 A graphic representation of the filter applied to TRADE data for the
Experiment 5 sonifications. $value TRADEs in a security are accumulated until the
price changes, at which point the accumulated value is sonified. On the LHS, The
dark-green circles represent trades sonified without accumulation because price has
changed beforehand. The smaller light-green circles represent TRADEs that are
accumulating (+/). The RHS illustrates the overall result.

In order to demonstrate distribution of $value of ‘Trades’43 in using the
accumulation

technique

just

outlines,

AudioExample16,

17

and

18

demonstrate the rendered results, with various setting of the filter. Figure 6.18
is a graphic representation of the relationship between them, including that
the pitch gamut of AudioExamples17 and 18 are adjusted to be the same as
AudioExample16, thus enabling a direct comparison of the distribution of
$value in each of the ranges.
• AudioExample16 All trades (No filter)(full day)

cRatio: 1:60

• AudioExample17 All trades of $value>$10K (30min)

cRatio: 1:60

• AudioExample18 All trades of $value>$50K (30min

cRatio: 1:60

Audio 6.6 Three examples of cumulative TRADE data, with $value filters, as shown.

>$10K

$ALL

>$50K

$1
0K

Figure 6.18 A graphic representation of the filtering of cumulative TRADEs below
$10K and $50K and rescaling the results to the same pitch gamut before rendering.

43

As the accumulation of TRADEs is not a TRADE , the term ‘Trade’ is used.
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6.10.1

Experiment 5: observations

The opening is clearly audible, though because of the accumulation technique
employed, the five Market On Open events are less pronounced. The middle
of the day clearly has less activity – lunchtime perhaps – and the increased
activity and volatility towards the end of the trading day is quite noticeable,
especially in the last fifteen or twenty minutes of trading. On some days there
are two Market On Close events, as discussed, however on the day presented
in this example, there is only one. There is still a preponderance of smaller–
$value Trades, but they appear more realistically weighted than in the
previous experiments. The volatility of the market can be easily inferred from
this mapping, and overall, the technique seems to work well.

6.11
Experiment: Separation of conflicting
conceptual mappings
One further experiment was undertaken with the cumulative mapping
technique employed in Experiment 5. A sonification event only occurs when
the price changes so, to each event a second pitch was appended to indicate
whether the TRADE that triggered the sonification event was a downward or
upward movement in <price>. The pitch of that tone was made higher when
the <price> increased and lower when it decreased; the size of the interval
between the two tones indicating the extent of the price difference.
AudioExamples 19, 20 and 21 demonstrate the technique.
• AudioExample19

First hour of trading

cRat: 1:60

• AudioExample20

Middle of Day(12h30-13h30)

cRat: 1:60

• AudioExample21

Last hour of trading

cRat: 1:60

Audio 6.7 Three examples of cumulative TRADE data appended be a shift in pitch to
indicate whether the <price> of the following trade had increased or decreased and
to what extent. A higher pitch indicates that the price rose.

6.11.1

Experiment 6: observations

There appears to be no difficulty in cognitively separating the two opposing
mapping paradigms when they are superimposed. Having had the concepts
explained to them, several people were asked informally where or not they
could describe whether a specific event was higher or lower in $value than
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the previous and whether the TRADE following was higher or lower in
pricee. None appeared to have any difficulty in separating the two
paradigms. In fact, when it was pointed out that the two superimposed
conceptual mappings were opposed psychoacoustically, most of those tested
expressed surprise, indicating that they hadn’t noticed.
This informal experiment illustrates that it is possible for superimposed
concepts to be easily separated cognitively even when mapping of the two
paradigms into the same psychoacoustic space is opposed: intention, that is
information, can take precedence over perception and sensation when given
the conditions to do so.

6.12

Summary

A number of techniques were explored in the experiments reported in this
chapter. A new technique for the audification of securities market data by
sonifying net market returns seemed to preserve the autocorrelation in the
data that could be aurally detected. A lack of sufficient data to provide for
extended listening was compensated for by the use of a frequencymodulation

homomorphic

mapping

technique

and

the

apparent

distinctiveness of net returns from related datasets suggests that rigorous
empirical testing of both techniques would be worthwhile.
The opportunity to work with a relatively large high-frequency data set
was useful in testing the application of the SoniPy framework paradigm in the
domain that traditional music composition software is the weakest; namely,
the handling of external multivariate datasets. While the tools and techniques
for handling large multiplexed datasets is not uniquely a sonification
problem, the special skills that it requires need to be acquired for such
sonifications to be possible. These experiments served to emphasise the
flexibility of using an interpreted language when searching for solution rather
than just coding a well-defined algorithm. The extensive collection of data
handling tools SoniPy provided access to worked extremely well, both
individually and in tandem. In fact, the exploratory techniques needed to
clean, and then search and manipulate such a dataset would have been
prohibitively arduous without them.
In the $value experiments, the conceptual mapping techniques
employed using high levels of psychoacoustic redundancy seemed to work
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well, especially those sonifying market volatility. The lack of cognitive
dissonance when two opposing conceptual paradigms were superimposed
was a clear indication of the power of intention, that is, a seeking of
information, over perception and sensation, given conducive conditions.

Chapter 7
EPILOGUE

Hamlet:
Polonius:
Hamlet:
Polonius:
Hamlet:
Polonius:
Hamlet:

Do you see yonder cloud that's almost in shape of a camel?
By th' mass, and 'tis like a camel indeed.
Methinks it is like a weasel.
It is back'd like a weasel.
Or like a whale.
Very like a whale.
… They fool me to the top of my bent…
(Shakespeare: Hamlet Act III, Scene 2).

7.1 Chapter 2
The whole field of sonification research was reviewed in Chapter 2. Because the
study was not period-limited, keeping pace with a number of developing topics
proved daunting at times, but was mitigated somewhat by their currently being
relatively few avenues of publication; ICAD, Human Factors and HCI being the
principal ones. This has both positive and negative effects. The negative effects are
the tendency for a little ‘inbreeding’, particularly in citations. The positive effects
include that most researchers in the auditory display community have easier access
to a larger body of research in the field than they otherwise might. While it is a sign
of widening community acceptance of the discipline when more papers are accepted
elsewhere, the institution of a Journal, which seems to be on the horizon, will be
welcomed as it seems other journals now consider auditory display as a defined
territory.
The ICAD website, which has recently been upgraded, performed a useful
function in this regard too, although not all the papers that are listed are available.
Papers from ICAD ‘94 are available as PDF format documents, however the contents
are not accessible to search engines as each page within each document is in image
format. A scan and OCR produced enough of a workable copy for personal use but
also revealed that some fine papers have been all but ignored by subsequent
researchers.
An attempt at too-taxonomic a classification of sonification techniques was a
dilemma until it became clear that there is not much to be gained from trying to
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make fine, often somewhat arbitrary distinctions in a field that is so fecund with
possibilities. When reviewing so much material, perhaps it is part of the process to
become as taken with possibilities as astounded by the depth of insight of those who
build the foundations, but that occurred in this instance. There has hardly been a
week pass without a new revelation arising from those two books from 1994: Kramer
et al. and Bregman. Having the opportunity to write a review of the field for a book
was an added stimulus and the sonification literature review for this thesis probably
would not have been as broad otherwise.
In reviewing a number of other theses in the field it became clear that there was
little to be gained by including a cursory overview of the physics or psychophysics
of sound in this thesis. Another was the ability to reference personal material
previously published that covers the topic more fully1. However, the most important
reason was a sense that the discussion needed to move on. While physics or
psychophysics is important from an analytic perspective, for it to be useful for
synthesis it needs to be in the form of inverse filters, such as that for FletcherMunson described in Chapter 6 (§6.9). There is some peripheral work currently
being undertaken in this area (Cabrera Ferguson and Schubert 2007) and it would be
useful if were to be generalised. The concern of this thesis, however, was to look
further forward, to try to find a theoretical basis for the better mental instantiations
of multivariate datasets using sonification.
At the outset it was unclear how to best confine the discussion of sonification in
such a way as to avoid having to deal with those now broad applications of the term
to indicate a ‘datasound’ oriented media arts practice, in which the primary
motivations are socio-cultural. Often such work is not concerned with informational
relations within the data–and is sometimes specifically interested in obscuring it–yet
in some compositions the concern for aural clarity in such matters is important.
Coining a new term, soniculation, was useful in clarifying the different motivations.
In any event, given the importance of (the action of) intent in defining information in
a particular context, as discussed in chapters 3 and 4, the need for a nominal
definition of sonification may be misplaced.

1

http://worrall.avatar.com.au/courses/PPofM/

Epilogue

7.2 Chapter 3
Chapter 3 was a difficult chapter to write, given that it finally covering two–and–a–
half millennia of Western thought. It was as good to become reacquainted with Kant,
as it was to discover the ‘back-story’ of Brentano and his mentors, Husserl, and
Peirce’s less–well–known work in phenomenology. Music’s closest association with
that philosophical movement is through the work of Pierre Schaeffer (1966), which,
despite its importance in the history of Western music in the twentieth century, is
eclectic enough to have resisted being translated from the original French.
So many different threads emanate from or react to Kant, that Mozart of
philosophers, and a constant problem was what to do with those in the nineteenth
and early twentieth century; particularly those influenced by Martin Heidegger and
William James. Goethe, Schopenhauer, Hegel and Deleuze were entertained for a
while, but eventually not included. Much of the literature on consciousness and the
theory of mind that deals with sensation and mental imagery is a ’mind field’ for the
casual reader ‘arriving’ in the middle of a discourse, as finer and finer distinctions
result in new terminologies that are invoked seemingly without a backwards glance.
David Chalmer’s websites are very useful resources in this regard.
It has never been clear whether it is ignorance of arrogance that keeps many
scientists from reading philosophy, but after reading the professionals it is hard to
entertain the clowns, especially those who believe they have discovered a resolution
to the mind/body dualism in the application of systems theory. In any event, the
distinction between data and information, how they function with each other, is now
quite clear; as is the understanding that abstract immanent phenomenal objects of
the type produced in the mind of a listener in response to conventional parameter
mapping sonifications are unlikely to ever work very effectively until embodied in
ways that afford their mundane comprehension with a low cognitive load. In fact it
was only on reading Husserl’s work, in particular, that the Platonism of his aims
become so clear, and the reason why his desire for a theory of pure phenomenal
immanence continually seemed to collapse in that direction. If this inadequacy is a
reality, it is probably dealt with more effectively if it is considered a feature of the
human condition rather than as a ‘bug’, as discussed in the introduction (§1.1.4).
While much of the chapter oscillated back-and-forth as appendices, part of the
introduction and the conclusion, the essential threads eventually became clearer and
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in the end it seems to work. The biggest regret is that there wasn’t the opportunity or
time to pursue the work of Michael Polanyi on tacit knowledge, as mentioned in
Appendix 1. For those who wish to pursue the thread, the Robert Innis’ book (1994)
is a gem.

7.3 Chapter 4
In some ways, Chapter 4 was a questioning of the findings of Chapter 3 as a broad
basis for the principles needed for Chapter 5. In practice, Chapter 4 remained as a
sketch until the other two were almost complete. Currently, most work on
embodiment seems to be being undertaken in the context of artistic performance
that, though interesting, is of limited value for the work of this thesis without any
resulting empirical biomechanical data. Sports science is probably a more
appropriate experimental context, though building models that include untrained
actions as well as those of movement artists seems like a possible path forward,
perhaps collaboratively with animators and the support of the film industry. There
are quite a few possibilities and if this thesis was building on the back of what it
eventually became, that is the direction it would take.

7.4 Chapter 5
The SoniPy chapter and the interim publications that came out of that work was
the result of a lot of detailed, sometimes pleasant, work on the discovery of material
in the public domain that was well documented, easy to install and did what it said
it could. Equally invigorating, but negatively so, was the frustration of being caught
rewriting code that seems to have been placed in the public domain for the express
purpose of claiming credit for the work of others who happen to come across it. The
design of some reasonably rigid selection criteria soon followed! There are good
reasons why Python has become such a popular language in which to think. It is
elegant and powerful and very well supported. To go back to a specialist computer
music language after experiencing the breadth and depth of the tools that are
available for the asking is not even worth entertaining.
SoniPy is clearly not a completed software application, nor even a mature
toolkit. How quickly, and if, it moves past the current ‘proof–of–concept’ stage will
depend on community response, of which there has been some. From a research
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perspective, there is a clear need for the seamless integration of a controlled
experimental environment for empirical testing, including the addition of tools for
Internet–based experiments. The components are there, they just need to be
integrated.

7.5 Chapter 6
The early experiments in sonifying securities data and the discovery of the simplicity
of the discovery of the Net Returns approach to transforming the data into an
oscillation was a positive beginning. It may be a point of conjecture how often one
human being can listen to countless 600 millisecond examples of various types of
noise before insanity sets in, but to some, such as this writer, it never ceased to be
enthralling! It was surprising to find so little work has been undertaken to
empirically test the differentiability of sonified stochastic functions, despite them
having been used so extensively in the computer music community.
If the ‘joy of Python’ was ever going to be tested, it was during the weeks spent
using it to clean the high-frequency trading engine data. Both parties survived,
however, and the tools developed for mySQL and HDF5 databases permitted
searching that would have been extremely difficult using a contiguous flat-file
format. In the beginning, it was a mystery why the $value sonifications were so
heavily loaded towards small trades. Tracing the probable cause and developing
and implementing a sonification scenario that soniculated the volatility model was, in
the end, quite successful and satisfying.
From the beginning of work for this thesis, a decision was made to keep the
sound synthesis models as simple as possible. Perhaps it is perverse, but the
structures always appear more lucid that way. And partly as a result, it is clearer
now than ever before that the way forward for producing more powerful
multivariate sonifications is likely to lie in the incorporation, along with better
psychoacoustic models, of subtle queues to an embodied mind; perhaps through
coherently resonant physical simulations that afford attention, or perhaps through
models that modulate the vestibules and proprioceptive centres of the body, but it is
unlikely to be through the application of more synthetic reverberation to
disembodied multidimensional sample-realised abstractions. Some well-formed
synthetic physical models of musical instruments do exist, however it was not clear
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at this stage whether they will be adequate without the inclusion of their other
halves–their players. There are many examples of timbrally-challenged synthetic
resonators that seem to function perfectly adequately for Gebrauchsmusik and if the
postulation that embodiment is to be an important and workable design feature of
sonifications in the future, it seems unlikely that it will matter whether or not they
will succeed simply as beautiful resonators.
The floating ephemeral nature of immanent objects means that they are
susceptible to being ‘grounded’ by ideologies, and the current Cartesian, timbrefetish orientation of much computer music software will need to embrace a
sophisticated sense of embodiment if it is to be of real use in multivariate data
sonification. It is not too hard to imagine that the necessity that is driving this may,
in turn, be a lasting legacy to music composition.

Appendix 1
KNOWLEDGE: TYPES AND METHODS OF ACQUIRING

A 1.1

Introduction

There is a distinction is made between the terms information and knowledge,
despite them being frequently used to mean the same thing in common
parlance1. Knowledge is considered to be a theoretical or practical understanding
of a subject (AOED); a coherent understanding of a way accepted facts about
the subject relate to each other2, whilst information is used to mean items of
communicable knowledge (ideas). Knowledge is considered to be a theoretical or
practical understanding of a subject (ACOD); a coherent understanding of a way
accepted facts about the subject relate to each other. Accepted facts contribute
to truth, that can be understood, after Fromm (1947: 238), to mean a functional
approximation to reality; itself understood to be relative to an accepted body
of knowledge. Descriptively, the term knowledge implies that its content is
meaningful, ‘acknowledged’, and veridical. Strictly, an individual S knows a
proposition P only if S believes P and P is true. If P is false, S does not know
P, even though S might know that they believe that they know P. However,
Truth is currently acknowledged to have multiple, and developing,
ontologies.
This appendix outlines the major methods of acquiring knowledge. It
does not account for the reasons an individual, or community, or culture use
one method, or mixture of methods, rather than another, in a particular
circumstance. Also, whilst it is not an historical account of the getting of
knowledge, the methods are presented in an order which reflects the
occidental procession from a reliance on authority and revelation as the
principle source, stimulated by occasional revelatory experiences, to
individual discovery that is verifiable by others, whether through intuition or
more formally, through inference.
1

2

Especially in English, where the Anglo-Saxon distinction between witan (‘wit’) and
cnawan (‘to know’) barely survives. The distinction remains, in German, for example,
with wissen, kennen, erkennen and in French, with connaître and savoir. Seen Chapter 3
Footnote 17 which relates ‘wit’ to the Greek eide.
Accepted facts contribute to 'truth' that can be understood, after Fromm (1947: 238), to
mean a functional approximation to reality; itself understood to be relative to an accepted
body of knowledge.
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In an age when many thinkers were still wrestling for intellectual3
independence from the dominance of the church in matter of knowledge,
understanding and wisdom, the eighteenth century philosopher Immanuel
Kant considered understanding to arise rationally:
Understanding may be regarded as a faculty which secures the unity of
appearances by means of rules and reason as being the faculty that secures the
unity of the rules of understanding under principles. Accordingly, reason never
applies itself directly to experience or to any object, but to understanding, in
order to give to the manifold of knowledge of the latter an a priori unity by
means of concepts, a unity of which may be called the unity of reason, and which
is quite different in kind from any unity that can be accomplished by the
understanding (Kant 1787/1929: 303).

Contemporary methods in scientific research, and particularly if they
involve interdisciplinary practices, are usually an evolving mixture, and
Reliabilism is seen to be a reasonable account of the methodology many
contemporary practices, including many that are described by their users as
empirical.

A.1.1.1 The logic and psychology of knowledge
There is a frequently confused epistemological distinction between the logic of
knowledge that is concerned with logical relations, and the psychology of
knowledge that deals with empirical discoveries, about which Immanuel Kant
was clear:
It is of the utmost importance to isolate the various modes of knowledge
according as they differ in kind and in origin, and to secure that they be not
confounded owing to the fact that usually, in our employment of them, they are
combined. … It must be admitted, however, that the two elements of our
knowledge -- that which is in our power completely a priori, and that which is
obtainable only a posteriori from experience -- have never been very clearly
distinguished, not even by professional thinkers and that they have therefore
failed to bring about the delimitation of a special kind of knowledge, and thereby
the true idea of the science which has preoccupied human reason so long and so
greatly (Kant 1787/1929: 660). 4

Called psychologism, Karl Popper made the same point, more than a centuryand-a-half later:
The initial stage, the act of conceiving or inventing a theory, seems to me neither
to call for logical analysis nor to be susceptible of it. The question how it happens
that a new idea occurs to a man … may be of great interest to empirical
3
4

The noun use of the term intellectual for persons arose at this time (ACOD).
By professional thinkers Kant is referring to Lock and Hume, neither of who make the
distinction.
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psychology; but it is irrelevant to the logical analysis of scientific knowledge
(Popper 1959/1972: 31).

Different methods of acquiring knowledge provide access to different types of
knowledge and need not be employed in mutual exclusion. For example,
empirical science, as practiced, increasingly relies on authority in the form of
peer review as well as observation, and intuition can play a large part in
deciding which possible consequences to use inductively. From a deductive
perspective, abduction is a logical fallacy, yet it has proved to be a successful
method in artificially intelligent agents’ interaction within their environments
and is now considered by some to be at the root of human perception and
cognition.

A 1.1.2 Explicit and implicit knowledge
There is a further epistemological distinction between explicit and implicit
knowledge; between knowing-that (2+2 = 4; Tuesday follows Monday etc) and
knowing-how (to play the violin; ride a bicycle etc). The distinction can found
in the Greek distinction between episteme (theoretical truth) and tekhne
(practical methods for effecting results). By the time the Latin Scholastics of
the Middle Ages had rediscovered the Greek language and the philosophy of
Aristotle, the term ‘science’ had come to imply both, differentiated as the
theoretical sciences5 (philosophy) and the manual arts6 (practice).
Explicit knowledge is also known as declarative, descriptive or propositional
knowledge. Such knowledge is usually acquired reflectively by logical
reasoning, mathematical proof and scientific methods, or by reference to
historical or cultural practices. By the time Descartes formulated his theory of
the separation of the mind or soul (res cogitans) and the ‘extended’ world
outside it (res extensa), now known as Cartesian Dualism, the mind was
clearly thought of as the seat of reason, God and the sacred, while the body
was a fleshy machine and clearly inferior, or at least secondary. This attitude
began to change slowly through a philosophical ‘bottom up’ exploration of
5

6

In its oldest sense (c.1300), ‘science’ meant knowledge (of something) acquired by study,
also a particular branch of knowledge, from O.Fr. science, from L. scientia knowledge,
from sciens (gen. scientis), prp. of scire to know, probably originally to separate one thing
from another... Main modern (restricted) sense of body of regular or methodical
observations or propositions ... concerning any subject or speculation is attested from
1725; in 17c.-18c.; this concept commonly was called philosophy. (OLED).
ars, from the Greek artios ‘a complete skill as a result of learning or practice’.
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the relationship between sensation and knowledge of the world, culminating
in Kant’s transcendental idealism as a way of resolving the idealist’s dilemma of
how true knowledge of the world was possible with the obvious success of
empirical methods.
In an historically common ‘spectator view’ of knowledge, human
experience is primarily a matter of contemplation. The American humanist
philosopher Corliss Lamont suggests that this position is largely derived from
an overemphasis on the role of vision. Further, he emphasizes the location of
truth with respect to such knowledge:
[W]orkability is the test of a truth, not the source of it. The truth of an idea does
not lie in verification; we are able to prove it true through verification. An idea is
true if it works, not because it works; for it already was true and corresponding to
objective reality. New truths lie all about us waiting to be discovered by persons
wielding scientific techniques; but the process of discovering does not make ideas
true (Lamont 1949/1997: 243).

The polymath Michael Polanyi thought that non-explicit know-how type
knowledge is ‘tacit’ in that it is embodied and cannot be fully described in
words. Attempts to perform such analyses are often laborious, difficult and
‘destructive’ (Polanyi 1966). The fact that we know more than we can clearly
articulate contributes to the conclusion that much knowledge is passed on
tacitly by practical means. In such an operational approach to knowledge,
truth is functional; an idea or hypothesis is true if and while it works.

A 1.2

Methods of acquiring knowledge

Knowledge acquisition, the process of gaining knowledge from information,
can be understood as the integration of new information into that which is
already coherently embodied. Considered in this way, the transformation of
information into knowledge is an internal process–whether to an individual, a
group or a community, and while there may be sonification techniques to
enhance that process7, they lie outside scope of the current thesis. What
follows is a pragmatic summary of different modes of knowledge acquisition.
With the exception of Reliablism, so apt an epistemological description of
current scholarly practice, most of its contents are widely understood,
especially from an individual point–of–view.

7

Such as those used to enhance learning by entraining the brain’s beta frequencies.
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A 1.2.1 Authority
Leaders, considered knowledgeable and wise, decide what is true for
everyone, sometimes during periods of special inspiration, insight or perhaps
revelation. The surrender to authority is common in most arenas of human
endeavour. It acts to stabilise and encapsulate a corpus of traditional
knowledge against which new ideas can be tested.

A 1.2.2 Revelation
Revelation is a method is often when seers and prophets employ magic and
divination techniques. What is usually assumed is that the practitioners have
ability to access knowledge through inspired communion with supernatural
being(s); such access usually requiring mindful techniques such as faith
(belief) sometimes induced by body renunciation techniques.

A 1.2.3 Intuition
Intuition is the direct, immediate and certain apprehension of truths without
the intervention of conscious reasoning or related sensory perceptions. The
difference between intuition and a revelation is the person doing the intuiting
does not assume that the source of the knowledge is external to workings of
their own brain.

A 1.2.4 Heuristics, folklore and commonsense
The generalizations we apply in everyday life in predicting and explaining
each other's behavior, often collectively referred to as folk psychology, is both
remarkably successful and indispensable. A person’s ‘personal knowledge’,
what they believes doubt, desire, fear, etc. is a highly reliable indicator of
what they will do, and we have no other way of making sense of each other's
behavior than by ascribing such states and applying the relevant
generalizations. This theory of knowledge is also known as intentional realism8,
which recognizes that we all, in some way, committed to the basic truth of
commonsense psychology and, hence, to the existence of the states its
generalizations refer to (Dretske 2000). Some, such as Fodor, also hold that
commonsense psychology will be vindicated by cognitive science, given that
8

For an extended description, See http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/ mental-representation/
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propositional attitudes can be construed as computational relations to mental
representations (Fodor 1987).
Churchland (1981) thinks that, as a theory of the mind, folk psychology
has a long history of failure that can’t be incorporated into the framework of
modern scientific theories, including cognitive psychology. He argues that the
states and representations folk psychology postulates simply don't exist; that
it is comparable to alchemy and ought to suffer a comparable fate. On the
other hand, Dennett (1987) seems prepared to admit that the generalizations
of commonsense psychology are true and also indispensable, but denies that
this is sufficient reason to believe in the entities to which they appear to refer.
He supports this stance on that basis that there is nothing more to having a
propositional attitude than to give an intentional explanation of a system's
behavior by adopting an the intentional stance toward it. Assuming a system is
is rational9 , if the strategy of assigning contentful states to it and predicting
and explaining its behavior is successful, then the system is intentional and
the generalised propositional attitudes we assign to it are true (Dennett 1987:
29.)

A 1.2.5 Inference
Inference is a term covering a number of forms of reasoning in which
conclusions are drawn or judgments made on the basis of circumstantial
evidence and prior conclusions rather than purely on the basis of direct
observation or knowledge arrived at by direct observation. The conclusion
may be correct, incorrect, partially correct, correct to within a certain degree
of accuracy, or correct in certain situations. Five distinct inferential methods
are recognised: deduction, induction, Bayesian inference (which is really a
form of induction), abduction and reliability. Inferential methods are the
principal methods of science, although not all types are undisputedly
considered applicable to all fields of inquiry.

A 1.2.6 Deductive inference
A way of reasoning in which a collection of ideas is built into a coherent
whole through the rigorous deductive application of certain axioms or
9

Something is rational if behaves in accordance with the truths and falsehoods afforded by its
environment.
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postulates using propositional, predicate, modal, and/or fuzzy logics
(Lemmon 1965, Hunter 1971, McNeil and Freiberger 1993). The appeal to
deductive reason (syllogism) as a source of knowledge or justification is
known as rationalism. Strictly, rationalism submits neither the original
propositions, which may be selected through intuition, nor final conclusions,
to experimental verification. Two important philosophers of the European
Age of Reason (seventeenth century) were Descartes and Leibniz, who, after
Plato and Spinoza, considered knowledge of eternal truths, including the
epistemological

and

metaphysical

foundations

of

the

sciences

and

mathematics, could be attained deductively, i.e. syllogising without recourse
to inference from any sensory experience.
Summary
If a then b.

[b is a consequence of the assumption of antecedent a].

A 1.2.6.1
Inductive inference
A form of reasoning that makes generalizations based on individual
instances. It is used to ascribe properties or relations to types based on
observed instances; to formulate laws based on the results of a limited
number of experiments or the direct observations of recurring phenomenal
patterns. In its rudimentary form, it is the process of learning through trial
and error experience. In connection with the natural and social sciences,
empiricism refers to the use of working hypotheses that are testable using
observation or experiment. The doctrine of empiricism is discussed in more
detail in §3.3.2.1.
Summary
• Simple:

All observed a are b, therefore all a are b. (enumerative
induction).
• Proportional: P(g), a percentage of known g’s in group G, have attribute A
Individual i is another member of G, therefore there is a
P(i), corresponding to P(g), that i has attribute A
• Analogic:
a is similar to b. a has attribute X, therefore b has attribute X.
A 1.2.6.2
Bayesian inference
Bayesian inference is a type of inductive reasoning using the probability of
dependence between events. If A and B, two random events, are independent
of each other, then the probability (P) that they will appear jointly (i.e.
together) is simply the product of the probabilities of each of them occurring:
P (A and B) = P(A) . P(B). However, if C and D are not independent of each
other, then the probability of the dependence can be expressed as a P(C given
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D) and P(D given C), which need not be the same. In the eighteenth century,
the British mathematician Thomas Bayes developed a theorem to compute the
latter, given the former (see below).
Summary
If P(b|a) = x
then P(a|b) = x . P(b) / P(a)

(if the probability of b given a is x)
(then the probability of a given b equals x
multiplied by the probability of b divided by the
probability of a)

A 1.2.6.3
Abductive inference
Abductive inference, or ‘Inference to the Best Explanation’, is a method of
reasoning that infers the most likely explanations from data describing
something. Abduction allows the precondition a of “a entails b” to be inferred
from the consequence b. Deduction and abduction thus differ in the direction
in which a rule like “a entails b” is used for inference. Abduction is formally
equivalent to the logical fallacy affirming the consequent (post hoc ergo propter
hoc), because there are multiple possible explanations for b. Unlike deduction
and induction, abduction can produce results that are incorrect within its
formal system. However, it can still be useful as a heuristic, especially when
something is known about the likelihood of different causes for b.
The philosopher Charles Peirce introduced abduction into modern logic.
In his works before 1900, he mostly uses the term to mean the use of a known
rule to explain an observation, e.g., "If the bell rang, someone is at the door,”
or more accurately, "If the bell rang, then the most probable explanation is
that it someone was at the door." Peirce changed his use of the term in later
life to mean something similar to induction, though that need not concern us
here.
From an abductive perspective, an explanation is valid if it is the best
possible explanation of a set of known data. The ‘best possible explanation’ is
often characterised, for scientific or technological purposes, for example,
using Occam's razor, that is, in terms of simplicity and elegance. The
philosopher Peter Lipton, in an attempt to avoid ‘inference to the best
explanation’ being reduced to ‘inference to the likeliest explanation’ followed
by probabilistic (Bayesian) analysis, suggests ‘inference to the loveliest
explanation’; the loveliest explanation to be the one that, if correct, provides
the most understanding (Lipton 2004: 59). Perhaps originally, Lipton defends
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the thesis that Bayesian induction and ‘inference to the best explanation’ are
broadly compatible because of their common concern for and explanationist
approach (Lipton 2004: 106-107) and so attempts to build a bridge between
the two by exploiting an overlap between the loveliest and the likeliest
explanations.
Summary
If
D is a collection of data (facts, observations, a priori assumptions) and
H is a collection of possible hypotheses (H1, H2, H3, … Hn) for explaining
D, then
the Hn that explains more D in the best, most elegantly is probably true.

A 1.2.7 Reliableness
Reliableness is a method for acquiring knowledge based on various beliefforming processes. It justifies the belief in the veridicity of perceptual
sensations if the resulting perception is known to lead to a suitably high
proportion of true beliefs. It is not a requirement of users of the method, or
anyone else, know that the process is reliable or have any sort of knowledge
of its reliability–all that is required is that it is in fact reliable. Thus, no appeal
to sensory experience is required, thus effectively short-circuiting the issue
that divides representationalism and phenomenalism. Reliabilism thus rejects
the issue on which all three of the more traditional theories attempt to
respond to: the issue of how sensory experience provides a reason for
thinking that perceptual beliefs are true.10 On the assumption that our
perceptual processes are in fact reliable in the way that we take them to be, it
offers a seemingly straightforward and account of how perceptual beliefs
about physical objects and the physical world are justified.
Reliabilism emphasizes the properties of the processes used to arrive at
truths. In reliabilist approaches to knowledge acquisition, noticing a static
relationship between a conjecture and a body of evidence, knowing that an
hypothesis does not contradict the evidence, or even is in-accord with it, for
example, is insufficient to warrant support for it from the evidence; additional
account must be taken of how reliable the method that produce the
hypothesis is known to be in producing truthful hypotheses. Reliabilist
thinking underpins the greater acceptance of the diagnostic judgements of
10

For an extended description, See http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/reliabilism/
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experts over laypersons, the preferential support for research programs with
fecund histories and the scorn of ad hoc hypotheses.
The first, then unrecognised as such, formulation of a reliability account of
knowledge was in the mathematician Frank Ramesy’s writing on knowledge
(Ramsey 1931). Several similarly subjunctive theories, such as tracking theory
and contexturalism, were developed in the latter part of that century, as
discussed by Goldman, who notes
Reliability theories of knowledge of varying stripes continue to appeal to many
epistemologists, and permutations abound. … [Some theories] focus on modal
reliability, on getting truth or avoiding error in possible worlds with specified
relations to the actual one. They also focus on local reliability, that is, truthacquisition or error avoidance in scenarios linked to the actual scenario in
question Goldman (2008).

Reliabilism is still in active development and, according to Goldman, seems to
have considerable robustness and flexibility.
Summary
S knows P if and only if S truly believes P, and S’s belief that P was produced
by a reliable belief-forming process.

Appendix 2

Probability, statistics & time–series: basic
principles1
A 4.1

Probability distributions & random variables

A 2.1.2 Random variables
A sample point is a point that is associated with each outcome of an experiment.
A sample space S is the totality of points si (i = 1, 2,..., n) that correspond to all
possible outcomes of an experiment.
Finite sample spaces contain a countable number of sample points.
A countably, or denumerable, infinite sample space contains an infinite number of
sample points that can be placed in one–to–one correspondence with the set of natural
numbers ! . ( ! ={ 1, 2, 3 …} )
A discrete sample space is a space that contains a finite or countably-infinite number
of sample points.
A continuous sample space is a space that contains sample points that form a
continuum.
A random variable is a function x(s) whose value is defined at each sample point

s1 , s2 , s3 ,..., sn in a sample space S.

A 2.1.3 Probability density functions
If x represents a continuous random variable in a sample space S, the probability
density function (or simply a probability density), p(x) is a function that satisfies the
following conditions:
(1)

p(x) ! 0, for all x! S.

[The probability of every sample in S is ≥ 0.]

(2)

! P(x)dx = 1

[These probabilities all sum to 1.]

S

(3)
1

For any x1 ! x2 in S, the probability of x lying in the range x1 ! x ! x2 is
While no originality is claimed over these brief notes, no identifiable individual sources are acknowledged.
They are informally compiled here for the benefit of those reading Chapter 5 who may not be familiar with
the underlying statistical principles. One of the difficulties in reading mathematics is the pronunciation of
unfamiliar symbols. The intention behind the inclusion of the Greek alphabet in the footer is to assist the
reader in that process.
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x2

! p(x)dx = P(x

1

" x " x2 ).

x1

Note that P(x1 ! x ! x2 ) represents the area under the graph y = p(x) in the xy-plane
between two arbitrary points x1 and x2 as illustrated in Figure A2.1.
p(x)

0

x1

x2

x

Figure A2.1. The probability of x being between x1 and x2 is the area under the curve of
the probability density function p(x).

The cumulative probability density function, or ‘probability distribution function, or
just the ‘distribution function’ (CDF for short), is a function which completely
describes of a real-values random variable, a function When the random variable
takes values in the set of real numbers, the probability distribution is completely
described by the cumulative distribution function, whose value at each real x is the
probability that the random variable is smaller than or equal to x.

A 2.2

Central tendency

The term central tendency refers to the way values in a distribution cluster. three
common measures of central tendency are the
•

mode, or the value occurring most often. Distributions with two or more different
such points are called bimodal or multimodal.

•

median, or middle value in an ordered list of them, and

•

average or arithmetic mean, is the sum of all the values divided by how many of
them there are. The arithmetic mean, x , of a data distribution of n scores is
defined as

x=

Alpha
Αα

Beta
Β β

1 n
! xi
n i=1

Gamma
Γγ

Delta
Δ δ

Epsilon
Ε ε

Zeta
Ζ ζ

Eta
Ηη

Theta
Θθ

Iota
Ιι

Kappa
Κ κ

Lambda
Λλ

Mu
Μ µ
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A 2.3 Moments of dispersion about the statistical
mean
The statistical moments of a distribution about this mean, also called central moments,
are all defined by
n

µn! = $ (xi " # )n P(x)
i=1

where n is the order of the moment, α is the value around which the moment is taken
and P(x) is the probability function. Moments can be thought of as forces. Torque, the
twisting force, for example, is described as the turning-moment. Other physical
examples are the moment of inertia, angular momentum and magnetic moment, which
is a measure of the strength and direction of a magnetic source. The moments about
the mean of a probability density function (see § later) are called central moments and
they describe “forces” that shape the function, independent of translation–shifting its
location in the x-y plane, for example.

A 2.3.1 The 1st central moment (µ 1 : 0)
The first moment about the mean is the sum of the deviations of the scores from the
mean, divided by the number of number of scores. The mean is the “balancing point”
of the sample scores so the first moment is always 0.

µ1 =

(

1 n
" xi ! x
n i=1

)

Note that the convention is to use the expression (xi ! x) not (x ! xi ) , so that all
positive resultants are above the mean.

A 2.3.2 The 2nd central moment (µ 2 , s2 or σ 2 : the variance)
The second moment about the mean is the sum of the squares of the deviations of the
scores from the mean, divided by the number of number of scores.

µ2 = s 2 = ! 2 =

(

1 n
# xi " x
n i=1

)

2

.

The variance measures the spread of the distribution by averaging the effect of large
and small deviations from the mean. Only the absolute value of these deviations are

Nu
Νν

Xi
Ξ ξ
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Ο ο

Pi
Ππ

Rho
Ρ ρ

Sigma
Σ σ

Tu
Τ τ

Upsilon
Υυ

Phi
Φ φ
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Ψψ
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captured. That is, because these deviations (xi ! x) are squared, the side of the mean
on which they occur is lost. The relative location of the location of the mean in the
range of the distribution is addressed.
The square-root of the variance,

µ2 = ! or s , is known as the standard

deviation. Statistical analyses will often report the standard deviation because its
value is more intuitively grasped: it represents the average deviation between the
mean and the observed values.

A 2.3.3 The 3rd central moment (µ 3 : skewness)
The third moment about the mean is skewness, sometimes abbreviated to skew, is a
measure of the degree of asymmetry of a distribution. The tapering sides of a
distribution are called tails. Skewness is defined as
n

µ3 =

1 (x ! x)3
"
n i=1
n

1 (x ! x)2
"
n i=1

n

1 (x ! x)2
"
n i=1
=
µ2

where µ2 is the second moment, the variance. In Figure A2.2 the curves on the right
side of the distributions taper differently to those on the left. The skew of
(a) is negative: The left tail is longer than the right and the mass of the distribution
is concentrated on the right of the figure. It has a few relatively low values. The
distribution is said to be left-skewed. In such a distribution, the mean is lower
than median, which is lower than the mode (i.e.; mean < median < mode). In
this case the skewness coefficient is lower than zero.
(b) is positive: The right tail is longer than the left; the greater mass of the
distribution is concentrated on the left of the figure. It has a few relatively high
values. The distribution is said to be right-skewed. In such a distribution, the
mean is greater than median, which is greater than the mode (i.e.; mean >
median > mode); in which case the skewness coefficient is greater than zero.
If there is no skewness or the distribution is symmetric, as the bell-shaped normal
curve, then the mean = median = mode.
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Figure A2.2. (a) Negative skew

(b) Positive skew

In a skewed (lopsided) distribution, the mean is farther out in the long tail than is the
median. Skewness is the third standardised moment, symbolised as ! 1 and defined as

!1 =

µ3
"3

where µ 3 is the third moment about the mean and σ is the standard deviation. For a
sample of n values, the sample skewness, g1, is
1 n
(xi ! x)3
"
m3
n i=1
g1 = 3/2=
n
1
m2
( " (xi ! x)2 )3/2
n i=1

where xi is the ith value, x is the sample mean, m3 is the sample third central moment,
and m2 is the sample variance.
Karl Pearson suggested two simpler calculations of the approximate measure of
skewness:
1.

(mean - mode)

and

standard deviation

2.

3(mean - median)
standard deviation

A 2.3.4 The 4th central moment (µ 4 : kurtosis)
The kurtosis is the statistic that indicates whether the samples are clustered closely
around the mean the mean or spread out over a wide range with many scores at the
extremes. The kurtosis is defined as

µ4 =

(

1 n
" xi ! x
n i=1

)

4

A distribution that had a disproportionate number of scores at the extremes of their
range is know as fat-tailed or leptokurtotic, as illustrated in Figure A2.3.
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Figure A2.3. Graph of a leptokurtotic function with a small positive skew.

A 2.4

Stationary processes and time series analysis

A stationary process is a stochastic process whose joint probability distribution does
not change when shifted in time or space. As a result, parameters such as the mean
and variance, if they exist, also do not change over time or position.
Stationarity is used as a tool in time series analysis, where the raw data are often
transformed to become stationary. For example, economic data are often seasonal
and/or dependent on the price level. Processes are described as trend stationary if they
are a linear combination of a stationary process and one or more processes exhibiting
a trend. Transforming this data to leave a stationary data set for analysis is referred to
as de-trending.
A uniform distribution, also known as white noise, is stationary. However, the
sound of a cymbal crashing is not stationary because the acoustic power of the crash,
and hence its variance, diminishes with time. An example of a discrete-time stationary
process is a Bernoulli scheme, where the sample space is discrete, so that the random
variable may take one of N possible values. Other examples of a discrete-time
stationary process with continuous sample space include autoregressive and moving
average processes–both of which are subsets of the autoregressive moving average
model.
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A 2.5

Independent random variables

The previous section describes independence of events. this section considers the
independence of random variables. If X is a real–valued random variable and a is a
number, then the set of outcomes that corresponds to the value of X being less–than–
or –equal–to the value of event a is written {X ≤ a}.
Since such a set of outcomes have probabilities, it makes sense to refer to them
as events that are independent of other events of this sort. Two random variables X
and Y are independent if–and–only–if, for any numbers a and b, the events {X ≤ a}
(the set of outcomes where values of X are less –than–or–equal–to a) and {Y ≤ b} are
independent events as described above. Similarly, an arbitrary collection of random
variables––possibly more than just two of them––is independent precisely if, for any
finite collection X1, ..., Xn and any finite set of numbers a1, ..., an, the events {X1 ≤
a1},..., {Xn ≤ an} are independent events as defined above.

A 2.6

Correlation

In statistical usage, the strength and direction of the linear relationship between two
random variables is known as their correlation, and the measure of it is called their
correlation coefficient. Essentially, the correlation coefficient of two random
variables is a measure of the extent to which they are not independent. The correlation
of two random variables is defined only if both of their standard deviations are finite
and nonzero. Correlation strength varies from 0 (no correlation) to 1 (identical) and
the direction of the correlation varies from 1 (same direction) to -1 (opposite
direction). The value of the correlation coefficient varies from -1 (negatively
correlated) to 0 (no correlation) to 1 (highly correlated). The closer the correlation
coefficient of two random variables is to -1 or 1, the stronger is the correlation
between them.
It is important to note that the causes underlying a correlation may be unknown,
and establishing a strong correlation between two random variables is not a sufficient
condition to establish a causal relationship, positive or negative.
Cross-correlation is a term used in measuring the similarity of two time series.
In signal processing, its value represents the measure of similarity of two waveforms
as a function of a time-lag that is applied to one of them. Because the technique
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employed to calculate cross-correlation involves the taking of successive inner–
products of the two time signals, it is also known as a sliding dot product or sliding
inner-product. Cross-correlation techniques are commonly used to search for a short
feature in a longer duration signal, such as a motive or phrase in a birdsong
extemporisation, for example.
Autocorrelation is a technique for finding repeated and/or underlying patterns in
a time–series; the cross-correlation of a signal with itself. Autocorrelation is
frequently used, for example, to find the ‘missing fundamental’ frequency as implied
by the presence of its harmonics.
Decorrelation is a term for any process that is used to reduce autocorrelation
within a signal while preserving other aspects of the signal such as its statistical
distribution characteristics. An example of an uncorrelated time series is Brownian
motion; an independent random walk in which the size and direction of each move is
not dependant on the size or direction of any previous moves.
A statistical analysis of time series data is concerned with the distribution of
values without the sequence of values in a time series being taken into account and so
it completely disregards any spectral (correlation) information. Thus, Bachelier’s
hypothesis that market prices are a random walk was an hypothesis, recently shown
by Mandelbrot and others not to be true, that there is no autocorrelation (such as
trends) in market prices.
A simple method for decorrelating a time-series while preserving its statistical
properties is to randomly shuffle the order of its samples.
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Appendix 3

SPECIFICATIONS: CAPITAL MARKET TRADING DATA
A3.1 Introduction
Put simply, Exchange Trade Data it is any time-ordered data generated by a
trading exchange as a record of the trading activity on that exchange and as
such it falls into the broad category of multivariate time series. Typically, the
complete set of all exchange data is quite voluminous. For example, the ASX,
about 1% of the global economy, generates over 100 Mb of ASCII data daily.
The structure of trading data from other trading engines is similar, though not
identical, with that described here.
A TRADE is the exchange registration of the movement of a specified
number of a security from one member of the exchange to another, including
possibly from a member to themselves. Members are typically brokers, and all
TRADEs are novated1 by the exchange. All off-market transactions between
brokers have to be reported to the exchange within a specified time period, as
determined by the rules of the exchange, usually on the same day of trade and
usually after normal trading times.
A TRADE is an amalgam of individuals' trading activity. TRADEs in an
exchange's Orderbook contains <brokerID> but not <traderID> tags. Under
some circumstances <brokerID> is undisclosed, either for a period of time
(say 3 days) or until the outstanding monetary value of the order is less than a
fixed amount, as set by the exchange.
Trading engine data can be divided into a few broad categories:
•

Market Depth Data. Records of Buy and Sell Bids [<Price>, <Volume>,
<TraderID>] generated by potential traders “positioning” themselves
around a price, frequently that of the last trade, with instructions which
are executed under certain circumstances, such as when the last trade is at
the same price as that of another order in the orderbook.

•

Trade Data. For all instruments on a exchange, each Trade Data packet
(called a Tick) contains information about the date-of-trade (Date). time-of-

1

Novation is a process in law in which, with the consent of all parties, one contract is entered
into in substitution for and supersession of another contract.
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trade (Time), trading session (Day, Night), number of units traded (called
the Volume), and the Price at which they are traded. In addition, the
Broker ID code and for large (institutional) traders, the Trader-ID-Code is
sometimes revealed.
•

Open Interest. For derivative instruments such as Futures contracts and
Options, Open Interest reflects the number of currently open contracts.
Data for each trading session is available sometime after market close and
before the next trading session commences.

•

Pre– and End–Of–Trading Events that contains information about the
Time (Duration), Price Statistics (Open, High, Low and Close) Period
Volume.

Intraday trading data: Cleaning procedure and
metadata structure
The dataset used for the intraday trading data sonifications is of one financial
quarter (sixty-five trading days) of a generic market’s order-book day files.
The data contains the multiplexed orderbook activity of approximately 3000
thousand trading instruments, listed firstly in action-time sequence at the
resolution of one second and then by unique number according to their entry
into the order-book. This data had to undergo extensive cleaning before being
usable. The magnitude of the dataset (each day file was approximately 100
MB of ASCII data) demanded that the data–cleaning be undertaken
algorithmically. The Metadata Specification here is from the cleaned dataset.
Like the dataset itself it represents a generic structure as all references to a
specific exchange, specific dates and specific securities have been omitted in–
keeping with the confidentiality agreement between the parties signatory to
the research proposal.

Specifications: capital market trading data

Metadata: Description of order types
<date code>.csv files contain one message per line (separated by a
newline character (<\n>). Lines in each file are sorted in the order that the
messages were sent from the trading engine. This should be in the same
order as the <timestamp> attached to each message, but this has not been
verified.
Descriptions of the fields used in the ORDER TYPES follow them.
ENTER:
<timeStamp>,ENTER,<securityID>,Bid|Ask,<orderID>,<price>,
<disclosedVolume>,<disclosedValue>,<flags>,U,<brokerTrade
rRefs>,<\n>
Description: A new order, or the untraded volume & undisclosed volume of
an order carried forward from the last trading day (will have 00:00:00
timeStamp). Ignore the “U” field since this is for undisclosed volume (which
is not provided in this dataset).
DELET:
<timeStamp>,DELET,<securityID>,<orderID>,B|A,<\n>
Description: Deletion of the untraded volume and untraded undisclosed
volume of an order. i.e. an order cancellation. B for a bid order, A for an ask
order.
AMEND:
<timeStamp>,AMEND,<securityID>,Bid|Ask,<oldOrderID>,<newO
rderID>,X,<newPrice>,<newDisclosedVolume>,<newDisclosedVa
lue>,<flags>, <traderID>,<\n>
Description: An amendment to an order. After an order is amended, it is
referred to by its new ID, not its old ID. The traderID is that of the trader who
amended the order.
TRADE:
<timeStamp>,TRADE,<securityID>,<tradeID>,<price>,<disclosedVolume>,
<disclosedValue>,<flags>,<bidorderID>,<askorderID>,<\n>
Description: An on-market trade.
OFFTR & CANTR:
<timeStamp>,OFFTR|CANTR,<securityID>,<offtrID>,<executeTi
meStamp>,
<price>,<disclosedVolume>,<disclosedValue>,<flags>,
<bidBrokerTraderRefs>,<askBrokerTraderRefs>,<\n>
Description: An off-market trade, or a cancelled trade (the orders involved are
not re-inserted into the order-book).
FIELD:
<timeStamp>,FIELD,<securityID>,<Security><[1-5]>
Description: An update to the group number of a security. The last field
contains the group number.
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CONTL:
<timeStamp>,CONTL,<securityID><statusText>,<\n>
Description: Pre-open/opening/open/suspend/close/adjust period/trading
halt for a particular security or a particular group or all securities.
FINIS:
<timeStamp>,FINIS,<\n>
Description: Signifies that there are no more messages for this day (can
probably be ignored – only useful in real-time data). <timeStamp> is
usually 24:00:00.
Field
<timeStamp>
<securityID>
<orderID>
<price>
<disclosedVolume>
<disclosedValue>
<flags>
<brokerTraderRefs>
<newOrderID>
<newPrice>
<newDisclosedVolume>
<newDisclosedValue>
<brokerID>
<traderID>
<tradeID>
<bidorderID>
<askorderID>
<offTrID>
<executeTimeStamp>
<bidBrokerTraderRefs>
<askBrokerTraderRefs>

<statusText>

<status>

<controlType>
drw 20060504

Description
Message time stamp reported by the trading engine. HH:MM:SS
Same as <securityID> in securityinfo.txt file. If this is “-“ then there is a
mapping problem in the data. In this case, we suggest you ignore these
messages.
Order id. A natural number. Unique for the current day.
Price to exactly 3 decimal places, prefixed by ‘$’.
Disclosed volume. A natural number.
Disclosed value, rounded to exactly 2 decimal places.
Containing a list of flag codes. If there are no flags a double-quoted blank
string is emplaced. Refer to market.cfg for descriptions of flags.
Broker reference and trader reference of the order (if they exist).
()|(@<brokerID><” “>&<traderID>)| (@<brokerID>)|(&<traderID>)
New order id of an amended order. After an order is amended, it is referred
to by its new id (not its old id).
New price of an amended order, to exactly 3 decimal places, prefixed by ‘$’.
New disclosed volume of an amended order. A natural number.
New disclosed value of an amended order, rounded to exactly 2 decimal
places.
Broker id. A natural number prefixed by ‘#’.
Trader id. A natural number prefixed by ‘#’.
Trade id for an on-market trade. A natural number.
<orderID> of the bid order.
<orderID> of the ask order.
Trade id for an off-market trade. A natural number.
TimeStamp for the time the trading engine reports an off-market trade as
happening
(will
probably
be
different
to
<timeStamp>).
HH:MM:SS|H:MM:SS
Broker reference and trader reference of the bid order (if they exist).
B()|B(@<brokerID><” “>&<traderID>)
|B(@<brokerID>)|B(&<traderID>)
Broker reference and trader reference of the ask order (if they exist).
A()|A(@<brokerID><” “>&<traderID>)
|A(@<brokerID>)
|A(&<traderID>)
Control message state for this security, and whether it was initiated for a
particular security (in this case no control type is stated), a security group or
all securities.
<status>[<” “><controlType>]
The status of the security., Can be either:
Open, Closed or Suspended
Opening: Not open for trading nor order entry, because opening-initiated
trading is occurring.
PreOpen: Open for order entry but not trading.
Adjust-Period
Trading-Halt
Whether the control was initiated for a particular security group (“group”),
or for all securities (“system”).
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def!78*.jFE0-./012!^B*8V"_L
!!!!'''
!!!!A8*.2!.D-!0-./012M!B*8V"!52!.D-!0-./0126!B*8V#!52!.D-!9-B*00-84.-9!0-./012M
!!!!'''
!!!!7K84NM78*.^X4*M0-./012F004KcB*8d6Z3!Z_!!!!!!!"&%,3"012"X4X""q"5'I2E3"012"XBX
!!!!7K84NMX84N-8^Z>*1.53/*/2!\049513!T4K2Z_
!!!!7K84NMK84N-8^ZjFE!a-.!,-./012Z_
!!!!7K84NM3059^\0/-_
!""""56E0D430F2-')TXr[Z(2,Y,(3XU""""""""""""""""!"+32"'-"45()"-'E2"'3"12h+'12&
!!!!7K84NM24?-:53^ZjFE9-B*00-84.-9,-./012Z_!!!!!!"+32"-%1"&2$%112E0,2&"3')(0E
def!D52.k-41`51-!^B*8*0VZ)HH====Z6!851-2.K8-VZ!Z6!P59.D!V!"6!K@51@4XV^=6"==__L
!!!!'''
!!!!T04P2!4!?-0.5B48!851-!.!4.!*0!1-40!.D-!@-41M
!!!!Za-40!.*Z!52!.D-0-!:*0!25./4.5*12!PD-0-!5.!P*/89!5@70*?-!?525N585.K!*:!94.478*.2!4.!.D-!@-41M
!!!!'''
!!!!:/93-!V!X4*M0-./012].4.2c#dO!=M===#!!!!!!!!!!"0&&"0"3C0EE"%X32,B"HA2("(2$2334
!!!!@-41`51-j!V!c:/93-6:/93-d
!!!!@-41`51-q!V!K@51@4X
!!!!7K84NM78*.^@-41`51-j6@-41`51-q6!B*8*0VB*8*06!851-2.K8-V851-2.K8-6g
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!851-P59.DV"6!!84N-8VZ@-41Z_!!"f"Xs(%E2)2(&sX"g
def!D52.jFE0-./012!^B*8V"6!10N512V"=6!B*8*0VZ30--1Z_L
!!!!7K84NMD52.^X4*M0-./012F004KcB*8d6!10N5126!:4B-B*8*0VB*8*06!84N-8VZ4B./48!0-./012Z6487D4V=M#&_
!""""A'3,l20(d'(2T-C0,@X1!XB"H'&,A@7B"6C'(C0I@T?B:>?UU"""""""""""!"0E,21(0,'F2",%",A0,"D2E%H
!!!!D52.k-41`51-^B*8*0VZ)::====Z6!851-2.K8-VZ!Z6!P59.DV"6!K@51@4XV^!#=6%;=__
!""""56E0D40I'3TP!?49;B?4?=B"!9?B.>?QU""""""""""""""""""""""!"0E,21(0,'F2",%",A0,"D2E%H
!!!!7K84NM4X52^c!=M$&6=M=+6!!#=6&==d_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"+32",A'3"HA2(",A212X3"C%12"D'(3
!!!!7K84NM24?-:53^ZjFED52.Oa*0@r52.Z_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"+32"'-"45()"-'E2"'3"12h+'12&
def!D52.jFEB8577-9,-./012!^B*8V"6!10N512V"=6!B*8*0VZ30--1Z_L
!!!!7K84NMD52.^X4*M0-./012F004KcB*8d6!10N5126!:4B-B*8*0VB*8*06!g
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!84N-8VZB8577-9!0-./012Z6!48531VZ@59Z6!487D4V"_
!!!!!A'3,l20(d'(2T$%E%1@X!KK????XB"E'(23,6E2@X!XB"H'&,A@7B"6C'(C0I@T!8?B:.?UU
!!!!7K84NM4X52^c!=M"6=M=+6!!$=6%&=d_
!!!!7K84NM24?-:53^ZjFEB8577-9Oa*0@r52.Z_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"+32"'-"45()"-'E2"'3"12h+'12&
!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%
def!D52.a*0@48!^B*8*0VZ======Z6!.04B-!V!H482-_L
!!!!'''
!!!!A8*.!4!1*0@48!952.05N/.5*1!P5.D!@/!419!253@4!246-!40!*0535148!*0!B8577-9!94.42-.M
!!!!\*!784B-!@/!4.!.D-!B-1.0-!*:!.D-!4N2B5224!274B-6!/2-L
!!!!)@/!V!X4*M0-./012].4.2c"dc=dO!^=M&i!^X4*M0-./012].4.2c"dc"d!!!X4*M0-./012].4.2c"dc=d__
!!!!'''

!!!!@/VX4*M0-./012].4.2c#d
!!!!253@4!V!17M2m0.^X4*M0-./012].4.2c$d_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"3&2F!P9Q"'3"F01'0($2
!!!!1*0@]4@72!V!17M0419*@M1*0@48^@/6!253@46!X4*M0-./012].4.2c=d_!!!!!"P?Q"'3"(1"&0,05%'(,3
!!!!9.4!6!2@488-2.6!N5125n-6!531*0-!V!2.4.2MD52.*304@!^1*0@]4@726!10N512_
!!!!D52.K6!N51Y93-2!V!17MD52.*304@!^1*0@]4@726!N512V10N5126!1*0@-9V=6!1-PVH482-_
!""""56E0D45E%,TD'(J&)23BA'3,6B"XD!XB"E'(2H'&,A@7B"$%E%1@X!....??XB"0(,'0E'032&@O1+2Bm
!"""""""""""E0D2E@X(%1C0E"&'3,1'D+,'%(Bm(H',A"30C2"/,4M2F4XB"0E5A0@7U
!!!!7K84NMD52.^1*0@]4@726!10N5126!:4B-B*8*0VB*8*06!48531VZ@59Z!6N*..*@Va*1-6!g
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!84N-8VZ25@/84.-9!1*0@48g1952.05NM!P5.D!24@-!].TMZ6!487D4V"_
!!!!if!.04B-L
!!!!!!!!print!'D52.KL'6!17M2/@^D52.K_!!"BA'3,6
!!!!!!!!print!'N51Y93-2'6!17M2/@^N51Y93-2_!!B"D'(J&)23
!!!!!!!!print!Z25n-!*:!1*0@]4@72LZ6!8-1^1*0@]4@72_
!!!!!!!!print!Z!2/@!*:!D52.LZ6!D52.KM2/@^_
!!!!!!!!print!'*?-0!24@-!4N2B5224L'6!17M@51^1*0@]4@72_6!17M@4X^1*0@]4@72_
!!!!!!!!print!'*?-0!]aT!D52.*304@'6!!17M@51^D52.K_6!17M@4X^D52.K_
def!XFX52!^_L
!!!!4XV7K84NM2/N78*.!^"""_
!!!!@4R`*B!V!7K84NMk/8.578-`*B4.*0^=M=#_
!!!!@4RH@4.!V!7K84NMH*0@4.].0H*0@4..-0^Zp:Z_!!"%1"3%C2"%,A21"-%1C0,"!",A'3"5+,3",A2"(+CD213"%(
!!!!4XMX4X52M2-.U@4R*0U8*B4.*0^@4R`*B_
!""""0I4I0I'3432,sC0V%1s-%1C0,,21TC0VKC0,U
!!!!
!!!!@51`*B!V!7K84NMk/8.578-`*B4.*0^=M="_
!!!!4XMX4X52M2-.U@51*0U8*B4.*0^@51`*B_!!-%1",A2"C'(%1",'$S3B"+32"(%"E0D2E3q"&2-0+E,"i+EEK%1C0,,21
def!KFX52!^_L
!!!!4KV7K84NM2/N78*.!^"""_
!!!!@4R`*B!V!7K84NMk/8.578-`*B4.*0^&=_
!!!!@4RH@4.!V!7K84NMH*0@4.].0H*0@4..-0^Zp9Z_!!"%1"3%C2"%,A21"-%1C0,"!",A'3"5+,3",A2"(+CD213"%(
!!!!4KMK4X52M2-.U@4R*0U8*B4.*0^@4R`*B_
!!!!4KMK4X52M2-.U@4R*0U:*0@4..-0^@4RH@4._
!!!!
!!!!@51`*B!V!7K84NMk/8.578-`*B4.*0^"=_
!!!!4KMK4X52M2-.U@51*0U8*B4.*0^@51`*B_!!-%1",A2"C'(%1",'$S3B"+32"(%"E0D2E3q"&2-0+E,"i+EEK%1C0,,21
!""""56E0D40IAE'(2T6@!;?B"$%E%1@XDE0$SXU"!"&10H"0"E'(2"!"HA6"(%,G
def!8-3-19!^_L
!!!!7K84NM8-3-19^8*BVZB-1.-0!8-:.Z_!!B"3'_2@XC2&'+CXU
!""""56E0D4E2)2(&TE%$@X,%5"E2-,XU"!B"3'_2@XC2&'+CXU
def!84N-82!^_L
!!!!2!V!ZT-B*00-84.-9!a-.!,-./012!^p9!N512_Z!p!^10N512_
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!!!!7K84NMX84N-8^2_
!!!!7K84NMK84N-8^ZH0-m/-1BK!*:!*BB/00-1B-Z_
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84N-82^_
KFX52^_
)XFX52^_
)7K84NM3059^\0/-_
)7K84NM4XD851-^KV!&=6!B*8*0VZN84BQZ_!)!904P!4!851-!!!PDK!1*.e

!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!"J(&"%-"WE%,,'()"Y%+,'(23"!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%
!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%
!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!"ssC0'(ssTU"$%&2"!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%
!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%!!!!!!!!!%
X4*!V!,-./012!^'jFEU&+#&MB2?'6!:5-89!VZB8*2-Z_!!")2,"%1')'(0E"&0,032,"-1%C"-'E2"2,$
!5E%,r[Z"TU""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""!"5E%,3",A2"%1')'(0E"&0,032,
X4*MB48B/84.-,-./012!^_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"$0E$3",A2"W1%D4"M2(3',6"K("T5&-U
!5E%,r[Z12,+1(3"T$%E@7U"""""""""""""""""""""!"5E%,3",A2"5&-"%-",A2"$%112E0,2&"12,+1(3
X4*MB857,-./012!^"6=_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!",A2"&0,032,"H',A",A2"dc"&0,05%'(,"12C%F2&
X4*M9*].4.2!^.04B-V\0/-_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"3,0,3"A0F2"$A0()2&B"3%"1232,",A2"12$%1&G
X4*M9-B*00-84.-,-./012!^_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"&2$%11"1,(3P12,+1(3LIQ"'(,%"12,(3P&2$%1120,2&Y,(3LIQ"
X4*M@4Q-b15:*0@,-./012^_
X4*M@4Q-a*0@48,-./012^_
!I0%4%+,5+,[+&'%K'E23"TZW&'1@Xk`3213k&1HkM23S,%5XB",10$2@O1+2U"!"%+,5+,"0EE"12,+1(3",%"[LK"-'E23
X4*M*/.7/.F/95*H58-2!^ZSb2-02S90PST-2Q.*7SjFE!&+#&4/95*:58-2SZ6
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!],!V!"(===6
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!347]-B2!V!"M=6
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.04B-!V!H482-_!!!"%+,5+,"0EE"12,+1(3",%"[LK"-'E23
'''
\D-!P*0Q2!419!52!/2-9!!!R/2.!B*@@-1.-9!*/.!:*0!.D-!@*M!2D*/89!N-!740.!*:!9*5.^_
)!/1B*@@-1.!.D-!B*@@4192!N-8*P!.*!3-1-04.-!PD4.Z2!1--9-9
78*.jFE0-./012!^B*8V#_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)!78*.2!.D-!79:!*:!.D-!B*00-84.-9!0-./012
!!!!)!UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU!!kFsY!\rY!rG]\EC,Fk]!!!UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU*
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)B48B!:*0!274B-!R/2.!*:!@*2.!!?-!24@78-L
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)!.*.48!2M277B-!V!=M$$$#=%#"$%#+!O!=M=&;;(#=+%;$+&!V!=M$<#=((#;;#(%&===#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)!95::!N.P!8-42.!.P*L!=M$$$#=%#"!!!=M=;;=+&%(!V!=M#%&"#;+&========"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)!70*7*0.M!*:!.*.48!274B-!V!=M#%&"#;+&S=M$<#=((#;;#(%&===#V!=M(#&###+"+=";#+#+
10N512V#==!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)!10!52!2*@-PD4.!40N5.040K6-4258K!BD413-9e
)10N512!V!51.!^#==S^"!!=M(#&__!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)!/2-!.D52!.*!Q--7!.D-!N51!25n-!.D-!24@-!:*0
)D52.jFE0-./012^10N5126!B*8*0VZ);;;;;;Z_!!!!!!!!!)!B*@7/.-!.D-!0-./012!:0*@!.D-!*0535148!94.42-.
)D52.jFE0-./012^B*8V#610N512V10N5126!B*8*0VZ)==::==Z_
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)!.D-!04P!419!.D-!B8577-9M!
)D52.jFEB8577-9,-./012^B*8V"6!10N512V10N5126!B*8*0VZ)==::==Z_
)D52.k-41`51-^:@4.VZ3!Z_
)D52.a*0@48^B*8*0VZ)======Z_
8-3-19^_

)7K84NM4X52^Z*::Z_
)7K84NM24?-:53^ZjFED52.Oa*0@r52.Z_!!!!!!!!!!!!!)!/2-!5:!M713!:58-!52!0-m/50-9
)7K84NM24?-:53^ZjFE9-B*00-84.-9,-./012Z_
7K84NM2D*P^_
'''
!"123+E,3"%-",A2"3,0,3"0(0E63'3"@"-%1",A2"12$%1&
'''
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV
T-2B057.5*1!N%!B857
!!!!!!!!!!!
!10!24@78-2!!&+#&
!@51!24@78-!!!!=M$$$#=%#"$%#+
!@4X!24@78-!!!=M=&;;(#=+%;$+&
!405.D!@-41!!!=M===#"+%;;%&$"#;
!?40541B-!!!!!<M&(;&;;"$#+(-!=&
!2Q-P1-22!!!!!+M(%<"";#(%$;
!Q/0.*252!!!#%"M+#<;;(""#
!!!
B48B!:*0!274B-!R/2.!*:!@*2.!!?-!24@78-L
.*.48!2M277B-!V!=M$$$#=%#"$%#+!O!=M=&;;(#=+%;$+&!V!=M$<#=((#;;#(%&===#
95::!N.P!8-42.!.P*L!=M$$$#=%#"!!!=M=;;=+&%(!V!=M#%&"#;+&========"
70*7*0.M!*:!.*.48!274B-!V!=M#%&"#;+&S=M$<#=((#;;#(%&===#!!V!!!=M(#&###+"+=";#+#+
!!!
T-2B057.5*1!4:.-0!B857
!!!!!!!!!!!
!10!24@78-2!!&+#&
!@51!24@78-!!!=M=;;=+&%&(#"#
!@4X!24@78-!!!=M=&;;(#=+%;$+&
!405.D!@-41!!!=M===#(=$=&+=$#<+
@-9541!!!!!!!=M===#$("%%#""<$#
@*9-!!!!!!!!!=M=
!?40541B-!!!!!+M+(#%#$"("(%-!=&
!2Q-P1-22!!!!+M+("=(+#+<;+-!=&
!Q/0.*252!!!"#M#("+#&+($+
'''
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A 4.2 TO CLEAN HIGH–FREQUENCY TRADING–ENGINE
DATASET (SEE §6.8.1)
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!"!#!"$%&'()*"+,-!."!#!
!"********************************************"/0&1,1/231(34*567"*******************************************************
!"*******8*********9*********:*********;*********<*********=*********>*********.*********?*********@*********8*********9
!*A3,"64'(,%6,'%(ABC31&34*@D6%4,41',*(D(+EF34*7D23-,*96$D4')C,*96$D,%6*9<EEDF%,,%E*9<EE"
!-%4"%6,'%(A"'("G'E"+A3"*C326"6%6,H%6,'%("
(((
*+,-.-*/0-102345!6/0-17!.80!92:;:1-/!'&!<-5!=:/07!9=!*+<-.->!7-?:1;!.80!6/0-10<!=:/07!.9!-!<:==0201.!<:206.9253
(((
:B492.!;/9C>!7.2:1;
def!.2E16FG>1HDIJ
!!!!!!!!(((!.2E16-.07!G>!.9!1!<06:B-/!4/-607!333!K92L7!=92!M?0!-1<!!?0!=/9-.7!-1<!:1.7!(((
!!!!!!!!if!GN!DJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!return!!29E1<F!G!!D3&!O!"DOO!1>1I
!!!!!!!!elseJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!return!!29E1<F!-C7FGI!!D3&!O!"DOO!1>1I
def!=<-.-P.9P/:7.F=:<IJ
!!!!!!!!(((Q0-<7!=:/0!C5!/:10!:1.9!-!/:7.3(((
!!!!!!!!=:<3700LFD>DI
!!!!!!!!=<-.-H=:<320-</:107FI
!!!!!!!!return!=<-.def!42:1.<-.-F=<-.-IJ
!!!!!!!!(((R2:1.7!=:/0!<-.-!/:7.!/:10!C5!/:103(((
!!!!!!!!69E1.!H!D
!!!!!!!!for!/:10!in!=<-.-J
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!69E1.>!/:10
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!69E1.!H!69E1.!M!"
SR<:2H(TU7027T<2KT,96EB01.7TQP,VWVT*+<-.-X2:;T(!!!!"IJ"&'4"%-"A%+4$3-'23
XR<:2H(TU7027T<2KT,96EB01.7TQP,VWVT*+<-.-*/0-1T(!!!"KJ"&'4"%-"$231(3&"-'23
92<02W5407HY
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Z[\W[QZJ!"">
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Z,[][WZJ!&>
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ZV+[\,ZJ!"&>!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ZWQV,[ZJ!!"D>!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ZX^^WQZJ!"">
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Z*V\WQZJ!"">
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Z^S[],ZJ!#>!!1$,+1227"(33&A":"F+,"$2+&)3"C343",%",4'))34"1"-'L"-%4"-'32&":
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Z*X\W]ZJ!'>
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Z^S\S_ZJ!$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!`
!64'(,"%4&34M763ANOPIQIROS"D"%4&34M763A5C1ATU37VOPIQIROW"!"-%4",3A,'()

def!42:60*806L!F92<02>!42:60^:0/<>!?9/^:0/<>!?-/E0^:0/<IJ
!!!!!!!!(((!*806L7!K80.802!42:60^:0/<!O!?9/^:0/<!H!?-/E0^:0/<!.9!3333!#!<06:B-/!4/-607(((
!!!!!!!!tryJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!not!F29E1<F7.2:1;3-.9=F92<02a42:60^:0/<ba"JbI!c
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!O!7.2:1;3-.9=F92<02a?9/^:0/<bI>#I!c
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!HH!29E1<F7.2:1;3-.9=F92<02a?-/E0^:0/<bI>#II
!!!!!!!!exceptJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(R2:60*806L[2292J(>!92<02
global!\2[22927!d!\2[22927!H!D
def!=:GX2<02F92<02IJ
!!!!!!!!(((!692206.7!L19K1!022927!:1!?-2:9E7!02292!.5407!(((
!!!!!!!!global!\2[22927
!!!!!!!!\2[22927!MH"
!!!!!!!!if!92<02a"bHHZ[\W[QZJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!42:60*806LF92<02>&>'>)I!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZ,[][WZJ!pass
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZV+[\,ZJ!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02H92<02aJ'b!M!92<02a)J""b!M!92<02a"%Jb!!!!!!!"&323,3"21A,"-'32&
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-'32&A"143"(%X""Y,'E3R,1E6ZD[0\Q]DYA3$+4',7I]ZD^'&_[AUDY%2&K4&34I]ZD
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Y(3XK4&34I]ZDY(3XJ4'$3ZDY(3X]'A$2%A3&`%2+E3ZDY(3X]'A$2%A3&`12+3Z
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(V+[\,!691?027:91!02292(>!92<02
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"a!$C3$U",C1,"Y(3XJ4'$3Z#Y(3X]'A$2%A3&`%2+E3ZBY(3X]'A$2%A3&`12+3Z
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!42:60*806L!F92<02>'>)>@I!
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZWQV,[ZJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02H92<02aJ&b!M!a7.2:1;3e9:1=:0/<7F92<02a&J!%b>((Ia"Jbb!M92<02a!%Jb
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-'32&A"143"(%X"Y,'E3R,1E6ZDMb[]\DYA3$+4',7I]ZDY,41&3I]ZD
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!YJ4'$3ZDY`%2+E3ZDYF'&K4&34I]ZDY1AUK4&34I]Z
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(WQV,[!691?027:91!02292(>!92<02
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"a!$C3$U",C1,"Y(3XJ4'$3Z"#"Y(3X]'A$2%A3&`%2+E3Z"B"Y(3X]'A$2%A3&`12+3Z
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!42:60*806L!F92<02>%>&>'I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZX^^WQZJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!42:60*806L!F92<02>&>'>)I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZ*V\WQZJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!42:60*806L!F92<02>&>'>)I
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZ^S[],ZJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryJ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Q^"1AA+E3A",C3"cQB"1"A'()23"&')',"(+E3412
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.0B4H7.2:1;374/:.=:0/<7F7.2:1;37.2:4F92<02a#bI>Z!ZI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02H92<02aJ#bMa.0B4aDbbMa.0B4a!"ba!"bb!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptJ

!!!!A"
!!!!A#
!!!!A$
!!!!A%
!!!!A&
!!!!A'
!!!!A)
!!!!A@
!!!!AA
!!!"DD
!!!"D"
!!!"D#
!!!"D$
!!!"D%
!!!"D&
!!!"D'
!!!"D)
!!!"D@
!!!"DA
!!!""D
!!!"""
!!!""#
!!!""$
!!!""%
!!!""&
!!!""'
!!!"")
!!!""@
!!!""A
!!!"#D
!!!"#"
!!!"##
!!!"#$
!!!"#%
!!!"#&
!!!"#'
!!!"#)
!!!"#@
!!!"#A
!!!"$D
!!!"$"
!!!"$#
!!!"$$
!!!"$%
!!!"$&

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(^S[],!691?027:91!02292J(>!92<02
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZ*X\W]ZJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryJ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!,+4("21A,"-'32&"'(,%":"-'32&A
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.0B4H7.2:1;374/:.F92<02a!"bI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02H92<02aJ!"bMa.0B4aDbb!!M!a7.2:1;3e9:1F.0B4a"JbIb!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(*WQ]!691?027:91!02292J(>!92<02
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZ^S\S_ZJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02H92<02aJ#b!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"d+A,",'E3R,1E6"1(&"OPIQIRO
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(^S\S_!691?027:91!02292J(>!92<02!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!elseJ!print!(!6-1Z.!=:G!92<02!9=!.540(>!92<02a"b
!!!!!!!!return!92<02

!!!"$'
!!!"$)
!!!"$@
!!!"$A
!!!"%D
!!!"%"
!!!"%#
!!!"%$
!!!"%%
!!!"%&
!!!"%'
!!!"%)
!!!"%@
!!!"%A
!!!"&D
!!!"&"
!!!"&#
!!!"&$
!!!"&%
!!!"&&
!!!"&'
!!!"&)
!!!"&@
!!!"&A

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02*9E1.!H!02292*9E1.!H!D
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!while!"J
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02HSR=:/0S,320-</:10FI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!not!92<02J
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!break!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"A,%6"1(&"\KP
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02!H!7.2:1;374/:.=:0/<7F92<02>Z>ZI!!!!"%4&34A"143"8"634"2'(3D"%-"&'--",763A
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!92<02W540738-7PL05F92<02a"bIJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02H=:GX2<02F92<02I
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02H=:G\0K/:10F92<02I
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!XR=:/0S,3K2:.0F7.2:1;3e9:1=:0/<7F92<02>Z>ZII!!"%4&34",%"KJ-'23"1A"15$AG
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02*9E1.!MH!"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!elseJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(!92<02W540!19.!2069;1:70<J(>!92<02
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!02292*9E1.!MH"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(!\EBC02!9=!92<027!42960770<J!(>!92<02*9E1.>!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(!333333!\EBC02!9=!022927J(>!02292*9E1.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(!!!!!!!(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!SR=:/0S,36/970FI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!XR=:/0S,36/970FI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!=:/069E1.!H!=:/069E1.!M!"
!!!!!!!!print!(\EBC02!9=!=:/07!42960770<J!(!>!=:/069E1.
!!!!!!!!print!(^S\(
!!!!!!!!
6/0-1^:/07FI!!!!!"f+A,"&%"',g

def!=:G\0K/:10F92<02IJ
!!!!!!!!(((!017E207!.8-.!.80!/-7.!:.0B!:1!.80!92<02!/:7.!:7!-!c1!-1<!.8-.!:.!:7!.80!91/5!910!(((
!!!!!!!!if!92<02a!"b!fH!Zc1ZJ!!!!"'-"'&",C3"21A,"',3E"'(",C3"%4&34"2'A,"'A"(%,"12431&7"%(27"1"e(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!92<02a!"ba!"bHHZc1ZJ!!!!!!!!!!!'-",C3"21A,"$C14"'(",C3"21A,"',3E"'A"1"e(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02a!"bH92<02a!"baJ!"b!!"&4%6",C3"e(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02!MH!aZc1Zb!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"1&&"1"e(",%",C3"2'A,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(=:G\0K/:10!02292(>!92<02
!!!!!!!!return!92<02
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
def!6/0-1^:/07FIJ
!!!!!!!!(((
!!!!!!!!X4017!-//!.80!=:/07!:1!.80!SR<:2!-1<!K2:.07!6/0-1!=:/07!9=!.80!7-B0!1-B0!:1.9!.80!XR<:23
!!!!!!!!Q0-<7!g!K2:.07!=:/07!/:10!-.!-!.:B0!79!6-1!8-1</0!/-2;0!=:/073
!!!!!!!!(((
!!!!!!!!=:/0/:7.H;/9C3;/9CFSR<:2M(O367?(I
!"""""""64'(,"-'232'A,
!!!!!!!!print
!!!!!!!!print!(ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff(
!!!!!!!!=:/069E1.HD
!!!!!!!!for!=:/01-B0!in!=:/0/:7.J
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!SR=:/0S,H9401F=:/01-B0>Z2ZI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7892.^1-B0H=:/01-B0a7.2:1;32=:1<F=:/01-B0>(T(IM"Jb!!"d+A,",C3"-(1E3"(%,",C3"&'4
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(R296077:1;J(>!7892.^1-B0
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(*-1Z.!9401(>!=:/01-B0
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!break
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!XR=:/0S,H9401FXR<:2M7892.^1-B0>ZKZ>DI
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!!!!!"
!!!!!#
!!!!!$
!!!!!%
!!!!!&
!!!!!'
!!!!!(
!!!!!)
!!!!!*
!!!!",
!!!!""
!!!!"#
!!!!"$
!!!!"%
!!!!"&
!!!!"'
!!!!"(
!!!!")
!!!!"*
!!!!#,
!!!!#"
!!!!##
!!!!#$
!!!!#%
!!!!#&
!!!!#'
!!!!#(
!!!!#)
!!!!#*
!!!!$,
!!!!$"
!!!!$#
!!!!$$
!!!!$%
!!!!$&
!!!!$'
!!!!$(
!!!!$)
!!!!$*
!!!!%,
!!!!%"
!!!!%#
!!!!%$
!!!!%%
!!!!%&

!"!#!"$%&'()*"+,-!."!#!
!"********************************************"/012345678912"***********************************************************
!"*******:*********;*********<*********=*********>*********?*********@*********.*********A*********B*********:*********;
!*87,"1C'(,%1,'%(8DE74&7C*BF1%C,C4',*(F(+G57C*2F67-,*;1$FC')E,*;1$F,%1*;>GGF5%,,%G*;>GG"
!-%C"%1,'%(8"'("H'G"+87"*E761"1%1,I%1,'%("
!
!"12345678"-'67"4(&")C%+1"$648878"-%C"/0?>"%C&7C"&4,4"'("JKL>"-%CG4,
!"648,"C7H'8'%(*"&CM";BB@B.::
+++
-./01.2!3!4&/05.!65322!78068!02!3!29:.;2<;96<9;.!3;=91>!3!4-?&!/05.!6;.3<.>!70<8!@AB3C5.2!/=;!<8.!DE'&!>3<3F
B8.!:AB3C5.!5.3/!65322.2!/=;!=;>.;C==G!.1<;0.2!3;.!352=!>./01.>!8.;.F
=;>.;C==G!2<;96<9;.H!<7=!<.6810I9.2H
!!!3!$-!2<;96<9;.!78068!;.:;.2.1<2!<8.!2<3<.!=/!<8.!=;>.;C==G!3<!.368!:=01<!=/!6831J.
!!!!!!!1..>!<=!68.6G!78.<8.;!:AB3C5.2K19L:A!631!831>5.!$-!3;;3A!7F!"-!C531G
!!!!!!!>3A!<0L.!M:;06.!N=5O!P!1
!!!!=;!631!0<!831>5.!3!-06<Q

!!!!%'
!!!!%(
!!!!%)
!!!!%*
!!!!&,
!!!!&"
!!!!&#
!!!!&$
!!!!&%
!!!!&&
!!!!&'
!!!!&(
!!!!&)
!!!!&*
!!!!',
!!!!'"
!!!!'#
!!!!'$
!!!!'%
!!!!'&
!!!!''
!!!!'(
!!!!')
!!!!'*
!!!!(,
!!!!("
!!!!(#
!!!!($
!!!!(%
!!!!(&
!!!!('
!!!!((
!!!!()
!!!!(*
!!!!),
!!!!)"
!!!!)#
!!!!)$
!!!!)%
!!!!)&
!!!!)'
!!!!)(
!!!!))
!!!!)*
!!!!*,

;==<K2.69;0<AU-K!M.<6O
+++!
0L:=;<!2<;01J\!<3C5.2\!19L:A!!!!!!!!!"-%C",45678

B8.!=N.;355!2<;96<9;.!=/!<8.!4-?&!>3<3/05.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
;==<KE.223J.B.P<2!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!R!S!T=>.!70<8!E.223J.B.P<!5.3N.2
;==<K2.69;0<0.2U1/=KV.6U-"#$%'W.3/!!!!!!R!B8.!V.69;0<0.2U1/=!1=>.!02!6;.3<.>!C=<8!32!3!8&!/05.!1=>.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KV.6U-##$%'W.3/!!!!!!R!31>!32!3!:A<8=1!3!XSE!-06<!6355.>!2.5/FV.69;0<AT=>.2-06<
FFFFF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!R!B802!L3A!.N.1<9355A!C.!.50L013<.>F
;==<K2.69;0<AU-KY1B;3>.2KY1B;3>.ZW.3/"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KY1B;3>.ZW.3/#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KFFFFF
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KY//B;3>.KY//B;3>.ZW.3/"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KY//B;3>.ZW.3/#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KFFFFF
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KD316.55.>B;3>.2KD316.B;3>.ZW.3/"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KD316.B;3>.ZW.3/#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KFFFFF
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!K[1<.;.>Y;>.;K[1<.;Y;>.;ZW.3/"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!K[1<.;Y;>.;ZW.3/#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KFFFFF
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!K-.5.<.>Y;>.;K-.5.<.Y;>.;ZW.3/"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!K-.5.<.Y;>.;ZW.3/#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KFFFFF
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KSL.1>.>Y;>.;KSL.1>Y;>.;ZW.3/"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KSL.1>Y;>.;ZW.3/#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KFFFFF
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KE.223J.2KE.223J.X./.;.16.ZW.3/"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KE.223J.X./.;.16.ZW.3/#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!KFFFFF

!"*******:*********;*********<*********=*********>*********?*********@*********.*********A*********B*********:*********;
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"JKL>"-'67"$6488"&7-'(','%("!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
class!4&/05.H
!!!!def!ZZ010<ZZM2.5/\!/05.13L.OH
!!!!!!!!2.5/F/05.T3L.!]!/05.13L.!!!!!",E7"(4G7"8,C'()"%-",E7"J>"-'679"N,O8"+8+46"-%C"',",%"E4H7"4"9E>"7P,7(8'%(9
!!!!!!!!2.5/F28=;<?05.T3L.!]!2.5/F/05.T3L.^2<;01JF;/01>M2.5/F/05.T3L.\+K+O_"H`!!"Q+8,"-'67(4G797P,"(%,",E7"&'C7$,%C2
!!!!!!!!2.5/F/05.U-!]!T=1.!!!!!!!!!!!"C7,+C(7&"52",E7"%17('()"&7-'(','%(89"R87&",%"4$$788",E7"-'679
!!!!!!!!2.5/F=:.1[;;=;!]!+D31a<!=:.1!+\!2.5/F/05.T3L.!!!!"-%C",E7"JKL>"-'67
!!!!!!!!2.5/FL=>.!]!T=1.!!!!!!!!!!!!!",E7"G%&7"%-",E7",E7"-'67"%17('()9"OMO"D"MC',7F"O4O"D"4117(&F"OCO"D"C74&
!!!!!!!!2.5/F61<;5E.223J.2!]!bc!!!!!!"4"&'$,'%(4C2"ME%87"S728TU"4C7"/V3WX"4(&"LNYXK"G7884)78"-%+(&"4$C%88"466"&42-'6789
!!!!!!!!2.5/FZ61<;5E.223J.T;!]!,!!!!!",E7"'($C7G7(,46"$%+(,"%-"4"(+G57C"%-"+('Z+7"/V3WX"4(&"LNYXK"-64)89
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"N(,7C(46"+87"%(629"[77")7,L64)V+G57CTU9
!!!!!!!!2.5/F2.69;0<0.2-06<!]!bc!!!!!"\"&'$,"%-",+1678"-%C"74$E"V%&7]^C%+1"'(",E7"C%%,"&'C7$,%C29
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"74$E",+167"'8"'(",E7"-%CG"T/0)C%+1NKF"-'C8,K42F"648,K42F""9999U
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"8E%+6&",E'8"K'$,"57"E76&"'("W\0"4(&"MC',,7(",%",E7"E>"-'67"57-%C7"$6%87_
!!!!!!!!
!!!!def!7Y:.1M2.5/OH
!!!!!!!!+++!Y:.12!<8.!4-?&!/=;L3<!/05.\!0/!65=2.>F
!!!!!!!!E3G.2!1.7!=1.!0/!/05.13L.!>=.21a<!.P02<F!X.<9;12!<8.!/05.!>.26;0:<=;F+++
!!!!!!!!if!not!2.5/F/05.U-H!!!!!!"(%"1%'(,",C2'()",%"%17("',"%($7"',O8"46C74&2"%17(
!!!!!!!!!!!!tryH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"488+G7"',"7P'8,8"4(&"M7OC7"4117(&'()
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.5/F/05.U-!]!<3C5.2F=:.1?05.M2.5/F/05.T3L.\!L=>.!]!+3+\!<0<5.!]!2.5/F/05.T3L.O
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.5/FL=>.!]!2.5/F/05.U-FL=>.!!!!!"&%"M7"(77&",%"S771"4"C7$%C&"%-",E'8_
!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryH!!!!!!!!!!!!!"',"&'&(O,"7P'8,F"8%"$C74,7"',"4(&"%17("'("MC',7"G%&79
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.5/F8>/&/05.U-!]!<3C5.2F=:.1?05.M2.5/F/05.T3L.\!L=>.!]!+7+\!<0<5.!]!2.5/F/05.T3L.O
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1=>.,!!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.d;=9:M+K+\!+E.223J.B.P<2+\!+DE'&!>3<3!/=;+_!13L.V<;01JO
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.5/FL=>.!]!2.5/F/05.U-FL=>.!!!!!!!!!"&%"M7"(77&",%"S771"4"C7$%C&"%-",E'8_
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!+@;=C5.L!=:.101J!4-?&!/05.+\!2.5/F/05.T3L.\!+!/=;!7;0<01JF+
!!!!def!;Y:.1M2.5/OH
!!!!!!!!+++!Y:.12!<8.!4-?&!/=;L3<!/05.!!/=;!;.3>01J\!0/!65=2.>F!X.<9;12!<8.!/05.!>.26;0:<=;F+++
!!!!!!!!if!not!2.5/F/05.U-H
!!!!!!!!!!!!tryH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.5/F/05.U-!]!<3C5.2F=:.1?05.M2.5/F/05.T3L.\!L=>.!]!+;+\!<0<5.!]!+DE'&!>3<3+O!!"488+G7"',"7P'8,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.5/FL=>.!]!2.5/F/05.U-FL=>.!!!!!!!!!!!!!"&%"M7"(77&",%"S771"4"C7$%C&"%-",E'8_
!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!+@;=C5.L!=:.101J!4-?&!/05.+\!2.5/F/05.T3L.\!+!/=;!;.3>01JF+

!!!!*"
!!!!*#
!!!!*$
!!!!*%
!!!!*&
!!!!*'
!!!!*(
!!!!*)
!!!!**
!!!",,
!!!","
!!!",#
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!!!",&
!!!",'
!!!",(
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!!!",*
!!!"",
!!!"""
!!!""#
!!!""$
!!!""%
!!!""&
!!!""'
!!!""(
!!!"")
!!!""*
!!!"#,
!!!"#"
!!!"##
!!!"#$
!!!"#%
!!!"#&
!!!"#'
!!!"#(
!!!"#)
!!!"#*
!!!"$,
!!!"$"
!!!"$#
!!!"$$
!!!"$%
!!!"$&

!!!!def!65=2.M2.5/OH
!!!!!!!!if!2.5/F/05.U-H
!!!!!!!!!!!!tryH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.5/F/05.U-F65=2.MO!!!!!!"488+G(78"466",45678"E4H7"577("-6+8E7&
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.5/F/05.U-!]!T=1.!!!!!!!"C787,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.5/FL=>.!]!T=1.!!!!!!!!!"C787,"V`"'(8,4($7"&4,4"17C8'8,8"M9"8%G7"T-'67(4G7"7,$U"&4,4"
!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!+B;=9C5.!01!65=201J!4-?&!/05.+\!2.5/F/05.T3L.

!!!"$'
!!!"$(
!!!"$)
!!!"$*
!!!"%,
!!!"%"
!!!"%#
!!!"%$
!!!"%%
!!!"%&
!!!"%'
!!!"%(
!!!"%)
!!!"%*
!!!"&,
!!!"&"
!!!"&#
!!!"&$
!!!"&%
!!!"&&
!!!"&'
!!!"&(
!!!"&)
!!!"&*
!!!"',
!!!"'"
!!!"'#
!!!"'$
!!!"'%
!!!"'&
!!!"''
!!!"'(
!!!"')
!!!"'*
!!!"(,
!!!"("
!!!"(#
!!!"($
!!!"(%
!!!"(&
!!!"('
!!!"((
!!!"()
!!!"(*
!!!"),

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!+?05.H+\!2.5/F/05.T3L.\!+H!D31a<!6;.3<.!3!1=>.!/=;!+!\!13L.V<;01J
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.5/F:;01<T=>.U1/=MO
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryH!!!!!"\117(&",E7"iC&7C5%%S"(%&78",%",E7"87$+C',2NK"5C4($E9
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"a(%&7ja"488')(G7(,",%"1C7H7(,"1C'(,'()9"\6,7C(4,'H7_
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1=>."!!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.d;=9:M+K+_13L.V<;01J\!+Y1B;3>.+O!!!!!!!"-%C"i(3C4&7"674H78
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<3C5."!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.B3C5.M1=>."\!+Y1B;3>.B3C5.+\!Y1B;3>.O
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1=>.#!!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.d;=9:M+K+_13L.V<;01J\!+Y//B;3>.+O!!!!!!"-%C"i--3C4&7"674H78
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<3C5.#!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.B3C5.M1=>.#\!+Y//B;3>.B3C5.+\!Y//B;3>.O
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1=>.$!!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.d;=9:M+K+_13L.V<;01J\!+D316.5B;3>.+O!!!"-%C"/4($763C4&7"674H78
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<3C5.$!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.B3C5.M1=>.$\!+D316.5B;3>.B3C5.+\!D316.5B;3>.O
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1=>.%!!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.d;=9:M+K+_13L.V<;01J\!+g0>+O!!!!!!!!!!!"-%C"Y(,7C`'&iC&7C"674H78
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<3C5.%!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.B3C5.M1=>.%\!+g0>B3C5.+\![1<.;Y;>.;O
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1=>.&!!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.d;=9:M+K+_13L.V<;01J\!+S2G+O!!!!!!!!!!!"-%C"Y(,7C\8SiC&7C"674H78
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<3C5.&!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.B3C5.M1=>.&\!+S2GB3C5.+\![1<.;Y;>.;O
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1=>.'!!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.d;=9:M+K+_13L.V<;01J\!+g0>-.5.<.+O!!!!!"-%C"K767,7`'&iC&7C"674H78
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<3C5.'!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.B3C5.M1=>.'\!+g0>-.5.<.B3C5.+\!-.5.<.Y;>.;O
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1=>.(!!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.d;=9:M+K+_13L.V<;01J\!+S2G-.5.<.+O!!!!!"-%C"K767,7\8SiC&7C"674H78
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<3C5.(!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.B3C5.M1=>.(\!+S2G-.5.<.B3C5.+\!-.5.<.Y;>.;O
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1=>.)!!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.d;=9:M+K+_13L.V<;01J\!+g0>SL.1>+O!!!!!!"-%C"\G7(&`'&iC&7C"674H78"""
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<3C5.)!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.B3C5.M1=>.)\!+g0>SL.1>B3C5.+\!SL.1>Y;>.;O
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1=>.*!!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.d;=9:M+K+_13L.V<;01J\!+S2GSL.1>+O!!!!!!"-%C"\G7(&\8SiC&7C"674H78
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<3C5.*!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.B3C5.M1=>.*\!+S2GSL.1>B3C5.+\!SL.1>Y;>.;O
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1=>.",!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.d;=9:M+K+_13L.V<;01J\!+E.223J.+O!!!!!!!"-%C"07884)7"674H78
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!<3C5.",!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.B3C5.M1=>.",\!+E.223J.B3C5.+\!Y1B;3>.O
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!+?05.H+\!2.5/F/05.U-F/05.T3L.\!+H!D31a<!6;.3<.!3!29C!1=>.!=/!+!\!13L.V<;01J
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2.5/F:;01<T=>.U1/=MO
!!!!!!!!!!!!elseH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!13L.V<;01J\!+02!35;.3>A!01!2.5/FV.69;0<AT=>.2-06<F+
!!!!!!!!elseH
!!!!!!!!!!!!print!2.5/F/05.U-F/05.T3L.\!+02!1=<!=:.1F+!!!!!",E'8"G')E,"(%,"M%CS
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!&7-"T876-F"
!!!!def!>.5.<.T=>.2M2.5/\!1=>.W02<OH
!!!!!!!pass!

!"*******:*********;*********<*********=*********>*********?*********@*********.*********A*********B*********:*********;
!"3E'8"G7884)7"8,+--"8E%+6&"1C%54562"57"G7,E%&8"%-",E7"K42L'67"$6488F
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!__"7P$71,"-%C",E7"MC','()"%-",E7"K'$,",%",E7"J>"-'679
!!!!def!J.<E.223J.T9LC.;M2.5/\!L.223J.OH
!!!!!!!!+++e:>3<.2!<8.!2.5/F61<;5E.223J.2!>06<0=13;AF!f.A2!3;.!910I9.!6=91<01J!19LC.;2F!B8.2.!MZ61<;5?53JT;O!19LC.;2
!!!!!!!!3;.!016;.L.1<.>!>9;01J!<8.!5=3>01J!;=9<01.2F!Tg!<8.!19LC.;!02!<8.!L.223J.!31>!<8.!-06<!G.A!02!<8.!19LC.;F
!!!!!!!!B8.!6=L:5.<.!E.223J.2-06<!02!7;0<<.1!<=!3!E.223J.2T=>.!01!<8.!4&!/05.!31>!<8.!19LC.;!02!01659>.>!01
!!!!!!!!<8.!01>0N0>935!2.69;0<A!4&!1=>.F+++!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!if!not!L.223J.!in!2.5/FZ61<;5E.223J.2FG.A2MOH!!!!"4&&"4"(7M"G7884)7"""""""""""""""""""
!!!!!!!!!!!!2.5/FZ61<;5E.223J.T;!_]!"
!!!!!!!!!!!!2.5/FZ61<;5E.223J.2^L.223J.`!]!2.5/FZ61<;5E.223J.T;
!!!!!!!!return!2.5/FZ61<;5E.223J.2^L.223J.`!!!!!!!"C7,+C(",E7"(+G57C"1%'(,7&",%"52",E7"K'$,"'(&7P"T,E7"G7884)7U
!!!!!!!!
!""""&7-"G4S7V7MW%%,V%&7K'$,T876-U*
!""""""""aaa"04S78"4"(7M"V%&7X'8,"%-",E7"C%%,"&'C7$,%C29aaa
!""""""""876-9C%%,V%&78K'$,"D"bc"""""!"d7C%",E7"6'8,
!""""""""'-"876-9-'67NK*"""""""""!"'979",E7C7"'8"4("E&->"-'67"%17(
!""""""""""""-%C"(%&7"'("876-9-'67NK9C%%,*
!""""""""""""""""876-9C%%,V%&78e(%&79fHf(4G7gDTU
!!!!def!:;01<T=>.U1/=M2.5/OH
!!!!!!!!+++!@;01<2!<8.!.1<0;.!1=>.!2<;96<9;.!=/!<8.!/05.F+++
!!!!!!!!for!1=>.!in!2.5/F/05.U-F735GT=>.2MOH
!!!!!!!!!!!!print!1=>.
!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!def!3::.1>V.69;0<Ag;3168M2.5/\!13L.V<;01J]+2,(,,(+\!>.26;0:<0=1]+h3L.!g=1>2+\!DEJ;=9:],OH
!!!!!!!!+++!S::.1>2!3!1.7!2.69;0<A!C;3168!<=!<8.!;==<!>0;.6<=;A!0/!0<!>=.21a<!.P02<F
!!!!!!!!S>>2!<8.!29C!C;3168!1=>.2!<=!<8.!2.69;0<AU-!1=>.!<=!366=LLL=>3<.!=;>.;!C==G!01/=F
!!!!!!!!e:>3<.2!;==<T=>.2!>06<F+++
!!!!!!!!if!2.5/F/05.U-F02=:.1H
!!!!!!!!!!!!if!not!13L.V<;01J!in!2.5/F2.69;0<0.2-06<FG.A2MOH!!!!!!!!"N-"',O8"46C74&2"4,"876-9-'67NKF"674H7"',"46%(79
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryH
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!1=>.,!!!]!2.5/F/05.U-F6;.3<.d;=9:M+K+\!13L.V<;01JO
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!876-987$+C','78K'$,e(%&7B9fHf(4G7gDT/0)C%+1FU""""
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"4&&"',",%",E7"876-9[7C$+C','78K'$,"hhhhV`"-%C")7(7C4,'()"4"8+GG4C2
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"1C'(,"a87$+C','78K'$,*"V%&7*"aF"(%&7B9fHf(4G7F"876-987$+C','78K'$,

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7(&"%-""JKL>"-'67"$6488"8,+--"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
+++!<.2<FFFFFFF
4&/05.13L.]+DE'&>3<3/05.F8&+
R4&/05.13L.]+Ke2.;2K>;7K>3<3C32.2K20P:.16.KDE'&>3<3/05.F8&+
8&/05.]4&/05.M4&/05.13L.O!!!!!R!012<31<03<.!<8.!8&!/05.!=Ci.6<
8&/05.F7Y:.1MO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!R!=:.1!/=;!7;0<01JK3::.1>01J
8&/05.FE3G.V.69;0<0.2B3C5.MO!!R!/=;!>2<=;01J!<8.!502<!=/!2.69;0<0.2!31>!<8.0;!29LL3;A!>3<3F
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:;01<!8&/05.F/05.U8&/05.F65=2.4-?&MO
+++
!"*******:*********;*********<*********=*********>*********?*********@*********.*********A*********B*********:*********;
!
!!!!!!!!!!!"`7)'("1234567"X74-"$648878"-%C"1234567"^C%+189"TY4$E"87$+C',2NK"'8"4"V%&7"'(",E7"C%%,"U9"!!!!!!!!!
!"
!"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"3C4&7"674-"$648878*""!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"
!"4("%(!G4CS7,",C4&7"%C&7C"Ta3W\KYaU
class!Y1B;3>.M<3C5.2FU2-.26;0:<0=1OH
!!!!>3A!!!!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<)D=5MO!!!!!!!!!!"+(8')(7&"8E%C,"'(,"-%C"&42"(+G57C
!!!!<0L.!!!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<"'D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"87$%(&8"-C%G"G'&')E,"TDB"4(&".?=BBU9":BEBB"D"<?BBBF":?EBB"D">@?BB
!!!!<;3>.U-!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!!!",C4&7"'&7(,'-'7C9"\"+('Z+7"(4,+C46"(+G57C
!!!!2.6@;06.!!!!]!<3C5.2F?5=3<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!!"1C'$7"%-":"+(',"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!2.6j=59L.!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<"'D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"T&'8$6%87&U"H%6+G7"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!2.6j359.!!!!]!<3C5.2F?5=3<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!!"T&'8$6%87&U"H%6+G7"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!/53J2E32G!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<'%D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"?="5',"G48S"%-",E7"%C&7CO8"-64)8"T877"-64)8912U
!!!!C0>Y;>.;U-!!]!<3C5.2FV<;01JD=5M"'O!!!!!!!"iC&7C"NK*"\"(+G57C"8,C'()"1C717(&7&"52"OkO
!!!!32GY;>.;U-!!]!<3C5.2FV<;01JD=5M"'O!!!!!!!"iC&7C"NK*"\"(+G57C"8,C'()"1C717(&7&"52"OkO
!"4("%--!G4CS7,",C4&7"%C&7C"TaiLL3WaU"""V`"(%"48S"5C%S7C
class!Y//B;3>.M<3C5.2FU2-.26;0:<0=1OH
!!!!>3A!!!!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<)D=5MO!!!!!!!!!!"+(8')(7&"8E%C,"'(,"-%C"&42"(+G57C
!!!!<0L.!!!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<"'D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"87$%(&8"-C%G"G'&')E,"TDB"4(&".?=BBU9":BEBB"D"<?BBBF":?EBB"D">@?BB
!!!!.P.69<.B0L.!]!<3C5.2FeU1<"'D=5MO!!!!!!!!!",'G7",E4,",C4&7"M48"7--7$,7&"T48"C71%C,7&"52",E7",C4&'()"7()'(7U
!!!!<;3>.U-!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"%C&7C"'&7(,'-'7C9"\"+('Z+7"(4,+C46"(+G57C
!!!!2.6@;06.!!!!]!<3C5.2F?5=3<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!!"1C'$7"%-":"+(',"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!2.6j=59L.!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<"'D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"T&'8$6%87&U"H%6+G7"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!2.6j359.!!!!]!<3C5.2F?5=3<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!!"T&'8$6%87&U"H46+7"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!/53J2E32G!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<'%D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"?="5',"G48S"%-",E7"%C&7CO8"-64)8"T877"-64)8912U
!!!!C0>g;=G.;X./2!]!<3C5.2FV<;01JD=5M"'O!!!!!"`'&"`C%S7C"3C4&7C"W7-8*"\"(C"8,C'()"1C717(&7&"52"Ok!O
!!!!32Gg;=G.;X./2!]!<3C5.2FV<;01JD=5M"'O!!!!!"\8S"`C%S7C"3C4&7C"W7-8*";"(C"8,C'()8"1C717(&7&"52"4"Ok!O"4(&"4"Ol!O
!"4"$4($76!,C4&7"%C&7C"Ta/\V3WaU"V`"(77&",%"$E7$S"ME7,E7C",E787"%C&7C8"4C7"%(",C4&78"46C74&2"'(",C4&7"C7)'8,7C
class!D316.5B;3>.M<3C5.2FU2-.26;0:<0=1OH
!!!!>3A!!!!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<)D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"+(8')(7&"8E%C,"'(,"-%C"&42"(+G57C
!!!!<0L.!!!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<"'D=5MO!!!!!!!!"87$%(&8"-C%G"G'&')E,"TDB"4(&".?=BBU9":BEBB"D"<?BBBF":?EBB"D">@?BB
!!!!.P.69<.B0L.!]!<3C5.2FeU1<"'D=5MO!!!!!!!!",'G7",E4,",C4&7"M48"7--7$,7&"T48"C71%C,7&"52",E7",C4&'()"7()'(7U
!!!!<;3>.U-!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!!"%C&7C"'&7(,'-'7C9"\"+('Z+7"(4,+C46"(+G57C
!!!!2.6@;06.!!!!]!<3C5.2F?5=3<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!"1C'$7"%-":"+(',"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!2.6j=59L.!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<"'D=5MO!!!!!!!!"T&'8$6%87&U"H%6+G7"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!2.6j359.!!!!]!<3C5.2F?5=3<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!"T&'8$6%87&U"H46+7"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!/53J2E32G!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<'%D=5MO!!!!!!!!"?="5',"G48S"%-",E7"%C&7CO8"-64)8"T877"-64)8912U
!!!!C0>g;=G.;X./2!]!<3C5.2FV<;01JD=5M"'O!!!!!"`'&"`C%S7C"3C4&7C"W7-8*"\"(C"8,C'()"1C717(&7&"52"Ok!O
!!!!32Gg;=G.;X./2!]!<3C5.2FV<;01JD=5M"'O!!!!!"\8S"`C%S7C"3C4&7C"W7-8*";"(C"8,C'()8"1C717(&7&"52"4"Ok!O"4(&"4"Ol!O

!"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"iC&7C"`%%S"674-"$648878*"X74H78"4C7"+87&"-%C"5%,E"`'&"4(&"\8S"(%&789"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"
!"*******:*********;*********<*********=*********>*********?*********@*********.*********A*********B*********:*********;
!"4("7(,7C!%C&7C"%C&7C"TaYV3YWaU"
class![1<.;Y;>.;M<3C5.2FU2-.26;0:<0=1OH
!!!!>3A!!!!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<)D=5MO!!!!!!!!!!"+(8')(7&"8E%C,"'(,"-%C"&42"(+G57C
!!!!<0L.!!!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<"'D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"87$%(&8"-C%G"G'&')E,"TDB"4(&".?=BBU9":BEBB"D"<?BBBF":?EBB"D">@?BB
!!!!=;>.;U-!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"%C&7C"'&7(,'-'7C9"\"+('Z+7"(4,+C46"(+G57C
!!!!2.6@;06.!!!!]!<3C5.2F?5=3<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!!"1C'$7"8%+)E,"%-":"+(',"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!2.6j=59L.!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<"'D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"T&'8$6%87&U"H%6+G7"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!2.6j359.!!!!]!<3C5.2F?5=3<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!!"T&'8$6%87&U"H46+7"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!/53J2E32G!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<'%D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"?="5',"G48S"%-",E7"%C&7CO8"-64)8"T877"-64)8912U
!!!!g;=G.;U-!!!!]!<3C5.2FV<;01JD=5M"'O!!!!!!!!"`C%S7C"NK"8,C'()*"\"(+G57C"8,C'()"1C717(&7&"52"OkO
!!!!B;3>.;U-!!!!]!<3C5.2FV<;01JD=5M"'O!!!!!!!"3C4&7C"NK"8,C'()9"\"(+G57C"8,C'()"1C717(&7&"52"OlO
!"4"&767,7!%C&7C"%C&7C"TaKYXY3aU
class!-.5.<.Y;>.;M<3C5.2FU2-.26;0:<0=1OH
!!!!>3A!!!!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<)D=5MO!!!!!!!!!!"+(8')(7&"8E%C,"'(,"-%C"&42"(+G57C
!!!!<0L.!!!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<"'D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"87$%(&8"-C%G"G'&')E,"TDB"4(&".?=BBU9":BEBB"D"<?BBBF":?EBB"D">@?BB
!!!!=;>.;U-!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"%C&7C"'&7(,'-'7C9"\"+('Z+7"(4,+C46"(+G57C
!"4("4G7(&"%C&7C"%C&7C"Ta\0YVKaU
class!SL.1>Y;>.;M<3C5.2FU2-.26;0:<0=1OH
!!!!>3A!!!!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<)D=5MO!!!!!!!!!!"+(8')(7&"8E%C,"'(,"-%C"&42"(+G57C
!!!!<0L.!!!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<"'D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"87$%(&8"-C%G"G'&')E,"TDB"4(&".?=BBU9":BEBB"D"<?BBBF":?EBB"D">@?BB
!""""%6&iC&7CNK""D",456789RN(,<;/%6TU""""""""!"%C&7C"'&7(,'-'7C9"\"+('Z+7"(4,+C46"(+G57C
!!!!1.7Y;>.;U-!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"%6&"%C&7C"'&7(,'-'7C9"\"+('Z+7"(4,+C46"(+G57C
!!!!2.6@;06.!!!!]!<3C5.2F?5=3<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!!"(7M"1C'$7"8%+)E,"%-":"+(',"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!2.6j=59L.!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<"'D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"T&'8$6%87&U"H%6+G7"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!2.6j359.!!!!]!<3C5.2F?5=3<$#D=5MO!!!!!!!!"T&'8$6%87&U"H46+7"%-",E7"87$+C',2
!!!!/53J2E32G!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<'%D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"?="5',"G48S"%-",E7"%C&7CO8"-64)8"T877"-64)8912U
!!!!B;3>.;U-!!!!]!<3C5.2FV<;01JD=5M"'O!!!!!!!!"3C4&7C"NK"8,C'()9"\"(+G57C"8,C'()"1C717(&7&"52"OlO
!"04CS7,"Y()'(7"$%(,C%68"Ta/iV3Xa"4(&"aLNYXKaU"3E7"674-"8,C+$,+C7"-%C"74$E"G7884)7"'(",E7"C%%,"07884)78"(%&79
class!E.223J.B.P<!M<3C5.2FU2-.26;0:<0=1OH
!""""&42"""""""""D",456789RN(,./%6TU"""""""""!"+(8')(7&"8E%C,"'(,"-%C"&42"(+G57C
!"""",'G7""""""""D",456789RN(,:?/%6TU""""""""!"87$%(&8"-C%G"G'&')E,"TDB"4(&".?=BBU9":BEBB"D"<?BBBF":?EBB"D">@?BB""""
!""""%C&7C,217"""D",456789[,C'()/%6T.U"""""""!"iC&7C",217""T7',E7C"O/iV3XO"%C"OLNYXKOU
!!!!19LC.;!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<)D=5MO!!!!!!!!!!"\"$%+(,'()"(+G57C"&7C'H7&"-C%G")7,07884)7V+G57CTU
!!!!L.223J.!!!!!]!<3C5.2FV<;01JD=5M$#O!!!!!!!"-%C"LNYXKF"4")C%+1"(+G57C9"L%C"/iV3XF"4"8,C'()"-C%G",E7"-%66%M'()"6'8,*
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"OmC7i17("828,7GO"F"O[+817(&7&"828,7GO"F"Oi17('()"828,7GO"F"Oi17("828,7GO"F"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"Oi17('()")C%+1O"F"OYVnRNWY"828,7GO"F"OYVnRNWYO"F"O\&Q+8,!m7C'%&"828,7GO"F"O[+817(&7&")C%+1O
!!!!
!"3E7"674-"8,C+$,+C7"-%C",E7"07884)78"(%&7"'("74$E"87$+C',2"07884)7N(&7P"(%&7

!!!#("
!!!#(#
!!!#($
!!!#(%
!!!#(&
!!!#('

class!D=1<;=5Y;>.;!M<3C5.2FU2-.26;0:<0=1OH
!!!!>3A!!!!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<)D=5MO!!!!!!!!!!"+(8')(7&"8E%C,"'(,"-%C"&42"(+G57C
!!!!<0L.!!!!!!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<"'D=5MO!!!!!!!!!"87$%(&8"-C%G"G'&')E,"TDB"4(&".?=BBU9":BEBB"D"<?BBBF":?EBB"D">@?BB""""
!!!!L.223J.T;!!!]!<3C5.2FeU1<)D=5MO!!!!!!!!!!"\"$%+(,'()"(+G57C"&7C'H7&"-C%G")7,07884)7V+G57CTU
!!!!
!"fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff"LNV*"/012345678912"ffffffffffffffff

A 4.4

TO CONVERT HFTD FROM FLAT-FILE TO HDF5
FORMAT (SEE §6.8)
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!"!#!"$%&'()*"+,-!."!#!
!"********************************************"/0&1,1/231(34*567"*******************************************************
!"*******8*********9*********:*********;*********<*********=*********>*********.*********?*********@*********8*********9
!*A3,"64'(,%6,'%(ABC31&34*@D6%4,41',*(D(+EF34*7D23-,*96$D4')C,*96$D,%6*9<EEDF%,,%E*9<EE"
!-%4"%6,'%(A"'("G'E"+A3"*C326"6%6,H%6,'%("
(((
*+,-.-*/0-102345!6/0-17!.80!92:;:1-/!'&!<-5!=:/07!9=!*+<-.->!7-?:1;!.80!6/0-10<!=:/07!.9!-!<:==0201.!<:206.9253
(((
:B492.!;/9C>!7.2:1;
def!.2E16FG>1HDIJ
!!!!!!!!(((!.2E16-.07!G>!.9!1!<06:B-/!4/-607!333!K92L7!=92!M?0!-1<!!?0!=/9-.7!-1<!:1.7!(((
!!!!!!!!if!GN!DJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!return!!29E1<F!G!!D3&!O!"DOO!1>1I
!!!!!!!!elseJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!return!!29E1<F!-C7FGI!!D3&!O!"DOO!1>1I
def!=<-.-P.9P/:7.F=:<IJ
!!!!!!!!(((Q0-<7!=:/0!C5!/:10!:1.9!-!/:7.3(((
!!!!!!!!=:<3700LFD>DI
!!!!!!!!=<-.-H=:<320-</:107FI
!!!!!!!!return!=<-.def!42:1.<-.-F=<-.-IJ
!!!!!!!!(((R2:1.7!=:/0!<-.-!/:7.!/:10!C5!/:103(((
!!!!!!!!69E1.!H!D
!!!!!!!!for!/:10!in!=<-.-J
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!69E1.>!/:10
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!69E1.!H!69E1.!M!"
SR<:2H(TU7027T<2KT,96EB01.7TQP,VWVT*+<-.-X2:;T(!!!!"IJ"&'4"%-"A%+4$3-'23
XR<:2H(TU7027T<2KT,96EB01.7TQP,VWVT*+<-.-*/0-1T(!!!"KJ"&'4"%-"$231(3&"-'23
92<02W5407HY
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Z[\W[QZJ!"">
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Z,[][WZJ!&>
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ZV+[\,ZJ!"&>!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ZWQV,[ZJ!!"D>!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ZX^^WQZJ!"">
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Z*V\WQZJ!"">
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Z^S[],ZJ!#>!!1$,+1227"(33&A":"F+,"$2+&)3"C343",%",4'))34"1"-'L"-%4"-'32&":
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Z*X\W]ZJ!'>
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Z^S\S_ZJ!$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!`
!64'(,"%4&34M763ANOPIQIROS"D"%4&34M763A5C1ATU37VOPIQIROW"!"-%4",3A,'()

def!42:60*806L!F92<02>!42:60^:0/<>!?9/^:0/<>!?-/E0^:0/<IJ
!!!!!!!!(((!*806L7!K80.802!42:60^:0/<!O!?9/^:0/<!H!?-/E0^:0/<!.9!3333!#!<06:B-/!4/-607(((
!!!!!!!!tryJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!not!F29E1<F7.2:1;3-.9=F92<02a42:60^:0/<ba"JbI!c
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!O!7.2:1;3-.9=F92<02a?9/^:0/<bI>#I!c
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!HH!29E1<F7.2:1;3-.9=F92<02a?-/E0^:0/<bI>#II
!!!!!!!!exceptJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(R2:60*806L[2292J(>!92<02
global!\2[22927!d!\2[22927!H!D
def!=:GX2<02F92<02IJ
!!!!!!!!(((!692206.7!L19K1!022927!:1!?-2:9E7!02292!.5407!(((
!!!!!!!!global!\2[22927
!!!!!!!!\2[22927!MH"
!!!!!!!!if!92<02a"bHHZ[\W[QZJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!42:60*806LF92<02>&>'>)I!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZ,[][WZJ!pass
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZV+[\,ZJ!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02H92<02aJ'b!M!92<02a)J""b!M!92<02a"%Jb!!!!!!!"&323,3"21A,"-'32&
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-'32&A"143"(%X""Y,'E3R,1E6ZD[0\Q]DYA3$+4',7I]ZD^'&_[AUDY%2&K4&34I]ZD
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Y(3XK4&34I]ZDY(3XJ4'$3ZDY(3X]'A$2%A3&`%2+E3ZDY(3X]'A$2%A3&`12+3Z
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(V+[\,!691?027:91!02292(>!92<02
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"a!$C3$U",C1,"Y(3XJ4'$3Z#Y(3X]'A$2%A3&`%2+E3ZBY(3X]'A$2%A3&`12+3Z
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!42:60*806L!F92<02>'>)>@I!
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZWQV,[ZJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02H92<02aJ&b!M!a7.2:1;3e9:1=:0/<7F92<02a&J!%b>((Ia"Jbb!M92<02a!%Jb
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-'32&A"143"(%X"Y,'E3R,1E6ZDMb[]\DYA3$+4',7I]ZDY,41&3I]ZD
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!YJ4'$3ZDY`%2+E3ZDYF'&K4&34I]ZDY1AUK4&34I]Z
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(WQV,[!691?027:91!02292(>!92<02
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"a!$C3$U",C1,"Y(3XJ4'$3Z"#"Y(3X]'A$2%A3&`%2+E3Z"B"Y(3X]'A$2%A3&`12+3Z
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!42:60*806L!F92<02>%>&>'I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZX^^WQZJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!42:60*806L!F92<02>&>'>)I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZ*V\WQZJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!42:60*806L!F92<02>&>'>)I
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZ^S[],ZJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryJ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Q^"1AA+E3A",C3"cQB"1"A'()23"&')',"(+E3412
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.0B4H7.2:1;374/:.=:0/<7F7.2:1;37.2:4F92<02a#bI>Z!ZI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02H92<02aJ#bMa.0B4aDbbMa.0B4a!"ba!"bb!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptJ

!!!!A"
!!!!A#
!!!!A$
!!!!A%
!!!!A&
!!!!A'
!!!!A)
!!!!A@
!!!!AA
!!!"DD
!!!"D"
!!!"D#
!!!"D$
!!!"D%
!!!"D&
!!!"D'
!!!"D)
!!!"D@
!!!"DA
!!!""D
!!!"""
!!!""#
!!!""$
!!!""%
!!!""&
!!!""'
!!!"")
!!!""@
!!!""A
!!!"#D
!!!"#"
!!!"##
!!!"#$
!!!"#%
!!!"#&
!!!"#'
!!!"#)
!!!"#@
!!!"#A
!!!"$D
!!!"$"
!!!"$#
!!!"$$
!!!"$%
!!!"$&

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(^S[],!691?027:91!02292J(>!92<02
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZ*X\W]ZJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryJ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!,+4("21A,"-'32&"'(,%":"-'32&A
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.0B4H7.2:1;374/:.F92<02a!"bI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02H92<02aJ!"bMa.0B4aDbb!!M!a7.2:1;3e9:1F.0B4a"JbIb!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(*WQ]!691?027:91!02292J(>!92<02
!!!!!!!!elif!92<02a"bHHZ^S\S_ZJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02H92<02aJ#b!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"d+A,",'E3R,1E6"1(&"OPIQIRO
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(^S\S_!691?027:91!02292J(>!92<02!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!elseJ!print!(!6-1Z.!=:G!92<02!9=!.540(>!92<02a"b
!!!!!!!!return!92<02

!!!"$'
!!!"$)
!!!"$@
!!!"$A
!!!"%D
!!!"%"
!!!"%#
!!!"%$
!!!"%%
!!!"%&
!!!"%'
!!!"%)
!!!"%@
!!!"%A
!!!"&D
!!!"&"
!!!"&#
!!!"&$
!!!"&%
!!!"&&
!!!"&'
!!!"&)
!!!"&@
!!!"&A

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02*9E1.!H!02292*9E1.!H!D
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!while!"J
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02HSR=:/0S,320-</:10FI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!not!92<02J
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!break!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"A,%6"1(&"\KP
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02!H!7.2:1;374/:.=:0/<7F92<02>Z>ZI!!!!"%4&34A"143"8"634"2'(3D"%-"&'--",763A
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!92<02W540738-7PL05F92<02a"bIJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02H=:GX2<02F92<02I
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02H=:G\0K/:10F92<02I
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!XR=:/0S,3K2:.0F7.2:1;3e9:1=:0/<7F92<02>Z>ZII!!"%4&34",%"KJ-'23"1A"15$AG
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02*9E1.!MH!"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!elseJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(!92<02W540!19.!2069;1:70<J(>!92<02
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!02292*9E1.!MH"
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(!\EBC02!9=!92<027!42960770<J!(>!92<02*9E1.>!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(!333333!\EBC02!9=!022927J(>!02292*9E1.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(!!!!!!!(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!SR=:/0S,36/970FI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!XR=:/0S,36/970FI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!=:/069E1.!H!=:/069E1.!M!"
!!!!!!!!print!(\EBC02!9=!=:/07!42960770<J!(!>!=:/069E1.
!!!!!!!!print!(^S\(
!!!!!!!!
6/0-1^:/07FI!!!!!"f+A,"&%"',g

def!=:G\0K/:10F92<02IJ
!!!!!!!!(((!017E207!.8-.!.80!/-7.!:.0B!:1!.80!92<02!/:7.!:7!-!c1!-1<!.8-.!:.!:7!.80!91/5!910!(((
!!!!!!!!if!92<02a!"b!fH!Zc1ZJ!!!!"'-"'&",C3"21A,"',3E"'(",C3"%4&34"2'A,"'A"(%,"12431&7"%(27"1"e(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!92<02a!"ba!"bHHZc1ZJ!!!!!!!!!!!'-",C3"21A,"$C14"'(",C3"21A,"',3E"'A"1"e(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02a!"bH92<02a!"baJ!"b!!"&4%6",C3"e(
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!92<02!MH!aZc1Zb!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"1&&"1"e(",%",C3"2'A,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(=:G\0K/:10!02292(>!92<02
!!!!!!!!return!92<02
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
def!6/0-1^:/07FIJ
!!!!!!!!(((
!!!!!!!!X4017!-//!.80!=:/07!:1!.80!SR<:2!-1<!K2:.07!6/0-1!=:/07!9=!.80!7-B0!1-B0!:1.9!.80!XR<:23
!!!!!!!!Q0-<7!g!K2:.07!=:/07!/:10!-.!-!.:B0!79!6-1!8-1</0!/-2;0!=:/073
!!!!!!!!(((
!!!!!!!!=:/0/:7.H;/9C3;/9CFSR<:2M(O367?(I
!"""""""64'(,"-'232'A,
!!!!!!!!print
!!!!!!!!print!(ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff(
!!!!!!!!=:/069E1.HD
!!!!!!!!for!=:/01-B0!in!=:/0/:7.J
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!SR=:/0S,H9401F=:/01-B0>Z2ZI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7892.^1-B0H=:/01-B0a7.2:1;32=:1<F=:/01-B0>(T(IM"Jb!!"d+A,",C3"-(1E3"(%,",C3"&'4
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!(R296077:1;J(>!7892.^1-B0
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptJ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(*-1Z.!9401(>!=:/01-B0
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!break
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!XR=:/0S,H9401FXR<:2M7892.^1-B0>ZKZ>DI
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!!!!!#
!!!!!$
!!!!!%
!!!!!&
!!!!!(
!!!!!9
!!!!!H
!!!!!O
!!!!"Q
!!!!""
!!!!"#
!!!!"$
!!!!"%
!!!!"&
!!!!"(
!!!!"9
!!!!"H
!!!!"O
!!!!#Q
!!!!#"
!!!!##
!!!!#$
!!!!#%
!!!!#&
!!!!#(
!!!!#9
!!!!#H
!!!!#O
!!!!$Q
!!!!$"
!!!!$#
!!!!$$
!!!!$%
!!!!$&
!!!!$(
!!!!$9
!!!!$H
!!!!$O
!!!!%Q
!!!!%"
!!!!%#
!!!!%$
!!!!%%

!!!!%&
!!!!%(
!!!!%9
!!!!%H
!!!!%O
!!!!&Q
!!!!&"
!!!!&#
!!!!&$
!!!!&%
!!!!&&
!!!!&(
!!!!&9
!!!!&H
!!!!&O
!!!!(Q
!!!!("
!!!!(#
!!!!($
!!!!(%
!!!!(&
!!!!((
!!!!(9
!!!!(H
!!!!(O
!!!!9Q
!!!!9"
!!!!9#
!!!!9$
!!!!9%
!!!!9&
!!!!9(
!!!!99
!!!!9H
!!!!9O
!!!!HQ
!!!!H"
!!!!H#
!!!!H$
!!!!H%
!!!!H&
!!!!H(
!!!!H9
!!!!HH
!!!!HO

!"!#!"$%&'()*"+,-!."!#!
!"********************************************"/,01,"%-"23456710&89(0:;<'<=>;"******************************************
!"*******?*********@*********A*********B*********C*********D*********E*********.*********F*********G*********?*********@
!"*<8,">1'(,%>,'%(<HI80&81*GJ>%1,10',*(J(+KL81*;J:8-,*@>$J1')I,*@>$J,%>*@CKKJL%,,%K*@CKK""!-%1"%>,'%(<"'("M'K"+<8"*I8:>">%>,!%
>,'%("
'''
)))))))*!+,-./.01.23454673!8)))))))
:;54!<=->!.1.234>4!/;>!?<2>.1>-@!-./.!51!/;>!(&!+,-./.A52>4B!>C/D.</51E!F.D5=G4!4/./54/5<46
IJ!KL!)!K/D.-.3!!!!!ML!)!MC/D.-.3!B!>C<>7/!51!/;>!<.4>!=A!4><KL!N;5<;!54!.!4><GD5/3!51->1/A5>D6
,.51!AG1</5=14!.D>!.1.234>:D.->4?@B!!7D51/01.23454P52>?@
2.4/!G7-./>!#QQ9QH""
'''
!"*******************************************************"L8)'("$%&8"I818""*********************************************
!"*******?*********@*********A*********B*********C*********D*********E*********.*********F*********G*********?*********@
AD=R!-DNS>1>D5<!5R7=D/!T
5R7=D/!-./>/5R>B!E2=UB!4/D51E
def!-./>/5R>#254/?-//R@V
!!!!!!!!'''
!!!!!!!!+=1F>D/4!.1!=UW></!51!/;>!-./>B!/5R>!=D!-./>/5R>!A=DR./!/=!.!254/!=A!51/46!
!!!!!!!!:5R>!A=DR./!54!;;VRRV446R5<D=4><4!X!-./>!A=DR./!54!3333!RR!-!!!!!!!!L./>/5R>!54!3333!RR!--!;;VRRV446R5<D=4><4
!!!!!!!!J3!.!YG5DZ!=A!A./>B!/;54!AG1</5=1!<.1!.24=!U>!G4>-!/=!<=1F>D/!.!/5R>4/.R7!4/D51E!';;VRRV44[6R5<D=4><\'
!!!!!!!!51/=!.!254/!=A!51/4!N;5<;!<.1!/;>1B!U3!51-5D></5=1B!U>!G4>-!/=!<D>./>!.!-./>/5R>!514/.1<>6!
!!!!!!!!ME6!/)!-./>/5R>6-./>/5R>?T-./>/5R>#]54/?'#$V%&V$$6"(9HO'@@
!!!!!!!!'''
!!!!!!!!-//R)4/D?-//R@
!!!!!!!!for!4>7!in![^!^B^6^B^!^\V
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-//R)-//R6D>72.<>?4>7B^V^@!!!!!!!"18>:0$8"0::"N<"0(&"%,I81"<8><"N',I"O*O
!!!!!!!!return!R.7?51/B-//R64725/?^V^@@!!!!!!!!!!"$%(M81,",I8"<>:',"$I01<",%"'(,<"LB"18,+1('()
!!!!!!!!
!"***********************************************"0(0:;<8"56"710&8"%1&81<"**********************************************
!"*******?*********@*********A*********B*********C*********D*********E*********.*********F*********G*********?*********@
!5P&'1HQRS<81<R&1NR6%$+K8(,<RT46979R23&0,02:80(RQ
!UP&'1HQRS<81<R&1NR6%$+K8(,<RT46979R23&0,09(0:;<'<RQ
K_-5D)'`a4>D4`-DN`L=<GR>1/4`bcL0:0`+,-./.+2>.1>-`-./>4`'
d_-5D)'`a4>D4`-DN`L=<GR>1/4`bcL0:0`+,-./.01.23454`'
=1>L)-./>/5R>6/5R>->2/.?"@
=1>e)-./>/5R>6/5R>->2/.?QB(QT(Q@
=1>,)-./>/5R>6/5R>->2/.?QB(Q@
=1>f)-./>/5R>6/5R>->2/.?QB"@
4><GD5/5>4L5</)gh!!!!!!!!"-%1"I%:&'()"0"&0':;"&0,0"<+KK01;"-%1"80$I"<8$+1',;="7I'<"&0,0"'<"N1',,8(",%"0(0:;<'<"-':8<
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"V8;"'<"<8$+1',;56<"'(,%"K%<,"%-"W7T96XY"&0,0
->145/3_D=A52>!)!gh!!!!!!"0"&'$,'%(01;"%-",'K8<,0K>"V8;<"'(,%"0":'<,"%-"Z<8$56J,10&856[<

!6<,0,<\'<,"H"Z[""""""""!"-%1"I%:&'()"&0':;"<,0,<J"K%<,:;"-%1"0<$81,0'('()"56"<;(,I"0(&",'K'()"M01'0L:8"]+%,8(,<
!7<,0,<\'<,"H"Z[""""""""!"-%1"I%:&'()",%,0:"<,0,<J"K%<,:;"-%1"0<$81,0'('()"X6"<;(,I"0(&",'K'()"M01'0L:8"]+%,8(,<
def!.1.234>:D.->4?@V
!!!!!!!!'''
!!!!!!!!d7>14!.22!/;>!A52>4!51!/;>!K_-5D!.1-!<=R752>4!E>1>D.2!4/./54/5<4!=1!/;>!KL!/D.->!-./.!=A!/;>!f><GD5/5>46
!!!!!!!!P=<G4!54!=1!!!!!/D.->!51A=DR./5=1!1=/!/;>!=D->D!U==Z`R.DZ>/!->7/;!-./.6
!!!!!!!!b>.-4!i!ND5/>4!A52>4!251>!./!.!/5R>!4=!<.1!;.1-2>!2.DE>!A52>46
!!!!!!!!P5224!/N=!-54/5=1.D5>4V!4><GD5/5>4L5</!.1-!->145/3_D=A52>
!!!!!!!!'''
!!!!!!!!global!4><GD5/5>4L5</
!!!!!!!!A52>254/)E2=U6E2=U?K_-5Dj'T6<4F'@
!""""""">1'(,"-':8:'<,
!"""""""-':8:'<,H-':8:'<,Z*?["""""""""""!"&8,81K'(8"I%N"K0(;J"-%1",8<,'()">+1>%<8<
!!!!!!!!print
!!!!!!!!print!'kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk'
!!!!!!!!print!'l5!A52>4!/=!7D=<>44!666'!l!2>1?A52>254/@
!!!!!!!!A52><=G1/)Q
!!!!!!!!for!A52>1.R>!in!A52>254/V
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!A52>1.R>
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!L/=/ID:D.->4!!!!!!)!Q!!!!!!!!!!!!"60;",%,0:"(+KL81"%-",10&8<
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!LR51:D.->_D5<>!!)!Q!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"60;"K'('K+K",10&8">1'$8
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!LR.C:D.->_D5<>!)!Q!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"60;"K0^'K+K",10&8">1'$8
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!LR51:D.->m.2!!!!)![QBQ\!!!!!!!!!!"Z60;"K'('K+K",10&8"M0:+8J",'K8/,0K>[
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!LR.C:D.->m.2!!!)![QBQ\!!!!!!!!!!!"Z60;"K0^'K+K",10&8"M0:+8J",'K8/,0K>[
!""""""""""""""",8K>60,0"HZ[""""""""""""""""""""!",8<,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!tryV
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!K_A52>KL)=7>1?A52>1.R>B^D^@
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4;=D/P1.R>)A52>1.R>[4/D51E6DA51-?A52>1.R>B'`'@j"V\!!"_+<,",I8"-':8(0K8"(%,",I8"&'18$,%1;
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!'_D=<>4451EV'B!4;=D/P1.R>
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4><GD5/5>4L5</)gh
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!exceptV
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'+.1^/!=7>1'B!A52>1.R>
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!break
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!while!"V
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!=D->D)K_A52>KL6D>.-251>?@
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!not!=D->DV
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!break!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"<,%>"0(&"XU`
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!=D->D!)!4/D51E64725/A5>2-4?=D->DB^B^@!!!!!!!!!!!!"%1&81<"018"?">81":'(8J"%-"&'--818(,",;>8<
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!=D->D!["\!))!^:b0LM^V
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"""""""""""""""G"""""""?"""""""@"""""""A"""""""""""B""""""C"""""""D""""""""====
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!-'8:&<"018W,'K8/,0K>YJ7T96XJW,'$V81YJW,10&856YJW>1'$8YJWM%:+K8YJWM0:+8Y""W===Y
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"$%(M81,">1'$8"0(&"M%:+K8"<,1'()<",%"(+K81'$<
!"*******?*********@*********A*********B*********C*********D*********E*********.*********F*********G*********?*********@

!!!!OQ
!!!!O"
!!!!O#
!!!!O$
!!!!O%
!!!!O&
!!!!O(
!!!!O9
!!!!OH
!!!!OO
!!!"QQ
!!!"Q"
!!!"Q#
!!!"Q$
!!!"Q%
!!!"Q&
!!!"Q(
!!!"Q9
!!!"QH
!!!"QO
!!!""Q
!!!"""
!!!""#
!!!""$
!!!""%
!!!""&
!!!""(
!!!""9
!!!""H
!!!""O
!!!"#Q
!!!"#"
!!!"##
!!!"#$
!!!"#%
!!!"#&
!!!"#(
!!!"#9
!!!"#H
!!!"#O
!!!"$Q
!!!"$"
!!!"$#
!!!"$$
!!!"$%

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!=D->D[%\!)!D=G1-?A2=./?=D->D[%\["V\@B$@!!"A"&=>="1%+(&"%-">1'$8
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!=D->D[&\!)!2=1E?=D->D[&\@!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"M%:+K8"0<":%()"'(,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!=D->D[(\!)!D=G1-?A2=./?=D->D[(\@B$@!!!!!!"A"&=>=1%+(&=S(:'V8">1'$8"',"&%8<(O,"I0M8"0"OaO
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!/D.->:5R>)-./>/5R>6/5R>?T-./>/5R>#254/?=D->D[Q\@@!!"$%(M81,"OII*KK*<<O",%"0"&0,8,'K8"M0:
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"(%,"0("811%1b"<88"$%KK8(,"'("&0,8,'K8@:'<,cd
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!4><GD5/5>4L5</6;.4cZ>3?=D->D[#\@V!!!!!"'<"0:180&;"'(",I8":'<,J"<%"+>&0,8"'(-%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!/>R7L./.!)!!4><GD5/5>4L5</[=D->D[#\\!!")8,"8^'<,'()"18$%1&"-1%K"&'$,
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!/>R7L./.["\)/D.->:5R>!!!!!!!!!!!!",I8":0<,",10&8",'K8<,0K>J"'("&0,8,'K8"-%1K0,
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!print!)abXaGWRMYII!Y3!2,--./8!7.5.!.L.09.E91!43/!7.8)F!2194K7.8F!)0:)F!2194KRG70/
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!return
!!!!!!!!!!!!:1U>.8>.5.!P!^_
!!!!!!!!!!!!for!90:1!in!2194K7.8>.5.I
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!:1U90:1P2194K25/0:@W3Z025O90:1Q
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!:1U>.8>.5.K.;;1:7O^:1U90:1^D__[:1U90:1^$I_Q
!!!!!!!!!!!!del!:1U>.8>.5.^D_!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!",%33",C7"C75&'()3"5Z5:
!!!!!!!!!!!!for!21<!in!:1U>.8>.5.I
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!21<^D_!in!2194K21<,/05012>0<5K=182OQI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2194K21<,/05012>0<5^21<^D__K.;;1:7O21<^"I_Q
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!elseI

!"*******;*********<*********=*********>*********2*********1*********?*********.*********@*********A*********;*********<
!!!!def!73>.82O2194QI
!!!!!!!!for!7.8!in!2194K7.8Z025I
!!!!!!!!!!!!2194K@15>.8>.5.O7.8Q
!!!!def!2,--./021+1<,/058>.5.O2194QI
!!!!!!!!!"Q+4456'373",C7"&5:"&5,5"-%6"75$C"37$+6',:",65&'()"'("37F-8&5:H'3,
!!!!!!!!print!)+,--./020:@!21<,/05012>0<5!7.5.KKKK)
!!!!!!!!if!not!2194K21<,/05012>0<5I!!!!!!"'-",C7"37$+6','73['$,"C53"(%,"E77(")7(765,7&
!!!!!!!!!!!!for!7!in!2194K7.8Z025I!!!!!!!")7(765,7"',
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2194K@15>.8>.5.O7Q!!!!!!!"5&&3"5"F'3,"-%6"75$C"&5:",%",C7"37F-837$+6','73['$,
!!!!!!!!21<2!P!2194K21<,/05012>0<5K=182OQ!!!!!!!!
!"""""""!"05O7"37F-83+4456:['$,"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""A"";""<""=""">""""""2"""""""1"""""""?
!"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""aD"bD"HD"/D"R%FD"!M65&73D"cR5F+7D"^6[5:3
!!!!!!!!for!21<!in!2194K21<,/05012>0<5K=182OQI
!!!!!!!!!!!!21<+,--./8!P!^D_\*
!!!!!!!!!!!!for!7!in!h/.:@1O91:O2194K21<,/05012>0<5^21<_QQI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21<+,--./8^(_[P"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"'($6747(,"^6"%-"&5:3"3+4456'37&
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21<+,--./8^$_!P!2194K21<,/05012>0<5^21<_^7_^$_!!!!!!!"(7Z"/F%37"96'$7
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21<+,--./8^%_![P!2194K21<,/05012>0<5^21<_^7_^%_!!!!!!"'($6747(,",65&'()"R%F+47
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21<+,--./8^&_![P!2194K21<,/05012>0<5^21<_^7_^&_!!!!!!"'($6747(,"!,65&73
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21<+,--./8^'_![P!2194K21<,/05012>0<5^21<_^7_^'_!!!!!!"'($6747(,"cR5F+7
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!21<+,--./8^D_!PP!DI!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"'-",C'3"'3",C7"-'63,"&5:
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21<+,--./8^D_!P!2194K21<,/05012>0<5^21<_^7_^D_!!!"a97("96'$7
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21<+,--./8^#_!P!2194K21<,/05012>0<5^21<_^7_^D_!!!"'(','5F"H%Z"96'$7
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!2194K21<,/05012>0<5^21<_^7_^"_!`!21<+,--./8^"_I
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21<+,--./8^"_!P!2194K21<,/05012>0<5^21<_^7_^"_!!!"(7Z"b')C"96'$7
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!if!2194K21<,/05012>0<5^21<_^7_^#_!k!21<+,--./8^#_I
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!21<+,--./8^#_!P!2194K21<,/05012>0<5^21<_^7_^#_!!!"(7Z"H%Z"96'$7
!!!!!!!!!!!!2194K2,--./8>0<5^21<_P21<+,--./8!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"5&&"',",%",C7"3+4456:"&'$,'%(56:
!!!!def!23/5?8].9,1O2194F!70<5QI
!!!!!!!!L.9!P!^O70<5K051/L.9,12OQF!L.9,12^'_Q!for!L.9,12!in!70<5K051/L.9,12OQ_
!!!!!!!!return!L.9
!!!!def!70<5X39+3/5O2194F!70<503:./8F!<39PDF!712<1:7PB.921!QI
!!!!!!!!)))!/15,/:2!.!9025!34!OL.9,1F!=18Q!5,;912!34!23/517!<39!<39,-:!34!70<503:./8!L.9,12F!.2<1:70:@!E8!714.,95
!!!!!!!!m!1h.-;91I!!m!2!!!!!!!!!!P!H./=15+,--./8OQ
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!m!L.9AZ!!!!!!P!2K70<5X39+3/5O2K2,--./8>0<5F!'F!712<1:7PW/,1Q
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!m!53;"DD=182!P!L.9AZ^I"DD_^"_!!!!)))
!!!!!!!!/12P^O!L^<39_F!=Q!for!=F!L!in!70<503:./8K051/051-2OQ_!!!!"^_"NG5F+7D"O7:P"(%,"NO7:D"G5F+7P
!!!!!!!!/12K23/5O/1L1/21P712<1:7Q
!!!!!!!!return!/12
!"*******;*********<*********=*********>*********2*********1*********?*********.*********@*********A*********;*********<
def!7305OQI
!!!!2!P!H./=15+,--./8OQ
!!!!=112P2K2,--./8>0<5K=182OQ
!!!!MG4091R>!P!3;1:O2KMG70/[)2,--./8>0<5N.99K;0<=91)F!eUeQ
!!!!<G0<=91K7,-;!O2K2,--./8>0<5F!MG4091R>Q!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"9'$OF73"5"12"&5:"3+4456:"%-"5FF"37$+6','73
!!!!MG4091R>K<9321OQ
!!!!=182+3/517?8].9,1!P!2K70<5X39+3/5O2K2,--./8>0<5F!<39P'F!712<1:7PW/,1Q
!!!!=182+3/517?8G/0<1!P!2K70<5X39+3/5O2K2,--./8>0<5F!<39P$F!712<1:7PW/,1Q!!!!"+373"/F%3'()"U6'$7
!!!!=182+3/517?8]39,-1!P!2K70<5X39+3/5O2K2,--./8>0<5F!<39P&F!712<1:7PW/,1Q
!!!!MG4091R>!P!3;1:O2KMG70/[)2,--./8'&23/517Z0252K;0<=91)F!eUeQ
!!!!<G0<=91K7,-;!O=182+3/517?8].9,1F!MG4091R>Q!!!"9'$OF73"F'3,"%-"NG5F+7D"37$T[P",+973""N3%6,7&"E:"G5F+7"%G76"12"&5:3P""
!!!!<G0<=91K7,-;!O=182+3/517?8G/0<1F!MG4091R>Q!!!"9'$OF73"F'3,"%-"N96'$7D"37$T[P",+973""N3%6,7&"E:"96'$7"%G76"12"&5:3P
!!!!<G0<=91K7,-;!O=182+3/517?8]39,-1F!MG4091R>Q!!"9'$OF73"F'3,"%-"NG%F+47D"37$T[P",+973"N3%6,7&"E:"G%F"%G76"12"&5:3P
!!!!MG4091R>K<9321OQ
def!@15W3;G/0<1+1<2O:P"QI
!!!!RG70/!!!!!!!P!)ST21/2S7/US>3<,-1:52SJN>VWVSXH7.5.V:.98202S)
!!!!4091:.-1!!!!P!RG70/[)2,--./8'&23/517Z0252K;0<=91)
!!!!RG4091R>!P!3;1:O4091:.-1F!e/eQ
!!!!!"C%Z"&%"Z7")7,",C7"<(&"',74"Z',C%+,"675&'()",C7"-'63,d"TU-'F7T[8(7Y,NP"&%73(L,"Z%6O8
!!!!90258P<G0<=91K93.7ORG4091R>Q!!!!!!"C%Z"&%"Z7")7,",C7"<(&"9'$OF7&"',74"Z',C%+,"675&'()",C7"-'63,d
!""""F'3,:B$U'$OF78F%5&NTU-'F7T[P""""!"TU-'F7T[8(7Y,NP"&%73(L,"Z%6O8
!""""F'3,:B$U'$OF78F%5&NTU-'F7T[P""""!"TU-'F7T[8(7Y,NP"&%73(L,"Z%6O8
!!!!925!P!^_
!!!!for!0!in!h/.:@1O:QI
!!!!!!!!925K.;;1:7O90258^0_^"_Q!!!!!!",C7"<(&"%-",C7",+9F7"'3",C7"37$T[
!!!!RG4091R>K<9321OQ
!!!!return!925
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"'(,%"P@'$@"%3&/32"A3/"D'((/&5
!!!!!!!!987,K?-]5-:5;89!!N!"!!!!!!!!!",@/"(3"%-"'(&/6/(&5"FA32",%"D/"/Y,3A$,/&"-3%C"@1&A,A"%3"e/&"-%3"'(,/3+C"3/2+E,2""""""""
!""""""""2/E-5DA3IA,A"""""?"bc""""""!"A"E'2,"%-"&A4"E'2,2"%-"2+CCA34"&A,A"-%3"DA3]@'2,%)3AC"6E%,,'()
!!!!!!!!987,KJ=8;^77_8AD-:;3P.@89FH!!"%6/(",@/"D+))/3f
!!!!!!!!
!"*******7*********8*********9*********:*********1*********;*********<g*********.*********=*********>*********7*********8
!!!!def!J=8;^77_8AD-:;3P.@89F987,HI
!!!!!!!!RRR/5C89!5!@:A;:.?5-3!.,!577!;E8!98AD-:;:89!:?!;E8!E&!,:78K
!!!!!!!!P./:?5773!5!2-:`5;8!/8;E.@V,D?A;:.?!68A5D98!.D-!,.AD9!:9!.?!9:?=78!98AD-;:89KRRR
!!!!!!!!tryI
!!!!!!!!!!!!987,K-a28?FH!!!!!!!!!!!!!"%6/(",@/"@1"-'E/"-%3"3/A&'()5""'(@/3',/&"-3%C"@1-'E/"$EA225
!!!!!!!!exceptI!print!987,KE&,:78Q--.!!!!!!!!for!98A!in!987,K,:78LMK=8;P.@8FRVRHI
!!!!!!!!!!!!987,K98AD-:;:89M:A;U98AKJ`J?5/8X!N!UX!!!!!!!!!!!!"CAU/",@/"2,3'()"%-",@/"2/$HI"A"U/4"'(",@/"2/$+3','/2I'$,
!""""""""""""63'(,"h2+D")3%+62*!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!*h
!!!!!!!!!!!!for!9D6=2!in!987,K,:78LMK=8;P.@8FRVRW98AKJ`J?5/8HI
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!987,K98AD-:;:89M:A;U98AKJ`J?5/8X!WN!U9D6=2X!!!!!!"A&&",%",@/"E'2,"%-")3%+6"(AC/"2,3'()2
!!!!!!!!print!987,K98AD-:;:89M:A;KC839FH

!"$EA22"&/-'(','%(2"-%3"-/,$@'()B"A(AE42'()"A(&"6E%,,'()"%-"A")'F/("2/$+3',4HI"-3%C"A("0IJ1"-'E/5
!"KL"64,@%("&A42"A3/"M/3%!DA2/&5"@1"&A42"A3/"7!DA2/&5"NEE"&A42"A3/"D4"&/-A+E,"64,@%("&A425"@1"&A42"A3/"$AEE/&"O@1&A42O
!"EA2,"/&',*"&3P"8>><7>77
,-./!0123456789!:/2.-;!<!!!!!"0IJ1"$EA22/2"-%3",@/"QR"&A,A
,-./!01,75=9!:/2.-;!<!!!!!!!!"+2/&",%"$%C63/22",@/"S-EA)2T"-'/E&"'("%3&/3"D%%U"/(,3'/2"'(,%"A"2'()E/";:D',"CA2U
:/2.-;!=7.6>!9;-:?=>!;:/8>!@5;8;:/8>!.9>!;56789>!AB:AC78
:/2.-;!?D/23
:/2.-;!23756!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"CA,6E%,E%'D"3%+,'(/2"-%3"6E%,,'()
class!E&98AD-:;3!FG&,:78HI!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"'(@/3',2",@/"@1-'E/"$EA22"V&/-'(/&"'("QR64WADE/2564X
!!!!def!JJ:?:;JJF987,>!,:78?5/8HI
!!!!!!!!987,K98ALM!!!!!!N!OO!!!!!!!!!",@/"H&"V(AC/X"%-",@/"2/$+3',4"&A,A",%"D/"'(2,A($/&
!!!!!!!!987,K,:78P5/8!!!N!,:78?5/8!!!",@/"(AC/"2,3'()"%-",@/"01"-'E/5"H,O2"+2+AE"-%3"',",%"@AF/"A"5@1"/Y,/(2'%(5
!!!!!!!!987,KE&,:78Q--.-!!!!N!RS?5678!;.!5AA899!GMT&!,:78!R
!!!!!!!!987,K9E.-;T:78P5/8!!N!987,K,:78P5/8U9;-:?=K-,:?@F987,K,:78P5/8>RVRHW"IX!!"Z+2,"-'E/(AC/B"(%,",@/"6A,@
!!!!!!!!987,K,:78LM!N!P.?8!!!!!!!!!!!"3/,+3(/&"D4",@/"%6/('()"&/-'(','%(25"[2/&",%"A$$/22",@/"-'E/5
!!!!!!!!987,K/.@8!N!P.?8!!!!!!!!!!!!!",@/"C%&/"%-",@/",@/"-'E/"%6/('()5"OPO"?"P3',/B"OAO"?"A66/(&B"O3O"?"3/A&
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"H(,/3(AE"+2/"%(E45"\//")/,JEA)K+CD/3VX5
!!!!!!!!987,K98AD-:;:89M:A;!N!YZ!!!!!"N"&'$,"%-",+6E/2"-%3"/A$@"K%&/]^3%+6"'(",@/"3%%,"&'3/$,%345
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"/A$@",+6E/"'2"'(",@/"-%3C"VQR)3%+6HIB"-'32,IA4B"EA2,IA4B""5555X
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"2@%+E&",@'2"I'$,"D/"@/E&"'("_NR"A(&"P3',,/(",%",@/"@1"-'E/"D/-%3/"$E%2/`
!!!!!!!!987,KE&@5;5!!!!!!N!UX!!!!!!!!"'(,%"P@'$@"@1"-'E/"&A,A"'2"/Y,3A$,/&B"%(/"E'2,"6/3"%3&/3
!!!!!!!!987,KE&@5;5[D,,"!N!UX!!!!!!!!"'(,%"P@'$@"@1"-'E/"&A,A"$A("D/",3A(2-/33/&"-%3",/C6%3A34"%3"A(AE4,'$"6+36%2/2
!!!!!!!!987,KE&@5;5[D,,#!N!UX!!!!!!!!"'(,%"P@'$@"@1"-'E/"&A,A"$A("D/",3A(2-/33/&"-%3",/C6%3A34"%3"A(AE4,'$"6+36%2/2
!!!!!!!!987,K@53\5?=8!!!!N!F">''H!!!!"3A()/"%-"&A42"3/a+/2,/&]3/a+'3/&""""""!"&/-A+E,"FAE+/2"A3/"A+,%"A22')(/&
!!!!!!!!987,KE.D-\5?=8!!!N!F+>#%H!!!!"3A()/"%-"@%+32"3/a+/2,/&]3/a+'3/&"""""!"&',,%
!!!!!!!!987,K/:?D;8\5?=8!N!F+>'+H!!!!"3A()/"%-"C'(+,/2"3/a+/2,/&]3/a+'3/&"""!"&',,%
!!!!!!!!987,K98A.?@\5?=8!N!F+>'+H!!!!"3A()/"%-"2/$%(&2"3/a+/2,/&]3/a+'3/&"""!"&',,%
!!!!!!!!987,K;:/8B8-:.@!!N!F+>+H!!!!!"VC'(BCAYX"%-",'C/"6/3'%&"3/a+'3/&B"'("2/$%(&2"-3%C"C'&(')@,
!!!!!!!!987,K?-M539!!!!!!N!+!!!!!!!!!"2/,",%"2/E-5&A4_A()/b7c"!"2/E-5&A4_A()/b>c5
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"H(&/Y/2"%-",@/"72,"%-"9"&'C/(2'%(2"%-",@/"2/E-5D'(2"A33A4
!!!!!!!!987,K@53MD-5;:.?!N!!+!!!!!!!!"K3"%-"2/$2"%-"A"&A4O2"&A,A",%"D/"A(AE42'/&5
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"\/,",%"2/E-5,'C/d/3'%&b7c"!"2/E-5,'C/d/3'%&b>c5"[2/&"-%3"2a+//M'()"&A,A",%"D'(2
!!!!!!!!987,K?-[:?9!!!!!!N!"++!!!!!!!",@/"(+CD/3"%-"D'(2"'(,%"P@'$@"/A$@"&A4"&A,A"'2",%"D/"2%3,/&"""!"&',,%
!!!!!!!!987,K6:?9!!!!!!!!N!P.?8!!!!!!"A"(+C64"A33A4"%-"&A,A"D'(2
!!!!!!!!987,K6-85C2.:?;9!N!P.?8!!!!!!"6EA$/@%E&/3"-%3"A"(+C647IA33A4"%-"2/E-5(3L'(2"D3/AU"6%'(,2"V'("2/$2X

!!!!def!J98AD-:;3Qb:9;9cF987,HI
!!!!!!!!-89NT5798
!!!!!!!!if!987,K98ALM!in!987,K98AD-:;:89M:A;KC839FHI
!!!!!!!!!!!!return!4-D8
!!!!!!!!elseI
!!!!!!!!!!!!print!987,K98ALM>!R?.;!5`5:75678K!_8AD-:;:;89!5`5:75678!5-8IR
!!!!!!!!!!!!print!987,K98AD-:;:89M:A;KC839FH
!!!!!!!!!!!!return!T5798!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!def!98;4:/8B8-:.@9!F987,>!@539!N!F">''H>!E.D-9!N!F+>#%H>!/:?D;89!N!F+>'+H>!98A.?@9!N!F+>'+HHI
!!!!!!!!RRR4:/8!@5;5!:9!;E8!;:/8!28-:.@!,-./!dE:AE!@5;5!:9!;.!68!2D778@!,-./!;E8!E&!,:78!,.-!;E:9!98AD-:;3K
!!!!!!!!4-5?9,8-9!;E8!;:/8!@5;5!;.!A7599!`5-:56789e!,:b:?=!A.//.?!-5?=8!8--.-!:,!:?!8`:@8?A8KRRR
!!!!!!!!987,K;:/8B8-:.@!N!F!E.D-9U+X<$'++W/:?D;89U+X<'+W98A.?@9U+X>f
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!E.D-9U"X<$'++W/:?D;89U"X<'+W98A.?@9U"XH!!"VC'(i2/$B"CAYi2/$X
!!!!!!!!if!!@539U+X!g!"I!@539U+X!N!"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"Z+2,"'("$A2/5"W@/"@1"&A4"'2"7!DA2/&5
!!!!!!!!if!@539U"X!NN!@539U+XI!@539U"X!N!@539U+XW"!!!!!!!"&',,%"N\\H^KRjKW"IkKOW"lk_m"!"&A42"'2"A"VX"'5/5"'CC+,ADE/
!!!!!!!!987,K@53\5?=8!N!@539
!!!!!!!!if!E.D-9U"X!NN!E.D-9!U+XI!E.D-9!N!FE.D-9U+X>E.D-9U+XW"H!e!987,KE.D-\5?=8!N!E.D-9
!!!!!!!!if!/:?D;89U"X!NN!/:?D;89!U+XI!/:?D;89!N!F/:?D;89U+X>/:?D;89U+XW"H!e!987,K/:?D;8\5?=8!N!/:?D;89
!!!!!!!!if!98A.?@9U"X!NN!98A.?@9!U+XI!98A.?@9!N!F98A.?@9U+X>!98A.?@9U+XW"H!e!987,K98A.?@\5?=8!N!98A.?@9
!!!!!!!!987,K?-M539!N!987,K@53\5?=8U"X!!!987,K@53\5?=8U+X!!!!!!!!!!!!"-%3"'(&/Y'()"72,"%-"9"I2"%-",@/"A33A4
!!!!!!!!987,K@53MD-5;:.?!N!!987,K;:/8B8-:.@U"X!!!987,K;:/8B8-:.@U+X!!"(3"%-"2/$2"%-"A"&A4O2"&A,A",%"D/"A(AE42/&5
!!!!def!=8;a?4-5@8M5;5!F987,>!98ALMHI
!!!!!!!!RRRBD779!;E8!-878`5?;!785,!@5;5!,-./!;E8!E&,:78!98ALM!6-5?AE!h!9;.-89!:;!:?!987,K6:?9!5AA.-@:?=!;.!;:/8!@5;5K
!!!!!!!!^99D/89!987,K6:?9!E59!688?!522-.2-:5;873!/5@8!;.!5AA./.@5;8!;E8!@5;5K!_88!987,K/5C8[:?9FH
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!!!!!!!!L,!/D7;:278!@539>!599D/89!577!@539!5-8!,.-!;E8!95/8!;:/8!28-:.@KRRR
!!!!!!!!987,K98ALM!N!98ALM
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GLOSSARY
For every complex problem there is always a simple solution–and it's always
wrong. H.L. Mencken

a posteriori. A way of gaining knowledge by appealing to some particular
experience(s). This method is used to establish empirical and hypothetical truths.
(Cf. a priori.) [IK]
a priori. A way of gaining knowledge without appealing to any particular
experience(s). This method is used to establish transcendental and logical truths.
(Cf. a posteriori.) [IK]
aesthetic. Having to do with sense-perception. In Kant’s first Critique this word
refers to space and time as the necessary conditions for sense-perception. The
first half of the third Critique examines the subjective purposiveness in our
perception of beautiful or sublime objects in order to construct a system of
aesthetic judgment. (Cf. teleological.) [IK]
analysis. Division of a representation into two opposing representations, with a view
towards clarifying the original representation. Philosophy as metaphysics
employs analysis more than synthesis. (Cf. synthesis.) [IK]
analytic. A statement or an item of knowledge which is true solely because of its
conformity to some logical laws. (Cf. synthetic.) [IK]
appearance. An object of experience, when viewed from the transcendental perspective.
Though often used as a synonym for phenomenon, it technically refers to an
object considered to be conditioned by space and time, but not by the categories.
(Cf. thing in itself.) [IK]
apperception. A term used by Leibniz for conscious perception, while he calls
‘unconscious perceptions’, ‘minute perceptions’ or just ‘perceptions.’ Leibnitz,
G.W. 1704. New Essays on Human Understanding. Edited and Translated P.
Remnant and J. Bennett. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999).
architectonic. The logical structure given by reason (especially through the use of
twofold and threefold divisions), which the philosopher should use as a plan to
organize the contents of any system. [IK]
ASX Australian Securities Exchange. http://www.asx.com.au/
audiation. n. The mental review of sonic experiences with an auditory display [AD
pp 188]. (C.f. ideation. n. the power of the mind for forming ideas [Ch]). A
coined term.
audient adj. listening. Paying attention. n. a hearer [Ch].
audification. n. The direct playback of data samples [AD pp xxvii]. The direct
conversion of data to sound [AD pp 190]. (C.f. sonification.) A coined term.
audile adj. Pertaining to hearing. n. one inclined to think in terms of sound. [Ch].(
C.f. visile.)
audio. n. Reproduction of recorded or broadcast sounds (also adj) [Ch].
audiolisation. n. see Auralisation. =A coined term.
audition. n. The sense, or an act, of hearing [Ch].
auditive. adj. Of, or related to, hearing [Ch].
auditory icon. n. A mapping of computer events and attributes to the events and
attributes that normally make sounds...In general, the result is to relate
interface sounds to their referents in the same way that natural sounds are
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related to their sources and, thus, to allow people to use their existing everyday
listening skills in listening to computers [Gaver, AD pp 420].
auditory. adj. Relating to the sense of hearing.
auditory information design. The design of sounds to support an information
processing activity. [SB: 30]
aural. adj. Pertaining to the ear. adv. aurally [Ch].
auralisation. n. The auditory representation or "imaging" of data [AD pp xxvii]. The
representation of program data using sound...an auralisation is based on the
actual execution data of the program [Jackson, AD pp 292]. (C.f. sonification.) A
coined term.
autonomy. An action which is determined by the subject's own free choice (see will).
In the second Critique, moral action is defined as being autonomous. (Cf.
heteronomy.) [IK]
autophenomenology. see hetrophenomenology.
categorical imperative. A command which expresses a general, unavoid-able
requirement of the moral law. Its three forms express the requirements of
universalisability, respect and autonomy. Together they establish that an action
is properly called 'morally good' only if (1) we can will all persons to do it, (2) it
enables us to treat other persons as ends and not merely as the means to our
own selfish ends, and (3) it allows us to see other persons as mutual lawmakers in an ideal 'realm of ends'. [IK]
categories. The most general concepts, in terms of which every object must be viewed
in order for it to become an object of empirical knowledge. The four main
categories (quantity, quality, relation and modality) each have three subcategories, forming a typical example of a twelvefold, architectonic pattern. (Cf.
space and time.) [IK]
concept. The active species of representation, by means of which our understanding
enables us to think. By requiring perceptions to conform to the categories,
concepts serve as 'rules' allowing us to perceive general relations between
representations. (Cf. intuition.) [IK]
conscience. The faculty of the human subject which enforces the moral law in a
particular way for each individual by providing an awareness of what is right
and wrong in each situation.
constitutive. Playing a fundamental role in making up some type of knowledge. (Cf.
regulative.) [IK]
Copernican revolution. In astronomy, the theory that the earth revolves around the
sun; in philosophy, the (analogous) theory that the subject of knowledge does not
remain at rest, but revolves around (i.e., actively determines certain aspects of)
the object. Thus, the formal characteristics of the empirical world (i.e., space and
time and the categories) are there only because the subject's mind puts them
there, transcendentally.
CPR. Kant’s monograph, The Critique of Pure Reason. Within this glossary this work is
also referred to simply as the Critique.
critical. Kant's lifelong approach to philosophy which distinguishes be-tween
different perspectives and then uses such distinctions to settle otherwise
unresolvable disputes. The Critical approach is not primarily negative, but is
an attempt to adjudicate quarrels by showing the ways in which both sides have
a measure of validity, once their perspective is properly understood. Kant's
system of Critical philosophy emphasizes the importance of examining the
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structure and limitations of reason itself.
critique. To use the method of synthesis together with a critical approach to doing
philosophy. This term appears in the titles of the three main books in Kant's
Critical philosophy, which adopt the theoretical, practical and judicial standpoints,
respectively. The purpose of Critical philosophy is to prepare a secure
foundation for metaphysics. (Cf. metaphysics.) [IK] See also CPR.
data-controlled sound [AD pp xxvii]: Processes that disrupt the relationships of
successive samples in favour of simplifying and enhancing features of the data,
such as multiplying the data by a cosine wave, would be classified as
sonification [AD pp 190]. A coined term.
disposition. The tendency a person has at a given point in time to act in one way or
another (i.e., to obey the moral law or to disobey it). (Cf. predisposition.) [IK]
domain expert. Someone with knowledge in a particular field of endeavour. In
sonification, a domain expert is the person with knowledge of the field from
which the data is collected and for whom the sonification is attempting to
assist. [DW]
earcon. n. Tone or sequence of tones as a basis for building messages [Blattner, AD
pp 450]. a nonverbal audio message used in the user-computer interface to
provide information to the user about some computer object, operation, or
interaction. the aural counterpart of an icon [Blattner et al. Earcons and Icons:
Their Structure and Common Design Principles, 1989]. (C.f. auditory icon.) A
coined term..
empirical. One of Kant's four main perspectives, aiming to establish a kind of
knowledge which is both synthetic and a posteriori. Most of the knowledge we
gain through ordinary experience, or through science, is empirical. 'This swn is
black” is a typical empirical statement. (Cf. transcendental). [IK]
empiricism., A practical rather than abstract epistemology that asserts that
knowledge arises from experience rather than revelation. It emphasizes the role
of experience and evidence, especially sensory perception, in the formation of
ideas, while discounting the notion of innate ideas. In the philosophy of
science, empiricism emphasizes those aspects of scientific knowledge that are
closely related to evidence, especially as discovered in experiments. It is a
fundamental part of the scientific method that all hypotheses and theories must
be tested against observations of the natural world, rather than resting solely
on a priori reasoning, intuition, or revelation. Hence, science is considered to be
methodologically empirical in nature. [WP][DW]
experience. The combination of an intuition with a concept in the form of a judgment.
'Experience' in this 'mediate' sense is a synonym for 'empirical knowledge'. The
phrase 'possible experience' refers to a representation that is presented to our
sensibility through intuition, but is not yet known, because it has not been
presented to our understanding through concepts. 'Experience' in this sense is
'immediate' and contrasts with 'knowledge'. [IK]
faculty. A fundamental power of human subjects to do something or perform some
rational function. [IK]
faith. A rational attitude towards a potential object of knowledge which arises when
we are subjectively certain it is true even though we are unable to gain
theo-retical or objective certainty. By contrast, knowledge implies objective and
subjective certainty, while opinion is the state of having neither objective nor
subjective certainty. Kant encouraged a more humble approach to philosophy
by claiming to deny knowledge in order to make room for faith-i.e., by
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distinguishing between what we can know empirically and what is transcendent,
which we can approach only by means of faith. [IK]
formal. The active or subjective aspect of something-that is, the aspect which is based
on the rational activity of the subject. (Cf. material.) [IK]
heteronomy. An action which is determined by some outside influence (i.e., some
force other than the freedom given by practical reason, such as inclina-tion)
impelling the subject to act in a certain way. Such action is nonmoral (i.e.,
neither moral nor immoral). (Cf. autonomy.) [IK]
HCI Human Computer Interaction.
heterophenomenology. "phenomenology of another not oneself". A term coined by
Daniel Dennett to describe an explicitly third-person, scientific approach to the
study of consciousness. It consists of applying the scientific method with an
anthropological bent, combining the subject's self-reports with all other
available evidence to determine their mental state. The goal is to discover how
the subject sees the world and themselves, without taking the accuracy of the
view for granted. [WP] (Cf. phenomenology)
hypothetical. One of Kant's four main perspectives, aiming to establish a kind of
knowledge which is both analytic and a posteriori (though Kant himself wrongly
identified it as synthetic and a priori). Most metaphysical knowledge is properly
viewed from this perspective, instead of from the speculative perspective of
traditional metaphysics. (Cf. logical). [IK]
ideas. The species of representation which gives rise to metaphysical beliefs. Ideas are
special concepts that arise out of our knowledge of the empirical world, yet seem
to point beyond nature to some transcendent realm. The three most important
metaphysical ideas are God, freedom and immortality. [IK]
imagination. The faculty responsible for forming concepts out of the 'manifold of
intuition' and for synthesizing intuitions with concepts to form objects which are
ready to be judged. [IK]
inclination. The faculty or object which motivates a person to act in a heteronomous
way. Following inclinations is neither morally good nor morally bad, except
when doing so directly prevents a person from acting according to duty-i.e.,
only when choosing to obey an inclination results in disobedience to the moral
law. [IK]
information. A recognised relation between datum. a difference which makes a
difference. [GB 1972]. The answer to a question. [JB 1981]
intelligible. Presented to the subject without any material being provided by
sensibility. It is more or less equivalent to the terms supersensible and
transcendent. (Cf. sensible.) [IK]
intuition. The passive species of representation, by means of which our sen-sibility
enables to have sensations. By requiring appearances to be given in space and
time, intuitions allow us to perceive particular relations between
representations, thereby limiting empirical knowledge to the sensible realm. (Cf.
concept.) [IK]
judgment. In the first Critique, the use of the understanding by which an object is
determined to be empirically real, through a synthesis of intuitions and concepts.
The third Critique examines the form of our feelings of pleasure and
displeasure in order to construct a system based on the faculty of judgment (=
the judicial standpoint) in its aesthetic and teleological manifestations. (Cf. reason.)
[IK]
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judicial. One of Kant's three main standpoints, relating primarily to experience-i.e., to
what we feel, as opposed to what we know or desire to do. Judicial reason is
virtually synonymous with 'Critique' itself, and is concerned with questions
about the most profound ways in which we experience the world. Finding the
source of two examples of such experiences is the task of the third Critique. (Cf.
theoretical and practical.) [IK]
knowledge. The final goal of the understanding in combining intuitions and concepts.
If they are pure, the knowledge will be transcendental; if they are impure, the
knowledge will be empirical. In a looser sense, 'knowledge' also refers to that
which arises out adopting any legitimate perspective.
logical. One of Kant's four main perspectives, aiming to establish a kind of knowledge
which is both analytic and a priori. Hence it is concerned with nothing but the
relationships between concepts. The law of noncontradiction (A is not -A) is the
fundamental law of traditional, Aristotelian logic. (If we call this 'analytic' logic,
then 'synthetic' logic would be based on the oppo-site law of 'contradiction' [A
is -A].) 'All bachelors are unmarried' is a typical logical statement. (Cf.
hypothetical.) [IK]
material. The passive or objective aspect of something-that is, the aspect which is
based on the experience a subject has, or on the objects given in such an
experience. (Cf. formal.) [IK]
maxim. The material rule or principle used to guide a person in a particular situation
about what to do (e.g., 'I should never tell a lie'). It thus provides a kind of
bridge between a persons inner disposition and outer actions.
metaphysics. The highest form of philosophy, which attempts to gain knowledge of
the ideas. Because the traditional, speculative perspective fails to succeed in this
task, Kant suggests a new, hypothetical perspective for metaphysics.
Metaphysics can succeed only when it is preceded by Critique. (Cf. Critique.)
[IK]
noemata. The phenomena at which noesis it is directed. (Husserl) [WP]
noematic. The object or content (noema) which appears in the noetic acts
(respectively the believed, wanted, hated and loved ...). (Husserl) [WP]
noesis. An act of consciousness. (Husserl) [WP]. The psychological result of
perception and learning and reasoning [syn: cognition, knowledge]
noetic. The intentional act of consciousness (believing, willing, etc.) (Husserl) [WP]
noumenon. The name given to a thing when it is viewed as a transcendent object. The
term 'negative noumenon' refers only to the recognition of some-thing which is
not an object of sensible intuition, while 'positive noumenon' refers to the (quite
mistaken) attempt to know such a thing as an empirical object. These two terms
are sometimes used loosely as synonyms for 'transcendental object' and 'thing in
itself', respectively. (Cf. phenomenon.) [IK]
object. A general term for any 'thing' which is conditioned by the subject's
representation, and so is capable of being known. The thing in itself is a thing that
cannot become an object. (Cf. subject; see thing in itself.) [IK] (Lat. objectus, pp. of
objicere, “to throw over against”) In the widest sense, object is that towards
which consciousness is directed, whether cognitively or conatively The
cognitive or epistemological object of mind is anything perceived, imagined,
conceived or thought about. See Eptstemological Object. The conative object is
anything desired, avoided or willed. [L.W.]
objective idealism. The view that the mind possesses objects, norms, or meanings of
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universal validity. The opposite of subjectivism, psychologism, solipsism,
individualism (q.v.) [W.L.]. A name for that philosophy which is based on the
theory that both the subject and the object of knowledge are equally real and
equally manifestations of the absolute or ideal. Earlier employed to describe
Schelling's philosophy. Used independently by Charles S. Peirce (1839-1914)
and A. N. Whitehead (1861-) to describe their varieties of realism. Subjective
idealism supposes the world to consist of exemplifications of universals which
have their being in the mind. Objective idealism supposes the world to consist
of exemplifications of universals that have their being independent of the
mind. [J.K.F.]
objective reference. The self-transcendence of an immediately given content whereby
it is directed toward an object. See Object. [L.W.]
objective relativism. The epistemological theory which ascribes real objectivity to all
perspectives and appearances of an object of perception. (See A. E. Murphy,
"Objective Relativism in Dewey and Whitehead," Philosophical Review, Vol.
XXXVI, 1927.) [L.W.]
objective. Related more to the object or representation out of which knowledge is
constructed than to the subject possessing the knowledge. Considered
transcendentally, objective knowledge is less certain than subjective knowledge;
considered empirically, objective knowledge is more certain. (Cf. subjective.) [IK]
objectivism, epistemological. A doctrine that maintains that everything apprehended
is independent of the apprehender. (Montague.) [H.H.]
perceptions, minute. A term used by Leibniz for ‘unconscious perceptions’. (Cf.
Apperception.
perspective. A way of thinking about or considering something; or a set of
assumptions from which an object can be viewed. Knowing which perspective
is assumed is important because the same question can have different an-swers
if different perspectives are assumed. Kant himself does not use this word, but
he uses a number of other expressions (such as standpoint, way of thinking,
employment of understanding, etc.) in precisely this way. The main Critical
perspectives are the transcendental, empirical, logical and hypothetical. [IK]
phenomenology. The description and classification of phenomenon. [AOED]. (Cf.
also autophenomenology, hetrophenomenology)
phenomenon. the object of knowledge, viewed empirically, in its fully knowable state
(i.e., conditioned by space and time and the categories). (Cf. noumenon.) [IK] A fact
or occurrence that appears or is perceived, especially one of which the cause is
in question.
phenomenonalism. The doctrine that human knowledge is confined to the
appearances presented to the senses. [AOED]
practical. One of Kant's three main standpoints, relating primarily to action -i.e., to
what we desire to do as opposed to what we know or feel. Practical reason is a
synonym for will; and these two terms are concerned with questions of
morality. Finding the sources of such action is the task of the second Critique.
(Cf. theoretical and judicial.) [IK]
predisposition. The natural tendency a person has, apart from (or before having) any
experience, to be morally good or evil. (Cf. disposition.) [IK]
pure. Not mixed with anything sensible. Although its proper opposite is 'impure',
Kant normally opposes 'pure' to 'empirical'.
rational. Brounded in the faculty of reason rather than in sensibility. (See also
intelligible.) [IK]
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reality. If regarded from the empirical perspective, this refers to the ordinary world of
nature; if regarded from the transcendental perspective, it refers to the
transcendent realm of the noumenon. [IK]
reason. In Kant’s first Critique, the highest faculty of the human subject, to which all
other faculties are subordinated. It abstracts completely from the conditions of
sensibility. The second Critique examines the form of our de-sires in order to
construct a system based on the faculty of reason (= the practical standpoint).
Reason's primary function is practical; its theoretical function, though often
believed to be more important, should be viewed as having a secondary
importance. (Cf. judgment.) [IK]
regulative. Providing important guidelines for how knowledge should be used, yet
not itself playing any fundamental role in making up that knowledge. (Cf.
constitutive.) [IK]
representation. The most general word for an object at any stage in its determination
by the subject, or for the subjective act of forming the object at that level. The
main types of representations are intuitions, concepts and ideas. In the first
Critique, the understanding is the dominant faculty in processing
representations, while in the third Critique the faculty of imagination is
dominant. Sometimes translated as 'presentation'. [IK]
res cogitans. Thinking thing [Latin res, thing + cogitan, to think]. Descartes's term for
thinking substance, in contrast to res extensa. [c.f.]
res extensa. Extended thing [Latin res, thing + extensa extended, external] Descartes's
term for extended or corporeal substance, the physical world. Descartes
presents a subjectivist point of view : it is the subject that determines the world
around him, and not the other way around. subject ("res cogitans") -> world
("res extensa")
schematism. The function of the faculty of imagination, through which concepts and
intuitions are combined, or synthesized, according to a rule (called a schema). In
the first Critique, this function is presented as one of the steps required in order
for the understanding to produce empirical knowledge. [IK]
sensibility. The faculty concerned with passively receiving objects. This is
accomplished primarily in the form of physical and mental sensations (via
'outer sense' and 'inner sense', respectively). However, such sensations are
possible only if the objects are intuited, and intuition depends on space and time
existing in their pure form as well. (Cf. understanding.) [IK]
sensible. Presented to the subject by means of sensibility. (Cf. intelligible.) [IK]
soniculation. Sonic articulation. A term to identify a type of sonification (C.f.) in
which principal purpose is to articulate the information being sonified as
clearly as possible, rather than for the she beauty of the sound or other artistic
expressive purposes. A term coined in this thesis largely to cover the somewhat
ambiguous term scientific sonification,which seems to have fallen out of
favour. [DW]
sonification. N. A mapping of numerically represented relations in some domain
under study to relations in an acoustic domain for the purposes of interpreting,
understanding, or communicating relations in the domain under study
[Scaletti, AD pp 224]. A mapping of numerically represented relations in some
domain under study to relations in an acoustic domain for the purposes of
interpreting, understanding, or communicating relations in the domain under
study. [CS 1994]. A mapping of information to perceptual relations in the
acoustic domain to meet the information requirements of an information
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processing activity. [SB 1996]. The use of non-speech audio to convey
information. More specifically, sonification is the transformation of data
relations into perceived relations in an acoustic signal for the purposes of
facilitating communication or interpretation. [GK 1999]. The transformation of
information or data relations into acoustic signals for perception and
interpretation by listeners. [DW 2008].
space and time. Considered from the empirical perspective, they form the context in
which objects interact outside of us; considered from the transcendental
perspective, they are pure, so they exist inside of us as conditions of knowledge.
(Cf. categories.) [IK]
speculative. The illusory perspective which wrongly uses reason in a hope-less attempt
to gain knowledge about something transcendent. Sometimes used loosely as a
synonym of theoretical. [IK]
standpoint. The special type of perspective which determines the point from which a
whole system of perspectives is viewed. The main Critical standpoints are the
theoretical, practical and judicial. [IK]
subject. A general term for any rational person who is capable of having knowledge.
(Cf. object; see also representation.) [IK]
subjective. Related more to the subject than to the object or representation out of which
knowledge is constructed. Considered transcendentally, subjec-tive knowledge is
more certain that objective knowledge; considered empiri-cally, subjective
knowledge is less certain. (Cf. objective.) [IK]
summum bonum. Latin for ‘highest good’. This is the ultimate goal of the moral system
presented in the second Critique; it involves the ideal distribu-tion of happiness
in exact proportion to each person's virtue. In order to con-ceive of its
possibility, we must postulate the existence of God and human immortality,
thus giving these ideas practical reality. [IK]
supersensible. see intelligible and transcendent. [IK]
synaesthesia. n. sensation Produced at a point different from the point of
stimulation; a sensation of another kind suggested by one experience (e.g. in
colour-hearing). adv. synaesthetic [Ch]. n. the substitution of one sensory
modality for another [AD pp 11].
synthesis. integration Of two opposing representations into one new representation,
with a view towards constructing a new level of the object's reality. Philosophy
as Critique employs synthesis more than analysis. On the operation of synthesis
in the first Critique, see imagination. (Cf. analysis.) [IK]
synthetic. A statement or item of knowledge which is known to be true because of its
connection with some intuition. (Cf. analytic.) [IK]
system. A set of basic facts or arguments (called 'elements') arranged according to
the order of their logical relationships, as determined by the architectonic
patterns of reason. Kant's Critical philosophy is a System made up of three
subordinate systems, each defined by a distinct standpoint, and each made up of
the same four perspectives. [IK]
tabula rasa. Blank slate. {Latin].
teleological. Having to do with purposes or ends. The second half of the third
Critique examines the objective purposiveness in our perception of natural
organisms in order to construct a system of teleological judgment. [IK]
theoretical. One of Kant's three main standpoints, relating primarily to cognition-i.e.,
to what we know as opposed to what we feel or desire to do. Theoretical reason
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is concerned with questions about our knowledge of the ordinary world (the
world science seeks to understand). Finding the source of such knowledge is
the task of the first Critique, which would best be entitled the Critique of Pure
'Theoretical' Reason. (Cf. practical and judicial; see speculative.) [IK]
thing in itself. An object considered transcendentally apart from all the conditions
under which a subject can gain knowledge of it. Hence the thing in itself is, by
definition, unknowable. Sometimes used loosely as a synonym of noumenon.
(Cf. appearance.) [IK]
time. See space and time. [IK]
transcendent. The realm of thought which lies beyond the boundary of pos-sible
knowledge, because it consists of objects which cannot be presented to us in
intuition-i.e., objects which we can never experience with our senses (sometimes
called noumena). The closest we can get to gaining knowledge of the
transcendent realm is to think about it by means of ideas. (The opposite of
'transcendent' is 'immanent'.) [IK]
transcendental object. An object considered transcendentally insofar as it has been
presented to a subject, but is not yet represented in any determined way-i.e., not
yet influenced by space and time or by the categories. Also called an 'object in
general'.
transcendental. One of Kant's four main perspectives, aiming to establish a kind of
knowledge which is both synthetic and a priori. It is a special type of
philosophical knowledge, concerned with the necessary conditions for the
possibility of experience. However, Kant believes all knowing subjects assume
certain transcendental truths, whether or not they are aware of it.
Transcendental knowledge defines the boundary between empirical knowledge
and speculation about the transcendent realm. 'Every event has a cause' is a
typical transcendental statement. (Cf. empirical.) [IK]
understanding. On the first Critique, the faculty concerned with actively producing
knowledge by means of concepts. This is quite similar to what is normally called
the mind. It gives rise to the logical perspective, which enables us to compare
concepts with each other, and to the empirical perspective (where it is also
called judgment), which enables us to combine concepts with intuitions in order
to produce empirical knowledge. The first Critique examines the form of our
cognitions in order to construct a system based on the faculty of understanding
(= the theoretical standpoint). (Cf. sensibility.) [IK]
visile. adj. Of or pertaining to sight. learning by means of visual images and recalling
such images readily. n. one whose imagery naturally takes a visual form [Ch].
C.f. audile.
will. The manifestation of reason in its practical form (see practical). The two German
words, 'Willkür' and 'Wille' can both be translated in English as 'will'. Willkür
refers to the faculty of choice, which for Kant is just one (empirical) function of
the more fundamental faculty of practical reason (= Wille). [IK]
‘world-as-it-is’. The real empirically experienced worldThe world from which
Husserl’s phenomenal world is bracketed off by a process known as epoche.
XAO The All Ordinaries Index of the ASX (c.f.). A broad market indicator.
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Glossary references
[ACOD] Australian Concise Oxford Dictionary. 2nd Edition. 1992.
[AD]
Auditory Display, ed. Gregory Kramer, Proc. Vol XVIII Santa Fe Institute
Studies in the Sciences of Complexity; Addison-Wesley Reading MA, 1994.
Definitions from Auditory Display, unless prefixed by an author's name
are provided by Gregory Kramer.
[Ch]
Chambers English Dictionary, mostly by way of Vicker’s website.
[CS]
Scaletti, C. 1994.
[DW]
Worrall, D.R. 2008.
[GK]
Kramer, G. et al. 1999.
[IK]
As used by Immanuel Kant. Compiled by Stephen Palmquest. Used with
permission. Available separately and in full at
http://www.hkbu.edu.hk/~ppp/ksp1/KSPglos.html
[JB]
Bertin, J. 1981.
[SB]
Barrass, S. 1994.
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